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How lawyers are ranked
Every year we carry out thousands of in-depth
interviews with clients in order to assess the
reputation and expertise of business lawyers
across Latin America. The qualities we look for
(and which determine rankings) include techni-
cal legal ability, professional conduct, client
service, commercial awareness/astuteness,
diligence and commitment. 
Post-publication changes to editorial can be
found on www.chambersandpartners.com

While several countries are still recovering
from the economic downturn, Brazil’s econ-
omy continues to enjoy steady growth. Legal
practices dedicated to corporate/M&A
experience a constant influx of novel work
generated by both considerable internal
market consolidation and international
expansion of domestic companies. Foreign
investments continue to arrive in the coun-
try at a rapid rate and have proved a signifi-
cant source for new mandates; over the past
year a notable level of investment and inter-
est has come from Asia and private equity
investors in particular.

The country’s leading law firms consist
of a potent group of traditional full-service
firms and more recently established and
highly specialised firms, comprising
Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice,
Pinheiro Neto Advogados, TozziniFreire
Advogados, Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão,
Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e
Quiroga Advogados and Souza, Cescon,
Barrieu & Flesch Advogados.

Pinheiro Neto continues to impress with
an enviable reputation that extends far
beyond the country’s borders. The firm cel-
ebrates its 70th anniversary in 2012 and
stands out for providing legal services of
the highest quality across a vast range of
practice areas. Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice is another long-established firm that

ticks all the boxes when it comes to a full-
service offering, with a sizeable team of
experts that can handle a large volume of
deals. TozziniFreire also belongs to the
country’s top tier of full-service firms. It
continues to nurture an impressive clien-
tele and its strong track record speaks for
itself. M&A powerhouse Barbosa,
Müssnich & Aragão houses a team of high-
ly experienced lawyers and continues to be
involved in a large number of sophisticated
transactions. Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho,
Marrey Jr. e Quiroga is another full-service
firm that stands out not only for its M&A
expertise but also for the breadth and
depth of its capital markets and finance
practice. Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch
continues to expand its presence in the cor-
porate/M&A arena and has lately been
highly active in assisting clients with a
range of high-profile transactions that are
reshaping the market.

Capital markets is another practice area
which continues to generate interest from
domestic and international players. 2010
was a particularly interesting year as all the
country’s major law firms were involved in
some capacity in Petrobras’ record-break-
ing equity offering, which raised USD69
billion. Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice
acted as deal counsel for Petrobras.
Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados is one of

the country’s leading capital markets firms
and also excels in banking & finance.

Medium-sized and boutique firms have
benefited considerably from intense local
activity in the middle and small market-
place. Xavier Bernardes e Bragança is an
example of a firmly established medium-
sized firm and is perhaps best known for its
thriving tax practice. Meanwhile, Lefosse
Advogados is gaining recognition in the
capital markets sector. Trench, Rossi e
Watanabe offers a broad international plat-
form as part of Baker & McKenzie’s global
network. Other prominent names include
Demarest e Almeida, Levy & Salomão
Advogados, Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich
Advogados e Consultores Legais and
Azevedo Sette Advogados. Veirano
Advogados retains a solid market share of
transactional corporate work and also
stands out for its in-depth expertise in
international trade and energy & natural
resources. Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra
Advogados is also an energy big-hitter and
excels in corporate and tax matters.

On the energy & natural resources side,
last year was another strong one for the
country. Oil & gas players continue to pre-
pare themselves for the future exploration
of pre-salt blocks, while the power sector
noticed an increase of investment in
renewables, particularly in relation to wind
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power. On the mining side, several strategi-
cally important cross-border M&A deals
were closed, both inbound and outbound.
Boutique firm Schmidt, Valois, Miranda,
Ferreira e Agel – Advogados has a long-
standing dedication to this area, while Tauil
& Chequer Advogados is quickly expand-
ing its offering following its association
with international firm Mayer Brown LLP.

Life sciences and public law are new
practice areas added to this year’s guide,
and the tables are mostly populated by
boutique firms. Firms such as Mattos
Muriel Kestener Advogados and Vicente
Nogueira Advogados display very niche
expertise in issues related to industries that
are heavily regulated by the health and safe-
ty authorities. Leading public law firms are
Manesco, Ramires, Perez, Azevedo

Marques Advocacia and Sundfeld
Advogados. On the dispute resolution side,
L.O. Baptista Advogados, Sergio Bermudes
Advogados, Andrade & Fichtner
Advogados and Wald e Associados
Advogados lead the way.

International law firms continue to play
a key role in cross-border transactions and
have secured a valuable stake in the coun-
try’s legal market. Those with a longer his-
tory on the ground are White & Case LLP
and Clifford Chance. They are followed by
Baker & McKenzie and Linklaters, which
maintain close associations with local firms
Lefosse and Trench, Rossi e Watanabe,
respectively. Other established internation-
al names include Clyde & Co, Proskauer
Rose, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher &
Flom LLP & Affiliates and Shearman &

Sterling LLP. Mayer Brown, Milbank,
Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP, Allen &
Overy, Chadbourne & Parke LLP and
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP have
recently added to the list of international
firms with offices in Brazil, while Uría
Menéndez and DLA Piper have tightened
their links with the country through associ-
ations with local firms. An increase in out-
bound and inbound investments also saw
international offshore heavyweight
Conyers Dill & Pearman launch its
Brazilian office a few years ago. Simpson
Thacher & Bartlett LLP and Davis Polk &
Wardwell LLP have already announced
plans to open their own offices in São
Paulo and to establish teams permanently
based in the country.

Brazil Aviation www.chambersandpartners.com

AVIATION
Advocacia Amaral Dinkhuysen
This traditional aviation boutique is highly
regarded for its strengths in the regulatory
sector. The team advises a large number of
national operators, including Gol Airlines,
on a wide range of regulatory and commer-
cial matters. In recent highlights, it provid-
ed advice on a concession agreement
between Infraero and Morro Vermelho Táxi
Aereo in connection with space allocation
at Congonhas airport. On the transactional
side, the team recently assisted VRG Linhas
Aéreas with a large volume of financings
and the delivery of 12 new Boeing aircraft.
Sources enthuse that “the firm has an excel-
lent level of expertise that distinguishes it
from the rest of the market and it is extreme-
ly client-focused.” Department head Mira
Zimmermann Dinkhuysen (see p.339) is a
go-to lawyer for regulatory and finance
issues and is well respected for “her in-depth
knowledge, flexibility and precise and
straightforward answers to every matter.”
Adriana Mendes (see p.316) is a young
associate who is noted for her well-honed
regulatory expertise.

Antonini Advogados Associados
This firm’s flagship is unquestionably avia-
tion and the team has a strong focus on lia-
bility and litigation cases. The practice
group handles a broad range of cases relat-
ing to accidents, flight delays, loss, damages,
insurance claims, as well as border legisla-
tion and customs regulation. The dedicated
team is highly praised for “its pragmatic and
discreet way of dealing with sensitive and
often delicate matters.” It represents small

and large international carriers, insurance
and reinsurance companies, as well as man-
ufacturers of aircraft parts. Patricia
Henriette Antonini (see p.284) heads the
department and is hailed by sources as
“experienced, knowledgeable and deter-
mined.” She is capably supported by Paulo
Sérgio De Lorenzi (see p.298) who
impresses sources with “his in-depth under-
standing of aviation legislation.”

Basch & Rameh
Basch & Rameh is undoubtedly one of the
most respected firms for aviation finance in
Brazil and regularly handles high-yield
operations and complex transactions. One
of the group’s primary strong suits is its
close working relationships with interna-
tional institutions, including a number of
prestigious banks, US and European credit
agencies, venture capital companies and
leasing companies. The group has had a
busy year handling leasing operations
involving Airbus aircraft, helicopters and
executive jets. Although the team is prima-
rily focused on transactional work, it also
enjoys a glowing reputation in contentious
aviation work. In a standout case, it repre-
sented aircraft lessors in the judicial recu-
peration of Brazilian cargo airline VarigLog
and related bankruptcy proceedings. US-
qualified firm founder Kenneth Basch is the
primary contact for clients.

Bernardi & Schnapp Advogados
This full-service firm is a market leader for
aviation and excels in regulatory and liabil-
ity matters. It has a strong track record in

Aviation: Finance
Leading Firms

Band 1
Basch & Rameh
Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança ✳

Band 2
Advocacia Amaral Dinkhuysen

Band 3
Bernardi & Schnapp Advogados
Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra Advogados ✳

Leading Individuals

Star individuals
Xavier Albernaz Lynch Maria Regina ✳

Band 1
Zimmermann Dinkhuysen Mira Amaral ✳

Band 2
Castro Cunha Derenusson Ana Luisa Xavier ✳

de Carvalho Adolpho Julio Pinheiro Neto ✳

Band 3
Alvarenga Ricardo Rolim, Viotti & Leite Campos ✳

Bernardi Ricardo Bernardi & Schnapp Advogados ✳

de Haro Sanches Humberto Ulhôa Canto ✳

Falkenburger Fabio Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Lopes Enei José Virgílio Machado, Meyer ✳

Band 4
Coelho Ricardo Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Associates to watch
Pacheco e Chaves Lunardelli Ruth Xavier
✳ Indicates firm/individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest
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the sector and has helped several major
international airline operators open offices
in the country. Clients say: “This is one of the
best firms for aviation. The team is respon-
sive, diligent, pragmatic and is excellent value
for money.” The team handles a large num-
ber of commercial and accident litigation
and civil responsibility cases, including
high-value cargo liability claims. In a recent
highlight, it represented several airlines in a
law suit filed by the Guarulhos District
Attorney’s Office in connection with alleged
environmental damage caused by green-
house gas emissions at São Paulo
International Airport. Although finance is
not the team’s principal focus, the group
also handles a considerable amount of work
on this front and recently advised a US air-
craft financing company on several transac-
tions. It has a strong client base which pri-
marily consists of leading international air-

lines and insurance companies. Ricardo
Bernardi (see p.288) is a well-respected avi-
ation specialist who is praised for his “abili-
ty to provide creative solutions to dynamic
transactions.” Érica Kawahala specialises in
regulatory matters and market sources
praise her skills and confidence.

Di Ciero e Mello Franco
Advogados
See Profile p.358
Di Ciero e Mello Franco is widely regarded
as a top choice for aviation work and is best
known for its regulatory and litigation
expertise. It operates out of offices in Rio de
Janeiro and São Paulo and also has a num-
ber of correspondents across the country.
Clients say: “The team is always up to date
with developments in the aviation market
and its skills are apparent from the outset.”
The bulk of its clients consist of interna-
tional airlines that retain the firm on a
range of commercial and employment mat-
ters. The team is regularly involved in
administrative and contentious procedures
before the aviation agencies. It is currently
advising a client on issues relating to alleged
delinquent CSSL (Social Contribution on
Corporate Net Profits), a social contribu-
tion from which airlines should be exempt
under international treaties. Simone Di
Ciero spearheads the department and is
described as “smart, sharp, straightforward,
creative and a problem-solver.” Luisa
Medina is considered “proactive, charismat-
ic and always in perfect sync with Di Ciero,”
according to sources.

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich
Advogados e Consultores Legais
See Profile p.361
The aviation team of this large full-service
firm has a broad practice but is particularly
well regarded for its prowess in litigation
and regulatory matters. The group offers
multidisciplinary advice to large interna-
tional air carriers such as Singapore
Airlines, Turkish Airlines and American
Airlines on a range of issues, including
nationwide passenger claims and cargo
claims, government fines and regulatory
administrative processes. Aviation finance
forms an important part of its workload
and the group routinely advises banks and
private companies on helicopter leasing
operations. Neil Montgomery (see p.319) is
the multi-talented partner responsible for
this area.

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
This firm holds an indisputable position at
the top of the market when it comes to avi-
ation law. The strong practice group has
long enjoyed pride of place in the litigation
and regulatory sectors and also enters the
top spot in the financing ranking this year
on account of the variety and complexity of
its work in this area. The group assisted
Banco Santander and BNDES with a highly
complex structure financing operation of
six aircrafts manufactured by EMBRAER
and leased to Azul Linhas Aéreas. It repre-
sents a number of prestigious clients,
including national and international banks,
leasing companies and large air carriers
such as TAM Linhas Aéreas and Alitalia.
Infrastructure specialist José Virgílio Lopes
Enei (see p.312) leads the aviation team and
is highly respected in the market. Fabio
Falkenburger (see p.301) is well regarded as
a hands-on lawyer and impresses sources
with “his solid technical background, business
acumen and knowledge of the sector.” Eliane
Cristina Carvalho (see p.292) is highly spe-
cialised in litigation and has been involved
in a number of high-profile liability cases.

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
Pinheiro Neto is one of the largest law firms
in Brazil and is highly regarded in the avia-
tion sector. It represents a wide range of
clients, including aircraft manufacturers,
leasing companies, banks and airlines and
has been involved in some of the most
prominent aviation operations undertaken
in the country. Sources are attracted to the
firm’s “ability to keep the client informed
about developments in the market and the
business knowledge, high degree of sophistica-
tion and personal involvement of its senior
lawyers.” Adolpho Julio de Carvalho (see
p.296) stands out for his ample experience
on aircraft finance transactions. Gilberto
Giusti (see p.305) is a skilful litigator much
admired by peers for his work on aircraft
reintegration processes, while Ricardo
Coelho (see p.294) specialises in finance
and aviation law.

Rolim, Viotti & Leite Campos
Advogados
See Profile p.397
This compact aviation team’s practice is
strongly weighted towards liability and liti-
gation work. It regularly represents clients
in claims relating to airplane accidents, con-
sumer rights and related regulatory and tax

www.chambersandpartners.com Aviation Brazil
Aviation: Liability & Litigation
Leading Firms

Band 1
Bernardi & Schnapp Advogados
Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 2
Di Ciero e Mello Franco Advogados ✳

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

Siqueira Castro Advogados ✳

Taliba e Advogados ✳

Band 3
Antonini Advogados Associados
Rolim, Viotti & Leite Campos Advogados ✳

Leading Individuals

Band 1
Assis de Almeida José Gabriel JG Assis
Bernardi Ricardo Bernardi & Schnapp Advogados ✳

Costa Julio Clyde & Co
Taliba Rita Taliba e Advogados

Band 2
Alvarenga Ricardo Rolim, Viotti & Leite Campos ✳

Antonini Patricia Henriette Antonini Advogados ✳

Giusti Gilberto Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 3
Braga Tavares Paes Eduardo Tavares Paes
Brugioni Ligia Taliba e Advogados
Coutinho Kurtz Fabio Siqueira Castro Advogados
De Lorenzi Paulo Sérgio Antonini Advogados ✳

Di Ciero Simone Di Ciero e Mello Franco 
Siqueira Castro Carlos Roberto Siqueira Castro 

Band 4
Carvalho Eliane Cristina Machado, Meyer ✳

Medina Luisa Di Ciero e Mello Franco Advogados
✳ Indicates firm/individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest
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issues. In a recent work highlight, it repre-
sented Helicópteros do Brasil in an admin-
istrative defence proceeding against alleged
inordinate taxation and fines in connection
with transportation of a helicopter from
São Paulo to Minas Gerais. It advises a
range of clients, including airline operators,
helicopter manufacturers, the air taxi union
and also companies that use corporate air-
craft. Ricardo Alvarenga (see p.283) leads
the department and is a well-respected fig-
ure in the market.

Siqueira Castro Advogados
See Profile p.403
This full-service firm enjoys a strong pres-
ence in the aviation liability and litigation
sector. Its 17 branches across the country
give the firm extensive national coverage – a
feature which is seen as a great asset by its
clients: “It is a very active firm with countless
qualified lawyers and numerous offices across
Brazil.” The team represents airlines such as
American Airlines and is advising Gol
Linhas Aéreas on a range of labour claims.
Carlos Roberto Siqueira Castro impresses
sources with “his in-depth knowledge and
ample experience both in and out of the
courtroom.” Fabio Coutinho Kurtz is
another key member of the team and spe-
cialises in aviation law and litigation mat-
ters.

Taliba e Advogados
See Profile p.406
This aviation boutique has extensive experi-
ence in this sector and routinely represents
airline operators and a range of other com-
panies connected with the aviation indus-
try. IATA is firm’s most prominent client,
which retains the firm for a variety of litiga-
tion cases involving airlines, travel agencies
and consumer rights issues. Clients say: “It
is a small and highly specialised firm that
deals with matters with objectivity and prag-
matism and above all is extremely close to the
client.” Sources describe founding partner
Rita Taliba as “an expert in the field, who is
always up to date with aviation trends, is
result-oriented and has great commercial
understanding.” Ligia Brugioni has a wealth
of experience in the field and is particularly
focused on consumer rights and liability
issues.

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra
Advogados
See Profile p.409
This firm enters the ranking this year fol-
lowing an impressive workload in recent
months and effusive market feedback.
Sources say: “The team really understands
the problems and peculiarities of the sector.”
The team has a strong focus on finance

matters and handles national and cross-
border transactions, often relating to the
sale and purchase of helicopters and execu-
tive jets. In recent highlights, the firm
advised Aero Rio Taxi Aéreo on two lease
extensions of a Dassault Falcon 2000 from
AVN Air. Humberto de Haro Sanches (see
p.297) leads the team and market sources
praise his “commercial acumen, impeccable
technical skills and superb client service.”

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança
See Profile p.415
This full-service law firm is a market leader
for aviation and has a strong focus on
finance and regulatory work. It typically
advises banks and aviation companies on
financing and refinancing matters and leas-
ing of aircraft. The group also has a long-
standing relationship with Brazilian giant
Embraer, which retains the firm for advice
on litigation and regulatory matters. In a
recent highlight, the practice assisted the
Bank of America with the leasing of a cor-
porate jet aircraft to Brazilian legal entities
and individuals. Sources hail the firm as
“one of the most specialised firms in the
Brazilian aviation sector.” Star partner
Maria Regina Mangabeira Albernaz Lynch
(see p.313) is an expert in the field and
sources highlight her “constructive and cre-
ative attitude to presenting the best options
and opportunities for clients.” Ana Luisa
Castro Cunha Derenusson (see p.292) and
Ruth Pacheco e Chaves Lunardelli are
praised for their ample knowledge of the
sector.

Other Notable Practitioners
José Gabriel Assis de Almeida of JG Assis
de Almeida e Associados is highly regarded
by market sources as “an outstanding practi-
tioner who knows aviation inside out.” Julio
Costa of Clyde & Co enjoys glowing feed-
back from market sources and is widely
regarded as one of the best lawyers for avia-
tion liability in Brazil. Eduardo Braga
Tavares Paes of Escritório de Advocacia
Tavares Paes has a wealth of experience in
the field and is sought after by clients for his
in-depth knowledge of regulatory matters.

Brazil Aviation www.chambersandpartners.com

Aviation: Regulatory
Leading Firms

Band 1
Advocacia Amaral Dinkhuysen
Bernardi & Schnapp Advogados
Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança ✳

Band 2
Di Ciero e Mello Franco Advogados ✳

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

Leading Individuals

Star individuals
Xavier Albernaz Lynch Maria Regina ✳

Band 1
Bernardi Ricardo Bernardi & Schnapp Advogados ✳

Zimmermann Dinkhuysen Mira Amaral ✳

Band 2
Assis de Almeida José Gabriel JG Assis

Band 3
Alvarenga Ricardo Rolim, Viotti & Leite Campos ✳

Braga Tavares Paes Eduardo Tavares
Di Ciero Simone Di Ciero e Mello Franco 
Lopes Enei José Virgílio Machado, Meyer ✳

Band 4
Falkenburger Fabio Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Montgomery Neil Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich ✳

Associates to watch
Kawahala Érica Bernardi & Schnapp Advogados
Mendes Adriana Advocacia Amaral Dinkhuysen ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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www.chambersandpartners.com Banking & Finance Brazil

BANKING & FINANCE

Band 1

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
THE FIRM This full-service giant fields a
winning banking and finance team that
“really stands out for its excellent service,”
according to clients. The firm’s corporate
finance practice group represents both
lenders and borrowers, and is universally
recognised for its sophistication and the
depth of its resources. Its strong corporate
and capital markets departments contribute
further to the firm’s excellence in this area.
Debt transactions, securities, financial
products such as derivatives and regulatory
support are all part of the firm’s extensive
repertoire. In work highlights, the firm
worked alongside Cleary Gottlieb Steen &
Hamilton LLP as local counsel to dealers
Goldman Sachs, Citi and Bradesco on
Banco Bradesco’s double bond issuance,
totalling USD1.35 billion.
Sources say: “This is a great firm for finance
and we highly recommend them.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Nei Zelmanovits (see
p.339) is a leading figure for banking and
finance and led on the Bradesco transac-
tion. His technical knowledge of the regula-
tory framework governing the sector is also

widely recognised. Silvia Rajsfeld Fiszman
(see p.325) is particularly noted for her
project financing know-how. José Roberto
Opice (see p.322) is a respected rainmaker
with overarching knowledge of corporate
law and banking and financing.

Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados
See Profile p.391
THE FIRM This mid-sized firm is some-
thing of an institution for banking and
finance matters, with a reputation for excel-
lence that extends far beyond the local mar-
ket. Unsurprisingly, given its degree of spe-
cialisation, the firm rates highly in comple-
mentary areas such as capital markets,
bankruptcy and corporate/M&A. Debt and
equity offerings, debt transactions, struc-
tured finance and securitisations are all
strong suits. The firm represents both local
and international clients, and has been
advising on products denominated in both
US dollars and Brazilian reals over the past
year. Clients laud the firm’s approach and
highlight that “it is very business-oriented
and totally committed to the success of the
deal.” In work highlights, the firm advised
both Votorantim Participações and its
wholly-owned European subsidiary in con-
nection with the arrangement of a USD1
billion syndicated loan, granted to
Votorantim GmbH, and guaranteed by
Votorantim Participações.
Sources say: “We’ve worked with a number
of Brazil’s top firms and this is by far our
favourite.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS New York and Brazil-
qualified Francisco José Pinheiro
Guimarães (see p.323) is a leading member
of the team and has first-rate transactional
and regulatory expertise. He recently partic-
ipated in a USD1 billion notes offering, rep-
resenting the arrangers Banco Itaú Europa
(London Branch), HSBC Securities (USA),
Morgan Stanley, Santander Investment
Securities and BB Securities. The notes
offering was by CSN Resources and the deal
was guaranteed by parent company
Companhia Siderúrgica Nacional. Plinio
Pinheiro Guimarães (see p.323) is highly
regarded for his regulatory know-how and
broad debt and derivatives expertise. He is
admitted to the Brazilian and New York
State Bars, and sources note that he “works
closely with clients to make the deal happen.”
Ivie Moura Alves (see p.319) is particularly
strong in debt-related transactions and is
also dual-qualified. She assists on many of

the firm’s headline deals. Paula Pessôa (see
p.323) wins strong praise for her expertise
in foreign exchange derivatives, with clients
describing her as “very hands-on, business-
oriented and good for the most technical and
theoretical matters.” Francisco Pinheiro
Guimarães Neto (see p.323) is a published
authority on debt and global derivatives
and is widely respected in the market. He
was part of the team that acted as counsel to
HSBC, Santander, BB Securities and Banco
Espírito Santo de Investimento, as
arrangers, in the offering of 5.125% senior
notes issued by Telemar Norte Leste for
EUR750 million. Fabio Yanitchkis Couto
(see p.338) continues to consolidate his rep-
utation in the market and recently advised
Export Development Canada (EDC) as
administrative agent and lender during the
arrangement of a USD1 billion loan to
Vale’s Canadian subsidiaries. He is qualified
to practise in Brazil and New York.

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
THE FIRM This full-service firm is a tradi-
tional stalwart of the Brazilian legal scene
and has a top-notch banking and finance
practice group that draws on the strengths
of its capital markets and corporate depart-
ments. Recent areas of focus have included
debt and equity derivatives, bond issuances,
regulatory matters and joint ventures and
M&A in the banking sector. The firm
repeatedly wins praise for its consistently
high standards of service. In recent work, it
advised Banco do Brasil and Bradesco on
establishing a joint venture for the launch of
the first Brazilian credit card brand, ‘Elo’.
The firm also acted as counsel to Itaú,
Bradesco, Santander and Banco do Brasil
on all their MTN issuances, including sub-
ordinated debt.
Sources say: “What really impresses me
about this firm is the consistency of the work:
the lawyers always deliver well-founded and
excellently structured legal opinions.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Bruno Balduccini
(see p.286) wins strong client praise for his
corporate finance, M&A and currency
exchange expertise, as well as his in-depth
knowledge of banking regulations. Clients
highlight that “he places a strong emphasis
on client relationships and comes up with cre-
ative solutions to problems.” Managing part-
ner Alexandre Bertoldi (see p.288) has a
recognised corporate/M&A practice and is
also rated for his banking and finance

Banking & Finance
Leading Firms

Band 1
Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 2
Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Levy & Salomão Advogados
Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch Advogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 3
Demarest e Almeida ✳

Lefosse Advogados ✳

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra Advogados ✳

Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e Guerreiro ✳

Band 4
Motta Fernandes Rocha Advogados ✳

Ramos, Zuanon e Manassero Advogados ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Velloza & Girotto Advogados Associados
✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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expertise. José Luiz Homem de Mello (see
p.308) is qualified to practise in Brazil and
New York, and focuses on corporate
finance. Fernando Alves Meira (see p.316)
is primarily known for the strength of his
corporate practice but is also heavily
involved in corporate finance, including
structured finance. José Carlos Meirelles
(see p.316) has a broad practice covering
different aspects of corporate finance, secu-
ritisation and structured finance. Tiago
Themudo Lessa (see p.311) wins glowing
praise from clients for his work on struc-
tured equity derivatives: “In my 22 years’
experience, I’ve met very few lawyers that

have the same ability to interpret extremely
abstract legal concepts into tangible business
language – he’s even helping to train my in-
house counsel.” Sources acclaim Fernando
de Almeida Prado’s (see p.296) derivatives
regulatory work and in particular his
International Swaps and Derivatives
Association (ISDA) knowledge.

Band 2

Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão
See Profile p.345
THE FIRM This highly regarded corporate
player also has a strong capital markets and
finance department covering a broad range
of matters. The team is particularly well
known for its expertise in debt and equity
transactions, including international
financing and securitisation, as well as secu-
rities offerings. It advised Inbev on its
recent issuance of subordinated non-con-
vertible bonds for BRL2 billion. In other
highlights, the firm acted as counsel to
Mudar Incorporações in connection with
the arrangement of a BRL55 million loan to
finance its expansion plans.
Sources say: “They demonstrate in-depth
knowledge of their clients’ business and are
able to suggest alternatives that minimise or
eliminate risk.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Camila Goldberg
Cavalcanti (see p.305) brings industry
experience as former in-house counsel to
Banco BBM and lectures on banking law at
the Fundação Getúlio Vargas. She recently
assisted Usina Caeté with the restructuring
of its USD177 million debt. Paulo Cezar
Aragão (see p.284) is a first-rate corporate
lawyer who also wins recognition for his
banking and finance sector know-how.

Levy & Salomão Advogados
THE FIRM This established firm has a tra-
ditional presence in banking and finance
and focuses on corporate financing, debt
restructuring and regulatory matters for a
wide range of clients. Structured financing
and derivatives are also areas of particular
expertise. In mandates of note, the firm
advised New Zealand’s Rank Group on its
multi-jurisdictional USD3.2 billion financ-
ing operation, and acted as local counsel to
Canada’s Novelis Group in relation to its
USD4.8 billion debt restructuring.
Sources say: “These lawyers are quick on
their feet, knowledgeable and available.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Luiz Roberto de Assis
is well known for his regulatory expertise
and extensive transactional experience. He

is regularly retained by prominent clients
such as Banco Fidis, Banco Pine, Banco
BMG and Banco Paulista for regulatory
matters. Practice head Eduardo Salomão
Neto is well versed in a wide range of bank-
ing and finance transactions. He focuses his
practice on loans, securitisations and bond
issuances.

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
THE FIRM This full-service firm has an
outstanding capital markets practice and its
technical know-how in this practice area
lends depth to its banking and finance
department. Debt offerings, securitisation,
structured finance, derivatives and regula-
tory framework are all areas covered by the
team. Recent highlights include acting as
counsel to BR Properties on its issuance of
USD200 million of notes, and advising
underwriters Commerzbank and HSBC
Securities (USA) on a USD1 billion notes
offering issued by Banco Industrial e
Comercial.
Sources say: “The firm’s strength is its full-
service capacity, meaning we have access to
cross-practice expertise under the same roof.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS José Eduardo
Carneiro Queiroz (see p.292) has a broad
corporate finance practice group that also
includes considerable regulatory expertise.
Sergio Spinelli Silva Jr (see p.332) primari-
ly focuses on capital markets and uses this
cross-over knowledge to advise on complex
structured transactions. Kevin Michael
Altit (see p.283) adds further corporate
experience to the team and advises on debt-
related mandates, as well as debentures and
securities.

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch
Advogados
See Profile p.405
THE FIRM This full-service firm’s banking
and finance department works hand in
hand with other areas such as capital mar-
kets, tax and corporate, and maintains a
steady flow of mandates. Market sources
regard the firm as strong across the board in
corporate financing. In a lender side high-
light, the firm acted as counsel to a syndi-
cate of banks headed by Union Bank in
connection with the arrangement of a
USD600 million export pre-payment facili-
ty with Fibria Celulose. On the borrower
side, the firm assisted EBX Group with the
USD1.3 billion financing for its acquisition
of Ventana Gold, a complex transaction that

Banking & Finance
Leading Individuals
Senior Statesmen
Opice José Roberto Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Neto Francisco Pinheiro ✳

Band 1
Balduccini Bruno Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Carneiro Queiroz José Eduardo Mattos Filho ✳

Herscovici Ronald Souza, Cescon, Barrieu ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Francisco José Pinheiro ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Plinio Pinheiro Guimarães ✳

Zelmanovits Nei Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Band 2
Aragão Paulo Cezar Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

de Araujo Cintra Antonio Felix TozziniFreire ✳

Salomão Neto Eduardo Levy & Salomão 

Band 3
Aceturi de Oliveira Joaquim José Souza ✳

Ambrósio Luis Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa 
Bertoldi Alexandre Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

de Assis Luiz Roberto Levy & Salomão 
de Salles Freire Ana Carolina TozziniFreire ✳

Homem de Mello José Luiz Pinheiro Neto ✳

Meira Fernando Alves Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Meirelles José Carlos Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Ribeiro Mattos Marcelo Veirano Advogados ✳

Spinelli Silva Jr Sergio Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Band 4
Altit Kevin Michael Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Corrêa Junior Gilberto Deon Veirano Advogados ✳

dos Santos Neto Domincio Santos Neto
Goldberg Cavalcanti Camila Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Moura Alves Ivie Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados ✳

Pessôa Paula Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados ✳

Rajsfeld Fiszman Silvia Machado, Meyer ✳

Vianna do Rego Barros Roberto Campos Mello ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Bronstein Sergio Veirano Advogados ✳

Gomes Pinto Luís Claudio Ulhôa Canto, Rezende ✳

Lessa A D Themudo Tiago Pinheiro Neto ✳

Levy Fernanda Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Yanitchkis Couto Fabio Pinheiro Guimarães ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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involved advising on structuring five sepa-
rate cross-border loan facilities.
Sources say: “A strong, business-oriented
team that consistently delivers on time.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Practice co-head
Ronald Herscovici (see p.308) “has an
excellent team and knows exactly what he’s
doing – this really shows on the deals,”
enthuse satisfied clients. His practice
includes capital markets and structured
financing. Fellow co-head Joaquim José
Aceturi de Oliveira (see p.283) is noted for
his capital markets work and provides
excellent support on complex banking and
finance transactions.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
THE FIRM This highly regarded firm fields
a comprehensive team in banking and
finance that is particularly noted for its cor-
porate finance expertise, including acquisi-
tion and project financing. The firm’s full-
service infrastructure and corporate know-
how attract a great deal of banking clients,
including prestigious names such as RBS
and Bank of America. The firm is currently
advising Scotiabank on the regulatory
aspects of its acquisition of Dresdner Bank
in Brazil.
KEY INDIVIDUALS Antonio Felix de
Araujo Cintra (see p.296) displays exten-
sive knowledge of the banking sector and is
also highlighted for his regulatory experi-
ence. In recent work, he advised Zurcher
Kantonalbank of Switzerland on regulatory
matters related to the incorporation of a
representative office in Brazil. Ana Carolina
de Salles Freire (see p.299) has a respected
transactional practice and recently advised

on the arrangement of a USD17.5 million
loan granted by German development cor-
poration Deutsche Investitions- und
Entwicklungsgesellschaft (DEG) to Rima
Industrial.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
THE FIRM This respected full-service firm
has sought to boost its offering in finance
and capital markets, and continues to raise
its banking and finance profile in the mar-
ket. The team has been involved in a num-
ber of lender-side corporate finance deals of
late, while other areas of expertise include
debt financing, pre-export financing and
securities. Work highlights include advising
Nordic Investment Bank on arranging a
USD50 million financing for Bons Ventos
Geradora de Energia to develop four wind
farms in Ceará State.
KEY INDIVIDUALS Marcelo Ribeiro
Mattos (see p.327) is recognised for his
expertise in corporate finance and particu-
larly stands out for his strong track record
of acquisition financing for the shipping
industry. In a mandate of note, he acted as
lead counsel to DnB NOR as agent and
arranger of a USD25 million credit facility
for Odfjell to finance the acquisition of a
vessel by its Brazilian subsidiary, Flumar
Transportes de Químicos e Gases. Sources
highlight Porto Alegre-based Gilberto
Deon Corrêa Junior (see p.294) for his in-
depth knowledge of finance contracts, while
Sergio Bronstein (see p.289) is based in São
Paulo and known for his acquisition finance
expertise.

Band 3

Demarest e Almeida
See Profile p.357
THE FIRM This established full-service
firm handles a wide range of corporate
financing matters, from acquisition and
project financing to trade financing. It rep-
resents both lenders and borrowers on
transactions. Currency exchange and secu-
rities are other strong areas of focus.
KEY INDIVIDUALS António Manuel
França Aires is highly regarded for his reg-
ulatory expertise and advises a range of
local and international banking clients.

Lefosse Advogados
See Profile p.371
THE FIRM Over the past year this full-serv-
ice firm has taken steps to come back from

recent partnership losses and has made
high-profile hirings in the capital markets
and projects arenas in the form of Carlos
Barbosa Mello and Eduardo Lima. The
market is waiting eagerly to see how these
additions will bolster the firm’s corporate
finance department. In recent work, partner
Christian Roschmann led the team acting as
local counsel to underwriters Credit Suisse
(Hong Kong) and Morgan Stanley Asia on
Sateri Holdings’ IPO on the Hong Kong
exchange, listed at HKD22.2 billion. The
company is a major player in cellulose pro-
duction and holds most of its assets in
Brazil.
KEY INDIVIDUALS Carlos Barbosa Mello
is the main contact for clients.

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra
Advogados
See Profile p.409
THE FIRM This tax and corporate-focused
full-service firm also fields a strong finance
team, which is particularly noted for its
work on behalf of lenders. The firm has
been particularly active in advising clients
such as BTG Pactual, Banco Brascan and
Polo Capital Gestão de Recursos on bank-
ing regulations and financial tax matters.
KEY INDIVIDUALS Luís Claudio Gomes
Pinto (see p.306) focuses on tax and
finance, and is the face of the firm’s finance
practice group for many top clients.

Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e
Guerreiro
See Profile p.412
THE FIRM This compact firm is best
known for its energy practice but also hous-
es a respected banking and finance depart-
ment. Over the past year, it has handled a
high volume of borrower-side export,
acquisition and project financings. In repre-
sentative highlights, the firm assisted Noble
do Brasil with arranging a USD20 million
export finance agreement with Standard
Chartered. On the lender side, the firm
advised Santander-managed Fundo de
Investimento em Participações on the
arrangement of a BRL425 million loan to
Foz do Brasil, a member of the Odebrecht
Group.
KEY INDIVIDUALS Clients recommend
Luis Ambrósio for his project finance and
debt work, describing him as “a great nego-
tiator who knows this field inside-out.”

Banking & Finance: Regulatory
Leading Individuals

Band 1
Balduccini Bruno Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Carneiro Queiroz José Eduardo Mattos Filho ✳

Zelmanovits Nei Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Band 2
de Almeida Prado Fernando Pinheiro Neto ✳

de Araujo Cintra Antonio Felix TozziniFreire ✳

de Assis Luiz Roberto Levy & Salomão
Eizirik Nelson Carvalhosa & Eizirik ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Francisco José Pinheiro ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Plinio Pinheiro Guimarães ✳

Band 3
Aires António Manuel França Demarest 
Saddi Jairo Saddi Advogados Associados
✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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BANKING & FINANCE LOCALLY BASED INTERNATIONAL COUNSEL

Band 1

White & Case LLP
See Profile p.77
THE FIRM This global heavyweight’s São
Paulo office plays an extremely significant
role in the local market and typically acts as
international counsel to leading Brazilian
sponsors, lenders and borrowers. It has a
strong focus on structured trade finance,
which includes pre-export financings,
cross-border syndicated loans, project and
acquisition financings and debt restructur-
ing. In recent mandates, the firm has con-
tinued to advise Fibria Celulose, a
Votorantim Group company, on a number
of matters. Highlights include representing
the company’s Hungarian subsidiary in
connection with arranging an USD800 mil-
lion secured export pre-payment facility,
granted by a syndicate of international
banks led by Union Bank.
Sources say: “This firm truly understands
how business is done in Brazil and provides
excellent support for our international trans-
actions.”

KEY INDIVIDUALS Donald Baker is a
leading figure for corporate finance and
leads on many of the firm’s top deals. His
comprehensive practice includes syndicated
financing, structured financings as well
project and acquisition financing, on both
the lender and borrower side. He was heav-
ily involved in the Fibria transaction and
also helped Votorantim Participações
secure a USD1.04 billion secured export
pre-payment facility.

Band 2

Clifford Chance
See Profile p.53
THE FIRM This full-service international
player has a long and distinguished track
record in the Latin American market, hav-
ing been involved in some of the market’s
most significant deals over the past few
years. In spite of the high-profile loss of
Charles Johnson to Chadbourne & Parke,
financing continues to be a core element of
the firm’s work in this sector. In deal high-

Leading Individuals

Band 1
Baker Donald E White & Case LLP
Hood Stephen Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP

Band 2
Fenwick David Proskauer Rose
Johnson Charles Chadbourne & Parke LLP
Piccirillo Antonio Proskauer Rose
✳ Indicates firm/individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.

Banking & Finance: 
Locally based International Counsel
Leading Firms

Band 1
White & Case LLP ✳

Band 2
Clifford Chance ✳

Proskauer Rose ✳

Band 4

Motta Fernandes Rocha
Advogados
See Profile p.387
THE FIRM This M&A-focused firm is most
active in its home market of Rio de Janeiro
and is gaining prominence in the finance
sector. Its broad practice covers a range of
debt and securities matters, structured
financing geared towards transactions and
investments, and regulatory matters.
KEY INDIVIDUALS Michael Altit is the
main point of contact for clients in this
area.

Ramos, Zuanon e Manassero
Advogados
See Profile p.396
THE FIRM This São Paulo-based firm has
carved a successful niche in borrower-side
corporate finance, including transaction
and acquisition financing. Recent work has
seen the firm act as counsel to household
names such as Rabobank and HSBC on
arranging loans for companies in the
agribusiness sector. In other highlights, the
firm advised a syndicate of banks led by
WestLB on the arrangement of a USD50
million pre-export financing for the Bom
Jesus Group.

Sources say: “This firm fields a slick, timely,
committed and efficient team which provides
excellent client service.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS José Eduardo
Manassero and Christian Ramos co-head
the department.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
THE FIRM The Brazilian office of this
highly regarded global firm has a well-
rounded banking and finance practice that
covers structured finance, loans, guarantees
and debt-related work. Its corporate experi-
ence and access to global know-how make it
a strong choice for multinational clients.
The firm recently advised the Brazilian sub-
sidiary of a global IT and telecoms player on
the issuance of notes amounting to EUR200
million.
KEY INDIVIDUALS José Augusto Martins
is the main contact for clients.

Velloza & Girotto Advogados
Associados
THE FIRM This compact firm is develop-
ing a strong reputation for its banking reg-
ulatory expertise, and also regularly advises
clients on the tax aspects of financial trans-

actions. It is headquartered in São Paulo
and also has offices in Rio de Janeiro and
Brasília.
KEY INDIVIDUALS Rubens José
Novakoski Fernandes Velloza is the key con-
tact in this area.

Other Notable Practitioners
Nelson Eizirik (see p.301) practises at
Carvalhosa & Eizirik and is highly regarded
for his regulatory expertise and strong aca-
demic background. Jairo Saddi of Saddi
Advogados Associados is a published
authority on banking regulations and an
academic heavyweight, both in Brazil and
further afield. Domincio dos Santos Neto
of Santos Neto Advogados is noted for his
trade finance experience, particularly in
connection with the agribusiness sector.
Fernanda Levy (see p.311) of Koury Lopes
Advogados (KLA) is praised by market
sources for her corporate finance know-
how and client service. Roberto Vianna do
Rego Barros (see p.336) of Campos Mello
Advogados in cooperation with DLA Piper
garners plaudits for his commercial
approach and well-grounded advice.
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lights, the firm represented BNP Paribas as
arranger of a USD300 million corporate
finance facility granted to a subsidiary of
Petrobras.
KEY INDIVIDUALS Anthony Oldfield is
the São Paulo office managing partner and
the key client contact.

Proskauer Rose
See Profile p.70
THE FIRM This firm’s São Paulo office
works closely with its New York headquar-
ters to provide a high-quality service to
lenders, borrowers and sponsors involved in
high-end corporate financings. It has a
strong focus on pre-export finance, project

finance and debt restructuring. In represen-
tative highlights, the firm represented a syn-
dicate of banks led by Crédit Agricole in the
restructuring of USD700 million of secured
debt belonging to San Antonio Oil & Gas
Services. In other matters, the team advised
WestLB as arranger of a syndicated USD220
million oil platform financing for a sub-
sidiary of Queiroz Galvão.
KEY INDIVIDUALS David Fenwick’s
practice is focused on international finance
where he handles both borrower and
lender-side deals for a range of top Brazilian
companies and local and global lenders.
Office head Antonio Piccirillo has a broad
finance practice. He recently advised

Unialco on a USD100 million syndicated
pre-export financing, arranged by
Santander.

Other Notable Practitioners
Charles Johnson joined Chadbourne &
Parke LLP in 2010 to run the firm’s new São
Paulo office. He was formerly head of
Clifford Chance’s banking and finance
department and brings a great deal of expe-
rience and business acumen to the table.
Stephen Hood joined Davis Polk &
Wardwell LLP in 2011 from Davis Polk,
where he was charge of the São Paulo office.
He is particularly noted for his project
finance experience.

BANKRUPTCY/RESTRUCTURING

Band 1

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich
Advogados e Consultores Legais
See Profile p.361
This firm is at the forefront of the bank-
ruptcy/restructuring sector in Brazil and
carries out some of the most important
restructuring operations in the country.
The team forms part of the wider dispute
resolution department and routinely draws
on the firm’s specialists in insolvency, tax,

regulatory issues and labour law to provide
clients with well-rounded advice. The team
handles a range of judicial restructuring,
extra-judicial negotiations, debt recovery
and consultancy and has a strong track
record of acting for both debtors and cred-
itors. Clients describe the service rendered
as “outstanding, both in terms of the lawyers’
preparedness and their ability to produce cre-
ative solutions with excellent results.” The
firm’s influence in this field becomes evi-
dent when looking at the role it plays in rep-
resenting prestigious financial institutions
and banks, as well as companies from the
meat export, sugar/ethanol production,
supermarket chain and luxury goods indus-
tries. Thomas Benes Felsberg (see p.302)
manages the team. Sources hail him as “one
of the most respected and experienced lawyers
engaged in highly strategic and complex
restructurings in Brazil.” Joel Luís Thomaz
Bastos (see p.333) leads the team’s litigation
and is particularly noted for his adept han-
dling of debt recovery.

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
Pinheiro Neto has a first-rate restructuring
team and is widely regarded in the market.
It is perhaps best known for representing
creditors, but the firm has also made head-
lines acting for debtor Independência
group in one of the most publicised, large-
scale and intricate restructuring proceed-
ings in recent years. Other representative
cases include acting for lenders on the
Agrenco, Sementes Selecta and Infinity
cases, which also received extensive media
coverage given the sophisticated nature of
these operations and the strategic impor-

tance of the relevant ethanol and soya pro-
duction industries. “The firm is very strong
in this field and features one of the best teams
acting on behalf of creditors in the country,”
enthuse sources. It handles a range of judi-
cial restructuring, insolvency, out-of-court
settlement and consultancy matters. Luiz
Fernando Valente de Paiva (see p.335)
enjoys an established reputation as a
“remarkable, outstanding bankruptcy and
restructuring expert.” Giuliano Colombo
(see p.294) is highlighted as a rising star in
the market and is praised in particular for
his talents as a skilled negotiator.

Renato Mange Advogados
Associados
This traditional boutique commands enor-
mous respect from the market. It is a firm
favourite with sources and its practice
focuses on sophisticated and complex judi-
cial restructurings and insolvency cases.
The team acts primarily on behalf of
debtors, but is sometimes retained by cred-
itors for consultancy matters and also con-
ducts out-of-court settlements. Recent
work highlights include Bombril’s restruc-
turing and Gradiente’s extra-judicial settle-
ment. “This team provides an excellent serv-
ice, it is quick to take decisions and efficiently
solves problems. I would highly recommend
the firm in this sector,” enthuses one satisfied
client. Renato Luiz de Macedo Mange
heads the team and stands out as “an excep-
tional bankruptcy attorney with sophisticated
know-how in this field.”

Bankruptcy/Restructuring
Leading Firms

Band 1
Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Renato Mange Advogados Associados

Band 2
Mandel Advocacia
Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados ✳

Sergio Bermudes Advogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Band 3
Demarest e Almeida ✳

Ferro, Castro Neves, Daltro & Gomide ✳

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

Motta Fernandes Rocha Advogados ✳

Band 4
Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e Brancher ✳

Castro, Barros, Sobral, Gomes Advogados ✳

Lilla, Huck, Otranto, Camargo Advogados ✳

Ramos, Zuanon e Manassero Advogados ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Band 2

Mandel Advocacia
This is another well-respected traditional
boutique, which has over 30 years of expe-
rience working in this area. It exclusively
represents debtors in both judicial and
extra-judicial restructurings and insolvency
proceedings. Julio Kahan Mandel leads the
team and impresses sources with his strate-
gic advice and in-depth knowledge of the
bankruptcy sector.

Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados
See Profile p.391
The bankruptcy/restructuring team at this
prestigious firm is going from strength to
strength and attracts widespread praise in
the market. It acts predominantly on behalf
of creditors and also has a strong track
record of assisting high-profile companies
and public institutions in distress. The team

covers the full range of services in the area
but stands out particularly in debt recovery
and out-of-court settlements. It represents a
number of prominent names in agribusi-
ness and recently represented the lending
side on the restructuring of a debt worth
USD1.5 billion in the biofuel industry.
Sources are effusive in their praise: “These
are top-notch lawyers who meet deadlines
and get things done quickly and accurately.
They excel technically and do an excellent job
of co-ordinating creditors and negotiating
with the debtor.” Sources describe Francisco
José Pinheiro Guimarães (see p.323) as
“focused, agile, knowledgeable and impres-
sively persuasive.” Eduardo Mattar (see
p.315) is seen as a rising star in the market
and is lauded as “a born negotiator with a
brilliant strategic mind, who capably com-
bines technical skills with creativity and prag-
matism.”

Sergio Bermudes Advogados
See Profile p.400
This team is well regarded in the bankrupt-
cy/restructuring sector and acts on behalf of
creditors in some of the country’s largest
and most complex restructuring opera-
tions. Sources highlight the team’s experi-
ence in this field and its particular expertise
in debt recovery. Since Ricardo Tepedino’s
departure from the firm in July 2011,
Marcelo Lamego Carpenter is the primary
contact for clients.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
TozziniFreire’s bankruptcy team is a well-
established name in the sector and repre-
sents both creditors and debtors. It advises a
number of financial institutions on the
restructurings of large companies and has a
number of clients in the airline, steelworks,
meat packing and grain export industries.
Sources say: “The lawyers are pragmatic,
dynamic and make communication very
easy. The fact that most of them are fluent in
English is also a distinctive trait.”
Representative clients include Santander,
Merrill Lynch, Glencore Importadora e
Exportadora and Mitsui. Fábio Rosas (see
p.328) heads the practice and is recom-
mended as a “knowledgeable, quick-thinking
and highly efficient attorney.” Renata de
Almeida Lutke emerges as a young lawyer
with a bright future in this sector, who is
“assertive, pragmatic and dynamic,” accord-
ing to sources.

Band 3

Demarest e Almeida
See Profile p.357
This practice group draws on the firm’s full-
service capacity to form multidisciplinary
teams of experts from the litigation, tax,
corporate, banking and finance depart-
ments. The group traditionally acts on
behalf of both creditors and debtors – rep-
resenting multinationals and banks – and
has a strong focus on judicial restructur-
ings. It also regularly conducts negotiations,
insolvency proceedings and debt recovery.
“This is a great team which is well-prepared
and qualified both in terms of technical
knowledge as well as client-service skills,”
enthuse clients. In a recent highlight, it rep-
resented Louis Dreyfus Commodities in the
extra-judicial restructuring of a debt worth
more than USD2 billion, which involved a
sugar cane and ethanol producer and over
20 banks. The team’s client portfolio
includes high-profile names such as Banco
Votorantim, Crédit Agricole, Nestlé and
Atlantic Aviation. Celso Xavier heads the
group and is valued as “an extremely dedi-
cated and proactive lawyer who makes strate-
gic decisions which produce excellent results.”

Ferro, Castro Neves, Daltro &
Gomide Advogados
See Profile p.362
This litigation boutique has successfully
consolidated its practice, which spans judi-
cial restructuring, insolvency and debt
recovery. Sources hail the group’s lawyers as
veritable experts in the field and highlight
the high volume and quality of cases ren-
dered. It is perhaps best known for repre-
senting debtors, but also acts on behalf of
financial institutions and is currently
involved in the restructuring proceedings
for leading beef producer Frialto. In other
highlights, it is handling the restructuring
of sugar and ethanol producer Decasa
Açucar. The firm is representing creditors in
both operations. Daltro de Campos Borges
Filho is the standout lawyer in this field and
is hailed as “a great litigator, a leading figure
with a proven track record in this area – he’s
simply brilliant!”

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
This team is a regular fixture in the bank-
ruptcy sector and primarily represents
lenders. It is well respected for its expertise
in judicial restructurings and is particularly
well known for its expert handling of out-

Bankruptcy/Restructuring
Leading Individuals
Band 1
de Macedo Mange Renato Luiz Renato Mange
Felsberg Thomas Benes Felsberg, Pedretti ✳

Kahan Mandel Julio Mandel Advocacia
Valente de Paiva Luiz Fernando Pinheiro Neto ✳

Band 2
de Campos Borges Filho Daltro Ferro, Castro
Rosas Fábio TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Santos Paulo Penalva Rosman, Penalva, Souza
Tepedino Ricardo Tepedino, Migliore e Rocha
Waisberg Ivo Costa, Waisberg e Tavares Paes ✳

Band 3
Corrêa Junior Gilberto Deon Veirano Advogados ✳

Motta de Albuquerque Lobo Otto Eduardo ✳

Mendes Bumachar Laura Tauil & Chequer ✳

Munhoz Eduardo Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Francisco José Pinheiro ✳

Refinetti Domingos Fernando Machado, Meyer ✳

Xavier Celso Demarest e Almeida
Zaclis Lionel Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski 
Zelmanovits Nei Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Band 4
Colombo Giuliano Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Manassero José Eduardo Ramos, Zuanon ✳

Mattar Eduardo Augusto Pinheiro Guimarães ✳

Morato Leonardo Lins Veirano Advogados ✳

Roux Azevedo Luis Augusto Xavier Bernardes ✳

Thomaz Bastos Joel Luís Felsberg, Pedretti ✳

Zuanon Fábio Pascual Ramos, Zuanon ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Savi Sergio Castro, Barros, Sobral, Gomes ✳

Associates to watch
de Almeida Lutke Renata TozziniFreire
✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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of-court settlements. Clients say:
“Responsibility, commitment, expertise and
availability are some of the traits we value
most in these lawyers. They respond entirely
to clients’ expectations.” In recent highlights,
the team successfully handled a sophisticat-
ed operation in connection with the
restructuring of an airline operator. Sources
praise Domingos Fernando Refinetti (see
p.326) for his “great business approach and
skilful, strategic advice.” Nei Zelmanovits
(see p.339) is particularly recommended for
his successful role in extra-judicial work,
and the insight he brings to the team due to
his well-honed finance expertise.

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
Bankruptcy/restructuring recently became
an autonomous practice group at the firm
and it is quickly making a name for itself in
this market. The well-structured group
comprises lawyers fully dedicated to this
field and draws on the firm’s expertise in lit-
igation, tax, labour, capital markets, bank-
ing and corporate departments. It focuses
its practice on representing creditors and
investors in the banking sector in judicial
and extra-judicial restructurings. Its client
roster includes well-known names such as
Deutsche Bank, Tudor Investment and
Citibank. Sources say: “This is a truly busi-
ness-oriented practice group that provides
insightful analysis of the market.” Eduardo
Munhoz (see p.319) leads the team and is
highly respected in this field. Sources attrib-
ute much of the group’s success to him and
enthuse that he is “one of the most qualified
lawyers in Brazil for advising on bankruptcy
and restructuring operations and deftly com-
bines remarkable legal knowledge with a
pragmatic approach.”

Motta Fernandes Rocha
Advogados
See Profile p.387
This firms stands out for cross-border,
sophisticated operations centred on debt
recovery on behalf of international clients.
It also commands much respect for its
advice rendered to businesses in financial
distress and creditors in out-of-court settle-
ments, judicial restructurings and consul-
tancy matters. In a representative highlight,
it advised an offshore multinational service
provider on a multi-jurisdictional insolven-
cy matter. “This is an outstanding firm which
puts great emphasis on client-partner rela-
tionship; it is extremely client-oriented and
specialised in high-end and vanguard work,”

enthuse sources. Otto Eduardo Fonseca de
Albuquerque Lobo (see p.303) is hailed as
“an open-minded, commercially oriented
and creative problem solver.”

Band 4

Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e
Brancher Sociedade de
Advogados – BKBG
See Profile p.346
BKBG has a broad practice in this area cov-
ering judicial and extra-judicial restructur-
ing, insolvency and debt recovery matters. It
is perhaps best known for its representation
of creditors, particularly banks. “The team
counts on the proven track record of spe-
cialised litigators and finance lawyers to give
expert advice in this area,” according to
clients. Lionel Zaclis leads the team and is
particularly active in international insol-
vencies.

Castro, Barros, Sobral, Gomes
Advogados
See Profile p.354
This firm enters the ranking this year on the
strength of extensive and effusive market
feedback. The team is made up of experts in
M&A, litigation, banking and finance and
tax, and assists both creditors and debtors
with insolvency cases, debt recovery pro-
ceedings, judicial restructurings, out-of-
court settlements and consultancy matters.
Clients highlight the team’s “high-quality
advice, unerring commitment, unfailing
availability, impeccable internal co-ordina-
tion and dynamic approach.” Sergio Savi
(see p.329) is one of the firm’s leading fig-
ures in bankruptcy matters and impresses
sources with his “strong academic credentials
and impressive negotiation skills.”

Lilla, Huck, Otranto, Camargo
Advogados
See Profile p.373
This firm houses a multidisciplinary team
of experts from the finance, M&A, litigation
and tax departments to assist distressed
companies with restructuring and insolven-
cy proceedings. It advises a number of well-
known clients, including Sementes Selecta.
Luis Gustavo Haddad and Luiz Felipe Lopes
are the primary contacts for clients.

Ramos, Zuanon e Manassero
Advogados
See Profile p.396
This boutique has long-standing restruc-
turing experience and regularly represents

creditors, banks and other financial institu-
tions in judicial debt recoveries and out-of-
court negotiations. The team is gaining vis-
ibility and steadily making a name for itself
in this area. Sources say: “These lawyers have
a perfect understanding of clients’ needs: they
rapidly adapt to our internal culture and
requirements, are prompt in responding, and
proactive and efficient in maximising the
intended recovery. They are all-round excel-
lent strategists!” José Eduardo Manassero
(see p.313) is a well-known name in the
market and attracts considerable praise
from clients. Fábio Pascual Zuanon (see
p.339) heads the practice and stands out for
his strategic advice.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
This bankruptcy department comprises
specialists in finance, M&A and tax. The
team primarily represents financial institu-
tions such as multilateral agencies, invest-
ment funds and banks. It also advises a
number of national and multinational
companies on judicial and extra-judicial
restructurings, insolvency proceedings and
debt recovery. Sources say: “The quality of
work is very good: the lawyers are meticulous
and thorough in their analysis and are good
problem solvers who achieve good results.” In
a representative highlight, the team repre-
sented Banestes as leading creditor in the
reorganisation of Infinity Group. Gilberto
Deon Corrêa Junior (see p.294) heads the
practice and is a well-known and respected
expert in this area. Sources praise Leonardo
Lins Morato (see p.319) for his knowledge,
technical skills, pragmatism and perform-
ance in several significant cases.

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança
See Profile p.415
XBB enters the ranking this year on the
strength of consistent feedback from mar-
ket sources who point to the firm’s increas-
ingly prominent role in this sector. The
team acts for both creditors and debtors,
but focuses its practice on representing dis-
tressed companies, particularly in judicial
restructurings. It is also gaining recognition
for its consultancy work in the sector.
Clients value the team’s “high-quality advice
and impeccable client service.” Some of its
prestigious clients in this area include
Embraer, LBBW, CCC Machinery and
Deloitte. Luis Augusto Roux Azevedo (see
p.328) is the team’s standout lawyer and is
praised for his “great negotiation skills and
strong efforts to meet clients’ needs.”
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CAPITAL MARKETS

Band 1

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
THE FIRM This full-service firm is
renowned for its first-rate capital markets
practice and is repeatedly singled out as a
leading force in the area. Its team is consis-
tently sought to advise on the most sophis-
ticated and complex transactions in the
market. A prime example saw the group
assist Petrobras in its record-breaking pri-
mary public share offering, which raised
USD67 billion, the world’s largest ever equi-
ty deal. Other noteworthy work includes
providing counsel to Multiplus on its IPO
and advising the underwriters on OSX’s.
Sources say: “An excellent group of lawyers
that really stands out in the area.”
“Hands-on lawyers who are very committed
to the deal and pay great attention to a
client’s needs.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Daniel De Miranda
Facó (see p.298) is celebrated for his equity
expertise and is routinely involved in the
firm’s most significant local and cross-bor-
der deals. “His technical quality is unques-
tionable and he can discuss highly complex
issues in a comprehensible way,” say sources.
Flávio Meyer (see p.317) is a widely

respected lawyer hailed for his capital mar-
kets know-how, though his main focus is
M&A. Eliana Helena De Gregório
Ambrósio Chimenti (see p.297) handles
equity, debt and structured transactions.
“She has excellent technical skills,” say com-
mentators.

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
THE FIRM All change in the make-up of
this full-service firm’s capital markets team,
but no change to the department’s excep-
tional reputation and market leader status.
The firm continues to operate at the fore-
front of the market despite the August 2010
departure of Carlos Mello, who took his
team off to Lefosse. Observers report that
the firm was quick to restructure and
showed good judgement in handing over
the reins to highly respected corporate
finance all-rounder Sergio Spinelli. The
firm has continued to be involved in the
most significant deals in the market, rou-
tinely representing investment banks and
issuers in local and international capital
markets transactions. Recent work high-
lights include representing the syndicate of
banks on Petrobras’ landmark USD67 bil-
lion equity offering, while on the debt side
the group assisted OGX as it hit the interna-
tional capital markets with a USD2.6 billion
bond.
Sources say: “Very good in exploring alter-
native structures for the deal and great sup-
port from the entire team throughout the
transaction.”
“Mattos Filhos’ full-service firm has many
highly experienced and business-driven pro-
fessionals who take a pragmatic approach.”
“Mattos Filhos showed it has a distinguished
capital markets practice that stands out for
first-class advice.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Sergio Spinelli Silva
Jr (see p.332) has a very strong reputation
and is singled out as one of the country’s
most experienced corporate finance
lawyers. That the firm has managed to

maintain its position at the top of the mar-
ket is generally attributed to his expertise
and leadership. He headed the team on the
Petrobras deal and impressed observers
with his skill at handling the critical
moments. José Eduardo Carneiro Queiroz
(see p.292) is a well-rounded banking and
finance expert who also handles capital
markets matters, primarily securitisations
and structured finance. “He’s an outstanding
lawyer and a key resource in developing client
relationships,” say sources. Marina
Procknor’s (see p.325) practice focuses on
funds-related matters. She earns acclaim for
her experience and proficient advice, espe-
cially in regards to capital markets regula-
tions. Jean Marcel Arakawa (see p.284) is a
young partner quickly building a strong
reputation among peers and clients. He is
noted for his technical expertise and
accomplished handling of complex deals.
Clients also appreciate his availability and
commitment and describe him as “an
exceptional lawyer who makes a big differ-
ence to deals.”

Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados
See Profile p.391
THE FIRM This highly specialised finance
firm is well regarded for its prodigious track
record representing underwriters on deals
of substance. Its client base comprises pri-
marily high-profile banks and financial
institutions, domestic and multinational,
while its caseload follows market trends,
meaning more recent activity in debt than
equity. Notable work on the debt side
includes advice to the syndicate as Vale
launched USD1.8 billion of bonds and act-
ing for the arrangers as the BNDES (the
Brazilian Development Bank) established
an BRL8 billion debenture issuance pro-
gramme and tapped it for BRL2 billion. On
the equity side, the team assisted the banks
on public share offerings from BR
Properties and Brasil Insurance
Participações e Administração, raising
BRL934 million and BRL645 million
respectively.

Capital Markets
Leading Firms

Band 1
Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 2
Lefosse Advogados ✳

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch Advogados ✳

Band 3
Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Tauil & Chequer Advogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates firm/individual with profile.
Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.

Other Notable Practitioners
Ivo Waisberg (see p.337) leads the bank-
ruptcy/restructuring practice group at
Costa, Waisberg e Tavares Paes Sociedade de
Advogados. Waisberg is widely recognised
as a bankruptcy specialist and is lauded as
“an excellent attorney and a natural born
negotiator who has in-depth knowledge of the

area and an efficient and pragmatic
approach.” Laura Mendes Bumachar (see
p.316) of Tauil & Chequer Advogados in
association with Mayer Brown LLP is
regarded as “a true restructuring lawyer.”
She has a strong track record of represent-
ing creditors and debtors. Paulo Penalva
Santos left Motta Fernandes Rocha

Advogados and joined Rosman, Penalva,
Souza Leão, Franco E Advogados as name
partner. He is a vastly experienced and well-
respected lawyer. Ricardo Tepedino left
Sergio Bermudes Advogados in July 2011 to
set up Tepedino, Migliore e Rocha –
Advogados. Tepedino is widely praised for
his technical know-how.
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Sources say: “A top choice for banks and
financial institutions because of the direct
involvement of senior partners at all stages of
the deal.”
“A very senior, focused and constructive prac-
tice, which understands our concerns and
provides quick feedback.”
“An excellent team, agile enough to work on
several fronts and provide great attention and
availability.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Francisco José
Pinheiro Guimarães (see p.323) earns
recognition for his ample experience and
exemplary technical skills. Clients hail his
constant presence on deals and describe
him as “a very pragmatic and flexible lawyer
who brings creative solutions to the table.”
Plinio Pinheiro Guimarães (see p.323) is a
banking and finance expert who is also held
in high regard for his capital markets prac-
tice. Ivie Moura Alves (see p.319) is well

regarded for her experience, dedication and
regulatory expertise, and acclaimed for a
“hands-on, objective approach.” Gabriela
Ponte Machado (see p.324) is an associate
who debuts in the rankings following warm
recommendations. “She’s efficient and
organised,” say clients, “solving problems and
making things happen.”

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
THE FIRM This firm’s capital markets
practice was restructured in the wake of the
departure of one of its leading partners,
Daniela Anversa, who went in-house to
Rabobank. The department was divided
into two groups, equity and debt, with
Anversa’s former charges being incorporat-
ed into the latter. The firm retains an
impressive list of loyal and high-profile
clients who deem the department excep-
tional in terms of experience, negotiating
skills and legislative knowledge. The team
handles local and international transactions
and typically advises the banks. Recent
engagements on the equity front include
providing counsel to the syndicates on the
BRL724 million Multiplus IPO and the
BRL1.4 billion Ecorodovias IPO. The firm
also advised Ecorodovias as it made a debut
debt offering with a BRL600 million deben-
ture issuance.
Sources say: “The team displayed a wealth of
market knowledge and was very adept in con-
ducting the deal.”
“The firm stands out for quality of service
and is generally excellent in all aspects – it
always lives up to expectations.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Henrique Silva
Gordo Lang (see p.310) wins plaudits for
his extensive experience in the field, which
was on display advising the banks as Sonae
Sierra launched a BRL478 million IPO. He
leads the equity team, while structured
finance specialist José Carlos Meirelles now
heads the debt division. José Luiz Homem
de Mello (see p.308) is a corporate finance
all-rounder, praised for his technical expert-
ise and great proficiency in handling regula-
tory issues. Fernando de Almeida Prado
(see p.296) is particularly strong in struc-
tured finance and derivatives, and all relat-
ed regulatory matters.

Band 2

Lefosse Advogados
See Profile p.371
THE FIRM Since the arrival of Carlos Mello
and his team of 15 capital markets special-

ists, who joined from Mattos Filho, Veiga
Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga Advogados in
August 2010, the firm has become an
increasingly prominent presence on the
scene. The team is able to provide the whole
spectrum of capital markets advice and has
earned great respect in the market and a
loyal client base over the years. The group
continues to handle many significant capi-
tal markets transactions, an example being
its representation of the underwriters on
Gerdau’s USD3.48 billion follow-on share
offering. Like Mello, the team is more active
on the equity front but it handles debt deals
too and advised Hypermarcas on its
USD750 million debut private issuance of
debentures.
Sources say: “Lefosse has a highly qualified
team with an exemplary track record for cap-
ital markets transactions.”
“A highly trustworthy group able to deliver
work of the highest quality.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Carlos Barbosa
Mello (see p.286) joined the firm in 2010 as
head of the department. “He’s undoubtedly
one of the best lawyers in the country and I’d
follow him anywhere,” say clients. Sources
hail unparalleled experience and high-qual-
ity work and declare him the reference
point for equity deals, and indeed any mat-
ter relating to listed companies: “He’s an
exceptional lawyer who stands out for great
knowledge and business acumen.” Rodrigo
Azevedo Junqueira (see p.285) has been
working alongside Mello for several years,
developing a stellar reputation of his own.
He is active in equity and debt and led on
the Hypermarcas deal.

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch
Advogados
See Profile p.405
THE FIRM This popular team advises on a
broad range of capital markets matters, act-
ing for issuers and underwriters. It is well
regarded for technical excellence and a busi-
ness-oriented approach and viewed as
being particularly strong for equity transac-
tions. Recent highlights include advice to
the banks on share offerings from
Redecard, for BRL2.2 billion, and Gol
Linhas Aéreas Inteligentes, for BRL1.026
billion. The team also tackles debt deals and
assisted the underwriters on a USD1 billion
offering of ten-year notes from Fibria
Overseas Finance.
Sources say: “Lawyers who are very attentive
to the needs of the client and who use their
experience to add value to our business.”
“A firm of great lawyers offering high-quality
service.”

www.chambersandpartners.com Capital Markets Brazil

✳ Indicates firm/individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.

Capital Markets
Leading Individuals

Star individuals
Barbosa Mello Carlos Lefosse Advogados ✳

Band 1
De Miranda Facó Daniel Machado, Meyer ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Francisco José Pinheiro ✳

Band 2
Aceturi de Oliveira Joaquim José Souza ✳

Aragão Paulo Cezar Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Herscovici Ronald Souza, Cescon, Barrieu ✳

Lang Henrique Silva Gordo Pinheiro Neto ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Plinio Pinheiro Guimarães ✳

Spinelli Silva Jr Sergio Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Band 3
Carneiro Queiroz José Eduardo Mattos Filho ✳

de Almeida Prado Fernando Pinheiro Neto ✳

de Araujo Cintra Antonio Felix TozziniFreire ✳

Eizirik Nelson Carvalhosa & Eizirik ✳

Gossn Barreto Alexandre Souza, Cescon, Barrieu ✳

Homem de Mello José Luiz Pinheiro Neto ✳

Moura Alves Ivie Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados ✳

Band 4
Ambrósio Chimenti Eliana Machado ✳

Arakawa Jean Marcel Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Azevedo Junqueira Rodrigo Lefosse Advogados ✳

de Salles Freire Ana Carolina TozziniFreire ✳

Meyer Flávio R P Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Motta Carlos Tauil & Chequer Advogados ✳

Procknor Marina Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Cavalcanti Fabiola Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Goldberg Cavalcanti Camila Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Associates to watch
Ponte Machado Gabriela Pinheiro Guimarães ✳
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KEY INDIVIDUALS Experienced partner
Ronald Herscovici (see p.308) stands out
for his exemplary skills and hands-on
approach. He is a corporate finance all-
rounder who handles banking, finance and
securities, and sources describe him as “an
extremely intelligent and very diligent part-
ner.” Alexandre Gossn Barreto (see p.306)
is hailed for taking a constructive approach
to negotiations, as well as for his general
sharpness and availability. Joaquim José
Aceturi de Oliveira (see p.283) is a well-
rounded lawyer with an excellent reputa-
tion for capital markets expertise. “He’s very
knowledgeable about the law and transac-
tional procedures,” say clients, “taking a
pragmatic approach and actively participat-
ing on deals.”

Band 3

Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão
See Profile p.345
THE FIRM Best known for its market-lead-
ing M&A practice, the firm also excels in
capital markets matters due to general cor-
porate finance strength. The team is regu-
larly instructed by high-profile local and
international clients and much of its work is
tied in with the M&A arena. The team
counselled The Carlyle Group and Banco
Bradesco BBI on a debentures issuance
related to Carlyle buying a controlling stake
in Qualicorp Group. Other work highlights
include advising Gafisa on a global equity
offering that raised over USD555 million,
and assistance to Gerdau on its USD3.48
billion follow-on share offer.
Sources say: “The firm can be recommended
to any public company for capital markets
matters due to the quality of service and great
responsiveness of the team.”
“A group of extremely well-qualified and
accomplished professionals.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Paulo Cezar Aragão
(see p.284) is one of the country’s most

prominent M&A lawyers and a distin-
guished corporate finance all-rounder.
Fabiola Cavalcanti (see p.293) and Camila
Goldberg Cavalcanti (see p.305) are
increasingly prominent figures who win
praise for their drive and expertise. Fabiola
led on the Carlyle deal cited above, while
Camila took charge of the firm’s advice to
Rede D’Or, as issuer, and Banco Itaú, as sole
bookrunner, on a BRL400 million bond
deal backed by shares.

Tauil & Chequer Advogados in
association with Mayer Brown
LLP
See Profile p.407
THE FIRM This firm is becoming an
increasingly familiar name on the Brazilian
capital markets scene. The team was signif-
icantly boosted by the arrival of Carlos
Motta from Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice in 2010 and also benefits from the
global support of Mayer Brown, a particu-
larly strong firm for international debt mat-
ters. The practice spans equity and debt
deals, fund formation, real estate certificates
and securitisations. Its client base compris-
es a mix of local and foreign companies,
underwriters, institutional investors and
financial institutions. The firm is specialised
in oil and gas and much of its capital mar-
kets work involves hydrocarbons, recent
advice to the underwriters on Queiroz
Galvão’s BRL1.3 billion IPO being a case in
point. In other sectors, the team advised the
syndicate as TAM tapped the bond markets
for USD500 million.
Sources say: “The firm is successfully becom-
ing an important player in the capital mar-
kets arena.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Carlos Motta (see
p.319) is a young partner who arrived at the
firm in early 2010 to head the capital mar-
kets group and the fact that Tauil &
Chequer is becoming a leading capital play-
er is largely attributed to him. He was at the
helm on both deals cited above and is

described by peers as being “an excellent
lawyer who’s building a great reputation –
one of the next generation.”

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
THE FIRM The firm provides trusted
advice on a broad range of corporate mat-
ters, with corporate finance and capital
markets deals part of the repertoire. The
team is especially lauded for its work on the
debt side, winning praise for solid experi-
ence and high levels of partner involve-
ment, but is also active on the equity front.
It recently advised Patria Investimentos e
Participações in a shareholder capacity, as
Anhanguera Educacional Participações
launched BRL750 million of equity in a sec-
ondary public share offering. The group
also represented shareholders as BR
Properties made primary and secondary
public share offerings to the tune of
BRL934 million.
Sources say: “Great people with an excellent
understanding of the area.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Banking and finance
expert Ana Carolina de Salles Freire (see
p.299) handles debt and equity capital mar-
kets matters and wins particular acclaim for
her structured finance acumen. “She’s a
pleasure to work with,” say clients and peers.
Antonio Felix de Araujo Cintra (see p.296)
is a respected all-rounder, adept at banking,
corporate finance and projects. Freire led
on the BR Properties transaction and
Cintra led on the Anhanguera deal.

Other Notable Practitioners
Nelson Eizirik (see p.301) of Carvalhosa &
Eizirik is celebrated by sources for his
wealth of experience and in-depth knowl-
edge of the regulatory framework: “He’s one
of the best lawyers in the market for issues
involving the regulatory authorities.” He also
draws praise for dispute resolution capabil-
ities.
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CAPITAL MARKETS LOCALLY BASED INTERNATIONAL COUNSEL

Band 1

Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP
See Profile p.72
THE FIRM This international player is well
established as one of the leading capital
markets practices in Brazil. Its team is
renowned for its first-rate know-how and
its practice covers the full spectrum of
international capital markets financing,
including equity, debt and convertible secu-
rities. It advises domestic and multination-
al issuers and underwriters and has tremen-
dous experience acting in Brazil. Recent
work highlights include advising Bank of
America, Banco Bradesco, HSBC and
JPMorgan as underwriters of
BM&FBOVESPA’s USD612 million bond,
its debut offering. On the borrower side, the

team represented EcoRodovias on an IPO
that raised USD762 million.
Sources say: “The firm’s strong position in
the market reflects excellent quality of serv-
ice.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Todd Crider (see
p.295) is a deeply admired partner who
earns great respect for his expertise in US
and Brazilian securities law. He co-heads
the São Paulo office with Jaime Mercado
(see p.317), whose practice focuses on capi-
tal markets, liability management, project
finance and M&A transactions. Thiago
Spercel (see p.332) is a skilled associate who
has quickly made himself an indispensable
resource for the team.

White & Case LLP
See Profile p.77
THE FIRM The group is celebrated for the
breadth and depth of its practice, and the
experience of nearly 15 years on the ground
in Brazil. The São Paulo office continues to
expand and the head count now numbers
three partners and seven associates. The
team handles equity and debt transactions
and acts for issuers and arrangers. Key
transactional highlights include advising
Qatar Holding as it bought USD2.72 billion
worth of Santander bonds, which will con-
vert into a 5% equity participation in the
Spanish bank’s Brazilian arm. The team also
represented JBS on its USD919 million fol-
low-on equity offering, while on the bank
side the firm assisted Santander, HSBC,
Deutsche Bank and Banco do Brasil as
arrangers of a USD1.5 billion international
project bond from Odebrecht Óleo e Gás.
Sources say: “Impressive international expe-
rience and vast knowledge of the local market
– a special team and a truly top-tier firm.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Donald Baker leads
the team in São Paulo and is the practice’s
most prominent lawyer. He is acclaimed by
commentators for superb technical skills,
thorough knowledge of the local market
and a wealth of experience. Clients appreci-
ate his availability and can-do attitude, as
well as his readiness to bring in resources
from overseas offices when needed. John
Vetterli is another key resource for the
Brazil-based team. He tackles all manner of
securities transactions, including global and
domestic public offerings, and sources
praise his prodigious work rate and great
proficiency.

Band 2

Clifford Chance
See Profile p.53
THE FIRM This well-rounded firm has a
solid reputation and wins credit for long-
standing commitment to Brazil and great
expertise on the ground. The team offers
New York and English law capabilities and
is best recognised for its debt work, espe-
cially on transactions with a financial as
issuer. Its client portfolio is predominantly
composed of leading banks and financial
institutions. The team recently advised
Banco Bradesco on its USD1.1 billion
issuance of subordinated notes, and assisted
Santander and Merrill Lynch as underwrit-
ers on Renova Energia’s IPO.
Sources say: “A precise understanding of the
market and adaptable to a client’s needs –
excellent in all aspects.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Isabel Carvalho (see
p.292) is lauded for her rich experience and
estimable client service. Anthony Oldfield
(see p.321) is managing partner of the
firm’s São Paulo office. A cross-border cor-
porate finance all-rounder, he impresses
sources with his exemplary track record and
thorough advice.

Milbank, Tweed, Hadley &
McCloy LLP
See Profile p.68
THE FIRM The firm has captured a signifi-
cant share of the market since April 2010,
when it hired a team of experienced corpo-
rate finance specialists from Shearman &
Sterling. The group takes on high-value
transactions and houses a large team of
experts who can guide international and
domestic clients through sophisticated
deals. Key mandates since the new team
arrived include advising Itaú Unibanco as
Bank of America sold its 5% stake in the
Brazilian bank, advising HRT Participações
on its USD1.5 billion IPO, and counselling
the underwriters as Telemar launched a
USD1 billion perpetual bond.
Sources say: “Extensive experience and
knowledge of Brazilian deals and business
culture.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Andrew Béla Jánszky
is a hugely recognised figure, considered the
driving force behind the team’s ascendancy.
His arrival at the firm in 2010 brought a
wealth of market experience, recognition
and relationships. Tobias Stirnberg has
been acting alongside Jánszky for a number

Leading Individuals

Band 1
Aldrich Jr Richard S Skadden, Arps, Slate ✳

Baker Donald E White & Case LLP
Crider S Todd Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP ✳

Jánszky Andrew Béla Milbank, Tweed, Hadley 
Mercado Jaime Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP ✳

Band 2
Fenwick David Proskauer Rose

Band 3
Carvalho Isabel Clifford Chance ✳

Ellison Robert Shearman & Sterling LLP
Oldfield Anthony Clifford Chance ✳

Piccirillo Antonio Proskauer Rose

Up-and-coming individuals
Stirnberg Tobias Milbank, Tweed, Hadley 
Vetterli John R White & Case LLP

Associates to watch
Spercel Thiago Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP ✳

✳ Indicates firm/individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Band 1
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP ✳

White & Case LLP ✳

Band 2
Clifford Chance ✳

Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP ✳

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP ✳

Band 3
Proskauer Rose ✳

Shearman & Sterling LLP ✳
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of years and is another key member of the
new recruits. A younger partner, he’s
already well on the way to building a first-
rate capital markets reputation. Both
lawyers were key players on the Itaú
Unibanco deal cited above.

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher &
Flom LLP & Affiliates
See Profile p.404
THE FIRM This firm’s Brazilian capital
markets practice has developed a strong
reputation for top-end matters. The team
handles equity and debt, including high-
yield offerings and securitisations, and is
complemented by a strong M&A practice.
The group represents issuers but more typ-
ically appears on behalf of banks and finan-
cials, as well as private equity houses and
alternative asset managers. Work highlights
include representing the underwriters on
the USD340 million IPO from Brazilian
shoe retailer Arezzo Indústria e Comércio
and advising the bookrunners on a BRL400
million follow-on share offering from real
estate developer Tecnisa.
Sources say: “Extremely meticulous in its
work and analysis, and a very active player.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Richard Aldrich (see
p.283) is head of the firm’s São Paulo office
and is described as “one of the most knowl-
edgeable international capital markets
experts in Brazil.” He commands wide
respect in the market and has developed
strong working relationships with a num-

ber of key players. His practice focuses on
public and private financing, securities
offerings and M&A deals in Brazil and the
USA. He led the Arezzo IPO referred to
above.

Band 3

Proskauer Rose
See Profile p.70
THE FIRM This team advises a diverse
group of arrangers and issuers on a range of
capital markets transactions, but is particu-
larly noted for its debt expertise. The group
offers US and English law capabilities and
its Brazilian practice is fully integrated with
the firm’s broader capital markets group.
The team advised Jefferies & Company as
underwriter on a USD100 million bond
offering from Ceagro Agrícola. It also acted
as international counsel to Banco
Votorantim, a regular client, on a CHF250
million deal, the first bond by a Latin
American issuer to be approved for public
offer in Switzerland.
Sources say: “The firm stands out for the
high standards of its professionals, who
always produce highly efficient work.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS David Fenwick
focuses on international finance and other
cross-border matters. “He always seeks to
make the transaction viable,” enthuse clients,
“working closely with the client and coming
up with timely and comprehensive answers to

queries.” Antonio Piccirillo is the partner in
charge of the São Paulo’s office. He is anoth-
er lawyer who wins client praise for his
availability and can-do approach: “He’s very
pragmatic in finding creative solutions to
make the deal happen.”

Shearman & Sterling LLP
See Profile p.401
THE FIRM Despite losing the bulk of its
capital markets team to Milbank in 2010,
the firm has maintained a considerable
market share and continues to appear on
the most significant transactions in the
market. A case in point saw the team advise
the syndicate on Petrobras’ USD67 billion
share offering. That deal saw the firm’s São
Paulo and New York desks work in tandem
and sources report great support from the
Big Apple as being a major selling point.
The São Paulo team was at the helm coun-
selling the banks on a USD750 million
bond as Hypermarcas tapped the interna-
tional capital markets for the first time.
Sources say: “Trustworthy advice from avail-
able and responsive lawyers – they’re always
on top of things.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Robert Ellison leads
the team in São Paulo and handles equity
and debt matters. He is praised for his
teamwork skills and his client-oriented
approach, with sources reporting: “He
makes sure things always run smoothly.”

CAPITAL MARKETS LAWYERS BASED ABROAD

Band 1

Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton
LLP
See Profile p.52
THE FIRM This international firm enjoys
great market respect and has a long history
of providing top-notch advice on Brazilian
international capital markets matters. The
team is constantly involved in the most
ground-breaking transactions and its for-

midable reputation has enabled it to devel-
op a prestigious client base featuring the
likes of Petrobras and Vale. Recent signifi-
cant work includes advising the former in a
USD6 billion international bond issuance
and assisting the latter as it became the first
Latin American company to list on the
Hong Kong stock exchange. The team also
represents banks and recently counselled
Santander, BTG Pactual and Banco do
Brasil Securities in regards to TAM’s
USD500 million bond launch. In
November 2010, the firm announced a plan
to open an office in São Paulo, subject to
approval by the Brazilian authorities.
Sources say: “Cleary has a global footprint
and a strong team of lawyers dedicated to
Brazil.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Nicolas Grabar’s (see
p.38) practice focuses on international cap-
ital market deals and securities regulations.

Sources describe him as “a spectacular
lawyer with a broad experience of handling
matters relating to Brazil.” He represented
Petrobras on its USD67 billion global equi-
ty offering. Francesca Odell (see p.321) is
described as “a terrific lawyer” and is singled
out for having vast knowledge of the
Brazilian market. She specialises in capital
markets, M&A, private equity, restructuring
and project finance. Juan Giráldez (see
p.38) joins the table this year following sub-
stantial market praise for his flourishing
capital markets practice. He is scheduled to
relocate to São Paulo when the firm’s office
is up and running.

Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP
See Profile p.55
THE FIRM This well-rounded firm is high-
ly reputed and respected by market sources.
Its international capital markets practice

Capital Markets: 
Lawyers Based Abroad
Leading Firms

Band 1
Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP ✳

Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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handles a broad array of matters and main-
tains an impressive list of long-standing for-
eign and domestic clients. The firm has a

long history of involvement in Brazil and
frequently advises on some of the most sig-
nificant deals in the country. A prime exam-
ple was its counsel to Odebrecht Óleo e Gás
on bonds issued to finance the construction
of two deep-sea drilling ships. On the equi-
ty side, the team helped OSX Brasil and
International Meal with IPOs on the São
Paulo stock exchange, to the tune of
USD1.4 billion and USD251 million
respectively. In February 2011, the firm
announced plans to open an office in São
Paulo, and it awaits approval from the regu-
lators.
Sources say: “Accomplished practitioners
and a strong firm, very respected in Brazil.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Manuel Garciadiaz
(see p.38) is admired for his experience
handling debt offerings, IPOs and exchange

offers across Latin America, but especially
in Brazil. Maurice Blanco (see p.288) is
another acclaimed lawyer routinely
involved in high-profile capital markets
transactions. “He’s an incredibly talented
lawyer and a great source of helpful advice,”
say sources.

Other Notable Practitioners
Kevin Kelley of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
LLP is based in New York, where he co-
heads the firm’s Latin America practice
group. He has significant expertise in repre-
senting issuers and underwriters in Brazil-
related matters and has built a distin-
guished reputation for his talent, availabili-
ty and logical approach. A corporate
finance all-rounder, he also handles M&A
deals.

Capital Markets: 
Lawyers Based Abroad
Leading Individuals

Band 1
Garciadiaz Manuel Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP ✳

Grabar Nicolas Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton ✳

Odell Francesca Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton ✳

Band 2
Blanco Maurice Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP ✳

Kelley Kevin Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP

Up-and-coming individuals
Giráldez Juan G Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.

COMPETITION/ANTITRUST

Band 1

Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão
See Profile p.345
This firm is one of the champions of
Brazilian competition law. A team of 11
attorneys handles an impressive volume of
international cartel cases, and files some of
the country’s most high-profile merger
notifications. Work highlights include
assisting Unibanco with obtaining full
clearance of its merger with Itaú, creating
the largest private financial conglomerate in
the southern hemisphere, which was a land-
mark transaction in Brazil. Another man-
date of note was the firm’s ongoing repre-
sentation of Brazil’s largest airline, TAM, in
its merger with Chile’s LAN, which will cre-
ate the largest carrier in Latin America.
Clients say: “We particularly value the
lawyers’ strategic vision and technical skills,
attention to detail, prompt responses and
total availability. By eliminating or minimis-
ing our risks, the team has become a partner
to our business.” Practice head Barbara
Rosenberg (see p.328) is described by
sources as “an exceptional attorney, agile,
strategic, logical and quick-thinking, and she
has instilled the same qualities in the rest of
the team.” José Carlos da Matta Berardo
(see p.287) and Gabriela Ribeiro Nolasco
(see p.327) work closely with Rosenberg,
particularly on cartel investigations and
negotiations of leniency agreements. Both
attorneys receive consistently high praise
from clients.

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
This full-service firm maintains its position
as “one of the most well-established competi-
tion experts in Brazil,” according to clients.
Its practice covers the entire range of com-
petition matters, including anti-competi-
tive behaviour reviews, compliance pro-
grammes, notifications and consultancy.
Sources highlight the quality and volume of
cases, and the team’s versatility. The firm
represented Telefónica during its filings for
the acquisition of Portugal Telecom’s stake
in Vivo, the largest mobile operator in
Brazil. Another area of focus has been
defending clients from the industrial gases,
health insurance, telecoms and banking sec-
tors in cartel investigations. Tito Amaral de
Andrade (see p.283) heads the team and is
highly praised by clients: “Tito Amaral is
seriously on the ball. He’s calm, hard-working
and widely respected in the market. He per-
fectly understands what’s at stake and is
always available.” Working closely with
Amaral, Maria Eugênia Novis (see p.321) is
also well known in the market, and works
closely with foreign clients.

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This prestigious full-service firm’s competi-
tion department is divided into six partner-
led subgroups. Most partners bring com-
plementary expertise in other areas, such as
tax, international trade, litigation and regu-

lated markets, which sources view as adding
value to their counsel. The department is
best known for its active role in M&A fil-
ings, but the practice also provides excellent
consultancy services. Cristianne Saccab
Zarzur (see p.329) heads the department
and stands out as a competition specialist.
Highly regarded in the market for the qual-
ity of her practice and vast experience, she
recently represented a group of banks in a
complex notification in the area of credit
cards, which led to the establishment of a
joint ATM network in Brazil, and other sig-
nificant developments in the electronic pay-
ment services sector. José Alexandre Buaiz
Neto (see p.290) is another highly recom-
mended attorney, who focuses his practice
on local and international cartel cases.
Recent mandates include counselling par-
ties involved in the high-profile DRAM and
graphite electrodes cartel cases, and success-
fully defending a textile company accused
of employing predatory pricing tactics.
Leonardo Peres da Rocha e Silva (see
p.295) is described by clients as being “tech-
nically proficient and efficient.” In recent
work, he defended companies involved in a
freight forwarding cartel investigation.
Lilian Barreira (see p.286) continues to
consolidate a reputation amongst clients as
“a quick-thinking and pragmatic attorney
with great communications skills.”

Sampaio Ferraz Advogados
This antitrust and regulated markets bou-
tique is hailed by clients as “vastly experi-
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enced and highly committed – they are our
partners in legal solutions as well as in nego-
tiations.” The team is made up of three part-
ners and 11 associates, and has an office in
Brasília. The team benefits from being able
to draw on former minister for foreign
affairs Celso Lafer’s specialist knowledge of
international trade, and from its partner-
ship with former CADE in-house counsel
Paulo Furquim’s economics consultancy.
Eminent legal expert Tércio Sampaio
Ferraz is responsible for the firm’s widely
recognised high standards and prestige. He
continues to retain faithful long-standing
clients, as well as attracting new ones of the
calibre of Globo Group, CSN, Banco do
Brasil, Saint-Gobain, Cosan and Telemar.
Clients enthuse: “We’ve been working with
this firm for over ten years, and with Prof.
Tércio for even longer than that. The service
received has been the best we could hope for.

This is a long-term relationship that will con-
tinue.” Juliano Maranhão is Sampaio’s
right-hand man and is frequently involved
in the team’s main deals. They and Thiago
Francisco da Silva Brito are described by
sources as being “constantly focused on
obtaining the best results for clients.”

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
TozziniFreire’s first-class competition
department is made up of four partners and
eight associates. Its comprehensive practice
spans anti-competitive behaviour matters
and leniency agreements, complex notifica-
tions, and consultancy and compliance pro-
grammes. The team draws on the firm’s
first-rate multidisciplinary capacity to assist
high-end local and international compa-
nies, which benefit from the staff ’s multilin-
gual abilities. Lawyers at the firm are not
only fluent in English but also in French,
Spanish and German, whilst on the Asian
desk, lawyers are fluent in Mandarin,
Japanese and Korean. A recent area of focus
for the firm has been cross-border cartel
investigations. According to clients, the firm
provides “outstanding quality service: quick
response times, accurate and pragmatic
advice, with a great grasp of corporate and
transactional questions.” Marcelo Calliari
(see p.291) heads the practice and is “an
exceptional attorney who also maintains
excellent working relationships with the com-
petition agencies,” according to market com-
mentators. Sources also recommend José
Regazzini (see p.326) due to his long track
record in the field.

Band 2

Advocacia José Del Chiaro
See Profile p.340
This traditional boutique is an antitrust and
competition pioneer in Brazil, and through
its in-depth knowledge of all aspects of eco-
nomic law, it continues to play an influen-
tial role in the market. The firm is particu-
larly active on anti-competitive behaviour
and cartel investigations, and recently
defended Air Liquide during a significant
gas cartel case. The firm has an impressive
client portfolio, which includes names such
as Keiser, Hypermarcas, Volkswagen and
Coca-Cola. “The quality of this firm can be
measured by the results it achieves for its
clients,” enthuse clients. Name partner José
Del Chiaro Ferreira da Rosa (see p.299) is a
hugely respected and “brilliant” figure, val-
ued for the depth and sophistication of his

strategic approach. He is skilfully supported
by Tatiana Lins Cruz (see p.311), who is a
hands-on lawyer recommended by clients.

Franceschini e Miranda –
Advogados
This traditional competition law-focused
firm owes its long-lasting market reputa-
tion for excellence to the prestige of its lead-
ing name partner, José Inácio Gonzaga
Franceschini. According to clients,
Franceschini possesses “unbeatable experi-
ence and brilliant litigation skills,” and is fur-
thermore “one of the most talented strategists
in the country.” Recent areas of focus have
included sophisticated anti-competitive
behaviour cases, where he has defended
clients from the gas and shipping indus-
tries. He is backed by a talented team of
young attorneys.

Lino, Beraldi, Bueno e Belluzzo
Advogados
This boutique has bolstered its market pro-
file by expanding its team and offering
clients a versatile competition practice.
Primarily focused on anti-competitive
behaviour investigations, the firm also han-
dles a significant volume of complex notifi-
cations and consultancy matters. Recent
work highlights have seen the firm repre-
senting clients in international cartel cases.
The firm also assisted Fischer with multi-
jurisdiction filings as part of the review of
its merger with CITROVITA, an operation
that created the world’s largest orange juice
producer. Clients praise the lawyers as being
“assertive, clear and objective, and quick to
adapt to the business culture and intricacies
of their clients.” Márcio de Carvalho
Silveira Bueno is “a great negotiator and
truly passionate about what he does,” accord-
ing to sources. Fábio Francisco Beraldi is
valued by clients for “quickly getting to the
root of the problem and making sure our
operations flow smoothly.” Eduardo
Caminati stands out due to his expertise
and technical skills, and is perceived as a
valuable asset to this first-rate team.

Magalhães, Nery e Dias –
Advocacia
See Profile p.378
This distinguished boutique is a mainstay of
the country’s antitrust scene. The firm
attracts an enviable portfolio of top-flight
clients such as Ambev, Lafarge, Souza Cruz
and Nestlé, which seek out the 21-lawyer
team’s broad-ranging expertise. The firm’s
expertise covers sophisticated notifications
and complex anti-competitive behaviour
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cases. The firm is also skilled at designing
compliance programmes and handling
competition-related litigation. In a recent
mandate of note, it represented Industria
Brasileira de Gases during a gas cartel case,
which was one of the most significant
recent antitrust trials in Brazil. Gabriel
Nogueira Dias is a well-known academic,
“an intellectual and also a brilliant lawyer.”
Clients also describe him as “business-ori-
ented and an asset for delicate, sensitive mat-
ters.” Name partner Carlos Francisco de
Magalhães is hailed by market sources as
one of the most prestigious competition
lawyers in Brazil. Hugely respected and
admired, Magalhães continues to strongly
influence the market due to his exceptional
strategic skills.

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
The competition/antitrust team at this firm
goes from strength to strength as it contin-

ues to expand and consolidate its role in
high-end M&A filings and complex cartel
investigations. Recent areas of focus have
included international anti-competitive
behaviour work and the representation of
parties involved in leniency agreements. A
highlight in notification work was the
team’s handling of construction giant
Camargo Corrêa’s acquisition of a stake in
Cimpor, which was a large, cross-border
transaction. Amadeu Carvalhaes Ribeiro
(see p.292) heads the competition group at
the Rio office. He is highly regarded for
advising multinational companies such as
Intel, Oracle, Toshiba, Odebrecht and Vale.
According to satisfied clients, he is “cau-
tious, strategic and hands-on, and one of the
best competition lawyers in Brazil.” Lauro
Celidonio Neto (see p.293) stands out in
notifications and is respected for his “great
business awareness and vision, and excellent
client service,” according to sources. The
team also benefits from Patricia Avigni’s

(see p.285) track record and thorough
understanding of this practice area.

Mattos Muriel Kestener
Advogados
See Profile p.384
The well-established competition practice
at this firm has an impressive track record
in this field. It regularly assists the crème de
la crème of local and international industry,
representing companies such as Petrobras,
Braskem, Odebrecht, Vivo, Microsoft,
Baxter and EADS. Clients say: “We now seek
out their expertise on other strategic areas fol-
lowing the success achieved in the first cases
they handled.” Work highlights include
advising on high-profile anti-competitive
behaviour cases in the telecoms, pharma-
ceutical and dredging sectors, and numer-
ous filings of mergers for clients from the
petrochemical, defence and agrobusiness
industries. Ubiratan Mattos (see p.315) is a
well-known and respected figure in the
market. He heads the practice and stands
out for complex cartel cases due to his first-
rate background in litigation and “great
strategic and rhetoric skills,” in the view of
clients. Working closely with Mattos, Maria
Andrade (see p.284) is acknowledged for
her hands-on approach, commitment and
expertise in merger clearings and cartel
investigations.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
This firm is a prominent player on the
Brazilian competition scene. Best known
for its work on international cartel investi-
gations, the practice also stands out for
competition-related litigation, consultancy
and notifications – including cross-border
cases – and for the design and implementa-
tion of compliance programmes. The team
benefits from membership of the Baker &
McKenzie global network, providing clients
with further international insight into com-
petition and antitrust best practices. Its
client portfolio comprises world-class
names such Whirlpool, Mitsubishi and
Petrobras. Clients highlight the team’s
“global vision and impeccable reputation in
the market,” and add that “the Brazilian set-
up is complex and this group helped us navi-
gate the obstacles with great efficiency.” It is
frequently involved in Brazil’s most high-
profile cases and is currently representing
Air Liquide in its appeal against the fine
imposed by CADE in the notorious ‘gas car-
tel’ case. The team is also advising Shell on

Competition/Antitrust
Leading Individuals
Senior Statesmen
Dutra Pedro Pedro Dutra Advogados
Gonzaga Franceschini José Inácio Franceschini 
Grinberg Mauro Grinberg, Cordovil e Barros 
Magalhães Carlos Francisco de Magalhães
Sampaio Ferraz Jr Tércio Sampaio Ferraz 

Band 1
Amaral de Andrade Tito Machado, Meyer ✳

Calliari Marcelo TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Del Chiaro Ferreira da Rosa José José Del ✳

Rosenberg Barbara Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Saccab Zarzur Cristianne Pinheiro Neto ✳

Band 2
Beraldi Fábio Francisco Lino, Beraldi, Bueno
Caminati Eduardo Lino, Beraldi, Bueno e Belluzzo
Carvalhaes Ribeiro Amadeu Mattos Filho, Veiga ✳

do Egito Coelho Tulio Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Marchini Santos Aurélio Cascione, Pulino, Boulos
Mattos Ubiratan Mattos Muriel Kestener ✳

Moura Rocha Bolívar Levy & Salomão 
Nogueira Dias Gabriel Magalhães, Nery e Dias
Pereira Neto Caio Mário da Silva Brasil, Pereira ✳

Todorov Francisco Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Varella Bruna Sérgio Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados ✳

Band 3
Andrade Maria C Mattos Muriel Kestener ✳

Brólio Gonçalves Priscila Vella Pugliese Buosi ✳

Buaiz Neto José Alexandre Pinheiro Neto ✳

Celidonio Neto Lauro Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

de Carvalho Silveira Bueno Márcio Lino
Favaro Corvo Ribas Guilherme Mundie ✳

Maranhão Juliano Sampaio Ferraz Advogados
Marques Gilberto André Marques Gilberto ✳

Nunes de Araújo Gianni GNA – Gianni Nunes ✳

Regazzini José TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Villela Mariana Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 4
Bagnoli Vicente Vicente Bagnoli Advogados ✳

Cordovil Leonor Grinberg, Cordovil e Barros 
da Rocha e Silva Leonardo Peres Pinheiro ✳

Drago Bruno Demarest e Almeida
Noronha Inglez de Souza Ricardo Barretto 
Novis Maria Eugênia Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Oliveira Felix Natália Marques Gilberto & Oliveira ✳

Pugliese Paola Lefosse Advogados ✳

Zanotta Pedro Albino Advogados Associados ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Castanho Girardi Camila Cascione, Pulino
da Silva Brito Thiago Francisco Sampaio Ferraz 
Ditzel Faraco Alexandre Levy & Salomão 
Molan Gaban Eduardo Machado Associados ✳

Associates to watch
Avigni Patricia Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey ✳

Barreira Lilian Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Berardo José Carlos da Matta Barbosa ✳

Casagrande Paulo Leonardo Brasil, Pereira ✳

Lins Cruz Tatiana Advocacia José Del Chiaro ✳

Medon Santos Marcel Azevedo Sette Advogados ✳

Midori Honda Joyce Souza, Cescon, Barrieu ✳

Oliveira Domingues Juliana L.O. Baptista ✳

Ribeiro Nolasco Gabriela Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Ubiratan Carreiro Pagotto Leopoldo Xavier ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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the filings related to its acquisition of
Cosan’s aviation fuel distribution business.
Tulio do Egito Coelho (see p.300) and
Francisco Todorov (see p.334) are the
department’s co-heads and are highly
praised by clients: “These attorneys are vast-
ly experienced and knowledgeable, and
maintain a good working relationship with
the authorities, which is very important to
us.”

Band 3

Brasil, Pereira Neto, Galdino e
Macedo Advogados – BPGM
See Profile p.352
The competition department at this firm
continues to impress the market by being
involved in some of the largest M&A notifi-
cations in the country, such as that linked to
Braskem’s acquisition of Quattor or the
merger of Oi with Brasil Telecom. The
scope of its practice is expanding to include
an increasing number of high-profile inter-
national cartel investigations and negotia-
tions in the anti-competitive behaviour
sphere. In a high-profile mandate, the firm
helped three companies operating in the
crushed rock sector in reaching a ground-
breaking settlement with CADE, which led
to a reduction of the fines imposed for car-
tel formation. In other work, the firm
secured the reversal of an injunction
imposed on Visa and Cielo’s card payment
agreement and went on to develop a com-
pliance programme for Cielo that was
hailed by the authorities as an example of
best practice. Clients highlight the team’s
“capacity for quickly making an in-depth
analysis of the situation and determining the
best strategic approach.” Caio Mário da Silva
Pereira Neto (see p.322) heads the team
and is described as “one of the top antitrust
lawyers in Brazil: highly skilled, pragmatic,
and combining practical experience with aca-
demic knowledge.” Paulo Leonardo
Casagrande (see p.292) is Neto’s right-
hand man and highlighted by market com-
mentators as a star on the rise.

GNA – Gianni Nunes Advogados
This boutique is consolidating its presence
in the market and expanding in terms of
both infrastructure and clients. The firm is
primarily focused on defending clients
affected by anti-competitive behaviour
investigations. Recently, the practice has
sought to diversify and has increased its vol-
ume of cross-border notifications and pre-
ventative consultancy work. “The quality of

service at this firm is excellent. The lawyers
are real experts, consistently diligent and
prompt to respond,” explain clients, which
include giants such as the Votorantim
Group, Kodak and Usiminas. According to
sources, Gianni Nunes de Araújo (see
p.321) has “impeccable technical skills” and
is also “a sharp strategist who perfectly
understands the challenges faced by a multi-
national and knows how to achieve the best
possible results.”

Grinberg, Cordovil e Barros
Advogados
This boutique maintains a well-established
market position for antitrust and interna-
tional trade in Brazil. “The excellent service,
timeliness in presenting solutions and excel-
lent technical knowledge are the characteris-
tics we value the most,” say clients. The team
stands out for anti-competitive behaviour
work and represents top industry clients
affected by local and cross-border investiga-
tions. It has worked on a number of high-
profile cases involving the gas and vehicle
fuel industries. The firm also handles local
and cross-border notifications for the likes
of Merck; other high-profile clients include
Solvay, Shell and Linde. Name partner and
department head Mauro Grinberg has vast
experience and carries a great deal of pres-
tige in the sector. Leonor Cordovil is “a
remarkable young attorney, who leads a
sophisticated practice effectively,” according
to clients. She also wins praise for her
knowledge, pragmatism and commitment.

Levy & Salomão Advogados
This firm continues to play an important
role in Brazil’s antitrust market despite the
departure of some of its best-known attor-
neys in the area. The firm has reacted
proactively, making noteworthy hirings in
the persons of former SDE deputy secretary
Ana Paula Martinez, and former SDE secre-
tary of economic law Mariana Tavares. The
firm is well known for representing high-
end local and international clients affected
by high-profile anti-competitive behaviour
investigations, and for handling M&A fil-
ings. Other areas of focus include risk man-
agement and compliance counsel. Clients
praise the team as “versatile, quick and
extremely efficient.” Bolívar Moura Rocha
leads the department and is described by
clients as “impressive, skilled and assertive –
a top competition lawyer.” Alexandre Ditzel
Faraco is another standout name praised by
clients and peers for his handling of major
international cartel proceedings and com-
plex notifications.

Pedro Dutra Advogados
See Profile p.390
This economic law boutique has a faithful
client base and a long history of operating
in competition/antitrust law. The firm’s
opinion is often sought by peers, and mar-
ket sources describe the lawyers as “special-
ists in particularly complex cases.” The com-
petition team focuses primarily on anti-
competitive behaviour, consultancy and
legal opinions for the regulated markets
sector, representing the telecoms and oil
and gas sectors. Name partner Pedro Dutra
leads the firm and is praised by clients as
“an exceptional competition lawyer with
tremendous experience and know-how.”
Dutra was recently appointed to represent
the Brazilian federal bar association (OAB)
before the SDE in an anti-competitive pric-
ing case.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
The competition practice at this world-
class, full-service firm is able to draw on the
multidisciplinary expertise of different
teams to tailor its service to its clients. The
firm handles numerous cartel investigations
and cases involving abuse of dominant
position. A recent area of focus has been
transactional work, specifically complex
notifications for clients such as Merck,
Halliburton and Norsk Hydro. The team
also assists mainly multinational companies
with due diligence and compliance pro-
grammes. Other renowned clients include
BHP Billiton, Endesa and Dell. Mariana
Villela (see p.337) is the standout lawyer,
and recognised across the board as being
the driving force behind Veirano’s reputa-
tion in the field of antitrust.

Band 4

Azevedo Sette Advogados
See Profile p.344
This up-and-coming team continues to
gain visibility in Brazil’s antitrust market. It
acts primarily in support of the firm’s M&A
practice, handling notifications and due
diligence, but is increasingly active in anti-
competitive behaviour cases too, some of
which have included leniency agreements.
The client portfolio includes high-profile
names such as Andrade Gutierrez and
Mapfre Seguros. Marcel Medon Santos (see
p.315) is well known in the sector and val-
ued by clients as “a proactive, well-qualified
attorney who provides excellent service.”
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Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e
Brancher Sociedade de
Advogados – BKBG
See Profile p.346
This firm continues to steadily gain ground
and consolidate its reputation on the com-
petition scene. The team advises on merger
filings and antitrust investigations for
clients such as Mattel, Ford and plastics
trade associations ABIPLAST and
ABRAPLA. Enthusiastic clients state: “We
were tremendously lucky to find lawyers with
their approach and skills that totally matched
our needs.” Ricardo Noronha Inglez de
Souza leads the team and wins praise from
clients who explain that “he stands out for
his ability to quickly get the lay of the land
and identify opportunities for success.”

Cascione, Pulino, Boulos &
Santos Advogados
This firm has a broad competition practice
that encompasses merger filings, anti-com-
petitive behaviour cases and consultancy.
Sources describe “the excellent quality of the
team in terms of know-how, commitment,
availability, prompt responses and a good
working relationship with the authorities.”
Clients include industry giants such as
White Martins and the Globo Group.
Aurélio Marchini Santos leads the team
and is unanimously hailed by clients as an
experienced, creative and consistent
antitrust attorney, and one of the top names
in the country. In 2011, Camila Castanho
Girardi joined the firm to strengthen the
competition department. Castanho Girardi
has a solid background and significant
experience, particularly advising domestic
and international companies on general
antitrust matters.

Demarest e Almeida
See Profile p.357
The antitrust team at this firm continues to
assist a large client base with notifications,
due diligence and consultancy. In addition,
the team regularly acts on behalf of local
and multinational companies in cases
involving anti-competitive practice. Recent
work highlights include representing a
client from the dredging industry involved
in an investigation of alleged bid rigging
and another involved in an international
cartel investigation relating to the graphite
electrodes market. Clients say: “The team
works in partnership with clients and main-
tains a clear communication channel at all
times.” Bruno Drago is the standout lawyer
and according to clients: “He has a really
great understanding of competition matters.”

L.O. Baptista Advogados
See Profile p.369
This firm continues to build its reputation
for competition/antitrust matters, and rep-
resents leading international and local com-
panies such as French biotech company
LFB and Brazilian sugar and ethanol pro-
ducer Usina São Martinho. The practice
covers the whole range of competition mat-
ters, from complex M&A filings to anti-
competitive behaviour cases – including
multi-jurisdictional and multifaceted cases
– as well as sophisticated consultancy and
compliance. Clients recommend “the excel-
lent quality of advice and knowledgeable and
business-oriented lawyers.” Juliana Oliveira
Domingues (see p.321) is the leading figure
for competition law and is highlighted by
clients for her thoroughness and excellent
service.

Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados
See Profile p.374
This full-service firm’s antitrust department
is well known for its ongoing representation
of multinationals involved in investigations
of alleged anti-competitive behaviour, and
for handling multi-jurisdictional notifica-
tions, compliance and other preventative
consultancy work. In addition, the group is
strengthening its know-how and presence
in the regulated markets sector, particularly
in energy and telecoms. Top clients include
Alstom, Coca-Cola, Cargill and Globo
Editora. Practice head Sérgio Varella Bruna
(see p.335) is backed by a first-rate team
and is highly regarded by clients, who say:
“Bruna is objective and focused; a talented
strategist who is immensely credible.”

Machado Associados
See Profile p.375
This full-service firm’s competition practice
covers the whole spectrum of competition
and antitrust matters, from filings and noti-
fications to consultancy. The team is able to
draw on the firm’s experts in M&A, litiga-
tion and international tax to offer multidis-
ciplinary advice tailored to their clients’
specific needs. According to clients: “The
lawyers have a perfect understanding of the
issues at hand and are prompt in defining the
key points to be developed. They also establish
a working relationship based on complete
trust, which we greatly value.” A recent work
highlight has been the team’s involvement
in one of the largest ongoing cases at the
SDE, representing Marfrig and Seara in the
challenge to Sadia and Perdigão’s merger
(BRF Foods). Practice head Eduardo
Molan Gaban (see p.318) is working to

raise the profile of the firm’s
competition/antitrust department and
comes highly recommended by market
sources as a “knowledgeable, studious and
committed” lawyer.

Marques Gilberto & Oliveira Felix
Advogados
This relative newcomer to the market is
steadily making a name for itself on high-
profile international cartel investigations,
such as those relating to the freight for-
warding and DRAM sectors. The team is
also noted for representing companies in
cases involving leniency agreements and for
handling some sophisticated cross-border
M&A filings, such as that carried out for
Hewlett-Packard. A recent work highlight
was the preparation of Linde Gases’ appeal
before the courts against the record fine
imposed by CADE. “This team’s interna-
tional experience, know-how and timely
responses are the reasons why its service fulfils
our expectations entirely.” Head partner
André Marques Gilberto (see p.314) is
praised by clients as “an expert who is clear,
objective and always available; what’s more,
he does all he can to understand our business
and we value that a lot too.” Natália Oliveira
Felix (see p.321) works closely with
Marques and is perceived as a versatile
attorney and an asset to the team.

Mundie e Advogados
See Profile p.388
The competition team here is ably support-
ed by the firm’s first-class TMT practice,
and stands out in strategic cartel and anti-
competitive behaviour cases involving com-
panies operating in regulated markets,
including the likes of American Airlines,
ABRANET, TIM, Telecom Italia and Itaú
Unibanco. Its niche expertise ensures the
team’s presence on some of Brazil’s most
significant anti-competitive behaviour
investigations. Guilherme Favaro Corvo
Ribas (see p.301) heads the practice and has
a proven track record in this area. Market
sources note that he is the driving force
behind the firm’s reputation. Clients
enthuse: “He has a perfect understanding of
the complexities of our industry and has the
ability to quickly come up with innovative
solutions, and we feel certain that we are in
good hands.”

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch
Advogados
See Profile p.405
This antitrust team specialises in transac-
tional operations and works closely with the
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CORPORATE/M&A

Band 1

Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão
See Profile p.345
THE FIRM BMA has one of the most com-
prehensive M&A teams in the Brazilian
market and a team of lawyers greatly
admired for the breadth and depth of their
practice. The group supports local and
international clients on sophisticated M&A
deals and is typically in the thick of things
on the most significant transactions in the
market. Work highlights include advising
private equity group Apax Partners on its
acquisition of a controlling interest in Tivit,
a local IT and business services outsourcer,
and assisting Leitbom on its merger with
Laticínios Bom Gosto, a dairy company.
Other significant work includes advising
hedge fund and private equity group Gávea
Investimento as it began a strategic partner-
ship with Highbridge Capital Management,
of the JPMorgan group, following a USD6
billion cash injection.
Sources say: “Exemplary service for complex
and strategic M&A work – you can always
trust the firm to get a good result.”
“The lawyers are agile, provide work of the
highest quality and are always able to adjust
to the needs of the client.”

“BMA stands out for its intense focus on solv-
ing problems and the wide scope and sophis-
tication of its service.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Paulo Cezar Aragão
(see p.284) is the firm’s leading light and
one of the most admired corporate lawyers
in Brazil. He receives glowing praise from
market sources due to his immense experi-
ence and deep knowledge. He is described
by sources as “an exceptional lawyer who has
the capacity to present effective solutions to
complex problems.” Francisco Antunes
Maciel Müssnich (see p.320) earns enthusi-
astic praise from market sources, who refer
to him as “a reference point in the area” and
enthuse that “he stands out for his detailed
knowledge, assertiveness and clarity.” Mauro
Teixeira Sampaio (see p.333) rises in the
rankings as he continues to impress clients
with excellent service and adept handling of
the most significant deals. Sources describe
him as “a smart and quick thinker, an agile
negotiator and extremely dedicated to
clients.” Luiz Antonio De Sampaio Campos
(see p.299) is another client favourite mak-
ing his way up the rankings this year. “He’s
excellent, very knowledgeable and always
brings a constructive approach to negotia-
tions,” say sources. Plínio Simões Barbosa
(see p.286) is an accomplished lawyer noted

for his extensive experience and expertise.
He frequently tackles corporate matters
related to infrastructure projects. Associate
Leonardo Diogo Batista (see p.300) joins
the team of leading individuals this year
after receiving enthusiastic praise: “He’s an
exceptional lawyer, smart, responsive and
skilled in solving problems – he really makes a
difference on a deal.”

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
THE FIRM This local full-service leader has
a tremendous reputation for corporate and
M&A work and a strong stable of domestic
and international clients. The team advises
on the full spectrum of corporate matters
and sources hail the team’s range and qual-
ity of service, singling out great expertise in
corporate governance. The firm has lately
been in the thick of mid-market consolida-
tion in various sectors, notably agribusi-
ness, and is routinely involved on big-ticket
M&A deals, often with a complex interna-
tional component. A prime example was
the team’s advice to TAM as it negotiated a
joint venture with LAN Airlines. Further
cross-border action came in assisting
Chinese company WISCO on its acquisi-

firm’s first-rate M&A department. In addi-
tion to assisting high-profile clients with
notifications in Brazil and abroad, the team
is also noted for its preventative work carry-
ing out due diligence and designing compli-
ance programmes for a mostly multination-
al clientele. Practice head Joyce Midori
Honda (see p.317) is a respected competi-
tion lawyer who is also praised by market
sources for IP. Clients laud her pragmatic
and efficient approach, and her high stan-
dard of client service.

Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni –
Advogados
See Profile p.411
The competition team at this firm is diver-
sifying its primarily transactional practice
to include complex anti-competitive behav-
iour cases. The firm’s high-profile clients
include leading names from the contrac-
tion, broadcast and computer hardware
sectors, such as Queiroz Galvão, the
Brazilian Broadcasting Association (ABRA)

and Zebra Technologies. Priscila Brólio
Gonçalves (see p.289) heads the team and
receives high praise for her expert advice in
competition and international trade.
Clients describe her as “versatile and quick
to identify risk and come up with solutions
that lead to great results.”

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança
See Profile p.415
This well-known firm maintains a niche
presence in the competition arena and is
noted for its quality over quantity. Its client
base is mainly composed of small and
medium-sized companies that value being
able to draw on the expertise of the firm’s
prestigious M&A department. The team’s
main area of focus is merger filings, but it
also handles anti-competitive behaviour
work and is sought out for consultancy on
compliance. Department head Leopoldo
Ubiratan Carreiro Pagotto (see p.334) is
lauded by clients for being “pragmatic, tech-
nically skilled and creative.”

Other Notable Practitioners
Paola Pugliese (see p.325) of Lefosse
Advogados, in cooperation with Linklaters,
is a highly praised competition lawyer
whose practice focuses on the niche of com-
pliance and consultancy for multinationals
with a base in Brazil. Clients highlight
Pugliese’s “preparedness and skills, very
attentive service, and capacity to work with
the urgency required. Her clear understand-
ing of our line of business and the specific
requirements of our industry are key.”
Vicente Bagnoli (see p.285) of Vicente
Bagnoli Advogados is a low-profile attorney
and well-known academic, with an increas-
ingly noted presence in the market. Market
sources stress his “know-how, technical skills
and commitment.” Pedro Zanotta (see
p.339) of Albino Advogados Associados
continues to be well regarded in the market.
He wins particular praise from clients for
his dexterity and assuredness in leading
anti-competitive behaviour cases.
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tion of a stake in Brazilian mining company
MMX.
Sources say: “Exceptional client service and
extraordinary depth of knowledge.”
“The firm’s capacity to provide service in vir-
tually every practice area relevant to Brazil is
a definite corporate strength.”
“Understands the client’s objectives and finds
solutions that make business sense.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Carlos José Rolim de
Mello (see p.327) is a seasoned partner
whose front line involvement on the TAM
deal added to an admirable track record in

the M&A arena. Mauro Cesar Leschziner
(see p.310) enhanced his growing reputa-
tion advising BR Educacional as two of its
funds snapped up 25% of Abril Educação’s
capital stock. Flávio Meyer (see p.317) is an
emerging name, one championed by clients
for being “business-minded, extremely
straightforward and a pleasure to work with.”
Luiz Felipe Duarte Martins Costa (see
p.301) is another impressive member of the
next generation. “He’s a great negotiator,”
say clients, “with that ability to get the client’s
best interests to prevail while making the deal
happen.” José Samurai Saiani (see p.329) is
more of an experienced campaigner,
acclaimed for his “extraordinary depth of
knowledge of local law and procedures.” He
counselled Eurofarma Laboratórios as it
acquired the entire share capital of
Segmenta Farmacêutica. Senior statesman
José Roberto Opice (see p.322) remains
active and continues to be a valuable source
of opinion for the department and for
clients.

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
THE FIRM This firm is one of the country’s
full-service powerhouses and is most cele-
brated for its outstanding corporate finance
practice. It has a dedicated M&A division,
though the team naturally works closely
with the capital markets and banking desks.
The department tackles a wide range of
mandates, typically advising banks, private
equity funds, foreign businesses or local
listed companies. Clients commend highly
experienced lawyers and a business-driven
approach. The team recently advised Banco
Panamericano and Silvio Santos
Participações, as the latter sold its stake in
the former to Caixapar. Other notable work
includes assisting Magazine Luiza on its
acquisition of retail store chain Lojas Maia,
and counsel to CPM Braxis on a 55% share
capital increase, bought by Capgemini.
Sources say: “Excellent lawyers, thoroughly
focused on getting the best results for clients.”
“A very responsive team that takes an
extremely pragmatic approach to doing deals
– highly recommended.”
“Great knowledge of a client’s business, its
culture, the market and legal environment,
and a sense of urgency when dealing with
client requests.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS João Ricardo de
Azevedo Ribeiro (see p.326) is head of the
department and a much-respected market
figure: “He’s an excellent lawyer, highly expe-
rienced and totally solid.” He represented the

target as The Carlyle Group bought a
BRL1.325 billion controlling stake in
Qualicorp Participações. Moacir
Zilbovicius (see p.339) is another promi-
nent player, hailed by peers as “a first-rate
lawyer – exceptional.” He handled the Banco
Panamericano deal cited above, the bank
being a long-term client. Sergio Spinelli
Silva Jr (see p.332) is a corporate finance
all-rounder, acclaimed for corporate work
linked to the capital markets. “He has deep
knowledge, immense experience and great
negotiation skills,” say sources. “He’s really
terrific.” José Eduardo Carneiro Queiroz
(see p.292) similarly has a finance focus
which frequently crosses over into the M&A
arena, especially in regards to investment
funds. He led on the CPM Braxis deal.
Pedro Whitaker de Souza Dias (see p.338)
is a young partner praised for his private
equity acumen, which he put to the test
advising Actis Emerging Markets as it
bought into the Brazilian supermarket sec-
tor via a stake in Companhia Sulamericana
de Distribuição.

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
THE FIRM This full-service major operates
one of the most highly regarded and com-
prehensive corporate and M&A practices in
the market. Clients, local and international,
rely on the team for transactional guidance
and day-to-day advice, while peers respect
the firm and like to see it on the other side
of the table. The firm is typically found at
the forefront of the market, participating on
the most significant transactions, frequent-
ly those with cross-border elements. It rep-
resented FEMSA on the sale of its Brazilian
beer operation to Heineken, advised
Santander on the sale of USD2.7 billion
worth of Brazilian assets to Qatar Holding,
and assisted LAN Airlines as it combined
with TAM.
Sources say: “A flexible team, fantastic work
and great senior-level client attention.”
“An almost unique ability to keep quality of
service at the highest level across all practice
areas.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Managing partner
Alexandre Bertoldi (see p.288) is an
accomplished lawyer described as “an out-
standing corporate expert.” He led the firm’s
advice to LAN. Fernando Alves Meira (see
p.316) is another widely respected partner,
championed by clients as “one of the best
lawyers in the country.” Sources appreciate
his responsiveness and pragmatic approach.
He provided Brazilian counsel to Santander
as it sold a controlling stake of its Latin

Corporate/M&A
Leading Firms

Band 1
Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch Advogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Band 2
Lefosse Advogados ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra Advogados ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 3
Demarest e Almeida ✳

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Levy & Salomão Advogados
Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados ✳

Lobo & Ibeas Advogados
Motta Fernandes Rocha Advogados ✳

Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e Guerreiro ✳

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança ✳

Band 4
Azevedo Sette Advogados ✳

Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e Brancher ✳

Bocater, Camargo, Costa e Silva Advogados ✳

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

Lacaz Martins, Halembeck, Pereira Neto
Mundie e Advogados ✳

Tauil & Chequer Avogados ✳

Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni – Advogados ✳

Band 5
Araújo e Policastro Advogados ✳

Bichara, Barata, Costa & Rocha Advogados ✳

Brasil, Pereira Neto, Galdino e Macedo ✳

Campos Mello Advogados ✳

Dias Carneiro Advogados
Machado Associados ✳

Madrona Hong Mazzuco Brandão – Sociedade ✳

Schmidt, Valois, Miranda, Ferreira e Agel ✳

Siqueira Castro Advogados ✳

Wald e Associados Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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American insurance business to Zurich
Financial Services. Santander used Cravath,
Swaine & Moore for US representation with

Pythagoras Carvalho, a Pinheiro Neto
lawyer on a foreign associate placement at
Cravath, in the thick of things. Carlos

Alberto Moreira Lima (see p.319) wins
praise from clients for being a good listener,
while peers appreciate his straightforward
approach to negotiations. “He provides first-
rate advice,” say sources. Henry Sztutman
(see p.332) enhanced his growing reputa-
tion advising WP X Fundo de Investimento
em Participações as it joined with
Sertrading to invest in Banco Indusval
Multistock and create a new entity in Banco
Indusval & Partners.

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch
Advogados
See Profile p.405
THE FIRM With 2011 marking its tenth
anniversary, the firm can reflect on a decade
in which it has well and truly established
itself as a market leader in the corporate
arena. The group excels on cross-border
transactions and recently established an
Asia desk to better assist Asian investors
pursuing opportunities in Brazil. Sources
enthuse about a clear client focus and the
fact that partners are involved at all stages of
a transaction. The firm is routinely involved
in the most high-profile deals in the market,
examples being advice to Portugal Telecom
as it bought a USD5 billion stake in Oi
Group and counsel to Hypermarcas on ten
separate acquisitions, including the BRL2.5
billion purchase of Mantecorp Indústria
Química e Farmacêutica, a pharmaceutical
company.
Sources say: “The quality of the lawyers
combined with their attention to detail and
technical capabilities creates a great struc-
ture.”
“Quick responses and a business-oriented
approach from lawyers who entwine them-
selves with the in-house team.”
“Experienced and highly skilled professionals
and a very sophisticated, first-line firm, ideal
for the most important cases.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Name partner Maria
Cristina Cescon (see p.293) is the practice’s
leading light and one of the country’s most
respected M&A experts. Market observers
uniformly praise her deal-making skills,
alternatively describing her negotiating
style as “brilliant,” “intelligent,” “hardball”
and “frightening.” She led the team on the
Portugal Telecom deal cited above and also
advised Globo as it sold a stake in Sky Brasil
to DIRECTV for USD600 million. Partner
Marcos Rafael Flesch (see p.303) is highly
regarded for corporate matters and also
very active in the capital markets and inter-
national sectors. He recently counselled
Shell as it entered into a USD12 billion joint
venture with Cosan. Gyedre Palma

Corporate/M&A
Leading Individuals
Senior Statesmen
Freire José Luis TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Opice José Roberto Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Tozzini Syllas TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Star individuals
Aragão Paulo Cezar Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Band 1
Bertoldi Alexandre Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Cantidiano Luiz Leonardo Motta Fernandes ✳

Cescon Maria Cristina Souza, Cescon, Barrieu ✳

de Orleans e Bragança Alberto Xavier ✳

De Sampaio Campos Luiz Antonio Barbosa ✳

Eizirik Nelson Carvalhosa & Eizirik ✳

Meira Fernando Alves Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Meirelles de Miranda Filho Aloysio Ulhôa ✳

Müssnich Francisco Antunes Maciel Barbosa ✳

Ribeiro João Ricardo de Azevedo Mattos Filho ✳

Zilbovicius Moacir Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Band 2
Barbosa Marcelo Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa 
Barbosa Plínio Simões Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Barbosa Mello Carlos Lefosse Advogados ✳

Bernardes Neto Horacio Xavier Bernardes
Cestari de Rizzo Valdo Lobo & de Rizzo ✳

Farkouh Prado Claudia Trench, Rossi ✳

Koury Lopes Jorge Fernando Koury Lopes ✳

Lessa Rogério Cruz Themudo Lessa Associados
Lobo José Orlando Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados ✳

Moreira Lima Carlos Alberto Pinheiro Neto ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Francisco José Pinheiro ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Plinio Pinheiro Guimarães ✳

Rolim de Mello Carlos José Machado, Meyer ✳

Roschmann Christian Lefosse Advogados ✳

Sandim Thiago Lefosse Advogados ✳

Spinelli Silva Jr Sergio Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Veirano Ricardo Camargo Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 3
Barretto Ferreira da Silva Ricardo Barretto
Boulos Eduardo Alfred Taleb Cascione, Pulino
Carneiro Queiroz José Eduardo Mattos Filho ✳

Diaz José Setti Demarest e Almeida
Eskenazi Pernidji Sergio Eskenazi Pernidji 
Flesch Marcos Rafael Souza, Cescon, Barrieu ✳

Fonseca Peña Chediak Julian Chediak Lopes
Goulart Barreto Robson Veirano Advogados ✳

Guerreiro Cláudio Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e
Guizeline Mauro TozziniFreire Advogados
Lamy Rego Marcelo Pinheiro Guimarães ✳

Leschziner Mauro Cesar Machado, Meyer ✳

Possolo Corrêa da Veiga Ewald Ulhôa Canto ✳

Protasio Rodolpho de Oliveira Franco Mundie ✳

Rezende Fabio Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa 

Rocha Paulo Demarest e Almeida
Teixeira Junior Darcy TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Teixeira Sampaio Mauro Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Vieira Paulo Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e Guerreiro

Band 4
Alvo Karin Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Azevedo Sette Fernando Azevedo Sette ✳

Barbosa Moreira Daniela Lobo & Ibeds
Borges Carneiro Otavio Veirano Advogados ✳

Buosi Frederico Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni ✳

Chequer Alexandre R Tauil & Chequer Avogados ✳

Correia de Araújo Juliana Levy & Salomão
Costa e Silva Francisco Bocater, Camargo, Costa
Castro Guerra Cristiane Lobo de Rizzo ✳

de Godoy Fernandes André Barretto Ferreira
Dias Carneiro Henrique Dias Carneiro Advogados
Gelman René Campos Mello Advogados ✳

Gualandi Verri Maria Elisa TozziniFreire ✳

Halembeck Luiz Fernando Lacaz Martins
Kuznietz Gabriel Ricardo Demarest e Almeida
Lefosse Jr Geraldo Roberto Lefosse Advogados ✳

Machado Miriam Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Madrona Ricardo Madrona Hong Mazzuco
Meyer Flávio R P Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

de Castro Guerra Rodrigo Lobo de Rizzo ✳

Montgomery Neil Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich ✳

Muniz Joaquim de Paiva Trench, Rossi ✳

Oliveira Gyedre Palma Carneiro de Souza ✳

Pellegrino Jr Laércio Simões & Pellegrino 
Samurai Saiani José Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Sobral de Miranda Rogério Schmidt, Valois ✳

Stocche Andre Mestriner Souza, Cescon, Barrieu ✳

Sztutman Henry Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Tavares de Mello Anna Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Vella Rodrigo Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni ✳

Werneck Bruno Tauil & Chequer Advogados ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Chaves Adriano Campos Mello Advogados ✳

Di Cillo Roberto Di Cillo Advogados ✳

Divani Alfredo Lobo & Ibeas Advogados
Duarte Martins Costa Luiz Felipe Machado ✳

Homem de Melo Renata Lacaz Martins
Machado Martim Campos Mello Advogados ✳

Machado Sérgio Lefosse Advogados ✳

Miraglia Luis Ricardo Azevedo Sette Advogados ✳

Pessoa Daniel Levy & Salomão Advogados
Renardini Padovan Lira Araújo e Policastro ✳

Whitaker de Souza Dias Pedro Mattos Filho ✳

Associates to watch
Diogo Batista Leonardo Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Santos Marcelo Maria Ulhôa Canto, Rezende ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Carneiro de Oliveira (see p.321) is hailed as
“a tireless and very committed lawyer.” She
was part of the team on the Portugal
Telecom deal. Andre Mestriner Stocche
(see p.332) impresses sources with his tech-
nical ability and is described as an “extreme-
ly intelligent, dedicated and unflappable
lawyer.”

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
THE FIRM This traditional full-service
firm has a very large corporate team with
the capacity to act on a broad range of mat-
ters. The team is praised for the wealth of its
experience and its client care skills. It han-
dles domestic and cross-border transac-
tions, advising an array of clients on M&A
and general corporate matters. Notable
work of the past year includes due diligence
and documentation advice to FEMSA on
the sale of its Brazilian beer operations to
Heineken, and to Hyundai Heavy Industries
as it bought a 10% stake in OSX Estaleiros.
Sources say: “Highly experienced partners
providing prompt and clear answers to all
queries.”
“The team is business-oriented, provides
valuable advice and gets great results for its
client.”
“Agile and consistent, resourceful and respon-
sive – a top-calibre firm with expertise in
many areas.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Mauro Guizeline (see
p.307) heads the publicly held section of the
firm’s corporate department. He recently
represented Codepar and Isa Participações
as they sold shares in Codeme and Metform
to Usiminas, and was then instructed by
Codeme as it bought into Metasa. Darcy
Teixeira Junior (see p.333) is warmly rec-
ommended for “filling the client with confi-
dence with his deep knowledge and experi-
ence in the field.” He counselled Colgate-
Palmolive as it sold Pom Pom to
Hypermarcas, and he also focuses on the
agribusiness sector, handling work related
to bioenergy and ethanol. Maria Elisa
Gualandi Verri (see p.306) is a senior part-
ner hailed by clients as a superb account
manager: “She’s great at co-ordinating all our
legal requirements, finding experts, allocating
teams and supporting our business strategy.”
She led the team’s work on the FEMSA deal.
Syllas Tozzini (see p.334) advised Equipav
Açúcar e Álcool as it was acquired by Shree
Renuka Sugars of India, one of his last acts
on the front line. A founding partner of the
firm, he now takes a back-seat role, available
as and when his input is required. Co-
founding partner José Luis Freire (see

p.303) is chairman of the firm’s executive
committee and more actively involved,
overseeing all the firm’s corporate work.

Band 2

Lefosse Advogados
See Profile p.371
THE FIRM This firm has extensive cross-
border transaction experience and clients
routinely report international standards of
services and reliability as the team’s major
draws. Peers like to question the firm’s
capacity beyond its relationship with
Linklaters, but recognise progress in consol-
idating a full-service offering and concede
that the group is regularly involved in large,
complex transactions. A case in point saw
the team advise a consortium of global
investors on the acquisition of a USD1.8
billion stake in Brazilian investment bank
Banco BTG Pactual. The group also advised
ETH Bioenergia on its USD3.8 billion
merger with Brenco, and represented Noble
Group on its USD950 million acquisition of
sugar and ethanol business Cerradinho
Açúcar, Etanol e Energia.
Sources say: “For such a sizeable firm,
Lefosse’s lawyers provide a really personalised
service, while its international network
affords invaluable support in other jurisdic-
tions.”
“Exceptional client service from lawyers who
are always available and extremely respon-
sive.”
“Advice that not only focuses on the legal side
of the transaction but also presents commer-
cially aware solutions.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Thiago Sandim (see
p.329) is a “phenomenal lawyer” who focus-
es on M&A and private equity. “He provides
high-quality advice and invaluable input on
the international aspects of transactions,” say
clients, “and is very knowledgeable and a
pleasure to work with.” Head of the corpo-
rate team, Christian Roschmann (see
p.328) is noted as “an extremely well-pre-
pared lawyer who has a deep understanding
of Brazilian corporate law.” He earns partic-
ular plaudits for his negotiation skills and
constructive approach to transactions.
Carlos Barbosa Mello (see p.286) joined
the firm in August 2010 after an illustrious
career at Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados. A capital markets
specialist, his all-round corporate finance
skills have given him ample exposure to
M&A and private equity deals over the
years. Sergio Machado (see p.312) receives
warm recommendations for his wealth of

M&A knowledge, while Geraldo Roberto
Lefosse Jr (see p.310) is singled out for his
handling of corporate structuring, M&A
and contract matters, and for particular
experience relating to the automotive
industry.

Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados
See Profile p.391
THE FIRM The degree of sophistication
and know-how at this finance specialist
firm is such that it is one of the most
acclaimed names on the Brazilian M&A
scene. Its strengths lie on the corporate
finance side, excelling in the capital markets
elements of M&A transactions, but clients
also hail great due diligence and negotiation
acumen. Specific teams are assembled to
suit the case in hand, and the firm places
much emphasis on guaranteed partner
time. Work highlights include advising
Diagnósticos da América as it acquired
MD1 Diagnósticos, and representation of
Editora Globo in agreeing a joint venture
with Condé Nast Publications.
Sources say: “The firm’s fine negotiating
skills and proactive approach were absolutely
instrumental in closing the deal – fantastic.”
“Impressively thorough advice and creative
solutions with a strategic point of view.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Francisco José
Pinheiro Guimarães (see p.323) is singled
out for being “great at identifying risks,
opportunities and the latest market trends to
suit our needs.” He and his brother, Plinio
Pinheiro Guimarães (see p.323), are corpo-
rate finance all-rounders, and clients appre-
ciate “broad knowledge and a business-ori-
ented approach.” Marcelo Lamy Rego (see
p.310) is another member of the team with
a broad corporate finance skill set. “He’s
brilliant at understanding problems and see-
ing the bigger picture,” sources report.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
THE FIRM Clients appreciate this firm’s
ability to offer the best of both worlds: a
full-service firm of local standing combined
with the global network and expertise of
Baker & McKenzie. Its set-up is unique in
the market and thus it dances to a different
tune, rarely competing for the heavyweight
M&A deals that grab the headlines but reg-
ularly acting for loyal clients of internation-
al stature. Its corporate finance work is typ-
ically performed on behalf of companies
rather than banks, with clients from the
energy, mining, infrastructure, agribusi-
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ness, pharmaceutical and technology indus-
tries. The firm regularly represents
Petrobras and recently advised Petrobras
Biocombustível on establishing a biodiesel
joint venture with Galp Energia. Another
cross-border highlight saw the team counsel
Swiss Re on the acquisition of UBF Seguros
from Radian. The deal included restructur-
ing advice and regulatory approval, and
marked Swiss Re’s entry into the Brazilian
insurance market.
Sources say: “Great technical work, especial-
ly in due diligence, and the structure needed
to assist on large projects.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Claudia Farkouh
Prado (see p.301) is the firm’s most promi-
nent corporate figure, a lawyer respected for
her considerable experience. She took
instruction from Emerson Electric on the
Brazilian elements of its sale of LANDesk to
Thoma Bravo, a global deal worth USD230
million. Joaquim de Paiva Muniz (see
p.320) handles a variety of corporate mat-
ters and is also heavily involved in arbitra-
tion. He was involved in the Petrobras and
Swiss Re deals cited above, in each case
working alongside Anna Tavares de Mello
(see p.333), a corporate lawyer with parallel
experience in energy and insurance.

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra
Advogados
See Profile p.409
THE FIRM This firm works across a range
of industries with traditional strength in
electricity and telecoms and recent activity
in mining and agribusiness. As a mid-sized
firm, the corporate team endeavours to pro-
vide a dedicated service, one tailored to suit
the client and the deal in hand. Thus the
corporate team makes the most of auxiliary
strengths, in tax especially. Noteworthy
recent mandates include advice to Vale on a
series of acquisitions in the fertiliser sector,
not least the USD3.8 billion purchase of
Bunge Participações e Investimentos. The
team also counselled Associação de
Fabricantes Brasileiros de Coca-Cola as the
soft drink’s Brazilian bottling wing bought
50% equity participation in Leão Junior, an
iced tea business.
Sources say: “Great knowledge of the area,
very proactive and always on track in every-
thing it does.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Aloysio Meirelles de
Miranda Filho (see p.316) has an outstand-
ing market reputation and is championed
by sources as “an absolutely brilliant, first-
rate lawyer.” He led the firm’s counsel to
Vale in its consolidation push in the
agribusiness sector. Ewald Possolo Corrêa

da Veiga (see p.324) is a corporate and proj-
ects all-rounder. He has particular expertise
in the telecoms sector and came into his
own advising Telemar Participações as
Portugal Telecom bought a USD5 billion
stake in Oi (Telemar). Senior associate
Marcelo Maria Santos (see p.329) is con-
sidered an emerging talent and wins
acclaim for the high quality of his work. He
assisted Miranda in representing ENRC as it
bought Mineração Minas Bahia and
Mineração Peixe Bravo from the Couri
family.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
THE FIRM This full-service firm has the
range of skills and capacity required to han-
dle large projects and M&A deals.
Nevertheless, the aim is to keep a sense of
proportion and provide personalised client
care, and for this the team is particularly
well regarded by foreign clients. The firm
has long been associated with heavy indus-
try and natural resources and its corporate
clientele features the likes of Vale, EBX
Capital, Andrade Gutierrez and Enel Power.
Recent work highlights have seen the team
advise Bimeda as it bought a controlling
stake in Mogivet Farmacêutica, and counsel
private equity house Southern Cross as it
acquired Brinox Metalúrgica.
Sources say: “Good negotiation skills and an
efficient, flexible service.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Ricardo Camargo
Veirano (see p.336) is a key relationship
partner with a distinguished reputation in
the sector, being hailed as “an extremely
technical and flexible professional.” Veirano is
a corporate all-rounder adept at handling
projects, as is Robson Goulart Barreto (see
p.306). He assisted the private equity funds
Açúcar e Álcool and Açúcar e Álcool II in
the sale of Companhia Nacional de Açúcar
e Álcool to BP Biofuels. Otavio Borges
Carneiro (see p.289) comes warmly recom-
mended for his estimable advice. “He’s very
impressive,” say clients, “excellent for com-
plex transactions.”

Band 3

Demarest e Almeida
See Profile p.357
THE FIRM This large, full-service firm has
a well-respected corporate practice and has
managed to maintain its standing in the
market despite a degree of turmoil. The
firm has experienced a number of depar-
tures in recent years, the most significant to

the corporate department being Rogério
Lessa, who left to set up his own firm in late
2009. A period of transition followed but
clients continue to endorse strong service
skills. The firm has a long history of advis-
ing international clients and has lately seen
an increase in mandates from listed compa-
nies and private equity funds. Notable work
includes advising French company Legrand
on its acquisition of SMS Tecnologia
Eletrônica, and Goodyear on the sale of its
Latin American farm tyre business to Titan
Tire. The group also assisted Unilever Brazil
in the sale of its tomato sauce and paste
business to Cargill. Other notable clients
include Fibria, Monsanto, Nestlé and
Harvard Management Company.
Sources say: “Consistent and reliable advice
from highly qualified lawyers who are used to
dealing with foreign clients.”
“The firm sums up the full-service concept
and fills clients with confidence through the
quality of its work.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Paulo Rocha is highly
commended for his all-round expertise and
cited by sources as the primary reason the
department has taken recent departures in
its stride. He led on the Legrand deal men-
tioned above. José Setti Diaz earns praise
for his practical advice, clients lauding “a
brilliant young lawyer who is quickly devel-
oping an impressive career.” Gabriel Ricardo
Kuznietz also attracts plaudits for excellent
client service. He counselled Tecsis as two
Brazilian funds bought significant partici-
pation in the company, a complex deal that
took almost a year to negotiate.

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA)
See Profile p.368
THE FIRM KLA is noted for its presence in
the mid-market, where clients commend
great proficiency and quick turnaround
times. The firm continues to develop and
increase its corporate practice and made a
trio of lateral hires – Fernando Sandoval,
Isabel Franco and Plinio Yoshiyasu – from
Demarest e Almeida in 2010. Recent stand-
out work includes advising Engevix on the
100% share acquisition of WTorre ERG
Empreendimentos Navais e Portuários and
WTorre Óleo e Gás Construções Navais,
and counselling Thomson Reuters on the
acquisition of Revista dos Tribunais.
Sources say: “Excellent for objective and
pragmatic advice, and the sort of quality nor-
mally found at the larger firms, but with
greater speed and agility.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Head of the corporate
team, Jorge Fernando Koury Lopes (see
p.309) is the firm’s most prominent lawyer,
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held in high regard due to immense experi-
ence and strong technical skills. Karin Alvo
(see p.283) earns particular praise for client
dedication. She represented Tiger Global
Management as it sold a 70% stake in
Elemidia Consultoria to Editora Abril.
Miriam Machado (see p.312) is a senior
lawyer with particular expertise in media
and telecommunications matters. She took
charge of the Engevix mandate cited above,
and assisted in the setting up of a sports
marketing joint venture between Ogilvy &
Mather and Ronaldo, the former footballer.

Levy & Salomão Advogados
THE FIRM Corporate finance is a strength
of the firm as a whole and so the corporate
caseload revolves around transactions,
though the team also tackles corporate gov-
ernance, structuring and due diligence. The
team is experienced in handling private
equity, venture capital and investment fund
mandates, and its client roster also includes
some of Brazil’s most prominent compa-
nies, including Ambev, Steel do Brasil,
Editora Abril and Natura Cosméticos.
Recent notable work includes advising XL
Swiss Holdings on the sale of 50% of its
shares in Itaú XL Seguros Corporativos, and
counsel to New Zealand company Rank
Group on corporate and finance matters
relating to restructuring. Recent times have
seen the firm and the department experi-
ence significant restructuring itself, with a
number of corporate partner departures,
including four leaving for Cascione, Pulino,
Boulos & Santos Advogados, and the arrival
of new faces via lateral hires.
Sources say: “The team is very focused on
customer satisfaction and always strives to
meet our demands – and we can be demand-
ing in terms of service and timeliness.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Juliana Correia de
Araújo is a very prominent corporate
lawyer who handles the team’s most com-
plex M&A work. Daniel Pessoa is another
key resource for the team, handling M&A
deals, general private equity work and cor-
porate disputes. “He’s extremely responsible,
committed and diligent,” say sources, “and
has a great deal of technical knowledge.” He
joined the firm in 2010 from Souza, Cescon,
Barrieu & Flesch Advogados.

Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados
See Profile p.374
THE FIRM This general practice firm cele-
brated its fourth birthday in May 2011 and
enters its fifth year in rude health. The team
is most respected among peers for its work
in the mid-market, handling small to medi-

um-sized M&A deals, which tallies with the
firm’s philosophy of providing dedicated
client service at a fair price. The department
has traditionally acted for private compa-
nies and industrial clients and has been
active in the past in the automotive and
educational arenas. Agribusiness is now
emerging as a sector of primary focus and
the firm advised Cargill as it sold Usina
Itapagipe Açúcar e Álcool to Bunge Group.
Other highlights include representing
ThyssenKrupp in regards to a multibillion-
dollar investment in a new steel mill, and
assisting Ernst & Young on its merger with
the Brazilian accounting company Terco.
Sources say: “First-rate lawyers, technical
and practical, producing work of a very high
standard.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Valdo Cestari de
Rizzo (see p.293) is an experienced lawyer
described as “great at coming up with solu-
tions to help a deal move forward.” He was at
the heart of the ThyssenKrupp instruction,
a mandate that involved four years of cor-
porate assistance. José Orlando Lobo (see
p.312) is the head of the corporate practice,
championed by clients for his commercial
awareness: “He thinks as a businessman
equipped with superb legal knowledge.”
Rodrigo Millar de Castro Guerra (see
p.318) is an M&A lawyer who “can be
aggressive when he needs to be.” He coun-
selled IUNI Educacional as it sold over two-
thirds of its shares to Kroton Educacional.
Cristiane Mamprin de Castro Guerra (see
p.313) is a corporate lawyer with a real
estate focus. She assisted Mercedes-Benz as
it sold a portfolio of commercial properties.

Lobo & Ibeas Advogados
THE FIRM The emphasis at this well-estab-
lished firm is on experienced partners offer-
ing clients close attention, and clients rec-
ommend the team for complex deals that
need handling with care. Peers recognise the
firm’s prowess on mid-sized M&A transac-
tions and also praise its market-leading cor-
porate work in the mining sector. Recent
work highlights include advising German
tile manufacturer Monier on the sale of
Brazilian subsidiary Tégula to Eternit.
Sources say: “A winning combination of
great client service and sophisticated technical
skills at a competitive price.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Alfredo Divani is a
well-regarded corporate partner skilled in
tax and contracts. Daniela Bessone
Barbosa Moreira is a corporate, disputes
and IP lawyer described as “very intelligent,
highly capable and experienced.”

Motta Fernandes Rocha
Advogados
See Profile p.387
THE FIRM This boutique firm is much
sought after for advice on strategic corpo-
rate restructuring and sophisticated M&A
deals. The department suffered the depar-
ture of two highly regarded corporate
lawyers in 2010, the pair helping to found
Chediak Lopes da Costa Cristofaro
Menezes Cortes Renno Aragão, but clients
remain enthusiastic about a team of great
technical skill and high standards. The team
is most renowned for its work on behalf of
listed companies and recently advised
Mahle Metal Leve on a corporate restruc-
turing, designed to migrate the company to
the Novo Mercado segment of the
BM&FBOVESPA. The team also advised
Trico Marine Group and Deep Ocean
Group on Brazilian elements of separating
the business and restructuring.
Sources say: “A team of experienced lawyers,
technically very strong and committed to get-
ting the best results for their clients.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Luiz Leonardo
Cantidiano (see p.291) is a corporate
finance specialist and a former chairman of
the CVM. He is most visible on corporate
transactions and described as “an excellent
resource for legal opinions and strategy.”

Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e
Guerreiro
See Profile p.412
THE FIRM This firm’s corporate team han-
dles a steady flow of mandates from foreign
investors, especially in the oil and gas and
agribusiness sectors, and is particularly well
regarded for private equity work. Highlights
include advising TPG and Gávea
Investimentos as they teamed up to pump
USD400 million into sugar cane producer
Rumo Logística.
Sources say: “Great corporate finance and
private equity know-how, excellent client
service and commercial awareness.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Marcelo Barbosa is a
highly respected and experienced corporate
lawyer whom sources praise for “great avail-
ability, deep knowledge and comprehensive
advice.” He regularly advises Infrabrasil, a
private equity fund managed by Santander,
overseeing its investments in Sykué
Bioenergia, Ferrolease and Lumina Jeceaba.
Fabio Rezende is experienced in corporate
restructuring and has a particular focus on
the telecoms industry. He counselled Intelig
Telecomunicações as its parent company,
Holdco Participações, merged with TIM
Participações. Cláudio Guerreiro wins par-
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ticular acclaim for his corporate skills in the
mining sector, nurtured over 15 years of
working in-house at Vale. He now counts
on Vale as a client, as does Paulo Vieira.
Like the other lawyers listed here, Vieira co-
founded the firm in 1995 and is, therefore,
an experienced corporate campaigner. He is
also well versed in the agribusiness sector,
having been a director of Adecoagro for
several years.

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança
See Profile p.415
THE FIRM This traditional firm from Rio
de Janeiro has a well-established reputation
and a solid market share for corporate and
M&A matters. The team is most active in
the mid-market and provides a client-ori-
ented approach, rather than focusing on a
particular industry. That said, the firm is
especially recognised for providing regular
counsel to Banco Bradesco, and the corpo-
rate team advised the bank as it bought an
interest in Ibi Services and sold a participa-
tion in CPM Braxis. Another highlight saw
the group advise Embratel on its acquisition
of a majority stake in NET Serviços de
Comunicação. Corporate clients also bene-
fit from the firm’s market-leading tax prac-
tice.
Sources say: “A well-established firm provid-
ing high-quality work and personalised serv-
ices.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Alberto de Orleans e
Bragança (see p.299) is the practice’s most
prominent figure, admired by peers and
clients alike. “He’s a first-rate lawyer,” say
sources, “implacable on deals and always
ready with trustworthy and reasonable
advice.” Bragança is based in Rio, while
Horacio Bernardes Neto leads the team in
São Paulo. He counselled Eternit as it
bought Tégula, the Brazilian wing of
Monier, the German tile manufacturer.

Band 4

Azevedo Sette Advogados
See Profile p.344
THE FIRM Founded in Belo Horizonte in
1967, Azevedo Sette is a rare example of a
firm originating from beyond the Rio–São
Paulo axis and establishing a nationwide
footprint. The corporate team comprises
experienced lawyers spread across offices in
the country’s major economic and political
hubs: Belo Horizonte; São Paulo; Rio de
Janeiro; Vitória; Brasília; and Goiânia. The
practice handles a broad caseload, from
general corporate work to M&A deals, joint

ventures and split-ups. Recent highlights
include advising Kaefer GmbH on the
acquisition of a controlling stake in
Isobrasil, and representing Citrovita of the
Votorantim Group in its operational merg-
er with Citrosuco. Other illustrious names
on the firm’s client list include Microsoft,
Andrade Gutierrez, MAPFRE and
Usiminas.
Sources say: “Strength lies in speed of
response and highly qualified professionals,
and the quality of the firm’s work is excellent.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Fernando Azevedo
Sette (see p.285) co-heads the practice and
wins plaudits for his experience and excel-
lent deal-conducting skills. Luis Ricardo
Miraglia (see p.318) is another prominent
partner. He acts on M&A deals, general
international corporate transactions, con-
tracts and mining matters.

Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e
Brancher Sociedade de
Advogados – BKBG
See Profile p.346
THE FIRM This compact corporate team
offers assistance on a variety of corporate
matters, including M&A, joint ventures and
restructuring. It is primarily involved in
medium-sized deals and, much like the
market as a whole, has seen an uptick in
instructions from foreign clients interested
in setting up shop in Brazil. Its client follow-
ing is predominantly drawn from the tech-
nology, health, telecoms and agricultural
industries, the likes of sanofi-aventis, Red
Bull and Shiseido regularly seeking repre-
sentation. A recent highlight saw the team
advise Philips Medical Systems on the
acquisition of a controlling interest in
Brazilian software company Wheb
Informática.
Sources say: “Great support for all our cor-
porate and commercial needs, from a team
that’s always available, responsive and highly
efficient.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS André de Godoy
Fernandes leads the practice and has expe-
rience in handling M&A, joint ventures and
general corporate work. He also acts on
media and communication matters.
Ricardo Barretto Ferreira da Silva is a
founding partner of the firm and draws
praise for his vast corporate knowledge of
the telecommunications sector.

Bocater, Camargo, Costa e Silva
Advogados Associados
See Profile p.351
THE FIRM The firm’s three name partners
are all former directors of the CVM

(Comissão de Valores Mobiliários –
Securities & Exchange Commission),
ensuring the firm tremendous respect in
the corporate finance market and vast expe-
rience in dealing with listed companies. The
corporate team advises clients on contracts,
restructuring, corporate governance and lit-
igation, and in M&A it recently represented
Laticínios Bom Gosto in its merger with
Leitbom, and Petros Funcef in the acquisi-
tion of two companies controlled by
WTorre.
KEY INDIVIDUALS Senior partner
Francisco Costa e Silva co-heads the cor-
porate practice and wins praise for his
wealth of knowledge and superb advice. He
is a former chairman of the CVM and also
spent several years in-house at the BNDES.

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich
Advogados e Consultores Legais
See Profile p.361
THE FIRM This firm’s long-standing cor-
porate practice is part of the broader corpo-
rate finance department. The team handles
an array of matters, from drafting contracts
and shareholders’ agreements to disposals,
split-offs and private equity investment
projects. The team is particularly well
drilled in overseeing foreign investment in
Brazil and runs specialist Chinese, German,
French, Spanish and UK/Commonwealth
desks. The team recently assisted Aston
Martin in choosing a dealership to mark its
entry into the Brazilian market, and assisted
Singapore Airlines in setting up its first
Brazilian branch.
Sources say: “Reliable and responsive
lawyers who understand the needs of interna-
tional clients and show acute commercial
awareness.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Neil Montgomery
(see p.319) heads the corporate team and 
is well regarded for his hands-on approach
and high standards of client services.
Half-British, he heads the firm’s
UK/Commonwealth wing.

Lacaz Martins, Halembeck,
Pereira Neto, Gurevich &
Schoueri Advogados
THE FIRM This well-established firm
focuses on small to mid-market work, plac-
ing the emphasis on partner involvement
and hands-on client service. Clients hail
advice tailored to their business needs and a
constructive approach to getting deals
done. The team handles a steady flow of
M&A work, a prime example being its
counsel to Diagnósticos da América on its
acquisition of Laboratório CERPE. Tax and
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real estate are strong complementary prac-
tice areas and the corporate team worked in
tandem with both departments in advising
funds manager Prosperitas Investimentos
on the USD1.4 billion acquisition of 30
commercial properties from Bracor.
Sources say: “The firm is always looking for
creative solutions to make the deal viable,
while at the same time recognising risks – I
can’t imagine doing a deal without them.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Luiz Fernando
Halembeck leads the corporate team and is
lauded for his business acumen and proac-
tiveness. “He has the flexibility and creativity
required when leading negotiations,” say
sources, “and always proves instrumental in
striking a good deal.” Renata Homem de
Melo is a younger partner praised for gen-
eral proficiency and great dedication.

Mundie e Advogados
See Profile p.388
THE FIRM This firm has a strong focus on
regulated sectors and is most recognised for
its corporate work in the telecoms sector,
though the corporate department itself pri-
marily acts for private equity houses and
investment funds. It regularly advises BRZ
Investimentos and helped FIB PCP (Fundo
em Investimento em Participações PCP)
sell a stake in Light, Rio’s electricity conces-
sionaire. The team also advises multina-
tional companies, with recent work high-
lights including providing local counsel to
Heineken as it bought Cervejarias Kaiser
from FEMSA, and assisting Glencore on the
acquisition of Rio Vermelho. The accent is
on partner involvement and tailor-made
service, accompanying an M&A client from
start to finish: due diligence through to
negotiating and closing the deal and on to
the drafting of contracts.
Sources say: “Highly qualified, efficient and
adept lawyers – there’s no doubting the value
they add to negotiations.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Practice leader
Rodolpho de Oliveira Franco Protasio (see
p.325) is a corporate lawyer who also han-
dles project work, especially in the energy
arena. “He’s very reliable and transmits great
confidence with his legal opinions,” say
sources.

Tauil & Chequer Avogados in
association with Mayer Brown
LLP
See Profile p.407
THE FIRM The team represents local and
foreign companies on matters ranging from
routine shareholder meetings to complex
cross-border M&A deals, joint ventures and

corporate restructurings. The firm is pri-
marily known for its energy practice and
much of its corporate activity is connected
to the sector. Other areas of strength
include infrastructure and real estate, and
the firm has expanded its corporate range
with a number of lateral hires, meaning an
increasingly diverse caseload. The firm’s
association with international giant Mayer
Brown provides clients with a strong global
platform, and the two firms worked in tan-
dem advising SK Energy on the sale of
USD2.4 billion worth of assets to Maersk.
Other work highlights include providing
assistance to WTorre Group as it sold two
subsidiaries in the shipyard business.
Sources say: “High-quality, proactive and
available lawyers, and a firm with a great
global structure.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Alexandre Chequer
(see p.293) is a reputed projects and infra-
structure expert who also runs a solid cor-
porate practice. He co-heads Mayer Brown’s
global energy industry team and worked
alongside London colleagues in advising
Mir Steel UK as it agreed an USD800 mil-
lion joint venture with Brazil’s Usina
Siderúrgica do Pará. Sources speak highly of
Bruno Werneck’s (see p.338) expertise and
knowledge. He advised Caixa Econômica
Federal as it formed Sete Brasil with three
other banks and four pension funds. The
new entity will finance and construct seven
oil rigs for Petrobras.

Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni –
Advogados
See Profile p.411
THE FIRM The firm came into being in
2009 via the merger of Velloso, Pugliese &
Guidoni and Vella Buosi Advogados, two
modestly sized firms, the latter an M&A
boutique. The new group has rapidly estab-
lished a strong reputation in the market and
corporate finance remains a forte. The firm
wins particular praise for offering great
availability and personalised services, with
direct partner involvement on deals. The
team is particularly active on venture capi-
tal and private equity transactions, repre-
senting sellers, buyers and fund managers.
Standout work includes advising Kinea
Investimentos on its BRL200 million invest-
ment in Grupo Multi, and assisting
Anhanguera Educacional as it made a string
of acquisitions.
Sources say: “The lawyers demonstrate
excellent technical skills and knowledge in a
variety of areas, and provide a very proficient
service.”

KEY INDIVIDUALS Frederico Buosi (see
p.290) is singled out for his experience in
private equity matters and for “sound tech-
nical knowledge and strong negotiation
skills.” He co-heads the corporate practice
with Rodrigo Vella (see p.336), who has
banking and finance expertise and is
applauded for a pragmatic approach and
high degree of personal involvement. Buosi
led the team on the Kinea deal and Vella on
the Anhanguera instructions.

Band 5

Araújo e Policastro Advogados
See Profile p.343
THE FIRM This traditional firm has a solid
corporate reputation and track record. The
team has lately been particularly busy with
contracts work but also provides M&A,
restructuring, shareholder agreement and
board meeting advice. The firm has a loyal
following and its client base is continually
expanding, locally and internationally.
ArvinMeritor is a regular client and the
team recently counselled the multinational
on a number of subsidiary sales, including
that of Iochpe-Maxion. The firm also
advised Metaprocess on investing BRL1 bil-
lion in a fertiliser plant in Mato Grosso do
Sul.
KEY INDIVIDUALS Lira Renardini
Padovan (see p.326) is a young partner
building a promising career. She recently
assisted Droga Raia in regards to a new
shareholders’ agreement relating to a
BRL654 million IPO.

Bichara, Barata, Costa & Rocha
Advogados
See Profile p.349
THE FIRM This firm is principally cele-
brated for its tax expertise and a high pro-
portion of corporate clients arrive via refer-
ral from the tax department. The corporate
division has been steadily expanding and
the team now numbers five lawyers and two
trainees, and its workload encompasses
restructuring, succession planning, joint
ventures, contracts and M&A. The firm has
an international outlook and recently
joined the Lexwork International alliance. It
is also a member of the Miranda Alliance, a
network spanning all the Portuguese-
speaking countries and focusing on the
energy, oil and gas sectors.
KEY INDIVIDUALS Senior associate
Felipe de Freitas Ramos joined the corpo-
rate team in 2010, having spent a decade at
Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão and a year at
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Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom in
New York.

Brasil, Pereira Neto, Galdino e
Macedo Advogados – BPGM
See Profile p.352
THE FIRM This firm is continually devel-
oping its corporate practice and enters the
table following strong recommendations by
highly satisfied clients. The group is made
up of 15 lawyers and has a solid track record
advising companies and private equity
clients, particularly in the agribusiness sec-
tor. Most recently the team advised Usina de
Açúcar Santa Terezinha on a number of
acquisitions in the ethanol sector, and
counselled AG Angra Infra-Estrutura on
acquiring equity participation in logistics
company Rocha Top.
Sources say: “Impressive knowledge of legis-
lation and international best practices, and
invaluable technical and practical support on
critical corporate issues.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Founding partner and
corporate all-rounder Sergio Ros Brasil is
well regarded for his work involving private
equity funds. He also tackles corporate dis-
putes.

Campos Mello Advogados in
cooperation with DLA Piper
See Profile p.353
THE FIRM This firm has been busily
expanding via lateral hires in recent years,
its profile boosted by a 2010 link-up with
international heavyweight DLA Piper. The
firm is pushing for wider recognition but
remains most celebrated for its market-
leading real estate practice. Much of its cor-
porate output also has a property flavour, its
advice to Marriott Hotels on the sale of JW
Marriott Hotel Rio de Janeiro, to an affiliate
of US hospitality real estate investment
trust Host Hotels & Resorts, being a case in
point. The group also assisted Hyundai
Heavy Industries on the acquisition of a
10% interest in OSX Construção Naval.
Sources say: “Campos Mello has a dream
team of young and talented lawyers.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS René Gelman (see
p.304), Adriano Chaves (see p.293) and
Martim Machado (see p.312) joined the
firm from Machado Asociados in April
2010, bringing a team of 12 with them. All
three lawyers provide general business
advice and handle M&A deals, internation-
al contracts and foreign investment.
Gelman wins particular praise for her con-
tractual work and Chaves for working
closely with clients. Machado showcased his
skills counselling private equity group PAI

partners on the Brazilian side of its acquisi-
tion of Swissport International.

Dias Carneiro Advogados
THE FIRM This corporate practice concen-
trates its activity on mid-market deals and
the team is particularly noted for its skill in
drafting contracts. The firm’s relationship
with Uría Menéndez has brought a raft of
work for Spanish clients, which in turn has
led to a number of Chinese mandates. The
team first assisted Grupo Isolux Corsán,
Cobra Instalaciones y Servicios and Elecnor
as they sold seven power transmission proj-
ects to State Grid International
Development, and later advised Chongqing
Polycomp International on an acquisition
of a fibreglass plant in Brazil.
Sources say: “Excellent experience in con-
tract negotiation and solid M&A expertise.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Managing partner
Henrique Dias Carneiro wins praise for
working closely with clients and under-
standing their needs, doubtless a conse-
quence of in-house experience gained at the
CVM and Odebrecht.

Machado Associados
See Profile p.375
THE FIRM This firm is most recognised for
its tax practice but also provides sound gen-
eral corporate advice, ranging from due
diligence to corporate structuring and con-
tract negotiations. There has been much
upheaval in the firm’s corporate depart-
ment in recent times, three key partners
leaving for Campos Mello in April 2010, but
clients suggest the firm has successfully
weathered the storm. Recent standout
engagements include advising CCR
(Companhia de Concessões Rodoviárias)
on its acquisition of Rodovias Integradas do
Oeste.
Sources say: “Sound advice regarding tax,
M&A and contracts matters, and a solid
understanding of the key issues relating to our
business.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Senior partner Ana
Maria Nakaza heads the corporate and con-
tracts department.

Madrona Hong Mazzuco Brandão
– Sociedade de Advogados
See Profile p.377
THE FIRM This firm was founded as an
M&A boutique in 2004, steadily growing
into a general corporate firm with tax capa-
bilities. To further its development, in June
2011 the firm fused with Brandão Teixeira –
Sociedade de Advogados, a corporate bou-
tique with real estate expertise. The firm

now fields seven partners and 55 auxiliary
lawyers and has a loyal following of mid-
sized and smaller companies that appreciate
the firm’s client care and technical skills.
The group recently advised shareholders of
Spread Group on its corporate restructur-
ing and succession planning, and coun-
selled all sides as CG Capital bought assets
from Fundição Antonio Prats Masó.
Sources say: “The firm understands our
commercial needs and finds solutions to suit
our commercial strategy, offering great value
for money and a personalised service.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Name partner
Ricardo Madrona impresses commentators
with his “great negotiation skills and con-
structive approach to finding business-orient-
ed solutions.”

Schmidt, Valois, Miranda,
Ferreira e Agel – Advogados
See Profile p.399
THE FIRM This firm is dedicated to the
natural resources and infrastructure sec-
tors, offering full-service coverage in the oil
and gas, power, mining and projects arenas.
The corporate team typically provides
transactional advice relating to the acquisi-
tion of assets or equity participation in nat-
ural resources companies and projects. A
recent highlight saw the firm counsel
Iberdrola as it bought Elektro Eletricidade e
Serviços from AEI for USD2.4 billion, a
mandate that included gaining regulatory
approval. Garrigues provided Iberdrola
with international representation on the
deal and Schmidt, Valois, Miranda, Ferreira
e Agel frequently work in collaboration
with the Spanish firm.
KEY INDIVIDUALS Rogério Sobral de
Miranda (see p.332) represents clients from
the energy sectors in corporate, infrastruc-
ture and finance matters. He recently assist-
ed SN Power Invest as it acquired Enerpar, a
Brazilian biomass business, from
Norwegian compatriot Norske Skog.

Siqueira Castro Advogados
See Profile p.403
THE FIRM This firm is the largest in the
country in terms of staff, although the bulk
of the workforce is employed in the firm’s
flagship disputes practice. The corporate
department is composed of a more modest
core team of 15, and is best recognised for
its participation on small to mid-market
deals, domestic and cross-border. Besides a
large staff roster, the firm has the broadest
network of offices of any firm in Brazil,
with 18 dotted about the country, ensuring
advice is close to hand no matter where a
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client’s business takes them. Recent work
includes providing due diligence advice to
Laboratórios Fleury on the acquisitions of
DI Diagnósticos Por Imagem and Clínica
Radiológica Linhares, and assistance to
5aSec Brasil on a share swap and sale to
5aSec France.
Sources say: “Thorough and creative advice
on M&A deals and contracts and a timely
and comprehensive nationwide service.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Marcelo Freitas
Pereira leads the practice and is the main
point of corporate contact.

Wald e Associados Advogados
See Profile p.414
THE FIRM This well-respected traditional
firm is best known for its disputes practice
but is also regularly sought out for legal
opinions on the corporate front. Its M&A
work frequently has a restructuring compo-
nent, a case in point being advice to the
creditors as Infinity Bio-Energy was taken
over by Bertin. Clients appreciate dedicated
service, as well as first-rate litigation skills.

Sources say: “A team highly committed to
delivering quality work.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS The firm’s key corpo-
rate contact is Marcos Schroeder.

Other Notable Practitioners
Nelson Eizirik (see p.301) of Carvalhosa &
Eizirik is described as a “hot-shot lawyer for
really difficult corporate matters.” He is
sought out by clients and other law firms
for his expert legal opinion, especially for
corporate finance matters relating to the
CVM. Eduardo Alfred Taleb Boulos is one
of a trio of lawyers who left Levy & Salomão
Advogados in June 2010 and were incorpo-
rated into Cascione, Pulino, Boulos &
Santos Advogados. He draws broad praise
for deep knowledge and commitment to
client service. Sergio Eskenazi Pernidji of
Eskenazi Pernidji Advogados is described as
an “excellent negotiator.” He put his skills to
the test as part of the counsel to Oi on the
Portugal Telecom deal. Rogério Cruz
Themudo Lessa stepped down from the
helm at Demarest e Almeida in December

2009 after several decades at the firm. He
now operates under the banner of Lessa
Associados and, while no longer as visible as
he once was, continues to win the market’s
immense respect. Julian Fonseca Peña
Chediak left Motta Fernandes Rocha
Advogados in early 2011 to open a new
firm, Chediak Lopes da Costa Cristofaro
Menezes Cortes Renno Aragão. “He’s intelli-
gent, technically very well prepared and has
great negotiating capabilities,” say sources.
Laércio Pellegrino Jr has worked for a
number of firms over the years, most
notably Veirano Advogados for ten years,
and most recently Mattos Muriel Kestener
Advogados. He helped form Simões &
Pellegrino Advogados in 2010 and naturally
brings a wealth of experience to the table.
Roberto Di Cillo (see p.300) of Di Cillo
Advogados comes warmly recommended
by clients, who appreciate his “straight to the
point” advice. He is typically involved in
corporate matters relating to the oil and gas
industry.
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CORPORATE/M&A LOCALLY BASED INTERNATIONAL COUNSEL

Band 1

Clifford Chance
See Profile p.53
THE FIRM This well-established interna-
tional firm has enjoyed long-standing suc-
cess in Brazil, earning a reputation for top-
quality legal advice. Around six of the firm’s
18 São Paulo-based lawyers regularly han-
dle M&A matters and the team typically
advises on complex cross-border takeovers,
joint ventures and venture capital transac-
tions. The firm is also known for its
admirable capital markets and banking and
finance track record. Its client portfolio fea-
tures some of the most reputed companies
in the country, many seeking the firm’s
advice when making strategic investments
abroad. Work highlights include advising
TAM Airlines on its USD6.5 billion merger
with Chilean airline LAN. The team also
counselled Shell on its agreement with
Cosan to create a USD12 billion joint ven-
ture.
Sources say: “This firm is simply excellent in
all aspects of its service.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS Anthony Oldfield is
managing partner of the São Paulo office.
He is described as “an excellent M&A nego-
tiator who is very much oriented towards
client interests.” He handles most of the
team’s cross-border M&A transactions and
also has a strong international capital mar-
kets practice.

Band 2

Proskauer Rose
See Profile p.70
THE FIRM This international firm is sin-
gled out for its strong M&A practice. The
group has traditionally handled a variety of
matters for international companies with
operations in Brazil, but also has a solid fol-
lowing of premium domestic clients. The
practice comprises a dedicated team of
partners who move between the New York
and São Paulo offices and the firm can
quickly put together a team of lawyers expe-
rienced in handling Latin American trans-
actions. Last year it was particularly active
advising private equity houses looking to
enter the Brazilian market. Work highlights
include representing Votorantim Novos
Negócios on a USD390 million agreement
to sell an iron ore mining, pipeline and port
project to Honbridge Holdings Limited.
The group also advised Iochpe-Maxion in
its USD180 million acquisition of the
wheel-manufacturing units of
ArvinMeritor in Brazil and Mexico.
Sources say: “The team provides excellent
service and deep analysis, and is highly skilled
in conducting negotiations and protecting
clients from risk.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS New York-based
Carlos Martinez earns praise from com-
mentators for his great knowledge and vast
experience of cross-border deals. “He has
excellent communication skills and he leads
negotiations in a very smooth and construc-
tive way,” say sources.

Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP
See Profile p.72
THE FIRM This firm earns its place among
the leading international practices due to
the great breadth of its experience and
expertise. A São Paulo-based group works
closely with colleagues in New York, giving
the firm a good mix of local knowledge and
international experience. A strong corpo-
rate department advises on all aspects of
M&A and joint-venture deals and sources
highlight the team’s expertise in tackling
private equity matters. It recently advised
Owens-Illinois on a USD603 million acqui-

sition of Brazilian glass-maker CIV
(Companhia Industrial de Vidros) and
assisted Evercore Partners in connection
with its proposed acquisition of G5
Advisors, a banking and investment bou-
tique.
KEY INDIVIDUALS Todd Crider is praised
for his “hands-on but friendly approach.” He
handles M&A, international corporate
finance and project finance. Co-head of the
firm’s São Paulo office, he is primarily based
in Brazil but also spends time working out
of New York.

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher &
Flom LLP & Affiliates
See Profile p.404
THE FIRM This internationally renowned
firm opened its São Paulo office in 2008 and
continues to impress observers and estab-
lish a strong foothold in the country. Its
M&A practice experienced a busy year as a
result of increased activity in Brazil, espe-
cially with in-bound work from private
equity houses and other investment compa-
nies. The on-the-ground team is widely
respected for its formidable capital markets
practice, while the M&A side gets signifi-
cant support from the New York office, with
experts flying in from the Big Apple when-
ever necessary. The firm advised Apax
Partners on its acquisition of a majority
stake in Brazilian IT outsourcing company
TIVIT, and assisted Pfizer as it acquired a
40% stake in generic pharmaceutical
Laboratório Teuto.
Sources say: “An excellent firm, strongly
committed to the region.”
KEY INDIVIDUALS New York-based part-
ner Paul Schnell is a highly respected M&A
expert who leads the firm’s Latin America
practice. He has deep experience of Brazil-
related transactions and is frequently
involved in highly sophisticated out-bound
deals. Richard Aldrich is the main point of
contact in São Paulo and has been in the
country for several years, gaining vast expe-
rience and a great reputation in the market.
He is best known for his robust capital mar-
kets expertise but also handles high-profile
M&A deals.

Corporate/M&A: 
Locally Based International Counsel
Leading Firms

Band 1
Clifford Chance ✳

Band 2
Proskauer Rose ✳

Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP ✳

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION ARBITRATION

Band 1

L.O. Baptista Advogados
See Profile p.369
L.O. Baptista Advogados plays a prominent
role in international and national arbitra-
tions and is one of the few firms in the
country to feature a team of 12 lawyers
entirely dedicated to this area. The team
regularly represents clients before the ICC
arbitral tribunals, particularly in disputes
relating to large-scale infrastructure proj-
ects. It was recently appointed to represent
Brazil’s national development bank, the
BNDES, in a major dispute with the
Ecuadorian state in relation to the San
Francisco hydroelectric plant. Clients high-
light the lawyers’ high level of expertise,
impressive academic background and all-
round excellent service, saying: “This is a
first-class team!” Clients also value the fact
that the team “frequently exchanges opinions
and experience with our in-house legal team.”
Luiz Olavo Baptista (see p.286) is nowa-
days best known as a world-class interna-
tional arbitrator. However, the team still
continues to benefit from his exceptional
advocacy skills and extensive experience in
arbitration. Following in Baptista’s foot-
steps, Adriana Braghetta (see p.289) is also
becoming more and more active as an arbi-
trator and still has a strong practice advo-
cating in domestic and international arbi-

trations. Sources describe her as “a remark-
ably intelligent and creative problem solver.”

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This firm is at the forefront of the market
and has an extensive track record in inter-
national and national arbitrations. The
team comprises ten lawyers and represents
leading corporations from a broad range of
industries, including energy, pharmaceuti-
cals, construction and meat produce and
exports. Sources value the lawyers’ “pre-
paredness, precision, perfect understanding of
arbitration proceedings, and the respectful
way in which they deal with all the parties
involved in a dispute without ever compro-
mising clients’ interests.” Gilberto Giusti
(see p.305) has an increasingly important
practice as an arbitrator but is still best
known as “a brilliant and personable attor-
ney, who has impressive technical skills.”
Peers hasten to add that it is a pleasure to
work with him. Ana Carolina Beneti (see
p.287) and Renato Stephan Grion (see
p.306) are making a name for themselves in
the market. Both lawyers are highly quali-
fied and clients praise their “focus, expertise
and aptitude for advocating at both national
and international levels.”

Sergio Bermudes Advogados
See Profile p.400
This firm features one of the most presti-
gious dispute resolution groups in Brazil.
The arbitration team is made up of ten
lawyers, and another 20 who get involved in
arbitral proceedings depending on the spe-
cific demand for their field of expertise.
Currently, the team is engaged in approxi-
mately 30 arbitrations, a third of which are
international. Clients say: “These lawyers are
so on top of matters that they come up with
various solutions to our problems. They also
have an amazing ability to translate econom-
ic issues into legal theses, producing perfectly
logical and well-structured arguments. They
work cohesively, are creative and are extreme-
ly good lawyers.” Sergio Bermudes (see
p.287) commands great respect from the
market and is the figurehead of this distinc-
tive practice group. Sources single him out
as a talented strategist and he is frequently
invited to act as arbitrator. Fabiano
Robalinho Cavalcanti (see p.327) and
Marcio Vieira Souto Costa Ferreira (see
p.336) are highly regarded and valued for
their in-depth knowledge, level of pre-

paredness and problem-solving skills.
Together with Bermudes, they play a key
role in many of the firm’s most relevant
cases. In a recent example, they represented
a foreign energy group in an international
ICC arbitration involving a contractual dis-
pute. Marcelo Lamego Carpenter (see
p.310) is another notable and recommend-
ed member of this first-rate team.

Wald e Associados Advogados
See Profile p.414
This Brazilian traditional firm has a long-
standing presence in the international arbi-
tration scene. Wald e Associados was one of
the first firms in the country to establish an
arbitration practice and it plays an impor-
tant role in many of Brazil’s most complex
arbitration cases. The specialist and multi-
lingual team has latterly been busy repre-
senting Brazilian and foreign clients in mul-
timillion-dollar international arbitral dis-
putes. It is currently defending the interests
of a prominent Brazilian multinational
against a former business partner in a dis-
pute over a joint venture agreement involv-
ing the distribution and commercialisation
of products manufactured in Brazil around
the world. Arnoldo Wald (see p.338) is one
of the most-respected and admired litiga-
tors in the country. He has a distinguished
practice as counsel, legal expert and arbitra-
tor in national and international arbitra-
tions. Rising star Rodrigo Garcia da
Fonseca (see p.304) works closely with
Wald on domestic and cross-border dis-
putes, and was involved in the group’s
largest cases over the past year.

Band 2

Andrade & Fichtner Advogados
See Profile p.342
This Rio de Janeiro-based boutique hosts
an arbitration team of approximately 15
lawyers. The majority of the team speak at
least one foreign language fluently and have
specialist qualifications from abroad.
Sources say: “This firm represents us on an
arbitration of major strategic importance to
our business. Its standard of advocacy is very
high and lawyers always carry out in-depth
analysis of the matter at hand. They are
meticulous, deeply committed, focused on our
interests and very efficient.” The group typi-
cally focuses its practice on highly complex
and sophisticated cases, often involving

Dispute Resolution: Arbitration
Leading Firms

Band 1
L.O. Baptista Advogados ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Sergio Bermudes Advogados ✳

Wald e Associados Advogados ✳

Band 2
Andrade & Fichtner Advogados ✳

Ferro, Castro Neves, Daltro & Gomide ✳

Mattos Muriel Kestener Advogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Band 3
Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e Brancher ✳

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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high-end companies in the oil and gas, con-
struction or insurance sectors. In a recent
highlight, the firm represented CEG Rio in
an arbitration dispute concerning tariff fix-
ing by regulatory agencies related to a gas
turbine thermal electric power plant
installed by UTE Norte Fluminense. José
Antonio Fichtner (see p.302) is best known
as an outstanding litigator and has also
developed a strong reputation in arbitra-
tion in recent years.

Ferro, Castro Neves, Daltro &
Gomide Advogados
See Profile p.362
This highly regarded dispute resolution
boutique plays a strong role in the national
arbitration scene. All of the four founding
partners take part in arbitrations, acting
either as well-respected arbitrators or, more
frequently, as advocates defending Brazilian
companies in arbitral disputes. The team is
currently representing a major real estate
company in a complex case relating to a
large-scale commercial venture in the city
of São Paulo. It is also acting on behalf of
the owner of five power plants in Mato
Grosso in a dispute with a foreign general
contractor. The firm’s clients in this field
include household names such as CSN, Pão
de Açucar, Odebrecht and Embratel.
Sources say: “We choose to be represented by
this firm because we only work with the best
and this team’s excellent quality of service
produces excellent results.” Marcelo Roberto
Ferro is a celebrated figure in this field. “He
is a sensational attorney with exceptional
strategic abilities. It is thanks to him that our
cases settled in arbitration courts reach such
successful results,” enthuse clients. Sources
single out Eduardo Pecoraro as a rising
star. He is praised as an extremely well-pre-
pared advocate, who has an impressive
understanding of arbitration proceedings
and how to best make them work in clients’
favour.

Mattos Muriel Kestener
Advogados
See Profile p.384
MMK occupies an undisputed position as
one of the top firms in arbitration in Brazil.
The practice group at this prestigious dis-
pute resolution boutique is well established
and typically handles many of the country’s
most important cases. It stands out particu-
larly for its successful defence of high-pro-
file companies in the infrastructure and
commodities sectors. Marcelo Antonio
Muriel (see p.320) leads the practice and
has vast experience in both national and
international arbitration proceedings.
Sources praise him as “an excellent attorney,
who is extremely intelligent and knows arbi-
tration like the back of his hand.” Fernando
Medici Junior (see p.315) and Antonio
Henrique Monteiro (see p.318) also stand
out in arbitration as well-prepared, creative
and proactive lawyers, according to sources.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
This leading full-service firm has an impor-
tant and well-regarded arbitration practice.
The arbitration team forms a subdivision of
the firm’s overall dispute resolution depart-
ment and is gaining considerable ground in
this area. The team has latterly been busy
advocating in high-profile arbitrations,
including a number of international pro-
ceedings, relating to the ethanol, construc-
tion, investment funds and real estate sec-
tors. Fernando Eduardo Serec (see p.330)
heads the disputes resolution group and has
a wealth of experience in the market. “He is
known for making excellent arguments in
arbitration courts,” according to sources.
Giovanni Ettore Nanni (see p.320) is the
other best-known name for arbitration at
the firm and is carving himself a strong pro-
file in this area.

Band 3

Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão
See Profile p.345
This is “undoubtedly one of the best firms in
Brazil,” enthuse sources. BMA’s lawyers have
all the necessary structure and know-how
to represent large national and multina-
tional companies, both in domestic and
international arbitrations. Five partners
from the disputes resolution department,
spread across the firm’s offices in São Paulo,
Rio de Janeiro and Brasília, focus on highly
complex cases. In a recent example, the
team handled an intricate multiparty ICC
arbitration relating to the sugar/alcohol
production industry. Francisco Antunes
Maciel Müssnich (see p.320) leads the dis-
pute resolution department and is increas-
ingly active in arbitration. Sources point to
his “tenacious approach and commitment to
clients.”

Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e
Brancher Sociedade de
Advogados – BKBG
See Profile p.346
This full-service firm uniquely houses a
team entirely dedicated to arbitration and
has a strong track record in this area. The
team’s lawyers act as arbitrators and advo-
cates in arbitration courts, regularly defend-
ing the interests of national and interna-
tional companies in the energy, construc-
tion and corporate sectors. In a recent high-
light, the team represented a Brazilian ener-
gy trader in a dispute with a state-owned
company over a power purchase agreement.

Brazil Dispute Resolution www.chambersandpartners.com

Dispute Resolution: Arbitration
Leading Individuals
Senior Statesmen
Baptista Luiz Olavo L.O. Baptista Advogados ✳

Star individuals
Bermudes Sergio Sergio Bermudes Advogados ✳

Wald Arnoldo Wald e Associados Advogados ✳

Band 1
Ferro Marcelo Roberto Ferro, Castro Neves
Fichtner José Antonio Andrade & Fichtner ✳

Giusti Gilberto Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Muriel Marcelo Antonio Mattos Muriel Kestener ✳

Nunes Pinto José Emilio José Emilio Nunes

Band 2
Braghetta Adriana L.O. Baptista Advogados ✳

Damião Gonçalves Eduardo Mattos Filho, Veiga ✳

Müssnich Francisco Antunes Maciel Barbosa ✳

Serec Fernando Eduardo TozziniFreire ✳

Band 3
Bosco Lee João Castro & Lee Sociedade
Garcia da Fonseca Rodrigo Wald e Associados ✳

Palhares Basilio Ana Tereza Basilio Advogados
Pereira Lima Flávio Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Robalinho Cavalcanti Fabiano Sergio Bermudes ✳

Vieira Souto Costa Ferreira Marcio Sergio ✳

Band 4
Braga Carlos Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch ✳

Campello Caio Lefosse Advogados ✳

Coelho Pitombo Eleonora Castro, Barros, Sobral
Galíndez Valeria Dias Carneiro Advogados
Muniz Joaquim de Paiva Trench, Rossi ✳

Nanni Giovanni Ettore TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Pecoraro Eduardo Ferro, Castro Neves, Daltro
Soares Maciel Pedro Veirano Advogados ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Lamego Carpenter Marcelo Sergio Bermudes ✳

Medici Junior Fernando Mattos Muriel Kestener ✳

Monteiro Antonio Henrique Mattos Muriel ✳

Associates to watch
Beneti Ana Carolina Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Grion Renato Stephan Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Clients say: “A very well-prepared team with
vast knowledge of the area. The lawyers
demonstrate great skills in handling arbitra-
tion; the service is of a high standard and
enabled us to implement timely solutions.”
Since Valeria Galíndez’s departure in May
2011, partner Paulo Brancher is the primary
contact for clients.

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
Arbitration at this firm is led by the dispute
resolution team. It regularly features in
domestic and international arbitration tri-
bunals and was recently retained to repre-
sent clients in arbitration proceedings relat-
ing to the food export, paper pulp and con-
struction industries. Domingos Fernando
Refinetti is the standout name in this area
and acts as both an arbitrator and an advo-
cate.

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
Arbitration is rapidly becoming one of the
most prominent branches of this firm’s dis-
pute resolution practice. The team is
increasingly involved in high-profile
domestic and international arbitrations and
is gaining considerable visibility and recog-
nition in this field. It represents top players
from the meat export, mining, airline,
health insurance and bio-energy industries.
Sources point to the welcome addition of
Eduardo Damião Gonçalves (see p.295) as
an excellent boost to further develop the
group’s capabilities in this area. Gonçalves

joined the firm in late 2010, having gained a
very strong reputation in arbitration, and is
highly praised as both an arbitrator and an
arbitration lawyer. Together with
Gonçalves, Flávio Pereira Lima (see p.322)
co-heads the arbitration practice and
recently successfully advocated for telecoms
and aviation clients in complex internation-
al arbitrations.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
This team is made up of experts exclusively
dedicated to arbitration and focuses on
transactional, tax and regulatory-related
disputes. It represents a large number of
multinational clients, who are effusive in
their praise for the firm: “This firm offers a
great quality of service – the lawyers are
prompt to respond and work in total synergy
with clients. They are also clearly very experi-
enced in arbitration and show real commit-
ment to clients’ needs.” Over the past year,
the team was been particularly active in
arbitrations involving the oil and gas sector.
Joaquim de Paiva Muniz (see p.320) heads
the team and clients recommend his know-
how and strong track record in the field.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
This well-respected arbitration practice
group handles numerous cases for clients
across a range of sectors, including tele-
coms, financial services, aviation, construc-
tion, manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, oil
and gas, or real estate. The team stands out
for its proven track record of representing
multinationals in cross-border disputes and
regularly participates in international arbi-
trations in English at the International
Centre for Dispute Resolution and the ICC.
Pedro Soares Maciel (see p.332) leads the
practice group and is a well-known name in
the market. His extensive experience in this
area makes him a strong asset to the team
and sources highlight his insightful
approach to the needs and requirements of
foreign clients.

Other Notable Practitioners
José Emilio Nunes Pinto of José Emilio
Nunes Pinto Advogados acts both as advo-
cate and arbitrator and is one of Brazil’s
most prestigious names in international
arbitration. João Bosco Lee of Castro & Lee
Sociedade de Advogados stands out in
national arbitrations. Peers do not hesitate
to recommend him as a highly skilled

lawyer in this area. Ana Tereza Palhares
Basilio of Basilio Advogados is another
highly respected name in the market. She
has vast experience in this area and lectures
on arbitration for postgraduate courses at
the prestigious Fundação Getulio Vargas.
Caio Campello (see p.291) leads the wider
dispute resolution department at Lefosse
Advogados. He is the team’s key lawyer for
local and international arbitrations. “He is
extremely knowledgeable of arbitration pro-
ceedings,” according to sources. Eleonora
Coelho Pitombo of Castro, Barros, Sobral
& Gomes Advogados is a partner specialis-
ing in arbitration and advocates actively in
national arbitrations. Sources say: “She is
extremely practical in solving problems. Her
technical precision, aplomb and talent for
negotiation distinguish her from many
lawyers in this same sector.” Clients admire
Carlos Braga (see p.289) of Souza, Cescon,
Barrieu & Flesch Advogados for “not only
the high quality of his defence but also for the
follow-up he gives to matters, and communi-
cation throughout the process: he is simply
top-notch!” Sources draw attention to Pedro
Batista Martins of Pedro A. Batista
Martins, who they describe as “an excellent
arbitrator and an influential figure in the
development of this area in the country.”
Carlos Alberto Carmona of Marques
Rosado, Toledo Cesar e Carmona
Advogados is a lawyer and arbitrator hailed
as “a great performer in court and an intellec-
tual of the highest order,” according to
sources. Selma Maria Ferreira Lemes of
Selma Lemes Advogados Associados is a cel-
ebrated arbitrator who is praised for her
“studious, committed and rigorous”
approach. Seasoned arbitrator José Carlos
Magalhães of José Carlos de Magalhães
Advogados Associados is championed for
being “highly focused and quick-thinking.”
Luiz Gastão Paes de Barros Leães of Leães
Advogados is an academic and an estab-
lished arbitrator of international prestige.
Ruy Rosado de Aguiar of Ruy Rosado de
Aguiar Advogados is an eminent arbitrator
based in Rio Grande do Sul. He impresses
sources with his ability to “always reach bal-
anced verdicts.” Gustavo Tepedino of
Gustavo Tepedino Advogados is an arbitra-
tor and litigator and considered an increas-
ingly prominent figure in the market.
Marcelo Trindade of Trindade – Sociedade
de Advogados is an arbitrator of consider-
able financial markets experience, having
held prestigious in-house roles at Brazil’s
securities and stock exchanges. Hermes
Marcelo Huck (see p.308) of Lilla, Huck,
Otranto, Camargo Advogados is acclaimed

Dispute Resolution: 
Most in Demand Arbitrators
Leading Individuals

Band 1
Baptista Luiz Olavo L.O. Baptista Advogados ✳

Batista Martins Pedro Pedro A. Batista Martins
Bermudes Sergio Sergio Bermudes Advogados ✳

Carmona Carlos Alberto Marques Rosado
Ferreira Lemes Selma Maria Selma Lemes 
Huck Hermes Marcelo Lilla, Huck, Otranto ✳

Magalhães José Carlos José Carlos
Nunes Pinto José Emilio José Emilio Nunes
Paes de Barros Leães Luiz Gastão Leães
Rezek Francisco Francisco Rezek Sociedade
Rosado de Aguiar Ruy Ruy Rosado de Aguiar
Tepedino Gustavo Gustavo Tepedino Advogados
Trindade Marcelo Trindade – Sociedade
Wald Arnoldo Wald e Associados Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION LITIGATION

Band 1

Andrade & Fichtner Advogados
See Profile p.342
This Rio-based dispute resolution boutique
is unanimously hailed as a top practice
group in Brazil. Sources say: “This is by far
the best firm – these lawyers are really top
notch! They create excellent defences but
often play against their own interests by
advising clients not to litigate, but to settle.
They work on what you need and not on
what they need and really have clients’ best
interests at heart. Secondly, they have the clos-
est, most personal approach you could get.”
The team handles judicial litigations, extra-

judicial negotiations, mediation, and
domestic and cross-border arbitrations,
and it draws extensively on the multilingual
skills and impressive academic back-
grounds of its lawyers. Recent highlights
include representing the concessionaries of
Rio de Janeiro state’s gas distribution serv-
ice CEG and GEG Rio in a series of lawsuits
of strategic importance. It also represented
CTEEP (the country’s largest private con-
cessionaire of electricity transmission) in a
highly complex and critical litigation case.
According to sources, José Antonio
Fichtner (see p.302) is “a real genius – a
master strategist who can think ten moves
ahead of everyone else. Working with him is
always extremely rewarding.” Sergio
Mannheimer (see p.314) is another out-
standing litigator who is hailed by clients as
“vastly knowledgeable, committed and
remarkable.” Clients value Vivianne
Fichtner’s (see p.302) expertise in public
law and environmental matters, and high-
light the way in which “she combines caution
with creativity.”

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
MMSO has an undisputed top-league liti-
gation practice group. This well-structured
department spans offices throughout the
country and handles the full spectrum of
disputes work, from judicial lawsuits to
arbitrations, to white-collar crime, media-
tion and conflict prevention. It represents
companies such as Cargill, BRF Foods, Wal-
Mart, TAM, Air France and Caixa
Seguradora in often highly sophisticated
cases. Sources say: “The service here is defi-
nitely of a very high standard. The lawyers
are clearly focused and committed, and pay
the necessary attention to the matter at hand
in an objective and direct manner, producing
great results.” Domingos Fernando
Refinetti (see p.326) heads the practice and
imprints a client-oriented culture on the
team. He is widely praised as “a tremendous
fighter with a huge capacity for work and an
impressively sharp mind.” Clients also rec-
ommend Rafael de Carvalho Passaro (see
p.296) for his “consistent skills as a brilliant

litigator.” Eliane Cristina Carvalho (see
p.292) and Leonardo Azevedo Corrêa (see
p.285) are two other names that stand out
in the department due to their strong tech-
nical skills and unfailing availability.

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This leading full-service firm features a
highly recommended litigation practice
group. The team regularly represents high-
calibre clients such as Grupo
Independência, Quattor, Aracruz/Fibria,
GE, AES Eletropaulo, EDP, OAS, Alstrom
and Aché. The team is a constant presence
in the country’s most high-profile disputes,
particularly those related to the infrastruc-
ture and regulated markets sectors. It han-
dles commercial and white-collar crime lit-
igation, negotiations and conflict preventa-
tive consultancy, and also enjoys an excel-
lent reputation in arbitration. Clients say:
“The team takes a great global approach to
the process; the lawyers understand the
notion that litigation is not just an instru-
ment in negotiations, but an intrinsic part of
business life.” Celso Cintra Mori (see p.294)
is the firm’s best-known litigator and is
hugely respected for his vast experience and
strategic skills. Sources are effusive in their
praise for Gilberto Giusti (see p.305), high-
lighting his increasing visibility in arbitra-
tions, and Júlio César Bueno (see p.290)
stands out as a litigator with expertise in the
construction and real estate industry.

Sergio Bermudes Advogados
See Profile p.400
This firm unquestionably houses one of
Brazil’s elite litigation departments. Clients
hail it as a “highly sophisticated business dis-
putes boutique,” while peers affirm that it is
“a fierce and difficult counterparty of the
highest quality.” As well as representing
clients in court, the team steers them
towards reaching negotiated settlements
and advises them on strategic planning to
avoid future disputes. The team’s court-
room caseload is varied, with recent cases
including defending a stock exchange
against an investor’s USD5 billion damages
claim, and representing an auditor against a

Dispute Resolution: Litigation
Leading Firms

Band 1
Andrade & Fichtner Advogados ✳

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Sergio Bermudes Advogados ✳

Wald e Associados Advogados ✳

Band 2
Arruda Alvim & Thereza Alvim Advocacia
Demarest e Almeida ✳

Ferro, Castro Neves, Daltro & Gomide ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 3
Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e Brancher ✳

L.O. Baptista Advogados ✳

Leite, Tosto e Barros Advogados Associados ✳

Levy & Salomão Advogados
Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados ✳

Mattos Muriel Kestener Advogados ✳

Siqueira Castro Advogados ✳

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra Advogados ✳

Band 4
Azevedo Sette Advogados ✳

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch Advogados ✳

Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni – Advogados ✳

Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e Guerreiro ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.

as “a marvellous attorney who is experienced
in arbitrating on high-profile cases.”
Francisco Rezek of Francisco Rezek
Sociedade de Advogados brings “high stan-

dards, huge experience and international
prestige” to any case he hears. Valeria
Galíndez joined Dias Carneiro Advogados
in May 2011. She is highly praised by peers

and clients for her expertise, in-depth
knowledge of the area, international arbi-
tration experience and great strategic think-
ing.
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company seeking USD150 million for
alleged malpractice. Sergio Bermudes (see
p.287) is a highly experienced figure and
founded the firm in 1969. “Technically
speaking, he’s impeccable and his analysis
and reasoning are outstanding,” enthuse
sources. Bermudes litigates and arbitrates,
as does Marcio Vieira Souto Costa Ferreira
(see p.336), who is singled out as “a prag-
matic strategist who can quickly distinguish
what needs considering.” Guilherme
Valdetaro Mathias (see p.335) is another
respected member of the team and, like his
colleagues, balances his duties at the firm
with a busy academic career. Ricardo
Tepedino left the firm in July 2011.

Wald e Associados Advogados
See Profile p.414
Although the firm is a general practice
operation, the emphasis is most definitely
on dispute resolution and 50 of the firm’s

85 lawyers are employed in the area. The
team handles a broad range of work and has
latterly been involved in a number of share-
holder agreement disputes. It recently rep-
resented a Brazilian client in the sanitation
sector and a multinational agribusiness
company in this regard. Clients praise the
firm’s “outstanding service, deep knowledge
and great expertise,” while peers acknowl-
edge the firm’s “fierce and sophisticated
lawyers who command respect.” Arnoldo
Wald (see p.338) is a litigator and arbitrator
with over 50 years’ experience in the mar-
ket. “He’s especially impressive on extremely
sophisticated cases,” insist clients. Litigator
and arbitrator Rodrigo Garcia da Fonseca
(see p.304) impresses clients with “his great
commitment to the cause,” while Alexandre
de Mendonça Wald (see p.337) focuses on
corporate litigation and is praised for his
“strategic vision.”

Band 2

Arruda Alvim & Thereza Alvim
Advocacia e Consultoria Jurídica
This disputes boutique has tremendous
academic credentials and provides sophisti-
cated legal advice. The firm is routinely
retained by clients and other law firms for
expert advice and analysis. José Manoel de
Arruda Alvim is uniformly acclaimed as
“an outstanding name – a real star in the
market.” He co-founded the firm with
Thereza Celina Diniz de Arruda Alvim,
who is regarded as “a superb and highly
experienced lawyer.” Peers champion
Araken de Assis as being “technically amaz-
ing and great to work with.” Further aca-
demic gravitas is provided by Eduardo
Pellegrini Arruda Alvim who, like his col-
leagues, is a prolific writer and university
lecturer, as well as a lawyer.

Demarest e Almeida
See Profile p.357
This full-service firm forms teams particu-
lar to each dispute, aiming to get close to the
client and better understand its objectives
and requirements. Clients value this strate-
gy: “Besides timely responses and technical
expertise, the attorneys stand out for the way
they work in partnership with the client and
appreciate the client’s needs.” The team has
23 members, eight of them partners, and
handles a range of disputes work, particu-
larly in the manufacturing sector. The team
acts as ongoing counsel to Harley-Davidson
in a long-running case over a breach of con-
tract dispute with its Brazilian dealer. Luiz
Fernando Henry Sant’Anna heads the
department and stands out for “employing
vast knowledge and practical experience to
find clients the best plan of action.” Rafael
Villar Gagliardi is hailed for his courtroom
presence, and for his “great dedication,
proactive nature, technical knowledge and in-
depth understanding.” Daniel Hossni
Ribeiro do Valle is a younger lawyer who
focuses on contentious regulatory matters,
often related to the energy sector.

Ferro, Castro Neves, Daltro &
Gomide Advogados
See Profile p.362
This boutique is one of the most prestigious
names in the market. Peers routinely pro-
fess respect for the team’s senior figures,
many of whom began their careers at Sergio
Bermudes Advogados before spinning off in
2005. Those senior figures play a prominent
role, as the firm’s philosophy is to ensure
clients get quality partner time. Marcelo

Dispute Resolution: Litigation
Leading Individuals
Senior Statesmen
Rangel Dinamarco Cândido Dinamarco & Rossi
Theodoro Jr Humberto Humberto Theodoro 

Star individuals
Bermudes Sergio Sergio Bermudes Advogados ✳

de Arruda Alvim José Manoel Arruda Alvim
Wald Arnoldo Wald e Associados Advogados ✳

Band 1
Cintra Mori Celso Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Ferro Marcelo Roberto Ferro, Castro Neves
Fichtner José Antonio Andrade & Fichtner ✳

Refinetti Domingos Fernando Machado, Meyer ✳

Band 2
Beltrão da Fonseca Marcelo Ulhôa Canto ✳

de Assis Araken Arruda Alvim & Thereza Alvim
Diniz de Arruda Alvim Thereza Celina Arruda
Giusti Gilberto Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Mannheimer Sergio Andrade & Fichtner ✳

Serec Fernando Eduardo TozziniFreire ✳

Tepedino Ricardo Tepedino, Migliore e Rocha
Urbino Penna Antonio Lautenschleger Romeiro

Band 3
Bueno Júlio César Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Camerlingo Alves André L.O. Baptista Advogados ✳

Couto de Oliveira Souto Carlos Veirano✳

de Carvalho Passaro Rafael Machado, Meyer ✳

Di Franco Angela Levy & Salomão Advogados
Fichtner Vivianne Andrade & Fichtner Advogados ✳

Garcia da Fonseca Rodrigo Wald e Associados ✳

Hubinger Araujo Ana Paula Lobo & de Rizzo ✳

Kestener Beatriz Mattos Muriel Kestener ✳

Lazzareschi Paulo Benedito Lazzareschi 
Manente Luíz Virgílio TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Sant’Anna Luiz Fernando Henry Demarest 
Siqueira Castro Carlos Roberto Siqueira Castro 
Vieira Souto Costa Ferreira Marcio Sergio ✳

Band 4
Astuto Adriana Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados ✳

Azevedo Corrêa Leonardo Machado, Meyer ✳

Carvalho Eliane Cristina Machado, Meyer ✳

Castro Neves José Roberto de Ferro, Castro 
Coutinho Kurtz Fabio Siqueira Castro Advogados
de Mendonça Lopes Paulo Guilherme Leite ✳

de Paula Barros Zanon Leite, Tosto e Barros
Fagundes Sergio Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Janoni Dourado Ruy Siqueira Castro Advogados
Junqueira Maria Cristina Koury Lopes ✳

Nemr Jorge Leite, Tosto e Barros Advogados ✳

Pecoraro Eduardo Ferro, Castro Neves, Daltro
Pellegrini Arruda Alvim Eduardo Arruda Alvim
Pereira Lima Flávio Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Rizzo Amaral Guilherme Veirano Advogados ✳

Seijo Leal de Figueiredo Gabriel Souza, Cescon ✳

Valdetaro Mathias Guilherme Sergio Bermudes ✳

Villar Gagliardi Rafael Demarest e Almeida
Vinicius Sbrissa Tortorelli Mauro Vieira
Wald Alexandre de Mendonça Wald ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Coelho Daniel Veirano Advogados ✳

de Souza Polto Marcio Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Fonseca Pugliese Antonio Celso Vella Pugliese ✳

Associates to watch
Nehin Corrêa Raphael Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Ribeiro do Valle Daniel Hossni Demarest
Tannus Carneiro Mayla Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Roberto Ferro is the best-known name at
the firm and is lauded by clients as “a bril-
liant attorney with an outstanding stance
when defending in court.” Peers also enthuse
that “cases flow easier with him on the other
side as he’s technically skilful and commands
great respect.” Sources praise José Roberto
de Castro Neves for his “great efficiency and
dedication to the client,” while Eduardo
Pecoraro is admired for the “considerable
scope of his legal knowledge.” The team has
handled a broad range of business contract
disputes of late and represented IBEF in a
class action against Brazil’s Securities and
Exchange Commission, which challenged
new regulations that call for full disclosure
of director salaries at publicly held corpora-
tions.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
This firm’s dispute resolution group han-
dles litigation, arbitration, insolvency and
white-collar crime. The team comprises
200-plus attorneys and has the necessary
resources to handle mass litigation. It also
takes on a number of highly complex cases,
such as acting for Merrill Lynch in relation
to four lawsuits filed by the Vicunha Group
in a dispute concerning derivatives transac-
tions. The team was led by Fernando
Eduardo Serec (see p.330), who is a highly
experienced and respected litigator and
arbitrator. Luíz Virgílio Manente (see
p.313) focuses on litigation, particularly in
the fields of product liability and IP. He has
been busy advising cable television compa-
ny NET on several class action cases.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
The litigation department here makes the
most of the firm’s full-service status and
houses lawyers specialising in handling dis-
putes in fields such as IP, pharmaceuticals,
environment and regulation. Clients clearly
value the multidisciplinary approach: “One
of the team’s major strengths is the way in
which it can call upon expert opinions from
different attorneys, enabling it to better find
solutions and cover all possible angles.” The
disputes team works closely with the corpo-
rate department to help identify risk and
pre-empt disputes. The team favours com-
plex work, where its commitment to pro-
viding clients with extensive partner time
pays dividends. Marcio de Souza Polto (see
p.299) is one of those partners and is
praised by clients for being “always avail-
able.” Sylvia Urquiza Fernandes (see p.335)
heads up the firm’s white-collar crime desk.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
This general practice firm forms multidisci-
plinary teams to handle its litigation case-
load. It handles a range of different disputes
and has latterly been involved in multiparty
cases. A prime example saw the team repre-
sent ABINEE (Associação Brasileira da
Indústria Elétrica e Eletrônica – an associa-
tion of technology companies) in filing a
class action against the Federal Union and
challenging a decree which obliged it to
replace allegedly defective mobile phones.
Carlos Fernando Couto de Oliveira Souto
(see p.295) led the case and worked in tan-
dem with highly respected associate
Guilherme Rizzo Amaral (see p.327). Both
lawyers are based in Porto Alegre, while nat-
ural resources specialist Daniel Coelho (see
p.294) is based in Rio de Janeiro. All of these
lawyers contribute to a practice group
which clients say “stands out in terms of
commitment, efficiency and quality advice.”

Band 3

Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão
See Profile p.345
This disputes team handles litigation, arbi-
tration and mediation, and regularly works
in tandem with lawyers from other depart-
ments, primarily corporate, real estate and
tax. The firm’s stellar M&A practice unsur-
prisingly acts as a strong source for much of
the team’s litigation work. It handles a high

volume of disputes related to corporate
contracts and transactions. The team has a
desk dedicated to international legal co-
operation and transnational litigation. It
has recently been involved in one of the
most notorious white-collar crime cases in
Brazil, where it is defending its client from
accusations of money laundering and help-
ing to free up frozen assets in a number of
jurisdictions worldwide. The case is in line
with the group’s general profile of favouring
complex disputes. Clients value the team’s
dedication, praising the “studious, proactive
attorneys who establish excellent personal
and professional relationships with the
client.” Sergio Fagundes (see p.301) is sin-
gled out by sources as “meticulous, attentive
and very observant.” He has been busy
advising the residents of a luxury condo-
minium on issues related to the construc-
tion of a USD15 million sound barrier at a
motorway.

Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e
Brancher Sociedade de
Advogados – BKBG
See Profile p.346
This firm has a strong technology focus and
unsurprisingly much of its disputes work
traditionally relates to the TMT sector. It
also handles a growing number of con-
tentious cases related to corporate transac-
tions, construction and energy. The depart-
ment is currently experiencing a period of
transition following a number of comings
and goings on the staff roster. Eduardo
Damião Gonçalves left to join Mattos Filho,
Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga
Advogados in 2010 and Valeria Galíndez left
for Dias Carneiro Advogados in early 2011.
Both lawyers were members of the arbitra-
tion team and so the impact will be most
felt in BKBG’s arbitration department.
However, the litigation team works with
and feeds off its more prominent sister
department and the market is observing its
progress closely. Márcio Bellocchi joined
the firm in December 2010 from Nehring e
Associados and is the first point of contact
for clients.

L.O. Baptista Advogados
See Profile p.369
This firm and the disputes team is better
recognised for its prowess in arbitration but
the litigation desk is a respected force in its
own right. “The team is highly qualified,
experienced and active academically,”
enthuse clients, “and you get permanent
assistance from the same partner throughout
the case.” André Camerlingo Alves (see

Dispute Resolution: 
White-Collar Crime
Leading Individuals

Band 1
Altieri de Moraes Pitombo Antônio Moraes 
Bastos Márcio Thomaz Chiaparini e Bastos
Batista Nilo Nilo Batista & Advogados Associados
Dias José Carlos Dias & Carvalho Filho
Lacerda Medeiros Aloisio Aloisio Lacerda
Lavigne Arthur Arthur Lavigne Advogados 
Machado Nélio Nélio Machado Advogados
Malheiros Arnaldo Malheiros Filho, Camargo
Muylaert Eduardo Muylaert, Livingston e Kok ✳

Sanchez Vilardi Celso Vilardi & Advogados
Toron Alberto Zacharias Toron, Torihara e Szafir
Tórtima José Carlos Tórtima Advogados
Urquiza Fernandes Sylvia M Trench, Rossi ✳
✳

Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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p.291) leads the department and is praised
for his “experience and technical skills.” He
led the team representing PBC Brasil
Comunicação (PUBLICIS) in connection
with several lawsuits concerning copyright
and contract terminations. The litigation
department’s caseload is varied but has
recently revolved around unfair competi-
tion, breach of contract and IP cases.

Leite, Tosto e Barros Advogados
Associados
See Profile p.372
This firm has become full-service over the
years but has long been most celebrated for
its disputes practice group. The litigation
team handles a range of matters, including
civil and commercial contract cases, tax and
labour disputes, and product liability
claims. Clients say: “The firm provides a per-
sonalised and committed service at a fair
price, and partners are technically strong,
easy to access and get back to you quickly.”
Zanon de Paula Barros handles a heavy
caseload and has latterly been representing
TAM Linhas Aereas in several cases. These
include assisting the company with over-
turning an injunction that had grounded
certain planes and with resolving a tax dis-
pute that would have led to aircraft confis-
cation by the Ministry of Finance. Paulo
Guilherme de Mendonça Lopes (see p.298)
also played a key role in the tax dispute.
Sources applaud his “in-depth knowledge of
disputes proceedings of all guises, be it at judi-
cial, administrative or arbitral court level.”
Jorge Nemr (see p.320) heads the interna-
tional side of the practice and is champi-
oned for his “great technical knowledge,
availability and quality of defence.”

Levy & Salomão Advogados
This disputes department handles litiga-
tion, arbitration and product liability cases.
The team is also skilled in ADR and regular-
ly works alongside the corporate finance
team on transactional disputes. Clients
praise its “high-quality work which is deep
and detailed in legal terms and also has a
pragmatic backbone.” Peers are full of
respect for Angela Di Franco: “She’s com-
bative but open to negotiation; she listens but
also sticks to what’s been agreed upon.” She
led the team representing Eurocopter in a
dispute with Bradesco Seguros over an
insurance compensation claim relating to a
helicopter crash.

Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados
See Profile p.374
The disputes team at this general corporate
firm “provides a business-oriented, quality
service and forms a committed partnership
with clients.” The department typically han-
dles contractual disputes and damages
claims. In a prime example, it represented
Coca-Cola in six lawsuits related to a
defamatory advertising campaign run by a
Brazilian competitor. Ana Paula Hubinger
Araújo (see p.308) is in charge of the Coca-
Cola case and is commended as a “well-pre-
pared and thoughtful lawyer who under-
stands clients’ needs and comes up with
appropriate solutions.” Adriana Astuto (see
p.284) joined the firm from Trench, Rossi e
Watanabe in March 2011. “She’s an out-
standing lawyer, very knowledgeable, readily
available and attentive,” according to clients.

Mattos Muriel Kestener
Advogados
See Profile p.384
This firm began life as a litigation boutique
and expanded into a general practice law
firm. Most of the firm’s senior lawyers,
including all three name partners, have
extensive disputes experience. The litigation
team relishes complex and highly sophisti-
cated cases, and is well supported by the
firm’s strong arbitration, competition and
product liability desks. Beatriz Kestener
(see p.309) stands out as a litigation all-
rounder with a life sciences and agribusi-
ness focus. “She’s very efficient and good with
clients,” enthuse sources.

Siqueira Castro Advogados
See Profile p.403
This is one of the largest firms in Brazil in
geographical terms and its 18 offices across
the country give the firm a strong advantage
for disputes by ensuring familiarity with
local courts and judiciary processes. The
firm is also the country’s largest in terms of
lawyers and has the manpower for mass lit-
igations. For more strategic work, the dis-
putes department forms teams with lawyers
from other departments, such as corporate,
tax and product liability. In terms of the lat-
ter, the team is advising Vivo in 50 strategic
lawsuits, with partner Ruy Janoni Dourado
at the helm. Carlos Roberto Siqueira
Castro heads the department and is praised
by sources for his ability to “combine
impressive technical skills and knowledge
with establishing excellent client relation-
ships.” Sources praise Fabio Coutinho
Kurtz’s strong technical knowledge, as well

as his “great communication and availabili-
ty.”

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra
Advogados
See Profile p.409
This firm handles a range of civil and com-
mercial court disputes, with an emphasis on
claims relating to regulatory matters in the
energy sector. A case in point saw the team
advise Duke Energy in a dispute with ener-
gy regulator ANEEL over tariff increases on
the electric transmission grid. Marcelo
Beltrão da Fonseca (see p.287) is an experi-
enced litigator and arbitrator, and is hailed
by peers as “an excellent lawyer and counter-
party, with whom it is extremely easy to work
and negotiate.”

Band 4

Azevedo Sette Advogados
See Profile p.344
This disputes team is particularly strong on
advising clients on contentious corporate
matters. The team focuses on consumer,
civil and commercial disputes, and also
handles a range of arbitrations and mass lit-
igation. Clients highlight availability as one
of the team’s major selling points. João
Capanema Barbosa Filho is the primary
contact for clients.

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA)
See Profile p.368
Sources applaud this team for its “celerity of
service, committed and knowledgeable attor-
neys, and fair pricing.” While the depart-
ment’s caseload is varied, the litigation team
plays on two of the firm’s key areas of
strength and handles a significant portion
of media and real estate-related disputes. In
the media field, the group represented SP
Publimetro, a member of the Bandeirantes
group and the Brazilian publisher of Metro
newspaper, in an unfair competition dis-
pute with Metro Magazine. Maria Cristina
Junqueira (see p.308) led the case and is
praised as a “service-oriented, aggressive and
hard-working attorney.” Marco Sabino left
the firm in 2011.

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
Clients value that this firm’s disputes
department tackles litigation within a full-
service framework: “A big advantage is the
number of complementary areas on offer and
that standards are high across the board.”
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The team handles cases in a range of disci-
plines and sectors, from financial transac-
tion claims to consumer class actions and
environmental disputes. In a recent high-
light, the team successfully defended
Eletropaulo against compensation claims
and alleged accusations of environmental
damage made by the São Paulo State
Attorney Office. Flávio Pereira Lima (see
p.322) is respected in the litigation and
arbitration fields, and is praised by clients
for his broad legal knowledge. Raphael
Nehin Corrêa (see p.320) is an associate
who impresses clients with his “business-
oriented approach and accurate reading of
the market context.” Mayla Tannus
Carneiro (see p.333) joined the firm in
December 2010 from Lobo & de Rizzo
Advogados and specialises in product liabil-
ity cases. “She has great drafting skills, pro-
duces clear and concise arguments, and
achieves favourable results,” say clients.

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch
Advogados
See Profile p.405
The litigation team leans on the firm’s expe-
rience in the corporate arena and focuses
on business and contract disputes. It is par-
ticularly skilled in the art of negotiation and
resolving disputes before the litigation
phase. Several clients highlight partner
commitment as a defining feature of the
service. Gabriel Seijo Leal de Figueiredo
(see p.330) seems to embody the approach:
“He’s not only extremely technical and deep
in his analysis but he’s passionate about his
work and is prepared to go the extra mile,”
according to clients.

Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni –
Advogados
See Profile p.411
Founded in 2009 and led by six partners
under the age of 40, this firm is young and
dynamic. One of those partners is Antonio
Celso Fonseca Pugliese (see p.303). “He’s
an excellent litigator, well prepared and pre-
cise,” say sources, “extremely knowledgeable
and with great perception of a client’s needs.”

He and the rest of the team handle a range
of matters but are particularly active in
regards to financial transaction disputes.

Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e
Guerreiro
See Profile p.412
There is a transactional emphasis to this
firm’s overall workload and the disputes
team plays a primarily supporting role to
the finance department. The disputes team
is modest in size, comprising one partner
and seven associates, and aims to provide a
flexible service that is tailored to the needs
of the client. The approach seems to work:
“The team’s strength lies in its deep under-
standing of our business, which makes them
specialists in resolving our disputes,” say
clients. Partner Mauro Vinicius Sbrissa
Tortorelli heads the group and led the team
in a recent standout case where it represent-
ed Air Products employees in contesting a
cartel case penalty set by CADE.

Other Notable Practitioners
Antonio Urbino Penna retired from
Trench, Rossi e Watanabe in October 2010
and joined Lautenschleger Romeiro
Iwamizu. He is a disputes all-rounder and is
developing the firm’s preventative practice
and using his experience to advise clients on
business negotiation, risk assessment and
management. Sources describe Cândido
Rangel Dinamarco of Dinamarco & Rossi
Advocacia as a “well-known and trusted
name with a great academic background.” He
is frequently consulted for legal opinions, as
is Humberto Theodoro Jr of Humberto
Theodoro Jr Advogados Associados, a
Minas Gerais-based litigator of “great tech-
nical quality and outstanding service.” Paulo
Benedito Lazzareschi of Lazzareschi
Advogados is a highly experienced and
respected litigator in São Paulo. In the
white-collar crime field, Antônio Sérgio
Altieri de Moraes Pitombo of Moraes
Pitombo Advogados “transmits assurance
with his great dedication to clients and
knowledge of criminal law.” Aloisio Lacerda
Medeiros of Aloisio Lacerda Medeiros

Advogados is celebrated for being “an excel-
lent and highly dedicated professional.”
Alberto Zacharias Toron of Toron,
Torihara e Szafir Advogados is hailed as
“very well known, very active and very
accomplished.” Márcio Thomaz Bastos of
Chiaparini e Bastos Advogados is a former
president of the São Paulo Association of
Lawyers and has been active in the market
for over 25 years. José Carlos Dias of Dias
& Carvalho Filho Advogados is even more
experienced, having totted up over four
decades of service and an enviable track
record that includes a spell as Minister of
Justice. Arnaldo Malheiros of Malheiros
Filho, Camargo Lima e Rahal – Advogados
is a respected lawyer, a criminal law profes-
sor and chairman of the board of the IDDD
(Instituto de Defesa do Direito de Defesa –
Defence Institute for the Right to Counsel).
Eduardo Muylaert (see p.320) of Muylaert,
Livingstone e Kok Advogados is a former
São Paulo Electoral Court judge and former
president of the National Council of
Criminal and Penitentiary Policy at the
Ministry of Justice. Celso Sanchez Vilardi is
a senior partner at Vilardi & Advogados
Associados and founded the firm as a cor-
porate criminal law practice in 1991.
Moving up the road to Rio, few names are
as prestigious as Nilo Batista of Nilo Batista
& Advogados Associados, a former
Secretary of State for Police and Justice, and
Rio de Janeiro state governor. Arthur
Lavigne of Arthur Lavigne Advogados
Associados is a trial lawyer with over 40
years’ experience in criminal law. José
Carlos Tórtima set up Tórtima Advogados
Associados in 1984 and is a former public
prosecutor for the state of Rio de Janeiro.
Nélio Machado of Nélio Machado
Advogados is considered “one of the best
criminal lawyers in Rio and is very strong
when acting in the higher courts in Brasília,
too.” Ricardo Tepedino left Sergio
Bermudes Advogados in July 2011 to set up
Tepedino, Migliore e Rocha – Advogados.
Sources describe him as “a fantastic attor-
ney, who is very creative and assertive.”
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ENERGY & NATURAL RESOURCES MINING

Band 1

Lobo & Ibeas Advogados
This traditional firm is widely regarded for
its high-quality advice on a wide range of
complex mining matters. The team has
been involved in mining-related work for
over 50 years. Sources offer their admira-
tion for the group’s top expertise and pro-
found understanding of the mining sector.
According to clients, its lawyers “have in-
depth knowledge of the area, which allows the
firm to provide very effective services.” The
firm’s strong reputation extends beyond the
country’s borders and accounts for its solid
following of local and international clients.
Senior partner and practice head Virgilio
Cezar de Moraes Borba is acclaimed for his
outstanding track record in this area.
Sources emphasise that “he is sought after by
high-profile companies.” He draws praise
from all corners and sources describe him
as “the best professional in the mining field.”

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This well-rounded firm has a fully dedicat-
ed mining practice group that is frequently
retained for sophisticated transactions and
highly significant dispute resolution mat-
ters. It is a firm favourite with clients and is
a perennial presence at the top of the mar-
ket. The team is well regarded for providing
top-notch regulatory advice. The leading
partner is based in Brasília and this has
enabled the firm to develop excellent work-
ing relations with the local regulatory
authorities. Sources praise the firm’s “pio-
neering practice, which has been established
for a long period of time.” Notable work over
the past year includes advising Korean trad-
ing services company SK Networks on its
acquisition of USD750 million worth of
shares in MMX. Leading partner Carlos
Vilhena (see p.336) acts from Brasília and is
held in high esteem for his broad knowl-
edge of mining regulations. He continues to
assist the Brazilian Mining Association
(IBRAM) in its collaboration with the gov-
ernment on the development of the coun-
try’s mining legislation. Adriano
Drummond Trindade (see p.300) works
closely with Vilhena and is commended for
his excellent advice in this sector.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
The depth of Veirano’s mining practice has
undoubtedly consolidated its overall repu-
tation in the market. It houses a strong
group of lawyers across several practice
areas and handles complex transactions.
The group attracts an enviable list of clients,
which primarily comprises high-profile
local and international mining companies.
Clients commend the team’s vast experi-
ence and value the lawyers’ availability.
According to sources: “The firm’s advice rep-
resents straightforward positions that are
always offered in a very timely manner.”
Work highlights include advising Norsk
Hydro on the acquisition of Vale’s alumini-
um business for USD4.9 billion. Senior
partner Carlos Americo Ferraz e Castro
(see p.302) is applauded for his in-depth
knowledge of the industry’s regulatory
framework. Pedro Aguiar de Freitas (see
p.283) leads the infrastructure and natural
resources practice group and is celebrated
for his technical expertise and broad under-
standing of the mining industry. He previ-
ously worked at Brazil’s biggest mining

company and clients value his commercial
approach to transactions. “His business acu-
men is what really distinguishes him,”
enthuse sources. Young partner Pedro
Andrés Garcia (see p.304) has developed a
strong mining-focused practice and is seen
as a key member of the team.

Band 2

Azevedo Sette Advogados
See Profile p.344
This firm has a wealth of experience in han-
dling a wide variety of mining work, includ-
ing finance, M&A, infrastructure and regu-
latory matters. It has six offices across the
country and its headquarters are located in
the mining-rich state of Minas Gerais. The
team acts as ongoing counsel to numerous
high-profile clients, such as Votorantim
Metais and Samarco Mineração, in connec-
tion with all aspects related to its mining
activities. In a highlight, it advised
Mineração Minas Bahia – MIBA on the sale
of its shares to Eurasian Natural Resources
(ENR). Fernando Azevedo Sette leads the
team and focuses his practice on transac-
tional work, while Renata Campos Laborne
Tavares is the primary point of contact for
regulatory issues.

Band 3

Carneiro & Souza Advogados
Associados
This boutique law firm is based in Minas
Gerais and provides highly specialised legal
services, with a strong focus on practice
areas related to natural resources. The firm
is particularly well regarded for the depth of
its regulatory advice and its proficiency in
environmental matters. According to
clients, Carneiro & Souza “is an excellent
firm with a great deal of expertise in mining.
Its team is very well versed in the specific leg-
islation.” Marcelo Mendo Gomes de Souza
is noted for his great command of both reg-
ulatory and disputes resolution matters. He
dedicates a portion of his time to academic
activities in the mining field.

Schmidt, Valois, Miranda,
Ferreira e Agel – Advogados
See Profile p.399
This stalwart firm may be primarily recog-
nised for its oil and gas expertise but it has

Leading Individuals

Senior Statesmen
de Moraes Sérgio Jacques Sole Practitioner

Band 1
de Moraes Borba Virgilio Cezar Lobo & Ibeas
Ferraz e Castro Carlos Americo Veirano ✳

Vilhena Carlos Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 2
Aguiar de Freitas Pedro Veirano Advogados ✳

Drummond Trindade Adriano Pinheiro Neto ✳

Band 3
Barros da Cunha Affonso Aurino TozziniFreire
Freire William William Freire – Advogados 
Mendo Gomes de Souza Marcelo Carneiro 

Up-and-coming individuals
Garcia Pedro Andrés Veirano Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates firm/individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.

Energy & Natural Resources: Mining
Leading Firms

Band 1
Lobo & Ibeas Advogados
Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 2
Azevedo Sette Advogados ✳

Band 3
Carneiro & Souza Advogados Associados
Schmidt, Valois, Miranda, Ferreira e Agel ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳
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a growing profile in mining circles. Market
sources draw attention to the firm and hail
it as “one of the strongest boutiques for ener-
gy regulatory matters in the country.” The
group consists of well-rounded lawyers
with former experience in mining compa-
nies and regulatory bodies. The team rou-
tinely provides legal assistance on mining
rights, exploratory permits and environ-
mental issues. It has recently seen an
increase in transactional mandates and has
latterly been particularly active in repre-
senting clients on the acquisition of mining
titles and on mining-related M&A deals.
Work highlights include advising a domes-
tic mining company on the development of
a project for the exploration of offshore salt
domes. Rogério Sobral de Miranda leads
the practice group and is the primary con-
tact for clients.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
An ability to cultivate strong relationships
with clients has become a hallmark of this
firm. The team acts for major local and
international players in the mining industry
and is particularly visible on acquisitions
and finance matters. In a recent highlight, it
assisted a Korean company with its acquisi-
tion of a manganese project in the north of
Brazil. It represented a US company on the
financing of a tungsten project in the
north-east of Brazil. Affonso Aurino
Barros da Cunha handles most of the firm’s
mining work and is praised by clients for
the quality of his advice. He has a strong
corporate/M&A background and is an
invaluable asset to the team.

Other Notable Practitioners
Sole practitioner Sérgio Jacques de Moraes
is an extremely respected senior mining
specialist, who earns the admiration of
leading experts for his excellent technical
skills and vast knowledge of mining regula-
tions. William Freire of William Freire –
Advogados Associados leads a traditional
mining boutique based in Belo Horizonte.
He commands an outstanding reputation
for his expertise in regulatory mining law
and is much sought after for his high-qual-
ity legal opinions. He dedicates a good por-
tion of his time to academic activities and
plays a strong role in the legislative develop-
ments of the sector.

ENERGY & NATURAL RESOURCES OIL & GAS

Band 1

Schmidt, Valois, Miranda,
Ferreira e Agel – Advogados
See Profile p.399
This highly specialised firm is renowned for
its broad knowledge of the oil and gas sec-
tor. The practice is applauded for its strong
regulatory skills and vast experience, and
impresses market sources with “its great all-
round capability and deep knowledge of the
Brazilian oil and gas world.” Clients appreci-
ate the team’s support in obtaining approval
for complex structures before local regula-

tors, as well as its expertise on matters
involving tax and customs. It has recently
been especially active on farm-in/farm-out
transactions, and in advising major interna-
tional suppliers of exploration machinery
for the pre-salt oil block. “The firm provides
excellent service based on timely delivery and
an especially sophisticated level of oil and gas
competence,” say clients. Founding partner
Antônio Luís de Miranda Ferreira (see
p.298) has extensive industry experience
and recently represented a Brazilian infra-
structure company in a project to imple-
ment a maritime terminal to support the oil
and gas sector. Paulo Valois Pires (see
p.335) is another key partner who has
earned the trust and respect of industry
sources. “He stands out from the crowd
thanks to his high level of knowledge and legal
experience in the energy, oil and gas sectors,”
say clients. Sônia Maria Agel da Silva (see
p.283) has developed regulatory-focused
expertise in the public and private sectors.
She is praised for her “brilliant understand-
ing of the industry,” and has extensive expe-
rience in judicial and administrative litiga-
tion. Rogério Sobral de Miranda (see
p.332) is “a terrific lawyer and an excellent
colleague,” say peers. He is esteemed for his
stewardship of local and international
infrastructure projects, as well as corporate
and project finance transactions.

Tauil & Chequer Avogados in
association with Mayer Brown
LLP
See Profile p.407
One of the fastest growing firms in the
country, Tauil & Chequer fields a highly
reputed oil and gas practice, with 12 lawyers
fully dedicated to the area. Observers high-
light the team’s powerful combination of
sharp and experienced partners with com-
mitted junior lawyers. Many of the firm’s
mandates come from prominent multina-
tional companies dedicated to the explo-
ration and production sector. The firm’s
association with Mayer Brown has broad-
ened its global coverage, and clients appre-
ciate the extra range and offering. Among
recent work highlights, the team represent-
ed Dutch company Heerema in a USD650
million joint venture, and provided regular
advice to GE Oil & Gas in bids and contract
negotiations. Alexandre Chequer (see
p.293) combines strong corporate and proj-
ects expertise with deep knowledge of the
oil and gas industry. He co-heads a global
energy industry team across the Mayer
Brown group.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
This one-stop shop provides comprehen-
sive advice on the energy sector and enjoys
a leading position in terms of handling oil
and gas matters. Its team is composed of six
experienced partners spread between
offices in Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Brasília
and Porto Alegre. With a strong focus on

Energy & Natural Resources: 
Oil & Gas
Leading Firms

Band 1
Schmidt, Valois, Miranda, Ferreira e Agel ✳

Tauil & Chequer Avogados ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 2
Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e Guerreiro ✳

Band 3
Campos Mello Advogados ✳

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

MMA Lawyers ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Band 4
Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

Heller Redo Barroso & Associados ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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the E&P and services sector, the group has
been particularly active representing clients
in tender procedures and auctions for
exploration blocks. Recent highlights
include assisting Transocean in a bid to
construct drilling rigs for Petrobras. “The
firm takes a pragmatic approach based on
straightforward positions, high-quality work
and great client service,” say clients. The
team also earns particular plaudits for its
hydrocarbons-related tax expertise, with
Luis Fernando Ayres de Mello Pacheco
(see p.285) being among those singled out
in this regard. Pacheco has vast experience
and is described by sources as “great at iden-
tifying potential issues and taking a sensible
approach.” Alexandre Bittencourt Calmon
(see p.288) draws praise for his negotiation
skills and “deep knowledge of regulatory
matters.” Roberto dos Santos Carneiro (see
p.300) is a highly experienced figure, having
spent 30 years in the market in a range of
in-house roles, not least as head of legal at
Petrobras Internacional.

Band 2

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This traditional firm houses a vibrant oil
and gas practice within its corporate
department and so clients benefit from its
top-notch M&A know-how. This can be
highly useful when structuring sophisticat-
ed energy deals, and the firm has a distin-
guished track record in handling complex
downstream and upstream transactions.
The team also tackles regulatory matters
and clients appreciate its significant experi-
ence in managing tender offers. The firm’s
client base comprises local and internation-
al companies, which typically cite availabil-
ity as a group strength. Marcelo Viveiros de
Moura (see p.337) is well regarded for his
corporate and M&A advice in the hydrocar-
bons sector. He advised Singapore’s
Temasek Holdings on its acquisition of a
USD400 million stake in Odebrecht Oil &
Gas. Ricardo Coelho (see p.294) is another
key resource, a lawyer praised for “focusing
on making the deal happen.”

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
This highly rated group wins particular
respect for the breadth of its practice. The
team handles complex transactional work
and is also frequently involved in arbitra-
tion and advisory work. Recent noteworthy
mandates include representing Petrobras in
the international bidding process for the
construction of drilling rig units to be oper-
ated in the pre-salt areas, and advising ENI
on the sale of its equity participation in Gas
Brasiliano Distribuidora to Petrobras. The
group attracts a solid client list, predomi-
nantly major oil and gas service providers.
“The lawyers are highly knowledgeable and
always prove well-prepared whenever we
want to discuss doubts,” say clients, who also
appreciate access to an international net-
work via the firm’s close relationship with
Baker & McKenzie. Anna Tavares de Mello
(see p.333) is a partner from the corporate
department who leads the team, while
Danielle Gomes de Almeida Valois (see
p.305) is more the oil and gas expert, high-
ly regarded for her deep understanding of
the industry. Praised for her availability and
responsiveness, Valois works closely with
Petrobras and complements transactional
advice with arbitration work. Talented asso-
ciate Nilton Gomes de Mattos Neto (see
p.305) adds further depth to the team.

Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e
Guerreiro
See Profile p.412
This firm earns a higher ranking this year
due to increased prominence in the market
and excellent reviews from clients. The
group places particular emphasis on the
offshore and services sector, and continues
to develop its international client base, hav-
ing worked particularly closely with compa-
nies from Norway and Houston. On the
home front, the firm has offices in Rio de
Janeiro and São Paulo, and the team is high-
ly experienced in handling matters for
Petrobras. Commentators praise the
lawyers’ client care and strong technical
knowledge: “They are always available, pro-
vide rapid responses and have in-depth
knowledge of the market – they are simply
excellent!” Notable work highlights include
assisting Petrobras with structuring the
Cabiúnas natural gas project, counselling
WesternGeco on regulatory matters and
providing ongoing advice to Energia do Rio
in regards to drafting and negotiating
domestic and international agreements.
Daniela Ribeiro Davila is favoured by
clients for her “proactivity in finding solu-
tions and conciliatory approach to negotia-
tions.” She is particularly experienced in
providing advice on project finance struc-
tures. Senior counsel José Carlos Ribeiro
Filho wins market respect for his extensive
experience and detailed understanding of
the sector’s most pertinent issues.

Band 3

Campos Mello Advogados in
cooperation with DLA Piper
See Profile p.353
This practice was launched in May 2010
with the arrival of an accomplished team of
lawyers from TozziniFreire. In the same
year, the firm strengthened its relationship
with DLA Piper, and clients now benefit
from access to an extensive international
network. The corporate infrastructure
department at Campos Mello handles a
wide variety of oil and gas matters in the
downstream and upstream sectors. The
group enjoys a loyal client following and
recently advised a global energy company
on developing an E&P project in the
Campos Basin, an engagement which
included assisting with lease, drilling, rig
sharing, charter and service agreements.
Head of department Luiz Antonio Maia
Espínola de Lemos (see p.313) handles
transactional and regulatory matters. “He

Energy & Natural Resources: 
Oil & Gas
Leading Individuals

Band 1
de Miranda Ferreira Antônio Luís Schmidt ✳

Valois Pires Paulo Schmidt, Valois, Miranda ✳

Band 2
Agel da Silva Sônia Maria Schmidt, Valois ✳

Ayres de Mello Pacheco Luis Veiranoh ✳

Chequer Alexandre R Tauil & Chequer Avogados ✳

Maia Espínola de Lemos Luiz Antonio Campos ✳

Oliveira Mello Marcello MMA Lawyers
Ribeiro Filho José Carlos Vieira, Rezende
Sobral de Miranda Rogério Schmidt, Valois ✳

Band 3
Coelho Ricardo Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

dos Santos Carneiro Roberto Veirano ✳

Loss Giovani Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey ✳

Ribeiro Davila Daniela Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa
Rosado de Sá Ribeiro Marilda Doria, Jacobina
Tavares de Mello Anna Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Viveiros de Moura Marcelo Pinheiro Neto ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Almeida Gonçalves Bruno MMA Lawyers
Miranda da Silva Leonardo Machado, Meyer ✳

Redo Barroso Heller Heller Redo Barroso ✳

Associates to watch
Bittencourt Calmon Alexandre Veirano ✳

Gomes de Almeida Valois Danielle Trench ✳

Gomes de Mattos Neto Nilton Trench, Rossi ✳

Rodrigues Caldas Feres Felipe Campos Mello ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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has huge experience in the energy sector,” say
sources, “and a fantastic, consolidated prac-
tice.” Associate Felipe Rodrigues Caldas
Feres (see p.327) “exceeds all expectations,
with deep knowledge and outstanding objec-
tivity.”

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
Mattos Filho debuts in the table this year, its
practice having experienced significant
development since the arrival of oil and gas
expert Giovani Loss (see p.312) in May
2010. The firm’s initiative in growing the
practice is commended by observers, as it
fast becomes a highly relevant player in the
market. The team has four dedicated
lawyers offering transactional, regulatory
and litigation expertise. Its client base fea-
tures leading energy companies such as
Devon, OGX, Queiroz Galvão Óleo e Gás
and Silver Marlin, while important under-
takings include representing Schlumberger
on the development of its research and
development centre for pre-salt technolo-
gies in Rio de Janeiro. It is “undoubtedly the
team to watch,” according to peers, and
clients are impressed by its “high standards
and quality work.” Practice leader Loss is the
most prominent figure, described by
sources as an “extremely accomplished
lawyer.” He is hailed for his exemplary aca-
demic background and international expe-
rience, the latter fostered while working at
Fulbright & Jaworski in Houston.

MMA Lawyers
See Profile p.386
Formerly known as Mello Martins
Advogados, this boutique firm boasts a
team of highly specialised lawyers who
receive glowing reviews from market
observers. The team is active on matters
related to procurement, platform construc-

tion, gas pipelines, vessel chartering, equip-
ment leases, farm-in/farm-out agreements
and public bids. Recent work highlights
include assisting Sinopec International on a
farm-out transaction involving two off-
shore oil blocks. “The quality of the practice
is based on exceptional experience in key
areas of the energy sector,” say clients, refer-
ring to the in-house backgrounds of many
of the team. They include practice leader
Marcelo Oliveira Mello, former interna-
tional head of legal at Petrobras. He is a
renowned oil and gas expert, described as
“very commercially aware of clients’ needs.”
Bruno Almeida Gonçalves is a well-regard-
ed lawyer with particular experience on
construction and exploration projects.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
This well-rounded firm is experiencing a
period of transition in terms of its oil and
gas department. A number of lawyers left in
2010, joining up with Campos Mello to
launch a new practice, and so the team has
been restructured around new recruit Luiz
Quintans, an experienced figure who was
previously legal manager of Eni Oil. “We
have been working with the new team and the
firm continues to meet our expectations,” say
clients. The firm’s prestigious client base is
made up of local and international compa-
nies, including Devon Energy, IBV Brazil
and Shell.

Band 4

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich
Advogados e Consultores Legais
See Profile p.361
The “exceptional oil and gas practice” at this
well-established firm is best known for its
work on behalf of major drilling contrac-
tors. The firm is commended for its tax

expertise, particularly on the Brazilian spe-
cial customs regime applied to the sector,
and has a solid international profile. The
team recently assisted Indian company
Aban Offshore in its negotiations with
Petrobras for a charter and services con-
tract. Clients also include multinational
drilling powerhouses Pride and Maersk.
Partner David Meiler is the main point of
contact and is well regarded for his solid
knowledge and communication skills.

Heller Redo Barroso &
Associados
See Profile p.367
This boutique firm covers a broad spectrum
of oil and gas matters and has solid expert-
ise in handling transactional and regulatory
issues. The team’s core practice is focused
on advising service providers and in this
regard it has counselled a number of over-
seas clients on Petrobras projects. Indeed,
name partner Heller Redo Barroso (see
p.325) earns particular praise for “under-
standing the specifics of dealing with
Petrobras.” Barroso is also hailed for his
“great knowledge of the market and excellent
client service.”

Other Notable Practitioners
Marilda Rosado de Sá Ribeiro of Doria,
Jacobina, Rosado e Gondinho Advogados is
an experienced lawyer who is “very commit-
ted to the oil and gas area and an expert in
regulatory matters.” She previously worked
at the Brazilian oil, gas and biofuels regula-
tory body and is very active on the academ-
ic front. Former Pinheiro Neto senior asso-
ciate Leonardo Miranda da Silva (see
p.318) joined Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice in October 2010 as the key player in
the firm’s push to develop its oil and gas
practice. He is a young and talented lawyer
quickly building a strong reputation in the
market.
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ENERGY & NATURAL RESOURCES POWER

Band 1

Advocacia Waltenberg
See Profile p.341
This firm has a very solid reputation and
provides respected advice on a range of
issues related to the electricity and natural
gas sectors. Much of the group’s success can
be attributed to the depth and breadth of its
regulatory practice. The highly sophisticat-
ed team handles power generation and
transmission matters and is particularly
experienced assisting clients on tender
offers and administrative contracts, includ-
ing PPP agreements. The firm provides
support for clients in dealings with govern-
ment authorities and in administrative and
court litigation matters, winning plaudits
for its “excellent litigation skills.” Included
this year in the star individual category,
David Waltenberg (see p.338) is the
bedrock of the firm’s strong reputation. “He
probably knows more about the area than
anyone,” say sources, who unanimously
praise his deep knowledge and penetrating
understanding of the sector’s history and
developments. “He’s a very experienced and
focused energy expert,” say commentators,
“always up to date with the latest trends.”

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra
Advogados
See Profile p.409
This department is highly respected by
market sources, who hail “an absolutely
excellent firm for energy matters.” The group
has a strong regulatory practice and acts on
a wide array of issues related to power gen-
eration, distribution and transmission con-
cessions, as well as engineering, procure-
ment and construction agreements. Clients
profess their satisfaction with high stan-
dards of client service and cite the team’s
“deep knowledge of energy regulations” as a
key reason for contracting the firm. The
group is also highly sought after for its tax
capabilities and has been especially active
representing clients in disputes related to
tariff readjustments and reviews. The team’s
client list features large local energy compa-
nies such as Light, Neoenergia and AES
Tiete, and it assisted Camargo Corrêa on a
bid to participate in the Belo Monte power
plant project. “Outstanding energy expert”
Isabel Lustosa (see p.312) is the practice’s
leading light and is particularly commend-
ed for her economic and regulatory know-
how. Sources describe her as “an extremely
accomplished and intelligent lawyer who
adds value to negotiations and enriches any
discussion.”

Band 2

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
This well-established major is a leading
competitor thanks to its solid expertise and
full-service capacity. The power practice
falls under the auspices of the firm’s infra-
structure and project finance department
and has been particularly active on the
alternative energy side, responding to
increased client interest in renewable and
wind power plants. Particularly recognised
for its accomplished project finance prac-
tice, the firm also provides legal support in
regulatory, contractual, corporate, fiscal
and environmental matters relating to the
power sector. The team is experienced in
assisting clients in bids for concessions,
recently advising CEMIG on an acquisition
of energy transmission assets. José Virgílio
Lopes Enei (see p.312) is a well-known
partner who wins praise for great knowl-

edge of the industry’s regulatory framework
and for project finance expertise. José
Ribeiro do Prado Jr (see p.326) is another
main point of contact on the projects side
and a key resource for the area generally.
Ricardo de Lima Assaf (see p.298) was pro-
moted to partner in January 2011 and is
building himself a strong reputation. “He’s
an impressive young lawyer who’s very
knowledgeable of the energy market in
Brazil,” say sources.

Schmidt, Valois, Miranda,
Ferreira e Agel – Advogados
See Profile p.399
This firm is particularly well regarded for its
oil and gas work but nevertheless has a
crossover presence in all energy sectors. The
team is accorded much respect for the
breadth of its practice and its strong regula-
tory expertise. It has an extensive back-
ground in natural resources and handles
power distribution, generation, transmis-
sion and commercialisation matters.
Guilherme Guerra D’Arriaga Schmidt (see
p.307) is a widely respected all-rounder
who leads the power practice. Market
observers applaud Felipe Kfuri Moreira da
Silva’s (see p.309) knowledge of regulatory
matters and regard him as “a highly accom-
plished and very diligent lawyer.”

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
This traditional, full-service giant main-
tains a high reputation among commenta-
tors and continues to receive rave reviews
from clients. The team has a strong track
record in energy transactions and recently
provided advice to Castlepines on a
USD300 million sugar ethanol project. The
group also assisted a Japanese trading com-
pany in its bid to purchase a piped natural
gas distribution company owned by Eni Oil
do Brasil. The group acts for a high-profile
international clientele, who say: “The firm is
on a par with any firm we use anywhere in
the world.” More generally, it wins consis-
tent praise for excellent client service:
“Tozzini lawyers did everything we asked of
them, and in a very efficient and effective
manner.” Pedro Seraphim (see p.330) han-
dles many of the team’s most significant
power transactions and impresses clients
with his “responsiveness, knowledge, con-
structive approach and professional manner.”

Energy & Natural Resources: Power
Leading Firms

Band 1
Advocacia Waltenberg ✳

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra Advogados ✳

Band 2
Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Schmidt, Valois, Miranda, Ferreira e Agel ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Band 3
Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch Advogados ✳

Tauil & Chequer Advogados ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 4
Araújo e Policastro Advogados ✳

Dias Carneiro Advogados
Mundie e Advogados ✳

Wald e Associados Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Band 3

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch
Advogados
See Profile p.405
The power practice is conducted by the
firm’s experienced partners in the infra-
structure and project finance department.
The main team is based in São Paulo but
receives valuable support from the Rio de
Janeiro and Belo Horizonte offices. Clients
appreciate the firm’s expertise in infrastruc-
ture matters and its broad offering: “A dis-
tinguishing feature is the group’s ability to
offer a complete service, with a strong team at
competitive prices.” Sources also emphasise
that “what adds value is the team’s creativity
in finding solutions, but via a very pragmatic
approach.” Recent work highlights include
advising a consortium of companies,
including Andrade Gutierrez, Vale,
Neoenergia and Votorantim Energia, in the
public bidding for the construction and
operation of the Belo Monte hydroelectric
power plant. The team also advised a group
of leading banking institutions in buying a
stake in Light, Rio de Janeiro’s electricity

distributor. Sources single out Guilherme
de Figueiredo Forbes (see p.297) as the
firm’s principal power practitioner. He has
solid energy expertise and significant expe-
rience in corporate, banking and structured
finance. He co-heads the infrastructure and
project finance department with founding
partner Luis Antonio Semeghini de Souza
(see p.330), an accomplished banking
lawyer who is frequently involved in energy
transaction matters.

Tauil & Chequer Advogados in
association with Mayer Brown
LLP
See Profile p.407
This energy team deals with the full range
of issues involved in the power sector and is
particularly lauded for its project finance
work and contracts expertise. It represents a
variety of local and international clients,
including utility companies, power genera-
tors, gas producers, distribution companies
and electricity providers. “It’s an excellent
team which shows strong know-how and
great commitment to clients,” say sources.
Recent work highlights include due dili-
gence reports, analysis of project portfolios,
corporate structurings and regulatory
advice to companies dedicated to wind
power plants and electrical energy distribu-
tion. Finance and energy expert Eduardo
Soares (see p.331) is a “knowledgeable and
accomplished lawyer” who provides strong
support to clients on contractual matters.
Rosilane Costa Barros (see p.295) is a tal-
ented senior associate who is much admired
for her knowledge of regulatory issues per-
taining to the power industry.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
This practice provides the full spectrum of
power advice to domestic and international
clients but is particularly acknowledged for
the quality of its transactional work. The
team is consistently praised for its excellent
response times and availability and the
extensive international network is also reg-
ularly cited as a plus. The group has lately
been especially active with bids in the
renewable sector and provided assistance to
CPFL in regards to gaining the Usina da
Pedra power plant concession. José
Roberto Martins (see p.315) is the most
prominent member of the power team and
part of the wider project finance practice.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
Among this successful firm’s broad spec-
trum of legal services is one of the largest
energy practices in the country. The ability
to cultivate strong relationships with clients
has become a hallmark of the team, and
lawyers are applauded for their availability,
technical capabilities and dedication. The
client base includes companies from the
distribution, commercialisation and equip-
ment supply sectors, reflecting the diversity
of the practice. Noteworthy work from the
recent past includes assisting Wärtsilä with
an engineering, procurement and construc-
tion agreement for a power plant in north-
eastern Brazil. Roberto Rudzit Neto (see
p.328) is a corporate specialist who leads
the energy practice and receives praise for
his technical skills and flexible approach.
Regional infrastructure co-ordinator Tiago
Kümmel Figueiró (see p.309) is described
as a “diligent, pragmatic and very attentive
energy expert.”

Band 4

Araújo e Policastro Advogados
See Profile p.343
This firm provides specialised power advice
to a wide range of prestigious local and
international energy companies. It assists
clients in matters relating to tariffs, public
bids, equipment supply agreements, financ-
ing and construction. The team is lauded
for consistently providing “excellent service
and clear advice,” and sources say: “It’s
always a pleasure to work with the team.”
Maria Aparecida Seabra Fagundes (see
p.330) is singled out as a leading expert in
power, having developed substantial know-
how in-house at Eletrobrás prior to joining
the firm.

Dias Carneiro Advogados
This firm occupies a healthy position in the
energy market due to the combination of a
solid projects and infrastructure practice
alongside a strong local and international
client portfolio. The team provides advice
on a wide range of power matters, including
transmission and wind farm activities, to a
host of prominent clients, such as Iberdrola
Renovables, Grupo Isolux Corsán and
Elecnor. Several such clients first came to
the firm via its relationship with Spanish
legal powerhouse Uría Menéndez, although
the association is being relaxed in light of
new guidelines from the Brazilian Bar.

Energy & Natural Resources: Power
Leading Individuals

Star individuals
Waltenberg David Advocacia Waltenberg ✳

Band 1
Lustosa Isabel Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra ✳

Serrão Borges de Sampaio André Serrão

Band 2
de Figueiredo Forbes Guilherme Souza ✳

Lopes Enei José Virgílio Machado, Meyer ✳

Semeghini de Souza Luis Antonio Souza ✳

Seraphim Pedro TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Soares Eduardo Tauil & Chequer Advogados ✳

Band 3
Guerra D’Arriaga Schmidt Guilherme Schmidt ✳

Landau Elena Sergio Bermudes Advogados ✳

Martins José Roberto Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Ribeiro do Prado Jr José Machado, Meyer ✳

Seabra Fagundes Maria Aparecida Araújo ✳

Band 4
Fabbri D’Avila Rafael Mundie e Advogados ✳

Rolim Maria João Rolim, Viotti & Leite ✳

Rudzit Neto Roberto Veirano Advogados ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
de Lima Assaf Ricardo Machado, Meyer ✳

Kfuri Moreira da Silva Felipe Schmidt, Valois ✳

Associates to watch
Costa Barros Rosilane Tauil & Chequer ✳

Kümmel Figueiró Tiago Veirano Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Corporate lawyer Henrique Dias Carneiro
leads the practice.

Mundie e Advogados
See Profile p.388
Increasing prominence in the energy mar-
ket and glowing reviews from clients earn
this mid-sized firm a debut placing in the
power rankings. The team is hailed for its
skill in handling contractual and regulatory
work and is commended for “deep technical
knowledge and great understanding of the
power industry.” A recent notable mandate
came advising Linhares Geração on the
drafting and negotiation of several con-
tracts relating to a thermoelectric plant.
Rafael Fabbri D’Avila (see p.301) is warm-
ly praised for regulatory expertise and for
providing a personalised service.

Wald e Associados Advogados
See Profile p.414
This general practice firm does provide ten-
der, contract and development advice but is
most celebrated for its litigation work, the
firm’s prime area of focus and strength.
“The firm is first-rate for controversy matters
and energy-related litigation,” say sources. A
number of recent personnel departures
means the practice is going through some-
thing of a transitional period, but Arnoldo
Wald remains on hand as an experienced
all-rounder and first point of contact.

Other Notable Practitioners
André Serrão Borges de Sampaio of Serrão
Advogados has a practice geared towards
energy regulation and is described by
sources as an “exceptionally skilled lawyer.”

Clients and peers speak highly of his deep
knowledge and impressive ability handling
tariff adjustments, concessions and admin-
istrative litigation. Elena Landau (see
p.310) is a specialist consultant at Sergio
Bermudes Advogados who has vast experi-
ence in the power sector. She has an impres-
sive economics background, enriched by in-
house stints at the BNDES and CEMIG, and
is singled out by commentators as “a refer-
ence for regulatory matters.” Maria João C. P.
Rolim (see p.290) of Rolim, Godoi, Viotti &
Leite Campos Advogados is a “hands-on
energy expert” who is well respected for her
in-depth advice on complex power and reg-
ulatory issues. After a study period spent in
the UK, she returned to Brazil in 2010 to
lead the firm’s energy team.

ENVIRONMENT

The editorial is in alphabetical order by
firm name.

Andrade & Fichtner Advogados
See Profile p.342
“Andrade & Fichtner’s lawyers have a spotless
academic record, a common-sense approach
to complex legal matters and excellent work-
ing relationships with the environmental
authorities.” Although the firm is tradition-
ally famed for its dispute resolution capabil-
ities, it is rapidly increasing its profile on the
environmental scene. The team has been
involved in highly sophisticated projects
such as advising the ThyssenKrupp CSA
Siderúrgica do Atlântico (the partnership
between Brazil and the ThyssenKrupp
Group) on environmental and regulatory
aspects related to the construction and
operation of a steel mill in Sepetiba Bay.
Sources admire Julio Rebello Horta (see
p.325) for his “strong intellect and good
working relationships with environmental
bodies.”

Azevedo Sette Advogados
See Profile p.344
This firm fields an excellent mining practice
and has particular expertise in mining-
related environmental matters. The eight-
lawyer team also typically provides daily
consulting and specialised advice to a wide
range of prestigious clients across the
power, retail, food and beverage sectors.
Sources say: “This firm is one of the most
organised firms that we have worked with;
the team is qualified and have surpassed all of
our expectations.” Practice head Gustavo

Eugênio Maciel Rocha is the primary point
of contact for clients.

Bichara, Barata, Costa & Rocha
Advogados
See Profile p.349
This is one of the fastest-growing firms in
the country. Although it is historically
recognised for its talents in the tax arena, its
environmental team earns praise for its
“drive, knowledge and the quality of its serv-
ices.” The group offers consulting and litiga-
tion advice to a client roster that includes
prominent names such as Companhia
Siderúrgica Nacional (CSN) and BRMalls.
It recently represented CSN in the negotia-
tion of a USD127 million settlement with
the State Environmental Institute of Rio de
Janeiro (INEA) and the state and federal
public prosecutors for the Presidente Vargas
Steel Plant. Antonio Augusto Reis leads the
practice group and stands out for his tech-
nical quality.

Carneiro & Souza Advogados
Associados
This Belo Horizonte-based firm benefits
from strong mining expertise combined
with a well-honed environmental practice.
The group’s client roster includes promi-
nent mining companies and is recognised
for its in-depth knowledge of the sector.
Ricardo Carneiro is highly recommended
for his proficiency and experience of envi-
ronmental matters. Marcelo Mendo Gomes
de Souza is another active name in the min-

Environment
Leading Firms

Band 1
Demarest e Almeida ✳

Milaré Advogados ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 2
Lobo & Ibeas Advogados
Pinheiro Pedro Advogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 3
Andrade & Fichtner Advogados ✳

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch Advogados ✳

Tabet Advogados

Band 4
Azevedo Sette Advogados ✳

Bichara, Barata, Costa & Rocha Advogados ✳

Carneiro & Souza Advogados Associados
Rolim, Viotti & Leite Campos Advogados ✳

Tauil & Chequer Advogados ✳

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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ing sector and has a well-established pres-
ence in the market.

Demarest e Almeida
See Profile p.357
This firm has a dedicated environment
team which is capably supported by the
full-service resources at its disposal. The
team impresses clients with its “very highly
qualified and experienced lawyers who are
also very well respected by government bod-
ies.” It has considerable environmental

expertise and highlights include its advice
on the National Solid Waste Policy. This
involved establishing managing legal enti-
ties to facilitate compliance with post-con-
sumption liabilities by companies through
industry associations, establishing reverse
logistic systems, as well as handling admin-
istrative and civil litigation related to post-
consumption liabilities. Luiz Fernando
Henry Sant’Anna is a dynamic litigation
and environment expert, commended for
his “negotiation skills, ability to work with
both private and public entities and foreign
language skills.” Julia Behera Rabinovici is a
young lawyer with a growing market pro-
file.

Lobo & Ibeas Advogados
This firm storms into the rankings follow-
ing enthusiastic praise from the market for
this impressive environmental department.
According to sources, the environmental
team’s reputation owes much to the name
Oscar Graça Couto, who is lauded as cate-
gorically “one of the best lawyers for this area
in the country.” Graça Couto is a lawyer with
“capital letters,” enthuse sources, and is able
to solve “clients’ problems in a sustainable
manner, whilst all the while maintaining a
cordial relationship with other parties.”

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
This firm is perhaps best known for its top-
notch corporate/M&A practice but offers
comprehensive environment advice with a
strong focus on consulting. The environ-
ment department gives full support to
transactions, as well as assisting clients with
an array of other matters including con-
tamination and solid waste. In a standout
case, it advised Banco Itaú BBA, Banco
Standard de Investimentos and Linhares
Geração on environmental aspects related
to the issuance of BRL184 million promis-
sory notes by Linhares Geração to finance
the construction and operation of a ther-
moelectric power plant. Roberta
Leonhardt (see p.310) is the foremost envi-
ronment specialist at the firm and led the
team in the above case.

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
“Mattos Filho is a full-service firm with many
highly experienced and business-driven pro-
fessionals who offer a pragmatic approach to
Brazilian law.” This firm has a team of five
lawyers dedicated to environmental prac-

tice. The group provides both consulting
and litigation advice to a client list that
includes pharmaceutical companies, invest-
ment banks, mining and power companies.
Highlights include advising Philips do
Brasil on the drafting of legal frameworks to
establish a national reverse collection regu-
lation for fluorescent lamps and related
administrative and judicial proceedings.
Eduardo Damião Gonçalves (see p.295) is
“a brilliant lawyer and one of the most busi-
ness-oriented members of this firm,” accord-
ing to one client. Sources also admire Rafael
Fernando Feldmann (see p.302) for his
objective approach to cases.

Milaré Advogados
See Profile p.385
This boutique offers specialist environmen-
tal knowledge and is highly recommended
by peers as one of the best in this area. The
team’s expertise covers an array of environ-
mental legal aspects and counts on the pro-
ficiency of its most prominent lawyer, Édis
Milaré. He has a stellar reputation among
peers and industry specialists due to his
“extensive experience in the area and his
impressive intellect.” Walter José Senise is
another highly praised member of the
team. Sources commend his “business-ori-
ented, solution-driven approach and techni-
cal knowledge.”

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This full-service firm has one of the largest
and most respected environment teams in
the country and a well-developed climate
change practice. This group houses lawyers
specialised in both environmental litigation
and consultation who are widely praised for
their commercial acumen and solution-
driven approach. Antonio José Monteiro
(see p.318) is a recognised authority in the
area. Sources say: “He is a reference point for
environment and was the person responsible
for building Pinheiro Neto’s reputation in this
area.” Werner Grau Neto (see p.306) is
described as “a spectacular lawyer, who has
an exceptional understanding of the subject
and the sector.” He is also highly commend-
ed for his knowledge of carbon credit
issues. He advised Florestal Santa Maria on
the development of its REDD+ and ESP
project. Luis Celso Cecilio Leite Ribeiro
(see p.293) is an intelligent lawyer who is
developing an impressive profile in the sec-
tor.

Environment
Leading Individuals
Star individuals
Milaré Édis Milaré Advogados

Band 1
de Bessa Antunes Paulo Bessa Antunes ✳

Graça Couto Oscar Lobo & Ibeas Advogados
Grau Neto Werner Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Mathias Baptista Adriana TozziniFreire ✳

Monteiro Antonio José Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 2
Carneiro Ricardo Carneiro & Souza Advogados
de Faria Tabet Fernando Tabet Advogados
Pinheiro Pedro Antonio Fernando Pinheiro
Sant’Anna Luiz Fernando Henry Demarest 
Senise Walter José Milaré Advogados

Band 3
Braga Carlos Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch ✳

Damião Gonçalves Eduardo Mattos Filho, Veiga ✳

Mendo Gomes de Souza Marcelo Carneiro 
Rebello Horta Julio Andrade & Fichtner ✳

Reis Antonio Augusto Bichara, Barata, Costa 
Silva Pereira Marcio Schmidt, Valois, Miranda ✳

Band 4
Leonhardt Roberta Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Behera Rabinovici Julia Demarest e Almeida
Paschoal Nogueira Simone Siqueira Castro 
Paulino Heloisa Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch ✳

Rezende Vidigal Vera Antici Vidigal Werneck

Associates to watch
Bezerra Luiz Gustavo Tauil & Chequer Avogados ✳

Cecilio Leite Ribeiro Luis Celso Pinheiro Neto ✳

de Oliveira Sasdelli Fabrizio Lobo & de Rizzo ✳

Feldmann Rafael Fernando Mattos Filho, Veiga ✳

Limonta Esteves Grizzi Ana Luci Veirano ✳

Pastor Alves Pereira Thiago Rolim, Viotti & Leite ✳

Environment: Climate Change
Leading Firms

Band 1
Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 2
TozziniFreire Advogados ✳
✳

Indicates firm/individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Pinheiro Pedro Advogados
See Profile p.393
This boutique specialises in environmental
matters and has over 25 years’ experience in
the sector. The team offers a wide variety of
services, split into separate sub-depart-
ments that include licensing, biodiversity,
climate change, infrastructure, territorial
environmental restrictions and dispute res-
olution. Name partner Antonio Fernando
Pinheiro Pedro is the most prominent
member of the team and is well known for
his academic activities and institutional
connections.

Rolim, Viotti & Leite Campos
Advogados
See Profile p.397
This six-lawyer department is praised for its
“expertise, objectivity and proactivity.”
Clients are also impressed by the group’s
commitment and ability to understand
their needs. According to sources: “The
team presents solutions which give the neces-
sary support to clients’ decisions and are also
sensitive to costs.” Clients single out Thiago
Pastor Alves Pereira (see p.322), saying:
“He has the legal expertise and the ability to
apply it practically, whilst always considering
how it might affect his client’s business.”

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch
Advogados
See Profile p.405
Souza Cescon enjoys a glowing reputation
for its prowess in project finance and M&A
and is fast gaining a reputation in the envi-
ronmental sector. The seven-lawyer team
specialises in several aspects of environ-
mental law and acts as a strong pillar of sup-
port to transactions. It also habitually assists
clients with litigation proceedings and
other specific environmental matters. The
team advised a multinational mining com-
pany on the negotiation of consent agree-
ments related to the renewal of its environ-
mental licences. Carlos Braga (see p.289)
brings both dispute resolution and environ-
mental expertise to the table and offers in-
depth knowledge of the market, according
to sources. Heloisa Paulino (see p.322) has
over 10 years’ experience in this area and
provides invaluable support to clients.

Tabet Advogados
Much of the success of this highly spe-
cialised environmental boutique can be
attributed to founding partner Fernando
de Faria Tabet. He is hailed by sources as
“an exceptional lawyer and a real reference
point in the market: he is specialised, dedicat-

ed, constantly available and thinks outside
the box.” This compact firm offers tailor-
made consulting and litigation advice on a
variety of environment matters and is par-
ticularly active in the energy and agribusi-
ness sectors. The firm is also notably a
member of RIELA, an international net-
work specialised in environmental legisla-
tion in Latin America.

Tauil & Chequer Advogados in
association with Mayer Brown
LLP
See Profile p.407
This firm brings a winning combination of
a fantastic reputation in the oil and gas sec-
tor alongside a strong local and internation-
al client portfolio to its environmental prac-
tice. Sources say: “This firm is a benchmark
for oil and gas and provides the necessary
support on environmental matters.” The
team assists clients with dispute resolution,
compliance and consultancy in a range of
sectors, including oil and gas, power, min-
ing and agribusiness. Luiz Gustavo Bezerra
(see p.288) leads the practice and enjoys a
growing reputation in the field.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
TozziniFreire’s environment practice has
over ten years’ experience. The department
fields a dedicated group of one partner and
four associates and also relies on the firm’s
full-service capabilities and resources. The
team provides advice on a number of envi-
ronmental matters and recently has been
particularly active in advising clients on
solid waste policies. Adriana Mathias
Baptista (see p.315) established the depart-
ment and is revered for her profound
understanding of the sector. The team is
also increasingly singled out for its climate
change prowess and has been heavily
involved in developing this area in Brazil.
Vladimir Miranda Abreu is the principal
contact for climate change matters.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
This full-service firm is active across multi-
ple environmental areas and its worldwide
network attracts a large international client
base. The group comprises two partners
and five associates, who have the necessary
expertise to handle the most demanding
and complex aspects of environmental law.
In recent highlights, the group has been
involved in polemic contamination cases,

mediations and in advising on the regulari-
sation of partnership agreements relating to
sensitive forestry issues. Vera Rezende
Vidigal left the firm in July 2011.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
This firm has a strong energy and natural
resources practice and its environment
expertise is certainly no exception. This ten-
lawyer group is described as “efficient and
skilled” and sources are unanimous in their
praise for its client care skills. It provides
advice on a broad range of environmental
matters to a host of prominent clients,
including Nokia, Odebrecht, ENEL Brasil
Participações and Philip Morris Brasil. Ana
Luci Limonta Esteves Grizzi (see p.311) is
noted for her “agility, creativity and careful
analysis.”

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança
See Profile p.415
This “very high-end law firm that offers per-
sonalised services” counts on a compact
environmental team which impresses
clients with its consistently high-quality
work. In a highlight, the team advised
Consórcio Estreito Energia on a number of
consulting and litigation matters related to
the construction of the UHE Estreito
hydroelectric power plant. Sergio André
Laclau and Cecília Vidigal Monteiro de
Barros are the main contacts for clients.

Other Notable Practitioners
Paulo de Bessa Antunes (see p.296) of
Bessa Antunes Advogados enjoys a leg-
endary reputation in the area and is singled
out for his profound knowledge and his
academic credentials. Marcio Silva Pereira
(see p.331) brings invaluable knowledge to
Schmidt, Valois, Miranda, Ferreira e Agel –
Advogados due to his former experience as
in-house counsel at Vale. Sources draw
attention to his solution-driven approach.
Simone Paschoal Nogueira of Siqueira
Castro Advogados has an impressive under-
standing of the environmental sector. Vera
Rezende Vidigal set up her own firm Antici
Vidigal Werneck Advogados in July 2011
and is a well-respected name in the market.
Sources also highlight Fabrizio de Oliveira
Sasdelli (see p.298) of Lobo & de Rizzo
Advogados as an affable lawyer and com-
mend his availability and the ease with
which he works with clients.
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INSURANCE

Band 1

Ernesto Tzirulnik Advocacia
Few firms match this specialist’s reputation
in the market. Founded in 1984, it is well
regarded for its expert consulting advice on
insurance and reinsurance matters and is
widely considered one of the best for insur-
ance litigation in Brazil. The group com-
prises 14 lawyers and focuses on complex
work, having participated in some of the
most emblematic cases in the country’s his-
tory. In such an example, the team is repre-
senting Companhia Siderúrgica Nacional
(CSN) in a claim against IRB-Brasil Re,
which aims to compel IRB to participate in
the renewal of CSN’s all-risks insurance
policy. This is the first litigation proceeding
of this nature in the country. Name partner
Ernesto Tzirulnik is highly recommended
for his expertise in the area and gains strong
praise for his litigation skills and client-ori-
ented service. Paulo Luiz de Toledo Piza is
also well regarded for his profound knowl-
edge of the insurance and reinsurance sec-
tors.

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
This full-service firm counts on an insur-
ance, reinsurance and pension team highly
regarded for its “expertise and dedication to
clients.” Sources also praise its timely
responses and understanding of clients’
businesses and emphasise the calibre of its
junior lawyers. The group consists of two
partners and nine associates and covers
consulting and litigation matters, both on
the judicial and administrative sides.
Highlights include advising UBF Seguros
on matters regarding the consolidation of
control by Swiss Re and the investment by
IFC. Marcelo Mansur Haddad (see p.314)
is “without a single doubt, one of the best
insurance lawyers in the country. The combi-
nation of his knowledge and client care makes
him distinct.” Amadeu Carvalhaes Ribeiro
(see p.292) is a welcome recent addition to
the group. Sources commend his technical
skills in insurance and antitrust and envis-
age that he will prove to be a strong boost to
this busy department.

Band 2

Pellon & Associados Advocacia
With over two decades of experience in the
sector, this firm is a strong player in the
insurance and reinsurance arena. This large
team provides consulting and litigation
advice to a client roster that includes promi-
nent insurance and reinsurance corpora-
tions such as Bradesco Seguros, Porto
Seguros and Instituto de Resseguros do
Brasil. Founding partner Luís Felipe Pellon
stands out for his extensive industry back-
ground. He leads the team which is assisting
Bradesco Auto/Re Companhia de Seguros
in claims involving the crash of an Embraer
Bandeirante aircraft in the Amazonian city
of Manacapuru in February 2009. Sergio
Ruy Barroso de Mello is another well-
respected member of the team.

Penteado Mendonça Advocacia
With its origins dating back to 1860, this
boutique is well regarded for the know-how
of its professionals and its dedication to the
insurance and reinsurance sector. The firm
has a team of around ten lawyers and corre-
spondents across the country. The group
provides assistance to clients on both con-
sulting and litigation matters, with a partic-
ularly strong presence in the infrastructure
and transport sectors. Name partner
Antonio Penteado Mendonça is the key
member of the team and is highly praised
for his profound understanding of the area.

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança
See Profile p.415
“This firm inspires confidence and presents
very good results.” XBB climbs the ranking
following enthusiastic praise from both
peers and clients. The two-partner and
three-associate team has a client roster that
includes a large number of national and
international insurance and reinsurance
companies. The group is highly regarded
for its consulting advice and is also well
known for its capable handling of con-
tentious matters. Sources acknowledge their
satisfaction with the team’s understanding
of the international and local reinsurance
market and extol its language skills. Luis
Augusto Roux Azevedo (see p.328) is com-
mended for his proficiency in the sector and
proactive approach. “It gives us peace of
mind to know he is our legal adviser,” enthus-
es one client. Sources also describe Roberto
Liesegang (see p.311) as a “dedicated lawyer,

Insurance
Leading Firms

Band 1
Ernesto Tzirulnik Advocacia
Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

Band 2
Pellon & Associados Advocacia
Penteado Mendonça Advocacia
Xavier Bernardes e Bragança ✳

Band 3
Andrade & Fichtner Advogados ✳

Azevedo Sette Advogados ✳

Demarest e Almeida ✳

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

Sergio Bermudes Advogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Band 4
Levy & Salomão Advogados
Mandaliti Advogados ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Leading Individuals

Band 1
Mansur Haddad Marcelo Mattos Filho, Veiga ✳

Pellon Luís Felipe Pellon & Associados Advocacia
Penteado Mendonça Antonio Penteado
Pimentel Ayrton Pimentel e Associados Advocacia
Tzirulnik Ernesto Ernesto Tzirulnik Advocacia

Band 2
Barroso de Mello Sergio Ruy Pellon
Carvalhaes Ribeiro Amadeu Mattos Filho, Veiga ✳

de Toledo Piza Paulo Luiz Ernesto Tzirulnik 
Rondina Mandaliti Renato Tadeu Mandaliti ✳

Roux Azevedo Luis Augusto Xavier Bernardes ✳

Band 3
Liesegang Roberto Xavier Bernardes e Bragança ✳

Máximo dos Santos João Marcelo Demarest
Rios da Rocha Dinir Salvador Azevedo Sette ✳

Tavares de Mello Anna Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Viegas Marta TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Band 4
Gonçalves Neto Diógenes M Pinheiro Neto ✳

Montgomery Neil Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Avila de Castro Eduardo Machado, Meyer ✳

Miranda Raphael Sergio Bermudes Advogados

Associates to watch
Bueno Siqueira Nunes Maria TozziniFreire✳

Tavares de Lyra Tomaz Andrade & Fichtner ✳

✳ Indicates firm/individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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who is able to provide detailed and unbiased
advice.”

Band 3

Andrade & Fichtner Advogados
See Profile p.342
This firm has a growing insurance practice
and counts on the expertise of one of the
best litigation and arbitration teams in the
country. The team consists of two partners
and four associates and provides consulting
advice, as well as litigation assistance, to
renowned insurance and reinsurance com-
panies. Highlights include advising
Marítima Seguros on a DPVAT insurance
claim of around USD480 million filed by
the Associação dos Mutuários e
Consumidores do Brasil. Tomaz Tavares de
Lyra (see p.333) is the team’s most visible
insurance expert and is praised for his
knowledge and experience in the sector.

Azevedo Sette Advogados
See Profile p.344
This firm is commended for the “high qual-
ity of its services and calibre of its profession-
als.” Clients are particularly impressed with
this team’s ability to go “beyond what is
requested” to best attend their needs. The
group has a strong regulatory and consult-
ing practice and is particularly well versed
in D&O. Insurance litigation is another
strong suit and is handled by a separate
team focused exclusively on this area. Dinir
Salvador Rios da Rocha (see p.327) is the
standout name in this team. He is highly
recommended for his “availability and
know-how in the sector.”

Demarest e Almeida
See Profile p.357
Demarest has a traditional insurance, rein-
surance, private pension and healthcare
plans practice, which provides consulting
and litigation advice to major clients such
as Ace Seguros, MAPFRE and Bradesco
Seguros. On the consulting side, the group
advises clients on a wide array of matters,
including the design of new products and
operations and the wording of contracts, as
well as assisting clients with formulating
suggestions for rules discussed at public
hearings. On the litigation side, the depart-
ment is currently handling over 14,500
claims of a complex and mass litigation
nature. João Marcelo Máximo dos Santos
leads the team and is highly recommended
for his profound understanding of the area.
He assisted ABER during the discussion of

the Provisional Measure n. MP-472/2009,
converted in the Law n. 12.249/2010, that
regulated the inspection tax to be paid by
insurance companies and by local and
admitted reinsurers.

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich
Advogados e Consultores Legais
See Profile p.361
Felsberg e Associados has an insurance and
reinsurance team which is hailed as “com-
plete, responsive, with excellent knowledge of
English and a strong understanding of inter-
national clients’ interests.” The group repre-
sents multinational corporations, brokers
and insurance and reinsurance companies
in an array of consulting matters.
Highlights include advising Turkish
Airlines on insurance cover for its aircraft
fleet flying to Brazil and on health insurance
matters. Neil Montgomery (see p.319)
leads the team. He is described as a “talent-
ed lawyer with excellent client care skills, and
is a recognised specialist in this area.”

Sergio Bermudes Advogados
See Profile p.400
A leader in the fields of litigation and arbi-
tration, Sergio Bermudes Advogados has a
dedicated insurance practice that advises
the main brokers and insurance and rein-
surance companies in the country. The
team provides legal assistance for both con-
sulting and litigation matters. It also houses
a number of lawyers specialised in fields
such as health, life insurance, pension plan-
ning, and motor and transport liability
insurance. Raphael Miranda is a young
partner at the firm and is well regarded by
peers for his litigation skills.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
This full-service firm has a reputable insur-
ance and reinsurance team which is able to
assist clients in a variety of matters. In addi-
tion to its well-respected litigation practice,
the group wins particular praise for its cor-
porate/M&A expertise and cross-border
capabilities in the insurance arena. As an
example, its recent highlights include advis-
ing Principal Financial Services on its suc-
cessful bid to establish a partnership with
Banco do Brasil in the business of life and
pension. Marta Viegas (see p.336) is recom-
mended for her “knowledge in pension and
financial services matters as well as having a
good background in other areas of law.”
Meanwhile, sources offer effusive praise for
Maria Beatriz Bueno Siqueira Nunes (see

p.290) for her “prompt responses and good
understanding of clients’ issues and interests.”

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
This insurance and reinsurance practice
capably blends its regulatory knowledge
with the firm’s corporate/M&A expertise.
As well as advising clients on M&A transac-
tions related to the sector, the group has
been busy advising on the registration of
reinsurance companies. The group is
praised for its business acumen and also
highlighted for the connections and addi-
tional benefits derived from Baker’s world-
wide network. Anna Tavares de Mello (see
p.333) leads the team and is commended
for her transactional skills and knowledge
of the sector. She co-ordinated the team
advising Swiss Re on the corporate restruc-
turing of UBF Seguros and UBF
Participações. The process enabled Swiss Re
to become the majority direct shareholder
in UBF Seguros, duly allowing it to enter the
insurance market in Brazil directly.

Band 4

Levy & Salomão Advogados
This compact insurance and reinsurance
department has a strong client portfolio in
the sector. The group advises clients on a
range of consulting and litigation matters,
including the constitution of insurance and
reinsurance companies and insurance liti-
gation related to the aviation and steel
industries. Sources indicate that the team is
in a state of transition following the depar-
ture of one of its key partners and are
watching its progress closely. Marcelo Vieira
Rechtman is the main contact for clients.

Mandaliti Advogados
See Profile p.379
This newcomer impresses clients with its
“profound knowledge and strong business
vision.” The insurance, reinsurance, pension
and health department is made up of 24
lawyers who advise a number of prestigious
clients on both consulting and litigation
aspects of insurance law. This group’s high
reputation in this field is strongly attributed
to name partner Renato Tadeu Rondina
Mandaliti (see p.328). He is lauded for his
in-depth “knowledge and experience in the
area, combined with his creativity when pre-
senting solutions.”
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Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This legal powerhouse is one of the coun-
try’s best-known full-service players and
has a growing profile in the insurance sec-
tor. The group consists of a multidiscipli-
nary team that provides advice to promi-
nent clients such as Ace Seguros, Mitsui
Sumitomo Seguros and Zurich. It handles a
range of consulting and litigation work,
including D&O, environmental and engi-
neering liabilities, as well as life insurance.

Clients say: “This firm has lawyers with
international experience who are specialised
in a number of areas. It also has the advan-
tage of maintaining a good balance between
junior and senior attorneys.” Diógenes
Gonçalves Neto (see p.306) provides
invaluable support and is singled out for his
rising profile in the sector. Sources describe
him as a “knowledgeable lawyer who is
always available and provides an efficient
service.”

Other Notable Practitioners
Ayrton Pimentel of Pimentel e Associados
Advocacia is highly experienced and
respected in the market. Sources laud him
as a “reference point in life insurance in the
country.” Eduardo Avila de Castro (see
p.285) is building a well-respected insur-
ance and reinsurance practice at Machado,
Meyer, Sendacz e Opice and is commended
for his knowledge of the sector.

INSURANCE LOCALLY BASED INTERNATIONAL COUNSEL

Band 1

Clyde & Co
This firm is a worldwide leader in the insur-
ance legal market. Clyde & Co has a dedi-
cated Latin America practice with over 20
years of experience in the region. The
Brazilian office is located in Rio de Janeiro
and covers the full spectrum of insurance
and reinsurance issues from both an
English and an international law stand-
point. Practice head Stirling Leech is an
experienced UK lawyer who has a deep
understanding of the local market. He is
fluent in both Portuguese and Spanish.
Elizabeth Leonhardt is also a highly respect-
ed figure in the Brazilian insurance market.
Based in London, she acts as a consultant
for Clyde & Co’s Latin American and insur-
ance/reinsurance departments, and is high-
ly commended for her knowledge of the
sector.

Band 2

Barlow Lyde & Gilbert LLP
This UK firm brings its insurance and rein-
surance expertise to Brazil. Its recently
opened office is developing a strong reputa-
tion in the region and is making a name for
itself as a firm which offers top-quality
solutions and an efficient approach. Based
in São Paulo, this compact team provides
UK and international law advice primarily
on aviation and insurance-related matters.
Jeremy Shebson leads the practice. He is a
UK lawyer who splits his time between the
firm’s London and São Paulo offices. He has
extensive experience of representing clients
in major disaster cases. Based in São Paulo,
Fernando Albino is an associate director
and is well regarded for his ability to keep
up to date with legislative changes. He is
qualified in Portugal and the UK.

Insurance: 
Locally based International Counsel
Leading Firms

Band 1
Clyde & Co

Band 2
Barlow Lyde & Gilbert LLP

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Band 1

Dannemann, Siemsen, Bigler &
Ipanema Moreira
This IP heavyweight houses a team of high-
ly experienced lawyers, patent attorneys,
engineers, industrial property agents and
dedicated paralegals. The group offers the
full range of IP services having, over the 110
years of its existence, developed its range to
cover franchising, licensing, domain names,
software, ambush marketing and unfair
competition. The firm also has strength in
litigation, and its IP enforcement practice
has lately been particularly active, handling
border measures and anti-counterfeiting
criminal seizures. Clients champion the
firm’s “outstanding work and client service.”
Luiz Henrique do Amaral is highly respect-
ed and singled out by sources as “a real ref-
erence point in the area.” He has an exempla-
ry track record for a wide range of IP mat-
ters, and also leads the firm’s franchise prac-
tice, representing major Brazilian and for-
eign franchises. José Antonio Faria Correa
is another highly esteemed leading lawyer.

He is instructed in a variety of matters,
including trade marks, geographical indica-
tions, copyright, software, contracts, e-com-
merce, competition law and litigation.
Senior statesman Peter Dirk Siemsen is
widely considered to be the authority on IP
law: “He’s the first name that comes to mind
as a leading lawyer in the area.” Peter
Eduardo Siemsen is a skilled all-rounder
who receives warm praise from commenta-
tors, though some note that his November
2010 election as president of Fluminense
Football Club will inevitably eat into his
time. Gustavo de Freitas Morais is
renowned for his great knowledge of the
pharmaceutical industry.

Momsen, Leonardos & Cia.
This highly respected group has an out-
standing IP reputation and attracts consis-
tent praise for its thorough expertise and
advice. Trade mark and patent law are cor-
nerstones of the practice, but the lawyers
handle a wide range of matters, including
designs, advertising, anti-counterfeiting,
prosecution and litigation. The team has
lately been particularly active in assisting
clients on issues related to technology
transfer. The firm assists a range of presti-
gious clients, who appreciate its “complete
assistance and technical expertise.” Luiz
Leonardos is considered “one of the prime
IP lawyers in the country,” and is lauded for
his “great commitment and vast knowledge of
trade marks, patents and copyright.” Gabriel
Francisco Leonardos is a “brilliant IP
lawyer” who also receives praise for his tax
expertise, which is “an added asset when it
comes to contractual work.” Elisabeth
Kasznar Fekete is an “outstanding profes-
sional who elevates the firm to a higher level.”
She is especially well respected for her con-
tractual know-how. Otto Banho Licks
debuts in the table having received enthusi-
astic recommendations from market
observers. He is particularly noted for his
patent litigation capabilities.

Band 2

Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão
See Profile p.345
This strong corporate firm also houses a
highly successful IP practice, the result of a
2008 fusion with IP boutique Carminatti
Schulz. The group has recently been partic-
ularly active advising on licensing matters,

with highlight engagements including pro-
viding brand sublicence advice to Leitbom,
in negotiations with Parmalat Brasil, and to
Associated British Foods and AB Brasil, in
negotiations with Hersheys. The team has
also been handling a considerable volume
of IP litigation work and counselled cos-
metics company Biotherm, part of the
L’Oréal Group, in a successful trade mark
infringement suit filed against a Brazilian
company. Sources highlight the team’s
“great responsiveness and cost-effective
advice,” and long-standing clients com-
mend its emphasis on quality, reporting
that “the team hasn’t compromised on high
standards since joining a big corporate firm.”
Practice head Antonella Carminatti (see
p.291) has extensive experience in patents,
trade marks, industrial designs and copy-
right, and is described as a “fantastic
lawyer.” Claudia Schulz (see p.330), whose
practice covers transactional and litigation
matters, is commended for her “client serv-
ice, responsiveness and hard work.”

Bhering Advogados
See Profile p.347
This IP boutique has a long-held reputation
for excellence and a strong roster of region-
al and international clients. It advises across
the spectrum of IP matters and features
most prominently on the patents side,
which accounts for approximately 50% of
the firm’s activity. The team is experienced
in representing clients in patent infringe-
ment demands and general litigation. On
the trade mark side, its lawyers are heavily
engaged in prosecution, monitoring and
surveillance, in Brazil and abroad. The team
earns plaudits for its rapid and personalised
service, and clients also appreciate the flexi-
ble fees. The firm’s headquarters are in Rio
de Janeiro and it also maintains offices in
São Paulo and Curitiba, from where the
team supports renowned clients such as
Renault, Nissan, GVT and the International
Olympic Committee. Founding partner
Pedro Bhering is involved in all aspects of
trade marks, licensing, copyright and unfair
competition. Sources report that he is “a
very knowledgeable lawyer and a definite ref-
erence point in the market.”

Daniel Advogados
This IP boutique is highly reputed for its
patent and trade mark work and respected
as a strong general IP practice. Clients
praise the “very helpful transactional advice,”

Intellectual Property
Leading Firms

Band 1
Dannemann, Siemsen, Bigler & Ipanema 
Momsen, Leonardos & Cia.

Band 2
Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Bhering Advogados ✳

Daniel Advogados
Di Blasi, Parente & Associados ✳

Gusmão & Labrunie
Montaury Pimenta, Machado & Vieira
Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 3
Advocacia Pietro Ariboni – Ariboni, Fabbri 
Soerensen Garcia Advogados Associados

Band 4
Demarest e Almeida ✳

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Siqueira Castro Advogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Band 5
Azevedo Sette Advogados ✳

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch Advogados ✳

Tauil & Chequer Avogados ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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and the lawyers recently successfully repre-
sented Intel and Skechers in trade mark lit-
igation matters. Ricardo Pinho is a
renowned lawyer noted for the quality of
his work. He has a very broad practice but
has been particularly involved in anti-coun-
terfeiting activities. Guilherme de Mattos
Abrantes is praised for his patents expertise

and for being “responsive and sensitive to
client expectations.” Associate Fabio Dias is
an emerging name singled out by commen-
tators as “a real asset to the firm.”

Di Blasi, Parente & Associados
See Profile p.360
This specialised firm houses a strong and
experienced team that earns glowing
reviews for its broad IP practice. The firm
also offers business transaction expertise
and regulatory capabilities, all from a team
of “very responsive lawyers with a strong
technical background.” Peers express “great
admiration and respect for the firm,” while
clients celebrate its “very competitive fee
arrangements.” Gabriel Di Blasi (see p.299)
wins praise for his engineering background
and has an excellent all-round reputation:
“He’s quite fantastic.” Paulo Parente (see
p.322) is a client favourite due to his “great
dedication, hard work and business-oriented
approach.” José Carlos Vaz e Dias left the
firm in July 2011.

Gusmão & Labrunie
This mid-sized firm is exclusively dedicated
to IP law and has a fine reputation based on
the strength and depth of its expertise. The
talented team handles all manner of IP mat-
ters but is most active in patents and gener-
al litigation. The team assists clients
through all stages of the decision-making
process, on issues relating to the manage-
ment and protection of IP rights. Its client
base is comprised of high-profile local and
international companies, including
Unilever, L’Oréal, Ford, GE and sanofi-
aventis. Clients laud the high-quality serv-
ice and advice that is “clear, practical, helpful
and timely.” José Roberto Gusmão is a well-
respected lawyer with extensive experience
in IP litigation. He co-heads the practice
together with Jacques Labrunie, another
seasoned litigator who also handles tech-
nology transfer and licence agreements.
Ana Paula Celidonio is more focused on
patent and consultancy work and is warmly
recommended by market sources.

Montaury Pimenta, Machado &
Vieira de Mello
This boutique IP house is the product of the
May 2010 merger of Montaury Pimenta
Machado & Lioce and Vieira de Mello, both
respected IP firms in their own right. The
new entity naturally has greater capacity
and provides the full range of IP services,
though it remains best recognised by peers
for its trade mark registration work. “The
firm gives great quality service, works closely

with clients and is very agile,” say sources.
Luiz Edgard Montaury Pimenta is an
experienced partner who focuses on trade
mark and general IP litigation. “He’s
extremely dynamic, intelligent and hands-on
– all the qualities of a top lawyer,” say clients.
Senior partner Eduardo Magalhães
Machado handles trade marks, franchising
and technology transfer matters.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
This firm enjoys tremendous market
respect and has vast experience in providing
advice on IP matters to local and interna-
tional clients. It is much sought-after for
contracts work, and more specifically for
R&D and technology transfer matters. It
frequently assists clients on licensing, con-
tracts and franchising, and provides sector-
specific expertise in competition, adminis-
trative and labour law. The team has recent-
ly seen an increase in IP portfolio manage-
ment work and continues to be involved in
large cross-border engagements, stemming
from the firm’s relationship with Baker &
McKenzie. Clients hail the firm’s anti-coun-
terfeiting work and generally praise an IP
service characterised by “great responsive-
ness and first-rate practical advice.” Practice
leader Esther Miriam Flesch (see p.303)
wins plaudits for her contract expertise and
understanding of the full IP spectrum: “She
adds value in any area,” say sources. Flávia
Maria Vasconcelos Pereira (see p.335) is
praised for her technical skills and deft han-
dling of matters before the INPI (National
Industrial Property Institute). Flávia
Rebello Pereira returned to the firm in
2011 after a period at Barretto Ferreira,
Kujawski e Brancher. She is described by
commentators as a “talented young lawyer”
while also winning praise for her “vast
knowledge and experience, great confidence
and seniority.”

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
This sizeable practice wins acclaim as an
accomplished IP unit operating within the
structure of a full-service firm. The IP
department is dedicated to the registration,
licensing, protection and enforcement of IP
rights. On the patents side, the lawyers are
supported by a team of technicians with
diverse scientific backgrounds, including
chemistry, biotechnology and pharmacolo-
gy. Partner Valdir de Oliveira Rocha Filho
(see p.298) leads the practice from Rio and

Intellectual Property
Leading Individuals
Senior Statesmen
Siemsen Peter Dirk Dannemann, Siemsen, Bigler 

Band 1
Amaral Luiz Henrique O do Dannemann
Gusmão José Roberto Gusmão & Labrunie
Leonardos Gabriel Francisco Momsen
Leonardos Luiz Momsen, Leonardos & Cia.

Band 2
Bhering Pedro Bhering Advogados
Carminatti Antonella Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Correa José Antonio BL Faria Dannemann
de Freitas Morais Gustavo Dannemann
de Oliveira Rocha Filho Valdir Veirano ✳

Di Blasi Gabriel Di Blasi, Parente & Associados ✳

Kasznar Fekete Elisabeth Momsen, Leonardos
Labrunie Jacques Gusmão & Labrunie
Montaury Pimenta Luiz Edgard Montaury
Schulz Claudia Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Soerensen Garcia Mario Soerensen Garcia

Band 3
Banho Licks Otto Momsen, Leonardos & Cia.
Campello Lopes Tatiana Demarest e Almeida
Celidonio Ana Paula Gusmão & Labrunie
de Ouro Preto Santos Rodrigo A Siqueira Castro
Fabbri Jr Hélio Advocacia Pietro Ariboni
Flesch Esther Miriam Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Kung Angela Fan Chi Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Magalhães Machado Eduardo Montaury
Matos Jr Luis Fernando Matos & Associados 
Pinho Ricardo Daniel Advogados

Band 4
Denicoli Schmidt Lélio Advocacia Pietro Ariboni 
Parente Paulo Di Blasi, Parente & Associados ✳

Siemsen Peter Eduardo Dannemann, Siemsen
Vasconcelos Pereira Flávia Maria Trench, Rossi ✳

Vieira de Campos Fernando Jucá Pietro
Waksman Ejnisman Marcela TozziniFreire ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Cammarota de Abreu Fabíola Carolina Souza ✳

de Mattos Abrantes Guilherme Daniel 
Provedel Leticia Veirano Advogados ✳

Rebello Pereira Flávia Trench, Rossi e Watanabe 
Spiewak Benny ZCBS - Zancaner Costa, Bastos
Zonaro Giacchetta André Pinheiro Neto ✳

Associates to watch
Dias Fabio Daniel Advogados
Montellano Evelyn Tauil & Chequer Avogados ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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draws acclaim for “being proactive and sug-
gesting straightforward ways to proceed.”
Leticia Provedel (see p.325) oversees the
São Paulo-based IP wing and was promot-
ed to partner in January 2011. She is partic-
ularly commended for her trade marks
work and sources describe her as “accom-
plished, efficient and very dedicated to
clients.“ 

Band 3

Advocacia Pietro Ariboni –
Ariboni, Fabbri & Advogados
Associados
This traditional IP firm is respected for the
breadth of its practice and its long track
record in the field. The firm covers all man-
ner of IP matters, and also handles general
corporate law, antitrust and litigation.
Hélio Fabbri Jr has been active on the São
Paulo IP scene for more than 20 years and
has earned a solid all-round reputation,
though he is deemed especially adept at lit-
igation. The “creative and intelligent”
Fernando Jucá Vieira de Campos is anoth-
er strong member of the team, and the
department is complemented by Lélio
Denicoli Schmidt, who is described as “an
impeccable first-class IP litigator.”

Soerensen Garcia Advogados
Associados
This IP boutique has quickly gained a
foothold in the Brazilian market since its
foundation in 2007. The team is composed
of nine professionals fully dedicated to the
area. They advise on an extensive range of
issues and have lately been particularly
active assisting clients with litigation and
anti-counterfeiting matters. Its client roster
includes highly reputed multinational com-
panies, with recent highlights including
representing Moleskine SRL in a trade mark
infringement dispute. Much of the firm’s
success is attributed to name partner Mario
Soerensen Garcia, who has extensive expe-
rience of advising local and international
clients on litigation, trade mark, trade dress,
image rights and copyright matters.

Band 4

Demarest e Almeida
See Profile p.357
This IP practice has a solid reputation for
handling a wide range of contract, trade
mark, patent and copyright matters, advis-
ing on all aspects of IP protection and man-

agement. Its client base is composed of a
mix of local and international companies
from a variety of industries, including soft-
ware, automobile, sports and marketing.
Sources highlight the “quality service, great
results and trustworthy advice, all at a com-
petitive price.” Tatiana Campello Lopes is
the head of the IP department and recog-
nised for her patents and trade mark
expertise. “She knows how to meet a client’s
expectations,” say sources, who also high-
light the fact that “she’s mindful of the tech-
nical nuances on the engineering side of
patent work.”

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA)
See Profile p.368
This full-service firm’s IP and innovation
department focuses on the most highly reg-
ulated sectors. Biotechnology, food, enter-
tainment, media, broadcasting and, espe-
cially, pharmaceuticals are all areas of
strength, and the team provides ongoing
licensing and copyright assistance to the
likes of Globo Comunicaçoes and Rádio e
Televisão Bandeirantes. Clients praise the
group’s responsiveness, personalised service
and deep knowledge: “The team is extreme-
ly well qualified and provides excellent service
and reliable advice.” Gustavo Swenson and
Eloy Rizzo are the main contact points at
the firm for clients.

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This large one-stop shop offers a consistent-
ly high-quality service across the full range
of its practice groups, IP included. The IP
team comprises two partners and eight
lawyers, and is particularly visible assisting
local and international clients on technolo-
gy transfer and general contractual matters.
It has an impressive command of IP litiga-
tion and also provides full-coverage advice
on licensing and asset transfer issues related
to M&A transactions. Recent work includes
representing Cervejarias Kaiser on a com-
plex litigation case brought by Ambev,
relating to unfair competition. Angela Fan
Chi Kung (see p.309) is a prominent IP
expert who stands out for her “vast experi-
ence and knowledge of the field.” André
Zonaro Giacchetta (see p.339) has a solid
practice focused on IP litigation.

Siqueira Castro Advogados
See Profile p.403
This firm handles all aspects of IP work and
displays strong skills in prosecution and lit-
igation matters. Its impressive client roster
features a mix of local and international

names, including the likes of Ambev and
IKEA, and the firm handles all Petrobras’ IP
portfolio protection work. Rodrigo de
Ouro Preto Santos heads the firm’s IP prac-
tice and is a prominent market expert. He
focuses on trade mark, patent and copy-
right prosecution and litigation, as well as
technology transfer and internet matters.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
One of the country’s most accomplished
law firms, TozziniFreire’s IP practice is a key
component of its full-service offering. The
team handles a wide array of IP work and
assists international and local clients with
IP prosecution and litigation. It is particu-
larly active in technology transfer and con-
tractual matters, but also assists clients with
patents and trade mark filings. The firm
recently assisted Clariant in a patent discus-
sion with a potential supplier, and advised
Malaysian oil company Petronas on IP pro-
tection rights in Latin America. Marcela
Waksman Ejnisman (see p.337) is head of
the telecommunications, technology and IP
practice group and handles the firm’s most
significant IP instructions.

Band 5

Azevedo Sette Advogados
See Profile p.344
This full-service firm tackles the full range
of IP matters, covering copyright, trade
marks and patents, and handling filings, lit-
igation and prosecution before the IP
authorities. Recent work includes providing
ongoing assistance to Microsoft and BSA
(Business Software Alliance) on anti-coun-
terfeiting matters. The firm has offices in
Belo Horizonte, São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro,
Vitória, Brasília and Goiânia, and clients
cite its national coverage as a major selling
point. Eduardo Dinelli is the main contact.

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch
Advogados
See Profile p.405
This firm is best known for its corporate
finance practice but also runs a solid IP
operation. The department was established
in 2005 in order to meet increasing demand
from clients, and the five-lawyer team han-
dles due diligence, licensing agreements,
technology transfer and prosecution work.
Fabíola Carolina Lisboa Cammarota de
Abreu (see p.311) heads the practice and
has over 15 years’ experience. She divides
her time between IP, M&A and competition
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work, and sources say that “she provides fan-
tastic assistance and her client dedication
makes a huge difference.”

Tauil & Chequer Avogados in
association with Mayer Brown
LLP
See Profile p.407
This general practice firm is known for its
natural resources expertise and many of its
IP clients are industrials. The IP depart-
ment deals with patents, trade marks, copy-
right, unfair competition and trade secrets,
and the team is experienced in assisting
clients with strategic use of IP assets, prose-
cution, licensing and technology transfer
agreements. It recently assisted Dow

Agrosciences in an antitrust matter con-
cerning a non-exclusive patent licence
agreement, and provided general IP advice
to Weatherford on patent litigation and
prosecution matters. Senior associate
Evelyn Montellano (see p.318) is com-
mended for her expertise on patents and
technology transfer. “She’s an excellent
lawyer with sound knowledge, always up to
date,” say sources.

Other Notable Practitioners
Luis Fernando Matos Jr of Matos &
Associados – Advogados is a young IP
expert who has built up a strong reputation
over several years, with a practice fully ded-
icated to the area. He handles a wide range
of matters, including copyright, trade mark,
litigation and competition law, and
impresses sources with his depth of knowl-
edge. Benny Spiewak left Koury Lopes
Advogados (KLA) to join ZCBS - Zancaner
Costa, Bastos & Spiewak. He specialises in
IP and regulatory issues relating to hi-tech
and FDA-regulated industries. “He stands
out for his great knowledge and wealth of
experience, and for his up-to-date ideas and
solutions to our queries,” say clients.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE/WTO

Band 1

Demarest e Almeida
See Profile p.357
This firm has a ten-strong international
trade team, which clients describe as “excel-
lent, highly qualified and fast to respond to
developments on the ground.” It assists for-
eign exporters, local importers and players
from a range of industries affected by anti-
dumping investigations. In addition, the
team advises on customs matters, including
litigation relating to tariff classification,
special customs regimes and tax. It assisted
both Nike and the Brazilian Sports
Footwear Association (ABRAMESP) dur-
ing an emblematic anti-dumping case relat-
ing to footwear imports from China. José
Setti Diaz co-heads the practice and is well
known and respected for his specialisation
in anti-dumping cases. In recent work, Setti
Diaz defended a Hungarian glassine manu-

facturer involved in an anti-dumping case
brought by the Brazilian glassine industry.
Oswaldo Leite de Moraes Filho is the other
co-head and leads on customs-related
work, regularly representing the likes of
Nike and Unilever. Cinthia Battilani is
another key team member, highly praised
by market sources for her level of commit-
ment, timeliness and depth.

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This well-established trade team is made up
of three partners and nine associates based
in São Paulo and Brasília, and is consistent-
ly involved in high-profile anti-dumping
and tariff-related cases. Together with
Argentina’s Beccar Varela, the firm success-
fully represented Flint Group during an
anti-dumping investigation carried out by
the Argentinian authorities. This case
involved the importation of print inks from
Brazil and the firm was able to secure the
exclusion of the main product from the case
and reach an agreement with the authori-
ties with respect to the remainder.
Enthusiastic clients explain that “the service
provided by the team was totally tailor-made
and we obtained even better results than
expected.” Mauro Berenholc (see p.287)
leads the tariffs and customs-focused prac-
tice group, and is commended by clients for
his strategic thinking and “infallible ability
to come up with a solution to the trickiest of
problems.” Sources also praise the “expertise
and efficiency” of Renê Medrado (see
p.316), who leads on trade remedies work.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
This established, full-service firm features
one of the most respected international
trade departments in the market. The team
represents an enviable client portfolio of
import/export players and industry bodies,
and offers expertise in anti-dumping inves-
tigations, compliance, dispute resolution,
WTO work and tariff matters. In work
highlights, the firm represented Cosmed
during an anti-dumping investigation into
its importation of 20 ml glass bottles from
India, which was resolved in favour of the
client. Ana Teresa Caetano (see p.290) co-
heads the team and is praised across the
board by clients for being “customer-focused
and always available; she perfectly under-
stands our needs and tailors her solutions
accordingly.” Claudia Marques (see p.314)
is another standout lawyer at the firm,
described by clients as “extremely diligent
and a true team player.”

Band 2

L.O. Baptista Advogados
See Profile p.369
This firm has a highly regarded internation-
al trade law practice made up of eight
lawyers with expertise spanning the range
of trade remedies and trade strategies. It
recently won an award by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs to be the first Brazilian firm
to represent the Brazilian government
before the WTO. The team is headed by
Luiz Olavo Baptista (see p.286), a former
member and chair of the WTO’s appellate

International Trade/WTO
Leading Firms

Band 1
Demarest e Almeida ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 2
L.O. Baptista Advogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Band 3
Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e Brancher ✳

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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body and currently one of the most sought-
after international arbitrators. Cynthia
Kramer (see p.309) was part of the
Brazilian permanent mission before the
WTO in Geneva. Clients value her proven
experience in anti-dumping, and appreciate
that “she provides legal services clearly and
timely, fulfilling our brief to the letter.”
Juliana Oliveira Domingues (see p.321)
and Eduardo Felipe Matias and two other
names which stand out in the team.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
This full-service player has a respected
international trade practice comprising
three partners and four associates. Top
clients from the chemicals, paper and logis-
tics sectors seek out the firm’s comprehen-
sive skills across the full range of interna-
tional trade matters. Marcelo Calliari (see
p.291) is a lawyer and economist, and co-
chairs the antitrust and international trade
practice groups. He is currently the vice-
chair of the IBA trade and customs law

committee. Market commentators describe
him as “a great strategist and decision-
maker.” Shin Jae Kim (see p.309) heads the
Asian desk and has established a reputation
for compliance, customs and trade reme-
dies-related work. Clients also praise Vera
Kanas Grytz (see p.308), who recently
made partner, for combining a solid aca-
demic background with a hands-on, prag-
matic approach, which produces great
results.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
The trade department at this global firm
continues to play a significant role on the
market and often represents high-calibre
clients such as Avery Dennison, Oakley and
Cisco. The team is divided between the São
Paulo office, which focuses on foreign trade
agreements, customs regimes, tariff classifi-
cation and rules of origin, and the Brasília
office, which focuses on trade remedies and
WTO work. Many international clients are
attracted by the firm’s experience in co-
ordinating a defence based not only on
Brazilian law but also multilateral trade
rules, which is when access to the global
Baker & McKenzie network really comes
into its own. Francisco Todorov (see p.334)
is a leading partner in the anti-dumping
team and is praised for his vast experience
in the sector.

Band 3

Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e
Brancher Sociedade de
Advogados – BKBG
See Profile p.346
This firm’s international trade practice
group is steadily making a name for itself in
the market, handling an increasingly
important share of trade remedies and cus-
toms cases. Clients describe the team of
lawyers as “highly qualified, experienced and
creative,” and they win particular praise for
advising companies in anti-dumping pro-
cedures both in Brazil and abroad. Over the
last year, the firm has been active represent-
ing importers, exporters and manufacturers
and producers from the meat, textiles,
paper, plastic resins and machinery sectors.
Carla Amaral Junqueira expertly leads the
practice and works closely with Marina
Carvalho and Luiz Eduardo Salles to pro-
vide an excellent service to clients, who laud

the team’s commitment and consistently
high standards.

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich
Advogados e Consultores Legais
See Profile p.361
The main areas of focus for this firm’s trade
department are trade remedies and anti-
dumping. It has recently advised a number
of Brazilian and foreign companies on the
impact of free trade agreements between
Mercosur and the European Union, as well
as general systems of preference. A distin-
guishing characteristic of the team is that it
frequently co-ordinates its work with the
firm’s office in China, and benefits from
ambassador Sérgio Amaral’s extensive expe-
rience of the field. The team continues to
represent major clients such as Tramontina
in anti-dumping disputes, recently notch-
ing up a success for the company, which had
been subject to an anti-dumping investiga-
tion in Argentina. Fernanda Manzano
Sayeg (see p.314) leads on most of the
firm’s international trade cases, and brings
significant experience in the field. Wagner
Parente left the firm in April 2011.

Other Notable Practitioners
Rabih Ali Nasser of Nasser Sociedade de
Advogados heads a team of five attorneys
offering expertise in tax and litigation. His
excellent reputation is based on handling
high-profile anti-dumping cases but he is
also known for tax, tariffs and customs con-
sultancy, international commercial con-
tracts, and consultancy related to interna-
tional trade agreements. Leonor Cordovil
of Grinberg, Cordovil e Barros Advogados
has a substantial track record in anti-dump-
ing cases and is a well-established name in
the sector. She leads the international trade
team at her firm and is described by clients
as “being great at establishing a constructive
working environment for all parties.” Carol
Monteiro de Carvalho of Bichara, Barata,
Costa & Rocha Advogados is respected for
her dexterity in handling anti-dumping
proceedings, trade barriers analysis, and
trade disputes involving rules of origin,
evaluation, classification, special customs
regimes and import restrictions. Priscila
Brólio Gonçalves (see p.289) of Vella
Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni – Advogados has
experience in representing clients’ interests
in international trade disputes and is work-
ing to develop this practice area at the firm.
Clients praise her for “suggesting alternative
solutions that produce good results.”

International Trade/WTO
Leading Individuals

Senior Statesmen
Baptista Luiz Olavo L.O. Baptista Advogados ✳

Band 1
Berenholc Mauro Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Caetano Ana Teresa Veirano Advogados ✳

Diaz José Setti Demarest e Almeida
Medrado Renê G S Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 2
Ali Nasser Rabih Nasser Sociedade de Advogados
Calliari Marcelo TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Band 3
Amaral Junqueira Carla Barretto Ferreira
Cordovil Leonor Grinberg, Cordovil e Barros
Kim Shin Jae TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Leite de Moraes Filho Oswaldo Demarest 
Marques Claudia Veirano Advogados ✳

Todorov Francisco Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Band 4
Battilani Cinthia Demarest e Almeida
Brólio Gonçalves Priscila Vella Pugliese Buosi ✳

Monteiro de Carvalho Carol Bichara, Barata

Up-and-coming individuals
Kanas Grytz Vera TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Kramer Cynthia L.O. Baptista Advogados ✳

Associates to watch
Carvalho Marina Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski 
Manzano Sayeg Fernanda Felsberg, Pedretti ✳

Oliveira Domingues Juliana L.O. Baptista ✳

Salles Luiz Eduardo Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski
✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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LABOUR & EMPLOYMENT

Band 1

Mallet Advogados Associados
This boutique is highly respected in the
market, and is recognised for defending the
interests of senior executives and other top-
end clients from diverse industries on
extremely complex and strategic disputes,
often involving multimillion-dollar claims.
This is furthermore one of the few Brazilian
firms to represent clients in matters
brought before the ILO.“The technical qual-
ity and level of commitment of this team is
remarkable. It’s very well co-ordinated and
this ensures continuity in the quality of serv-
ice,” according to clients. The four-partner
and 11-associate team is also sought for

specialist legal opinion and high-end con-
sultancy. Practice head Estêvão Mallet is
described by sources as “the best labour and
employment expert in the country; a genius.”
Olinda Maria Moreira Alves de Oliveira
Mallet is the managing partner and attracts
recommendations from clients for her in-
depth knowledge and understanding of the
sector. Maurício Pessoa is another key play-
er, described as “an excellent lawyer, techni-
cally impeccable, who thinks creatively and
has an impressive presence in court.”

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
The labour practice at this firm is led by
seven partners backed by more than a hun-
dred associates, and is split between its São
Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Santa Catarina and
Brasília offices. The firm assists a large vol-
ume of leading national and international
companies with dispute prevention,
employment law compliance and immigra-
tion matters, as well as handling complex
conflicts and mass litigation. “A totally busi-
ness-oriented and top-quality team, with a
practical approach. We value the fact that
most attorneys are fluent in English and are
quick to come up with effective solutions – a
clear result of the firm’s vast experience in the
field.” Marcelo Pereira Gômara (see p.305)
heads the department and is recommended
as “a brilliant labour lawyer, one of the best in
the country, and an excellent administrator.”
Gômara works closely with Mihoko Sirley
Kimura (see p.331), the partner responsible
for consultancy. Kimura is a renowned
expert in this field and is described as a
skilled negotiator, and particularly adept at
reconciling restructuring policies with
complex employee protection legislation.
Alexandre de Almeida Cardoso (see p.296)
co-ordinates the mass litigation subgroup
and is rapidly making a name for himself in
this area. He wins praise as “a well-prepared
lawyer, capable of establishing constructive
relations between all the parties involved in a
dispute, including the authorities.”

Band 2

Demarest e Almeida
See Profile p.357
This firm has one of the largest labour and
employment practices in the country, with
15 partners and 70 associates handling con-
sultancy and litigation. It is a well-estab-

lished and highly respected player in the
sector. Sources highlight the department’s
excellent internal co-ordination and struc-
ture, and stress the efficiency of its business-
oriented team work. It handles the negotia-
tion of collective dismissals, union disputes,
employee relations, immigration, benefits
and pensions issues, as well as risk assess-
ment, compliance and complex disputes.
Geraldo Baraldi Jr leads the litigation
group and is identified as “a skilled negotia-
tor and litigator, knowledgeable and commit-
ted to his clients’ cause.” Vilma Toshie
Kutomi co-ordinates the consultancy group
and is a distinguished name in the field.
Antonio Carlos Vianna de Barros is a cele-
brated labour litigator and brings his know-
how, strategic expertise and vast experience
to the table.

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich
Advogados e Consultores Legais
See Profile p.361
This firm’s labour team has a great projec-
tion in the market and an enviable client
portfolio. Drawing on the firm’s expertise in
other related practice areas, such as corpo-
rate/M&A, restructuring or tax, the team
takes a business-oriented approach to pro-
viding comprehensive labour and employ-
ment law advice. Areas of focus include
implementing preventative strategies to
limit exposure to labour liabilities, as well as
due diligence and labour litigation. Recent
highlights include assisting a major trans-
portation company with the negotiation of
collective bargaining agreements in order to
stave off a politically sensitive, full-scale
strike. Professor Nelson Mannrich (see
p.314) heads the practice and is renowned
as a highly respected labour litigator. André
de Melo Ribeiro (see p.298) heads up the
consultancy side and is “a young attorney
with a promising career – extremely well pre-
pared and competent,” according to clients.

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
The employment department at this top-
tier, full-service firm has offices in São
Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Brasília and Porto
Alegre. The practice is divided between
labour litigation and consultancy, handling
matters relating to pensions, audits and
union rights. The team is made up of fluent
English-speaking lawyers. As well as assist-
ing the M&A practice with due diligence

Labour & Employment
Leading Firms

Band 1
Mallet Advogados Associados
TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Band 2
Demarest e Almeida ✳

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Robortella Advogados
Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 3
Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Bosisio Advogados
Granadeiro Guimarães Advogados ✳

Mascaro e Nascimento Advogados ✳

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

Mesquita Barros Advogados
Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 4
Araújo e Policastro Advogados ✳

Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e Brancher ✳

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Pipek Penteado e Paes Manso Advogados ✳

Siqueira Castro Advogados ✳

Thomé e Cucchi Sociedade de Advogados

Band 5
Advocacia Maciel
Lacaz Martins, Halembeck, Pereira Neto
Lefosse Advogados ✳

Leite, Tosto e Barros Advogados Associados ✳

Levy & Salomão Advogados
Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch Advogados ✳

Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni – Advogados ✳

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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and auditing, the team increasingly advises
multi-jurisdictional companies subject to
particular employment law provisions. The

labour department is also well known for
playing a decisive role in complex litigation
and collective negotiations for the banking,
construction and retail sectors. “We value
the team’s client-oriented service, the attor-
neys’ level of commitment, the quality of
advice and its high credibility in the market,”
explain market sources. Sólon de Almeida
Cunha (see p.296) heads the practice and
stands out as “an extremely well-prepared
and knowledgeable lawyer who is judicious
and creative.” Andrea Giamondo Massei
Rossi left the firm in May 2011.

Robortella Advogados
Labour and employment law represents this
mid-sized firm’s core business. The 40-
strong department, which comprises four
litigation partners, represents an impressive
portfolio of clients on particularly sophisti-
cated and sensitive judicial and extra-judi-
cial contentious matters. It assists compa-
nies with consultancy and collective bar-
gaining negotiations, and also fields a team
exclusively dedicated to mass litigation. The
practice is known in the market for the high
quality of its expert advice, boutique-style
personalised service and a well-integrated
team. Founding partner Luiz Carlos
Robortella is one of the most prestigious
and sought-after labour lawyers in the
country.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
The labour practice at this firm continues to
occupy an important presence in the mar-
ket and fields a winning team of three part-
ners and 12 associates divided between the
Brasília, Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and Porto
Alegre offices. It assists a portfolio of high-
end multinationals from various industries
with all aspects of Brazilian employment
law, including litigation. Clients value the
access to international know-how through
Baker & McKenzie’s global network and
highlight the “impressive efficiency, serious
commitment, unfailing availability and
excellent quality of service.” Ana Paula
Vizintini (see p.337) heads the Rio-based
group and stands out due to her expertise in
dealing with oil and gas and pharmaceutical
clients. Fábio Chong de Lima (see p.294)
heads the São Paulo team and is praised for
his litigation skills, as well as strategic con-
sultancy work. Tricia Maria Sá de Oliveira
(see p.329) is commended for excellent
client service and know-how. Ana Lúcia
Pinke Ribeiro de Paiva (see p.324) has

recently joined the firm. Sources say: “This
lawyer, in addition to being really approach-
able and easy to work with, provides business-
oriented employment law advice and secures
the desired end result.”

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
This full-service firm features a distin-
guished labour department comprising
four partners and 26 associates based across
its São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Brasília and
Porto Alegre offices. The firm is traditional-
ly known for its role in mass labour litiga-
tion defending heavyweight clients from the
tobacco or telecoms industries, although
the team increasingly focuses on a wider
array of complex disputes with strategic
importance to clients, as well as consultan-
cy. The team assists the firm’s M&A depart-
ment with employment due diligence and
the establishment of foreign companies in
the country. It is also noted for its first-rate
preventative and consultancy work: “We
make extensive use of different firms for our
labour needs but certain matters we would
only take to Veirano: there is nothing like this
group in Brazil, they’re amongst the best in
the business.” Consistent with its long histo-
ry of representing foreign clients, Veirano
was admitted as the Brazilian member of
global labour and employment law alliance
Ius Laboris in 2009. Luiz Guilherme
Moraes Rego Migliora (see p.319) heads
the group and stands out in consultancy; he
is “a remarkable attorney, who is quick-
thinking and pragmatic.” José Carlos Wahle
(see p.337) co-heads the practice and is
praised as a talented strategist. Former
judge Maria Luisa Soter (see p.332) brings
invaluable insight and experience to the lit-
igation team, with a “broad background in
cross-border matters and ability to explain
the intricacies of Brazilian legislation and
court procedures in excellent English.”
Carolina Tavares Rodrigues (see p.333)
joined the firm in 2011. Clients identify her
as “a dynamic employment negotiator, who is
assertive, attentive, and never fails to keep us
clearly informed of each step of the process.”

Band 3

Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão
See Profile p.345
The labour practice at this firm continues to
consolidate its presence, diversifying from
purely transactional work to incorporate
the full array of labour legal advice, includ-
ing litigation, risk prevention, compliance

Labour & Employment
Leading Individuals
Senior Statesmen
Barreto Parente Agenor Rio Branco Paranhos
Mascaro Nascimento Amauri Mascaro 
Mesquita Barros Cássio Mesquita Barros 

Band 1
Mallet Estêvão Mallet Advogados Associados
Robortella Luiz Carlos Robortella Advogados

Band 2
Bosisio Carlos Eduardo Bosisio Advogados
de Almeida Cardoso Alexandre TozziniFreire ✳

de Almeida Cunha Sólon Machado, Meyer ✳

Gômara Marcelo Pereira TozziniFreire ✳

Mannrich Nelson Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich ✳

Moraes Rego Migliora Luiz Guilherme Veirano ✳

Pessoa Maurício Mallet Advogados Associados
Sirley Kimura Mihoko TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Vizintini Ana Paula Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Wahle José Carlos Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 3
Mallet Alves de Oliveira Mallet Olinda Maria 
Baraldi Jr Geraldo Demarest e Almeida
Couto Maciel José Alberto Advocacia Maciel
da Veiga Luiz Felipe Tenório Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Maués Henrique Maués Advogados Associados
Mendes Luís Antônio Ferraz Pinheiro Neto ✳

Pipek Arnaldo Pipek Penteado e Paes Manso 
Toshie Kutomi Vilma Demarest e Almeida
Vianna de Barros Antonio Carlos Demarest 
Villela Autuori Maria Helena Lacaz Martins

Band 4
Chong de Lima Fábio Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

De Carvalho Luiz Vicente Peixoto e Cury
de Jesus José Hélio Araújo e Policastro ✳

dos Santos Jr Luiz Antonio Barretto Ferreira
Eyler Povoa João Pedro Bichara, Barata, Costa
Giamondo Massei Rossi Andrea Lobo ✳

Pessoa Alexandre Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Pinto e Silva Otavio Siqueira Castro Advogados
Rabay Dario Abrahão Souza, Cescon, Barrieu ✳

Soter Maria Luisa Veirano Advogados ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Guitti Mariá Lefosse Advogados ✳

Associates to watch
de Melo Ribeiro André Felsberg, Pedretti ✳

Fittipaldi Morade Dantas Fabiana Mattos Filho
Picolli Gomes Ana Rita Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Pinke Ribeiro de Paiva Ana Lúcia Trench ✳

Ribeiro Lima Aloizio Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Sá P de Oliveira Tricia Maria Trench, Rossi ✳

Tavares Manuela Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski 
Tavares Rodrigues Carolina Veirano Advogados ✳

Vieira de Lima Costa Luanna Azevedo Sette ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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and the implementation of HR strategies.
Clients value the team’s “speed of response;
cautious approach which is in step with our
corporate culture; and perfectly bilingual
lawyers, which facilitates our operations in
the country.” Luiz Felipe Tenório da Veiga
(see p.295) leads this increasingly visible
team and is recommended for his knowl-
edge of the area and business-minded
approach.

Bosisio Advogados
This Rio de Janeiro-based boutique is a tra-
ditional presence in the labour and employ-
ment market, and well known for advising
predominantly domestic clients from the
oil and gas and banking sectors, who are
forthcoming with their praise of the prac-
tice. Founding partner Carlos Eduardo
Bosisio is “an outstanding labour lawyer,
impressively astute and knowledgeable,”

according to clients, and commands great
respect from peers and clients alike.

Granadeiro Guimarães
Advogados
See Profile p.365
A mainstay of the Brazilian labour scene,
this São Paulo boutique is particularly well
known for fielding a team of first-rate liti-
gators, specialising in labour law. According
to market sources: “This firm has a long
track record in the field. Its lawyers are real
specialists, highly skilled litigators, fully com-
mitted to their client’s cause and who take a
cautious approach – they are very good
indeed.” Gustavo Granadeiro Guimarães
and Maurício Granadeiro Guimarães are
the main contacts for clients on labour and
employment law matters.

Mascaro e Nascimento
Advogados
See Profile p.382
This traditional labour and employment
boutique continues to play a significant role
in the market. The firm is best known for its
highly skilled litigation practice, although
its consultancy services are also in high
demand and cover a wide range of matters,
including pensions and sports law. The
team comprises approximately 30 attor-
neys, six of whom are partners, and many
fluent in foreign languages such as English,
Spanish and French. Amauri Mascaro
Nascimento lends the weight of his excep-
tionally long and successful professional
and academic career to his leadership of the
group, and is “an iconic figure,” and “a spe-
cialist hors concours,” according to enthusi-
astic clients.

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
This full-service firm’s labour practice fea-
tures a team of eight attorneys divided
between the firm’s offices in São Paulo,
Brasília and Rio de Janeiro. Following
recent internal restructuring, the team’s
focus has shifted towards strategic litiga-
tion, employment consultancy, and sup-
porting the M&A department with due dili-
gence and compliance. The team works
closely with the firm’s other practice areas,
drawing on the expertise of the social secu-
rity, tax and litigation areas, creating multi-
disciplinary groups in order to give clients
comprehensive counsel. Clients point to the
“high standard of service: knowledgeable and
meticulous lawyers take a strategic approach
that is highly effective.” Fabiana Fittipaldi

Morade Dantas co-ordinates the labour lit-
igation team and is hailed as a rising star in
this field. Ana Rita Picolli Gomes (see
p.323) advises the firm’s international
clients, whereas Aloizio Ribeiro Lima (see
p.327) is praised for his role in assisting
with due diligence and consultancy.

Mesquita Barros Advogados
This prestigious boutique is a well-estab-
lished name in the sector. Sources describe
it as “one of the best in the country, tremen-
dously respected by all parties.” Professor
Cássio Mesquita Barros brings a great deal
of experience to the table and is celebrated
as a seasoned labour expert. Under his stew-
ardship, the practice continues to be active-
ly engaged in significant labour litigation
cases and holds its position in the market.

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This world-class one-stop shop has a busi-
ness-oriented labour team, focused prima-
rily on consultancy and supporting the cor-
porate/M&A department with due dili-
gence and compliance programmes for for-
eign multinationals in Brazil. It bears the
quality hallmark of Pinheiro Neto and mar-
ket sources identify its growing visibility in
labour consultancy and litigation. Its client
portfolio comprises high-end companies
from various industries, include the retail,
food and beverage, and energy and natural
resources sectors. Luís Antônio Ferraz
Mendes (see p.316) heads the team and
stands out in negotiations with unions and
in employee benefits and compensation.

Band 4

Araújo e Policastro Advogados
See Profile p.343
According to market commentators, this
full-service firm’s “experienced, agile and
highly committed” labour practice is a long-
standing fixture in the market. The team is
made up of two partners and nine associ-
ates who handle both consultancy and liti-
gation on collective and individual lawsuits.
The firm is particularly active in the repre-
sentation of clients from the pharmaceuti-
cal, petrochemical and printed media
industries. José Helio de Jesus (see p.297)
draws on his background as a former in-
house lawyer in a number of companies to
expertly co-head the group and assist clients
“with efficiency, pragmatism and transparen-
cy,” according to sources.

Brazil Labour & Employment www.chambersandpartners.com

Labour & Employment: Litigation
Leading Individuals

Senior Statesmen
Barreto Parente Agenor Rio Branco Paranhos
Mascaro Nascimento Amauri Mascaro 
Mesquita Barros Cássio Mesquita Barros

Band 1
Mallet Estêvão Mallet Advogados Associados

Band 2
Bosisio Carlos Eduardo Bosisio Advogados
de Almeida Cardoso Alexandre TozziniFreire ✳

Mannrich Nelson Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich ✳

Moraes Rego Migliora Luiz Guilherme Veirano ✳

Pessoa Maurício Mallet Advogados Associados
Vizintini Ana Paula Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Band 3
Mallet Alves de Oliveira Mallet Olinda Maria
Baraldi Jr Geraldo Demarest e Almeida
Couto Maciel José Alberto Advocacia Maciel
Maués Henrique Maués Advogados Associados
Pipek Arnaldo Pipek Penteado e Paes Manso 
Soter Maria Luisa Veirano Advogados ✳

Vianna de Barros Antonio Carlos Demarest
Villela Autuori Maria Helena Lacaz Martins

Band 4
De Carvalho Luiz Vicente Peixoto e Cury
de Jesus José Hélio Araújo e Policastro ✳

Eyler Povoa João Pedro Bichara, Barata, Costa
Pinto e Silva Otavio Siqueira Castro Advogados

Associates to watch
Fittipaldi Morade Dantas Fabiana Mattos Filho
Sá P de Oliveira Tricia Maria Trench, Rossi ✳

Tavares Manuela Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski 
Vieira de Lima Costa Luanna Azevedo Sette ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e
Brancher Sociedade de
Advogados – BKBG
See Profile p.346
The employment team at BKBG is made up
of seven lawyers who dedicate 100% of their
time to labour and employment law. It
advises high-end international retail com-
panies on contracts, immigration and social
security, as well as compliance, collective
bargaining, negotiations with unions and
complex litigation. Long-term clients value
the lawyers’ “availability, expertise, excellent
technical skills and timely responses: they’re
real business partners.” Practice head Luiz
Antonio dos Santos is highlighted by
clients for his “excellent presence in hearings
and talent for negotiation.” Market sources
also recommend Manuela Tavares, who is
described as assertive, deeply committed
and having a promising career in this field.

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA)
See Profile p.368
This young, full-service firm has consoli-
dated a respected name in the labour sector.
Best known for its consultancy practice, the
team also represents clients in employment
tribunals and in negotiations with unions.
Clients value its “skilled attorneys who give
us a personalised and transparent service.
They work hand in hand with our company
and completely understand their clients’
needs.” Alexandre Pessoa (see p.323) heads
the practice and is making a name for him-
self in the field, recommended by clients
and peers alike.

Pipek Penteado e Paes Manso
Advogados
See Profile p.394
This firm has a large labour and employ-
ment department and its client portfolio
comprises important local and multina-
tional companies. It is best known for its
labour litigation but also handles consul-
tancy matters across the range of labour
and employment matters and continues to
play an important role in the market.
Arnaldo Pipek heads the group and is rec-
ommended by clients as a highly efficient
and experienced attorney.

Siqueira Castro Advogados
See Profile p.403
The labour and employment team at this
firm is made up of ten partners and more
than a hundred associates handling con-
tentious and non-contentious labour mat-
ters for clients from a varied range of sec-
tors, including education, health, aviation,
telecoms and power. Clients appreciate the
firm’s nationwide coverage: “They are capa-
ble of handling our labour legal needs nation-
wide, which is ideal.” The firm’s client serv-
ice also wins high praise and the lawyers are
“quick to respond and to go the extra mile.”
Otavio Pinto e Silva co-heads the practice
and stands out in the market as “an experi-
enced and talented labour lawyer.”

Thomé e Cucchi Sociedade de
Advogados
This firm is primarily focused on employ-
ment and labour law and has offices in São
Paulo, Campinas and Rio de Janeiro. The
practice encompasses consultancy, includ-
ing on pensions schemes and social securi-
ty, as well as litigation and negotiations with
unions. It is particularly well known for
representing the banking sector. Assad Luiz
Thomé and Francisco Antonio Luigi
Rodrigues Cucchi are key contacts.

Band 5

Advocacia Maciel
This traditional and highly respected
employment boutique specialises in repre-
senting national and foreign companies in
disputes brought before the Brazilian high
court. The firm wins broad praise for its
robust practice from clients and peers alike.
Founding partner José Alberto Couto
Maciel is a “strongly admired labour lawyer,”
according to market sources.

Lacaz Martins, Halembeck,
Pereira Neto, Gurevich &
Schoueri Advogados
This firm is best known for its strengths in
tax, real estate and corporate matters, but
also fields a respected labour and employ-
ment practice that mainly focuses on litiga-
tion and due diligence for mid-market
clients based in São Paulo state. It represents
both companies and executives alike and
attracts recognition in the field. Sources rec-
ommend Maria Helena Villela Autuori as a
knowledgeable and efficient litigator.

Lefosse Advogados
See Profile p.371
This firm’s labour and employment depart-
ment makes the most of Linklaters’ global
network and provides seamless advice to
Brazilian and multinational companies.
“This labour practice combines sound techni-
cal skills with business understanding and
determination to steer clients to success,”
according to sources. Work includes the
harmonisation of cross-border employ-
ment policies, the recruitment and dis-
missal of employees, expatriation and repa-
triation, contracts and due diligence.
Practice head Mariá Guitti (see p.307) is
“an analytical and committed lawyer, who is
a great strategist and expertly manages risk,”
according to market sources.

Leite, Tosto e Barros Advogados
Associados
See Profile p.372
This firm has a well-structured and estab-
lished labour practice. The team is well
known for its litigation and particularly
mass litigation capabilities, and also assists
its clients with all consultancy matters. “We
appreciate the attorneys’ availability, to-the-
point and timely responses and their prag-
matic approach,” enthuse clients. Luciana
Fonseca co-heads the team and is the main
contact for clients.

Labour & Employment: Counsel
Leading Individuals

Senior Statesmen
Mascaro Nascimento Amauri Mascaro
Mesquita Barros Cássio Mesquita Barros

Band 1
Mallet Estêvão Mallet Advogados Associados
Robortella Luiz Carlos Robortella Advogados

Band 2
de Almeida Cunha Sólon Machado, Meyer ✳

Gômara Marcelo Pereira TozziniFreire ✳

Moraes Rego Migliora Luiz Guilherme Veirano ✳

Sirley Kimura Mihoko TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Wahle José Carlos Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 3
da Veiga Luiz Felipe Tenório Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Mendes Luís Antônio Ferraz Pinheiro Neto ✳

Toshie Kutomi Vilma Demarest e Almeida

Band 4
Chong de Lima Fábio Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

De Carvalho Luiz Vicente Peixoto e Cury
de Sousa e Silva Alvarenga Denise Xavier ✳

dos Santos Jr Luiz Antonio Barretto Ferreira
Eyler Povoa João Pedro Bichara, Barata, Costa
Gelsi dos Santos Marcos Renato Vella Pugliese ✳

Giamondo Massei Rossi Andrea Lobo ✳

Pessoa Alexandre Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Rabay Dario Abrahão Souza, Cescon, Barrieu ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Guitti Mariá Lefosse Advogados ✳

Associates to watch
de Melo Ribeiro André Felsberg, Pedretti ✳

Picolli Gomes Ana Rita Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Ribeiro Lima Aloizio Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Tavares Rodrigues Carolina Veirano Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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LIFE SCIENCES

Band 1

Mattos Muriel Kestener
Advogados
See Profile p.384
This firm operates a broad life science prac-
tice which consists of five experienced
lawyers who provide highly specialised

advice to local and international compa-
nies. Sources are full of praise for the
group’s in-depth knowledge of sector regu-
lations and describe them as “true experts
and highly skilled professionals.” The firm is
particularly visible representing clients
from the pharmaceutical and food indus-
tries, and handles all manner of matters,
from licensing and contracts to compliance
and litigation. On the transactional side, the
practice also offers assistance on corporate
structuring, asset acquisition, M&A deals
and import and export issues. Work high-
lights include assisting several pharmaceuti-
cal companies in renewing mandatory cer-
tificates issued by Anvisa (Agência Nacional
de Vigilância Sanitária – the National
Agency of Sanitary Surveillance), as well as
representing clients before the consumer
protection and health authorities. Partner
Beatriz Kestener (see p.309) heads the
department. She is hugely committed to the
area and much sought after by clients for
her vast experience and solid expertise.
Sources appreciate her constructive

approach to matters, describing her as “a
tenacious lawyer with a can-do attitude.”
Beatriz Veiga Carvalho (see p.336) is an
associate who impresses commentators
with her “creative solutions and thorough
research.”

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
As one of the most prominent full-service
firms in the country, it comes as little sur-
prise that Pinheiro Neto houses an out-
standing life sciences practice. The team has
developed a highly specialised practice
within its IP department and boasts consid-
erable expertise in regards to the regulations
and dynamics of the life sciences sector. The
practice is very industry-focused and the
team handles a wide range of matters relat-
ing to pharmaceuticals, medical products,
clinical research, biotechnology, cosmetics,
foods and beverages. It is also experienced
in technology transfer matters, contracts
and administrative and court litigation.
Standout work includes representing Pfizer

Life Sciences
Leading Firms

Band 1
Mattos Muriel Kestener Advogados ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Vicente Nogueira Advogados

Band 2
Correia da Silva Advogados
Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Band 3
Fleury, Malheiros, Gasparini, De Cresci ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.

Levy & Salomão Advogados
This compact labour team maintains a
foothold in the market working closely with
the firm’s corporate/M&A department. It
assists the firm’s clients from the export,
banking and energy and mining sectors
with due diligence, compliance, auditing
and disputes: “The team maintains an
impeccable standard of quality and responds
to our needs in a timely and efficient manner,
demonstrating an in-depth knowledge of the
issue at hand.” Carolina Tavares Rodrigues
left the firm in May 2011. Eduardo Salomão
Neto is the contact point for clients.

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch
Advogados
See Profile p.405
The labour and employment department
plays a key role in supporting the firm’s
first-rate M&A practice, advising on audit-
ing and employment consultancy matters
during the negotiating and closing of mega-
deals. The team also maintains an active
presence in the labour litigation scene.
Recently, the team assisted an oil and gas
giant with the labour law aspects of the due
diligence on a USD12 billion joint venture
in the ethanol sector. Dario Abrahão Rabay
(see p.325) heads the practice and is
respected as a strategically minded lawyer.

Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni –
Advogados
See Profile p.411
This firm maintains a loyal client base that
describes the labour team as “highly com-
mitted and client-oriented. Lawyers establish
a real spirit of partnership between the firm
and our company, which makes a great differ-
ence.” The firm continues to make a name
for itself in this market, representing clients
from the banking, construction, electricity,
oil and gas and renewables sectors. Practice
head Marcos Renato Gelsi dos Santos (see
p.304) leads the compact team and handles
both litigation and consultancy.

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança
See Profile p.415
This traditional and distinguished firm
fields a labour and employment practice
that encompasses all areas of specialisation
from collective bargaining and profit-shar-
ing agreements to negotiations with unions,
due diligence, immigration, compliance
and HR counsel, as well as litigation. “The
team is well prepared and highly qualified.
The expertise and availability of lawyers are
its main strengths.” Denise de Sousa e Silva
Alvarenga (see p.299) co-heads the team
and stands out for her efficiency, commit-
ment and understanding of clients’ corpo-
rate culture, according to market sources.

Other Notable Practitioners
Agenor Barreto Parente of Rio Branco
Paranhos is an iconic figure in Brazil’s
labour and employment market, distin-
guished by a lifetime career devoted to rep-
resenting employees’ interests. Henrique
Maués of Maués Advogados Associados is a
particularly well-known name for union
negotiations. He practices in Rio de Janeiro
offering both litigation and consultancy
services. João Pedro Eyler Povoa of
Bichara, Barata, Costa & Rocha Advogados
co-ordinates the firm’s labour practice,
which combines consultancy with individ-
ual and mass litigation. Clients value his
“experience and fine technical skills, together
with swiftness in responding and availabili-
ty.” Clients and peers praise Luiz Vicente De
Carvalho of Peixoto e Cury Advogados as
“a quick-thinking, pragmatic and vastly
experienced lawyer,” known for his signifi-
cant work in the metallurgy sector. Luanna
Vieira de Lima Costa (see p.336) of
Azevedo Sette Advogados is valued due to
her “commitment and firm stance when pre-
senting her arguments in court, all of which
makes us feel we are in capable hands,”
according to clients. Andrea Giamondo
Massei Rossi (see p.305) joined Lobo & de
Rizzo Advogados in May 2011 as head of
the firm’s labour and employment depart-
ment.
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in its acquisition of generics manufacturer
Teuto. Last year the firm was particularly
active advising companies interested in
entering the generics market in Brazil, as
well as in assisting clients with foreign
investments in the health sector. The firm is
commended for its client services and is
described as a “go-to firm for challenging
issues.” Partner Angela Fan Chi Kung (see
p.309) leads the practice and is very focused
on the life sciences industry. She is held in
high regard by sources due to her deep
knowledge and pragmatic approach. “Her
advice is always very clear and straight to the
point,” say sources; “she doesn’t pussyfoot
around.” She also handles IP matters. Her
right-hand woman is Camila Martino
Parise (see p.314), who is also highly active
in the life science sector and acclaimed by
sources as “an excellent and very dedicated
lawyer.”

Vicente Nogueira Advogados
This pioneering firm has four partners
highly specialised in the life sciences sector
and was one of the first firms to develop a
niche practice in the area. The firm is head-
quartered in Rio de Janeiro and has offices
in São Paulo and Brasília. Market sources
commend deep expertise on the regulatory
side. The team is experienced in represent-
ing clients before Anvisa and local regulato-
ry authorities on licensing, compliance and
litigation matters. Its client roster compris-
es companies from the chemical, pharma-
ceutical, food and cosmetics sectors. “The
firm has a very focused practice and produces
high-quality work,” say sources. Much of the
firm’s success is attributed to name partner
Vicente Nogueira, a seasoned expert who
enjoyed an impressive career at the

Brazilian life sciences regulatory body
before setting up his own firm. “He’s the ref-
erence point for life science regulatory mat-
ters,” say commentators, “and his legal opin-
ions are top-notch.”

Band 2

Correia da Silva Advogados
This São Paulo boutique was founded in
1999 and has developed a well-rounded life
sciences practice, with emphasis on the
healthcare sector. The firm has around 20
professionals who provide regulatory and
compliance support to clients. The team is
very experienced in court and administra-
tive litigation, and also advises on mid-mar-
ket M&A transactions. The firm runs a
niche operation in that its client base is pri-
marily composed of manufacturers of med-
ical supplies and suppliers of raw materials
to pharmaceuticals. It also advises pharma-
ceutical companies, as well as clients from
the cosmetics and food industries.
Founding partner Rodrigo Correia da Silva
is praised for his vast experience and aca-
demic achievements. “He’s very knowledge-
able and has a great understanding of the
industry,” say sources.

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA)
See Profile p.368
This firm’s life sciences practice falls under
the auspices of its IP and innovation
department. The department has a strong
focus on the most intensely regulated
industries and the life sciences desk prima-
rily provides regulatory advice on the phar-
maceutical, biotech and food sectors. The
team also assists with the structuring of
transactions and with dispute resolution. It
recently assisted generics company Medley,
a Brazilian subsidiary of sanofi-aventis, in
regard to contracts and supply agreements
across Latin America. Clients say that what
most make the firm stand out are its “per-
sonalised assistance, deep understanding of
the sector and great responsiveness.” Gustavo
Swenson and Eloy Rizzo are the main con-
tact points at the firm for clients.

Band 3

Fleury, Malheiros, Gasparini, De
Cresci e Nogueira de Lima
Advogados
See Profile p.363
This firm is investing significantly in its life
sciences practice and rapidly gaining expo-

sure in the market. The team provides reg-
ulatory, corporate, environmental, tax and
litigation advice to clients such as United
Medicals, Bunker and Vivebio. The firm is
also legal adviser to Sindusfarma, São
Paulo’s life science industry board of trade,
and routinely advises members on regula-
tory matters. The team is commended for
“forging close working relationships and
devoting special attention to clients.” Senior
associate Flávia Bailoni Marcilio Barbosa
(see p.285) leads the practice. “She’s very
effective in her advice and shows great knowl-
edge of the industry and Anvisa regulations,”
say clients.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
This traditional firm houses a multi-skilled
life sciences team, which handles regulatory,
contractual and corporate matters.
According to commentators, the firm “pro-
vides efficient support in structuring start-ups
and participating in due diligence.” Clients
also praise its “great resourcefulness, respon-
siveness and expertise in many areas,” and
hail a department with a modern and
vibrant approach. Valter Matta left the firm
in early 2011 to join De Vivo, Whitaker,
Castro e Gonçalves Advogados, leaving sen-
ior associate Elysangela Zorzo as the pri-
mary point of contact. Zorzo has a strong
focus on the regulatory side.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
This practice is composed of a multidisci-
plinary team that provides advice on mat-
ters related to the pharmaceutical, food and
cosmetics industries. The team routinely
assists clients with regulatory issues, inter-
facing between the government and start-
up businesses in Brazil. The team also han-
dles court and administrative litigation and
is especially active representing clients in
relation to assessments issued by life sci-
ences regulators. Hercules Celescuekci
heads the practice, while IP expert Esther
Miriam Flesch is another prime point of
contact.

Other Notable Practitioners
Marcos Lobo De Freitas Levy of A. Lopes
Muniz is described as “one of the country’s
leading experts on the pharmaceutical and
health sectors.” He wins praise for his “con-
structive approach and extensive practice.”
Valter Matta is an experienced corporate
lawyer who has developed detailed expertise

Life Sciences
Leading Individuals

Band 1
Kestener Beatriz Mattos Muriel Kestener ✳

Kung Angela Fan Chi Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Nogueira Vicente Vicente Nogueira Advogados

Band 2
Correia da Silva Rodrigo Correia da Silva 
Lobo De Freitas Levy Marcos A. Lopes Muniz
Matta Valter De Vivo, Whitaker, Castro e Gonçalves 

Up-and-coming individuals
Spiewak Benny ZCBS - Zancaner Costa, Bastos

Associates to watch
Bailoni Marcilio Barbosa Flávia Fleury ✳

Martino Parise Camila Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Veiga Carvalho Beatriz Mattos Muriel Kestener ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT

Band 1

Bitelli Advogados
See Profile p.350
This boutique has a long-established and
impressive reputation for media and enter-
tainment law. Its highly specialised team
covers areas such as TV, films, digital media,
books and music. The firm represents a var-
ied mix of small producers and major inter-
national players. In addition to ongoing,
day-to-day advice, the group also handles
contentious and transactional matters and
works with the government on specific
projects. A recent work highlight is the
advice given to the Ministry of Education
on the legal framework for TV Escola, an e-
learning tool developed by the federal gov-
ernment. Founding partner Marcos
Alberto Sant’Anna Bitelli (see p.329) is
largely responsible for the firm’s excellent
reputation. Market sources describe him as
“an authority on entertainment matters who
knows the industry inside out.” Thiago
Mendes Ladeira (see p.317) is another well-
regarded member of the team and clients
admire his “objectivity and attention to
detail.”

Cesnik, Quintino & Salinas
Advogados
See Profile p.355
This firm is an unquestioned market leader
for media and entertainment law and its
strong team has a broad range of expertise.
The firm is able to offer a wide scope of
services to companies in the sector and
clients state that “the expertise is there for all
to see; the team is brilliant and although
small, they play in the same league as some of
the largest firms in the country.” The team
advises a varied clientele including artists,
cultural institutions, mobile operators,
public entities and local and international
media groups, and excels in advising on
special tax incentives for cultural projects.
Founding partner Fábio Cesnik “is
extremely well informed, with an incredible
network of contacts, and has in-depth knowl-
edge of media matters and the market: a true

strategist,” according to clients. Partner José
Maurício Fittipaldi debuts in the ranking
on the back of glowing feedback: “Fittipaldi
stands out for his technical knowledge, ability
to always deliver on time and high degree of
expertise.” Co-founder Rodrigo Salinas is
described by clients as “cost-effective, with
great emotional intelligence, which gives him
an extra edge.”

Band 2

Schivartche Advogados
This boutique retains its strong position
thanks to the consistent quality of its work
and focus on complex mandates. The firm
offers clients a broad range of services,
including corporate, tax and transactional
advice to major players in the media sector.
An example of recent work is the advice
given to Telefónica on the negotiation of a
pay-per-view TV affiliation agreement with
HBO. Further highlights include counsel to
Teleimage regarding the structuring of
financing and content distribution transac-
tions. The team is led by André Schivartche
(see p.329), “who listens to clients and is able
to provide high-level strategic advice that goes
beyond the legal opinion,” according to
sources.

Band 3

Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e
Brancher Sociedade de
Advogados – BKBG
See Profile p.346
This large, full-service firm has a mid-mar-
ket presence in media and entertainment
law, and its multidisciplinary advice is a top
selling point for clients. The team assists on
corporate matters, M&A transactions and
litigation and represents major players in
the industry such as Google and TV Globo
on a wide range of matters. The practice
earns praise for its “attentive, thorough and
timely advice.” Paulo Brancher and Fabio

Media & Entertainment
Leading Firms

Band 1
Bitelli Advogados ✳

Cesnik, Quintino & Salinas Advogados ✳

Band 2
Schivartche Advogados

Band 3
Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e Brancher ✳

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 4
Dannemann, Siemsen, Bigler & Ipanema
Levy & Salomão Advogados
Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

in life sciences. He left TozziniFreire to join
De Vivo, Whitaker, Castro e Gonçalves
Advogados in early 2011 and he wins client
praise for his “strategic capability and vast

technical knowledge.” Benny Spiewak left
Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) to join
ZCBS - Zancaner Costa, Bastos & Spiewak.
He is praised for his dedication to the sector

and experience in the field. “He always
demonstrates excellent knowledge in all mat-
ters and he gives us great support in whatev-
er we need,” enthuse clients.

Leading Individuals

Band 1
Cesnik Fábio Cesnik, Quintino & Salinas 
Sant’Anna Bitelli Marcos Alberto Bitelli ✳

Band 2
Schivartche André Schivartche Advogados ✳

Band 3
de Cunto Raphael Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Fittipaldi José Maurício Cesnik, Quintino 
Flesch Esther Miriam Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Liberman Tania Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Mendes Ladeira Thiago Bitelli Advogados ✳

Salinas Rodrigo Cesnik, Quintino & Salinas 
Santa Rosa Dirceu Simões & Pellegrino 

Band 4
Montgomery Neil Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Borges Carneiro Rodrigo Dannemann, Siemsen
Rebello Pereira Flávia Trench, Rossi e Watanabe
Ventura Gorini Attilio José Dannemann
✳ Indicates firm/individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Kujawski are the key contacts for the prac-
tice.

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich
Advogados e Consultores Legais
See Profile p.361
This full-service firm has a respected, com-
pact media team that forms part of its cor-
porate department. The team is primarily
focused on general commercial advice cov-
ering areas such as films and sponsorship
contracts, and has particular expertise in
online gaming. The firm also has a strong
sports law practice focusing on internation-
al contracts and negotiations on behalf of
Brazilian football clubs. Its well-balanced
mix of clients includes Paramount Pictures,
Times 4 Fun and the Brazilian Paralympic
Committee. Neil Montgomery (see p.319)
is the standout contact for this practice area
and his client service and availability is a
major plus for clients, who report of the
team that “they are very impressive – espe-
cially Neil – very efficient and responsive,
year-round.”

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA)
See Profile p.368
This respected full-service firm has a well-
established reputation for media and enter-
tainment law, focusing especially on the TV
industry. The team’s expertise in television
law stems from its long-standing client rela-
tionship with the TV and radio arms of
Grupo Bandeirantes de Comunicação, one
of the largest media groups in the country.
The firm also represents clients during the
drafting and negotiation of sponsorship
agreements for major events such as
Formula Indy and the Miss Universe beau-
ty contest. The team is seen as “proactive,
highly trained and with a clear vision of the
media business” by clients. Department
head Tania Liberman (see p.311) stands
out for her ample experience and multidis-
ciplinary approach.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
The media team at this well-reputed, full-
service firm is part of a wider practice
group that also encompasses IP. The firm is
strongly focused on IT and the group han-
dles entertainment-related matters with a
hi-tech slant. Its workload includes e-com-

merce, domain names, contracts and web-
site content-related issues, and clients
include a mix of large international studios
and media and IT companies. Department
head Esther Miriam Flesch (see p.303) is a
well-known name in the market and earns
praise from clients for her “great client serv-
ice and practical advice.” Flávia Rebello
Pereira returned to the firm in 2011 after a
few years at Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e
Brancher. Rebello Pereira is widely
described as “creative, confident, well
informed and articulate.”

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
This full-service firm has a strong entertain-
ment practice group that provides compre-
hensive advice covering advertising and
marketing, privacy, image rights and data
protection, copyright and internet-related
matters for the gaming and entertainment
industries. The team makes a big impres-
sion on clients, who state that “this is a prac-
tice area that requires firms to go off piste and
Veirano can easily keep up with the speed of
the sector.” The firm represents a wide range
of both local and international clients, and
a recent work highlight includes advising
Feel Corporation on corporate and con-
tractual matters relating to artists on tour in
Brazil, as well as advising on recording
agreements for local artists. Following the
recent departure of Dirceu Santa Rosa, Luis
Fernando Pacheco and Valdir Rocha are the
main points of contact for clients.

Band 4

Dannemann, Siemsen, Bigler &
Ipanema Moreira
This highly regarded IP boutique debuts in
the media and entertainment table due to
its consistent level of high-quality work in
the sector. The group is primarily focused
on copyright matters but it also represents
clients from the music and sports indus-
tries. “Besides its excellent technical expertise,
the lawyers are totally committed to their
clients’ needs,” according to market sources.
A recent example of its work is advice given
to the Motion Picture Association of Latin
America relating to the proposed review of
Brazil’s copyright law, to be carried out by
the Ministry of Culture. Attilio José
Ventura Gorini is sought after for his

“excellent technical skills and availability,”
while Rodrigo Borges Carneiro earns
praise for his “in-depth knowledge of media
law,” according to market sources.

Levy & Salomão Advogados
This mid-market, full-service firm has been
investing in and developing its media law
practice, with a resulting growth in market
visibility. The compact but capable team
handles copyright, image rights, content
production and regulated contracts mat-
ters. In addition, the team provides advice
on finance and competition matters to RBS
Participações, one of the biggest media
groups in the country. Market sources are
quick to praise the firm, stating that “the
lawyers are always available and are a clear
example of effective teamwork.” Simone
Lahorgue Nunes and Alexandre Ditzel
Faraco are the main client contacts.

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This firm has a well-rounded media and
entertainment practice, covering the full
range of relevant issues for a varied clien-
tele. The team works closely with its IP
department especially for advertisement
matters, and is particularly strong in the pay
TV sector, where it handles issues related to
programming and content production.
Raphael de Cunto (see p.297) is the partner
responsible for this practice area and is
described as “smart, clear, concise, confident
and knowledgeable” by clients.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
This large, full-service firm has a compact
yet well-oiled TMT practice that mainly
focuses on providing corporate advice to
media groups. The team also advises on TV
production, events sponsorship, promo-
tion, advertising, copyright and gaming
licences and distribution. The core of its
clientele is international corporations but it
also advises local media groups. Partner
Marcela Ejnisman is the main point of con-
tact for this practice area.

Other Notable Practitioners
Dirceu Santa Rosa recently left Veirano
Advogados for Simões & Pellegrino
Advogados and is known for his excellent
technical knowledge and first-rate client
service.
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PRODUCT LIABILITY

Band 1

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
The product liability department at this
world-class firm stands out due to its
impressive track record. It represents some
of the most high-profile companies across
key sectors such as tobacco, pharmaceuti-
cals, food and drink, automotive and avia-
tion. The department assists clients with lit-
igation, class actions, indemnity actions,
recall cases, and preventative consultancy
matters. Clients value the team’s “immediate
responses, proactive attitude, strategic vision
and evident expertise in the subject.” Paulo
Rogério de Araújo Brandão Couto (see
p.296) leads the Rio de Janeiro-based team
and sources hail him as an influential figure
in product liability litigation. He regularly
represents prominent clients such as Souza
Cruz, AirFrance and Light. Domingos
Fernando Refinetti (see p.326) heads the
team at the São Paulo office, and acts on
behalf of clients such as Cadbury, Mercedes,
TAM and GE. Sources identify Refinetti as
“one of the best attorneys in this area in
Brazil.” Leonardo Azevedo Corrêa (see
p.285) and Rafael de Carvalho Passaro are
two younger lawyers currently making a
name for themselves in this sector. Clients
praise Corrêa’s “strategic abilities, in-depth
knowledge of civic responsibility lawsuits, and
determination to win cases.”

Mattos Muriel Kestener
Advogados
See Profile p.384
This firm has a prominent presence in all
areas of dispute resolution and is an undis-
puted leader in the field of product liability.
The well-structured team consists of expe-
rienced specialists covering both local and
cross-border work. Recent highlights
include defending major multinational cor-
porations affected by tobacco class actions
and individual litigation cases. The team
also advised on several class actions regard-
ing the effects of alcoholic drinks advertise-
ments, and on a number of complex dis-
putes related to the pharmaceutical sector.
Marcelo Antonio Muriel (see p.320) is
widely praised by clients as a renowned liti-
gator and arbitrator who also plays an
active role in the firm’s product liability
work. Ubiratan Mattos (see p.315) is one of
the pioneers of Brazilian product liability

and is regarded as one of the most knowl-
edgeable lawyers in this sector. Beatriz
Kestener (see p.309) is described by clients
as “extremely knowledgeable, with excellent
judgement and a practical approach to litiga-
tion.” Fernando Dantas Neustein (see
p.296) is another highly praised member of
the team. Clients highlight that he “always
comes up with bright new ideas and effective
suggestions.” Clients highlight that Beatriz
Veiga Carvalho (see p.336) has a promising
future in this field and adds further value to
the department through her spot-on ana-
lytical and technical skills.

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
The product liability practice group at this
world-class firm comes under the umbrella
of the wider dispute resolution department
and bears the Pinheiro Neto hallmark of
quality. The São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and
Brasília-based teams typically represent
multinationals from the automotive, phar-
maceutical and agricultural products
industries. A strong area of focus is strategic
litigation, including class actions. According
to clients: “This firm has the right structure
to deal with large, complex cases and main-
tains good channels of communication with
its clients to great effect.” Sérgio Pinheiro
Marçal (see p.324) maintains a strong mar-
ket position and sources comment that “he
brings a great deal of experience to the table,
which can be seen in the quality of his cau-
tious and accurate advice.” Maximilian
Fierro Paschoal (see p.302) is the other
highly praised partner who focuses strongly
on product liability. He is particularly active
in representing leading names from the
food and drinks and educational sectors.
Júlio César Bueno (see p.290) is best
known for handling cases relating to the
tobacco industry.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
This firm is a top player for product liabili-
ty and takes a twin-track approach to this
area: one subgroup handles mass litigation,
while a separate subgroup focuses on com-
plex disputes and consultancy, thus achiev-
ing a boutique-style service within the
structure of a full-service firm. The firm’s
litigation expertise includes both individual
cases and class actions, as well as represent-
ing companies during product recall pro-
ceedings. On the consultancy side, the firm

Product Liability
Leading Firms

Band 1
Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Mattos Muriel Kestener Advogados ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 2
Demarest e Almeida ✳

Siqueira Castro Advogados ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Band 3
Azevedo Sette Advogados ✳

Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados ✳

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳.

Leading Individuals

Band 1
Brandão Couto Paulo Rogério Machado✳

Manente Luíz Virgílio TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Moraes Rego Migliora Luiz Guilherme Veirano ✳

Muriel Marcelo Antonio Mattos Muriel Kestener ✳

Pinheiro Marçal Sérgio Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Refinetti Domingos Fernando Machado, Meyer ✳

Band 2
Fierro Paschoal Maximilian Pinheiro Neto ✳

Kestener Beatriz Mattos Muriel Kestener ✳

Mattos Ubiratan Mattos Muriel Kestener ✳

Wahle José Carlos Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 3
Bueno Júlio César Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Dantas M Neustein Fernando Mattos Muriel ✳

Hubinger Araujo Ana Paula Lobo & de Rizzo ✳

Kesselring Ana Beatriz M Trench, Rossi ✳

Xavier Celso Demarest e Almeida

Band 4
Azevedo Corrêa Leonardo Machado, Meyer ✳

Soares Delgado Rosângela Veirano Advogados ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Goulart Penteado Luciana Demarest e Almeida
Korenblum Fábio Siqueira Castro Advogados
Marta Patrícia Helena TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Ortiz Bragaglia Maria Helena Demarest 

Associates to watch
Fontes Valente Salgueiro Gustavo Brasil ✳

Freitas de Maria Paulo Rodolfo Mattos Filho ✳

Tannus Carneiro Mayla Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Veiga Carvalho Beatriz Mattos Muriel Kestener ✳

✳ Indicates firm/individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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specialises in implementing preventative
programmes and client service awareness
initiatives, and has a notable presence in the
health plans sector. An impressive client
portfolio includes names such as BMW,
MasterCard, Net and Hasbro. “This team is
one of the best in the country to deal with
product liability cases: the extremely attentive
and efficient lawyers get to the root of the
problem and come up with effective solu-
tions.” Luíz Virgílio Manente (see p.313)
heads the practice and is a well-known and
respected figure in the area, who comes
highly recommended by clients. Clients sin-
gle out Patrícia Helena Marta (see p.314)
for her thoroughness and ability to “make
clients feel totally confident and at ease.”

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
This highly regarded full-service power-
house features a respected product liability
department. The large and well-structured
team is split between the São Paulo, Rio de
Janeiro, Brasília and Porto Alegre offices. It
stands out in preventative consultancy, but
is also renowned for representing national
and international companies in complex
litigation, class actions, and pre-litigation
negotiations with consumer protection
authorities. It has an enviable roster of
high-end clients from the tobacco, automo-
tive, pharmaceutical, IT, publishing and
manufacturing industries, who draw atten-
tion to the firm’s “proactive and creative
attorneys who go the extra mile to find solu-
tions to clients’ needs.” Luiz Guilherme
Moraes Rego Migliora (see p.319) stands
out as “a superb product liability lawyer, both
substantively and procedurally,” according to
sources. Clients describe José Carlos Wahle
(see p.337) as “objective and pragmatic,” and
highlight that “he knows when to suggest
negotiation when it is the best option for the
client.” Rosângela Soares Delgado (see
p.332) complements the team with her
excellent client service, expertise and effi-
ciency.

Band 2

Demarest e Almeida
See Profile p.357
This well-established firm plays an influen-
tial role in the product liability market and
handles a large volume of litigation for
leading companies in the retail, pharmaceu-
tical and aviation sectors. The group is also
making a name for itself in environment-
related product liability cases. “Although the

team is made up of relatively young lawyers,
they are all very well prepared and knowl-
edgeable, and understand thoroughly our
business and products – which is the key to a
successful defence in lawsuits brought by con-
sumers,” explain clients, who also highlight
the team’s timely responses, availability and
dynamic proactive approach. Practice head
Celso Xavier is particularly praised for his
“technical abilities, know-how and great
strategic thinking in more complex cases.”
Maria Helena Ortiz Bragaglia and Luciana
Goulart Penteado work closely with Xavier
and are recommended for their commit-
ment and the support that they bring to the
team.

Siqueira Castro Advogados
See Profile p.403
The product liability department at
Siqueira Castro has an extensive presence
throughout Brazil. It is well respected for
conducting not only mass but also highly
complex litigation with the same quality
and degree of thoroughness. The group
focuses on representing companies from
the regulated markets, such as service
providers in the water supply and sanita-
tion, energy, telecoms and banking sectors.
Its client base comprises impressive names
such as CEDAE, CEG, Light, Amil, TIM and
Nextel. Clients say: “It is important for us
that this team has prestige and recognition in
this area, as they handle most of our cases.
The lawyers are highly efficient, quick to
respond and establish good working relation-
ships that benefit all parties involved.” Fábio
Korenblum is the firm’s leading figure in
this area and stands out for his commit-
ment and technical skills.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
This firm is well regarded in Brazil’s prod-
uct liability sector, with a broad practice
covering all aspects of the area, including
sophisticated litigation, recall proceedings
and consultancy. The team’s strengths rest
on the lawyers’ vast experience of represent-
ing leading multinationals and its well-
honed expertise in handling disputes and
negotiations. It represents clients from a
wide range of industries, including tele-
coms, aviation, entertainment and manu-
facturing. Ana Beatriz Kesselring (see
p.308) is commended for her leadership of
the team and knowledge of how to deal
with environment-related cases.

Band 3

Azevedo Sette Advogados
See Profile p.344
This full-service firm draws on its multidis-
ciplinary capabilities to handle mass litiga-
tion product liability cases and class actions,
on behalf of clients in the insurance, bank-
ing and finance, automotive and telecoms
sectors. Clients highlight partner Ricardo
Azevedo Sette as a highly committed and
proactive litigator in this field.

Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados
See Profile p.374
The product liability practice at Lobo & de
Rizzo is expanding its client base as well as
the range of advice offered in the field to
include complex litigations, class actions
and consultancy. The team primarily focus-
es on representing high-profile names from
the automobile industry, and is increasingly
assisting clients from the food and drinks
and financial services sectors with product
liability-related matters. Ana Paula
Hubinger Araújo (see p.308) heads the
team and is praised for her excellent client
service.

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
This firm makes its debut in the rankings
on the strength of “its in-depth knowledge of
product liability and the lawyers’ technical
and impressive defences,” according to
clients. The team draws on the firm’s broad
experience to provide thorough advice, and
clients delight in its ability to exhibit “a wel-
coming sense of urgency and strict meeting of
deadlines.” Its client portfolio includes
names from the retail, automobile, elec-
tronics and energy industries. Paulo
Rodolfo Freitas de Maria (see p.303) and
Mayla Tannus Carneiro (see p.333) are
both “skilled, focused and clearly oriented
towards reaching the results sought by
clients.” Freitas de Maria is also praised for
his “ability to foresee problems and help to
prevent them,” and for his “agile and rapid
responses.”

Other Notable Practitioners
Gustavo Fontes Valente Salgueiro (see
p.303) recently joined Brasil, Pereira Neto,
Galdino e Macedo Advogados – BPGM to
lend his experience and expertise in prod-
uct liability and develop this area at the
firm.
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PROJECTS

Band 1

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
This legal powerhouse has a long history of
commitment to infrastructure work and a
proven track record in this field. The firm’s
broad range of resources enables the team
to handle project bids, financing and devel-
opment, while clients enthuse that the ben-
efit of experience enables it to solve prob-
lems fast, and indeed pre-empt them. There
are few large-scale projects in Brazil in
which the firm is not involved, and the team
recently assisted with the financing of the
São Paulo ring road, the expansion of the
São Paulo metro and Petrobras’ pre-salt oil
field exploration. The firm operates an
infrastructure and project finance depart-
ment, with specialised desks for conces-
sions, PPPs, transportation, aviation and
ports, among others. The department is
overseen by José Virgílio Lopes Enei (see
p.312) and José Ribeiro do Prado Jr (see
p.326), two titans of the market. Peers laud

Virgílio as “the market reference,” and say he
is “highly experienced and a true projects spe-
cialist.” Prado is hailed as “a very complete
lawyer and a very constructive colleague.”
Both lawyers are celebrated for having nur-
tured considerable PPP and construction
law expertise to complement their estab-
lished project finance acumen. Silvia
Rajsfeld Fiszman (see p.325) is a firm
favourite with clients for her “excellent back-
ground work and assistance in terms of
amendments.” Ricardo de Lima Assaf (see
p.298) was promoted to partner in
February 2011. “He stands out as one of the
leaders of the new generation,” according to
sources. While no longer the presence of
old, Antonio Meyer (see p.317) has a wealth
of projects and finance experience and
remains a valued resource for the depart-
ment and its clients. The bulk of the proj-
ects team is based in São Paulo but some
members are to be found in Rio, and a reg-
ulatory desk in Brasília lends support.

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This firm doesn’t have a projects depart-
ment per se, but rather draws together its
collective talents from other departments
and industry desks and forms multidiscipli-
nary teams specific to each project. That
said, many of the same lawyers are routine-
ly called upon time and again, and this cre-
ates an informal infrastructure team with a
broad skill set. Rio-based Ricardo Coelho
(see p.294) and Marcelo Viveiros de Moura
(see p.337) have a corporate finance back-
ground and have accumulated considerable
oil and gas knowledge over the years. Júlio
César Bueno (see p.290) began life as a cor-
porate and disputes lawyer before evolving
into the construction specialist he is today.
“He’s the best construction lawyer in Brazil,
no question,” say peers, while clients praise
his “boundless legal knowledge and great
understanding of the dynamics and particu-
larities of the infrastructure market.” The
group consequently stands out on engi-
neering, procurement and construction
(EPC) contracts, but is also skilled in
finance and advises lenders on several
major hydroelectric plant projects, not least
Jirau and Belo Monte. “The team is of a
superior quality,” say clients, “and manages
to make us feel confident and calm, even on
the most complex and challenging of proj-
ects.”

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch
Advogados
See Profile p.405
Infrastructure has been a core discipline at
this firm since it was founded a decade ago.
The department is led by the firm’s founder
and has no fewer than four co-heads, all of
them senior partners. This gives the team
the necessary muscle and experience to take
on any project, and the team typically tack-
les challenging work that requires creative
solutions. “The team is great for complex
work,” say clients, “with senior dedication at
all times and lawyers with great technical
knowledge, above the market norm.” The
department is most recognised for its proj-
ect finance expertise but also advises on
bids, EPC contracts, implementation, and
everything else besides. The department
regularly works with Banco Santander and
has been advising the bank and Petrobras
on structuring the finance for 28 deepwater
rigs, which will explore the pre-salt oil fields
in the Santos Basin and cost around USD20
billion. The team also assisted Vale with the
bid for the Belo Monte project, and contin-
ues to act as counsel to the mining giant
now that it has been invited to join the win-
ning consortium. Department head Luis
Antonio Semeghini de Souza (see p.330)
uses his vast experience to manage and
oversee all types of project. “He can be a
very tough negotiator but is very good to work
with,” say peers. Souza is based in São
Paulo, while Maurício Teixeira dos Santos
(see p.333) heads operations in the Rio
office. He primarily handles oil and gas
matters, typically advising Petrobras. Back
in São Paulo, Guilherme de Figueiredo
Forbes (see p.297) has lately been active in
the ports and mining sectors. “He’s straight-
forward and gives you answers rather than
conditions; there are no ifs and buts,” enthuse
clients. Paulo Calil Franco Padis (see
p.290) has recently been most engaged with
mining projects. Clients champion him for
possessing “superior technical knowledge
and commercial skills, and unequalled pow-
ers of persuasion.” Ronald Herscovici (see
p.308) is a member of the banking and cap-
ital markets department and specialises in
project finance.

Projects
Leading Firms

Band 1
Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch Advogados ✳

Band 2
Lefosse Advogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra Advogados ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 3
Azevedo Sette Advogados ✳

Dias Carneiro Advogados
Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados ✳

Schmidt, Valois, Miranda, Ferreira e Agel ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Band 4
Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

Tauil & Chequer Advogados ✳

Villemor Amaral ✳

Band 5
Arap, Nishi & Uyeda Advogados
Barros Pimentel, Alcântara Gil, Rodriguez
Motta Fernandes Rocha Advogados ✳

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Band 2

Lefosse Advogados
See Profile p.371
This firm’s projects finance desk is part of
the overall corporate finance department,
although the desk primarily handles the
construction and implementation elements
of a project as well as its funding. The set-
up is aligned with Linklaters in London,
and knowledge and experience gained at
and supplied by the Big Four firm is a major
selling point to clients. The São Paulo team
focuses on infrastructure, power and ener-
gy, with particular emphasis on renewables,
and the group targets particularly complex
work rather than purely the biggest deals in
the market. Examples include assisting
Banco Itaú and Banco Caixa Geral with the
BRL155 million financing of a water treat-
ment plant for sponsors Ecoaqua Solucões
and Foz do Brasil. This was an innovative
deal and one of the first examples of project
finance arranged in reals without the par-
ticipation of the BNDES. “I can vouch for
the quality of this team’s work,” says one
client, “because any problem that arose on
our project proved to be covered in the con-
tract.” Eduardo Lima (see p.311) heads the
practice and handles project finance and
development. “He has perfect technical
knowledge and brings tremendous assurance
due to his capacity to adapt to the needs of the
project,” say sources. Luis Montes (see
p.318) frequently assists Lima, especially in
structuring the finance on concession-
based projects. An emerging lawyer, he
impresses clients with his “proactiveness and
great dedication.”

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
This large, full-service firm does not have a
designated projects department but can
assemble multidisciplinary teams at the
drop of a hat. The firm has the resources to
draw specialist expertise from the corporate
finance, environment, tax and natural
resources departments, and has a hardcore
pool of lawyers who regularly work togeth-
er on projects. They include Antonio Felix
de Araujo Cintra (see p.296), who belongs
to the firm’s capital markets, banking and
project finance departments, and is
described as a “knowledgeable lawyer who
brings a teamwork ethic and a practical,
straightforward approach to projects.” He led
the team that advised the IFC on providing
USD679 million of financing to Brasil
Terminal Portuário to build a new contain-
er terminal in Santos, the IFC’s largest ever

syndicated deal and port investment.
Heloisa Ferreira Andrade Scaramucci (see
p.302) is technically a member of the firm’s
energy department and is the most active
member of the firm’s project practice
group. She has been particularly busy acting
on behalf of Energias Renováveis do Brasil,
structuring the finance for several biomass
cogeneration projects, negotiating supply
contracts and handling the acquisition of
forest areas for the cultivation of biomass
materials. Pedro Seraphim (see p.330) is a
corporate all-rounder with ample projects
experience, particularly in relation to ener-
gy contracts. He assisted Andrade Gutierrez
with drawing up its bid for an EPC contract
on the Teles Pires hydroelectric project.

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra
Advogados
See Profile p.409
The projects and infrastructure practice
group at this full-service firm falls under the
auspices of the corporate department.
Parallel strengths in tax and electricity are
natural advantages but the projects team is
determinedly varied in its work, with recent
clients having been drawn from the railway,
industrial waste, water, energy and steel sec-
tors. Such diversity ensures flexibility and
tallies with the team’s belief that every proj-
ect is different and requires its own unique
strategy and approach. “The firm is well
positioned to meet the needs of a multina-
tional company and has a great projects team
and specialist lawyers in all the other areas,”
say clients. Daniel Duarte Gomes Soares
(see p.300) is the most celebrated member
of the projects department and has a strong
focus on structuring and contract negotia-
tion. He advised Energia Sustentável do
Brasil on the tax, contractual and corporate
aspects of implementing a system to filter
fallen trees from the water at the Jirau
hydropower plant. Ewald Possolo Corrêa
da Veiga (see p.324) has a telecoms and reg-
ulatory background but has steadily been
increasing his general projects repertoire.
“He’s an excellent lawyer who has gained
considerable experience from working on a
range of different projects,” say sources.
Flávia M Sant’Anna’s retirement from the
firm will be a blow to the department on
the finance side, but she is expected to take
an of-counsel role at the BNDES so new
opportunities may emerge as a result of this
new post.

Projects
Leading Individuals
Senior Statesmen
Meyer Antonio Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Sarmento Antônio Bastos Tauil & Chequer ✳

Band 1
Bueno Júlio César Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Lopes Enei José Virgílio Machado, Meyer ✳

Ribeiro do Prado Jr José Machado, Meyer ✳

Semeghini de Souza Luis Antonio Souza ✳

Band 2
Coelho Ricardo Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

de Araujo Cintra Antonio Felix TozziniFreire ✳

de Figueiredo Forbes Guilherme Souza ✳

Lima Eduardo Lefosse Advogados ✳

Soares Eduardo Tauil & Chequer Advogados ✳

Teixeira dos Santos Maurício Souza, Cescon ✳

Valois Pires Paulo Schmidt, Valois, Miranda ✳

Band 3
Duarte Gomes Soares Daniel Ulhôa Canto ✳

Guerra D’Arriaga Schmidt Guilherme Schmidt ✳

Herscovici Ronald Souza, Cescon, Barrieu ✳

Martins José Roberto Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Sigelmann André Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados ✳

Veirano Ricardo Camargo Veirano Advogados ✳

Viveiros de Moura Marcelo Pinheiro Neto ✳

Band 4
Aguiar de Freitas Pedro Veirano Advogados ✳

Barbosa Plínio Simões Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Barretto Ana Carolina Veirano Advogados ✳

d’Avila Mello Cotrim Aurea Villemor Amaral
Felsberg Thomas Benes Felsberg, Pedretti ✳

Goulart Barreto Robson Veirano Advogados ✳

Loss Giovani Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. ✳

Maciel Rocha Gustavo Eugênio Azevedo Sette ✳

Mello Maria Beatriz G Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Francisco José Pinheiro ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Plinio Pinheiro Guimarães ✳

Possolo Corrêa da Veiga Ewald Ulhôa Canto ✳

Rajsfeld Fiszman Silvia Machado, Meyer ✳

Sanches Ricardo Dias Carneiro Advogados
Seraphim Pedro TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Sorj Pablo Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. ✳

Vallandro Flores Thiago Dias Carneiro Advogados
Vidigal Monteiro de Barros Cecilia Xavier ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Andrade Scaramucci Heloisa TozziniFreire ✳

Bopp Dieterich Frederico Azevedo Sette ✳

Calil Franco Padis Paulo Souza, Cescon, Barrieu ✳

de Lima Assaf Ricardo Machado, Meyer ✳

Gomes Leal Márcio Villemor Amaral
Maier Boing Roger Schmidt, Valois, Miranda ✳

Wielewicki Luís Motta Fernandes Rocha ✳

Associates to watch
D’Avila Dutra Rafael Dias Carneiro Advogados
Montes Luis Lefosse Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
The firm forms teams to meet the needs
and demands of each project, making the
most of its full-service status and well-
developed tax, corporate and finance
departments, as well as its market-leading
mining and energy desks. The team is
accustomed to forming long-standing rela-
tionships with industry clients and typical-
ly sees a project through from start to finish,
rather than advising on a particular seg-
ment. It is acting as counsel on the Belo
Monte hydropower project. The team rep-
resented Andrade Gutierrez as part of the
consortium that lost the bid; however, when
the company was subsequently invited on
board, the firm was also invited to represent
the consortium owing to its already strong
working relationship with the other con-
structors involved, such as Camargo Correa
and Norberto Odebrecht. Ana Carolina
Barretto (see p.286) has been leading the
firm’s work on the project and increasingly
takes a principal role in much of the firm’s
projects work. She was made partner in
January 2011 in recognition of her growing
profile in the market. Barretto’s progress has
enabled Robson Goulart Barreto (see
p.306) to take more of a backseat on the
projects front and focus on his M&A prac-
tice. That said, he is still very much involved
and clients in this area praise his “precise,
efficient and excellent service.” Much of the
same can be said of corporate all-rounder
Ricardo Camargo Veirano (see p.336) in
São Paulo. “He’s very straightforward and
transparent,” say peers, and is “the sort of
lawyer who can handle the pressure of a deal
and a demanding client.” Pedro Aguiar de
Freitas (see p.283) applies his extensive in-
house experience, which spans Brasil
Telecom, Odebrecht, the IFC and Vale, to
advise colleagues and clients on strategy. He
assisted his former employer, Odebrecht,
with preparing its bid for the Teles Pires
hydroelectric project concession.

Band 3

Azevedo Sette Advogados
See Profile p.344
The projects department is part of a broad
umbrella group that encompasses PPPs and
project finance, as well as the firm’s public
law practice and industry desks for regulat-
ed sectors, such as energy. The projects team
has the resources and expertise to handle
project finance and development, as well as
the private elements of bids and conces-

sions. “It’s a very well-aligned practice,” say
clients, “whereby members have their own
areas of expertise but work together and focus
on the objective as a group.” The firm is
based in Minas Gerais and its expertise is
shaped by its location: the state has long
been Brazil’s mining heartland and in
recent years it has stood out as an early
advocate of PPPs. The firm is well versed in
both disciplines. Such expertise led to
Gustavo Eugênio Maciel Rocha (see p.313)
and his team being commissioned by the
Espirito Santos state government to develop
its PPP strategy. Clients praise Rocha for
“his excellent corporate vision and aware-
ness,” which he typically applies to project
development, while Frederico Bopp
Dieterich (see p.289) handles the project
finance. Dieterich has recently been leading
the firm’s impressive charge in the airport
sector, providing project refinancing and
restructuring advice to the sponsors at San
José airport, Costa Rica, and Quito airport,
Ecuador.

Dias Carneiro Advogados
This firm’s infrastructure practice is part
and parcel of its finance department, but
the team handles the regulatory and con-
tractual sides of projects in addition to the
financing. The firm has witnessed a steady
flow of Spanish clients via the firm’s associ-
ation with Uría Menéndez. In representa-
tive highlights, Rafael D’Avila Dutra led the
team that advised Grupo Isolux Corsán,
Cobra Instalaciones y Servicios and Elecnor
as it sold seven Brazilian transmission com-
panies to China’s State Grid International
Development for USD1.85 billion, China’s
largest ever investment in Brazil. Dutra is
respected as a “constructive guy who can get
a deal closed without taking his eye off the
ball.” Ricardo Sanches is described by peers
as “a sophisticated corporate lawyer who’s
great for infrastructure work.” He advised
Iberdrola Renovables on a public bid for a
wind farm. Thiago Vallandro Flores is
“great at leading deals and easy to work with
because he knows our business extremely well
and understands our needs.”

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
The firm established an infrastructure
department towards the end of 2010, which
draws expertise from its oil, gas and energy,
mining and project finance groups. In addi-
tion to this established projects base, the
department often forms multidisciplinary
teams to suit the particular needs of a proj-

ect, and regularly consults specialist lawyers
from the corporate, public, insurance, envi-
ronmental, real estate and tax practice
groups. Clients say: “The firm has a large
enough structure to ensure that, regardless of
the area, it will come up with a team of high-
ly qualified lawyers. This creates an efficient
and quality service which adapts to the
client’s needs and meets demanding dead-
lines.” Pablo Sorj (see p.332) started out in
the capital markets department but now
also heads the projects team, and his work-
load is split between finance and develop-
ment. “He’s a projects guy with a strong back-
ground and the intelligence to understand the
needs of a client,” say sources. Sorj led the
firm’s advice to MPX Pecém II Geração de
Energia in connection with securing BRL1
billion of finance for a coal-fired thermal
power plant. Oil and gas specialist Giovani
Loss (see p.312) joined the firm in May
2010 from Fulbright & Jaworski’s Houston
office. “He’s always attentive, available and
conscientious,” say clients, “and we rely on his
opinion for all our most important decisions
because his advice is always governed by good
sense.”

Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados
See Profile p.391
This is one of the strongest and most
focused firms in the country for banking
and capital markets work, and project
finance has long been a forte. However, as
the projects picture has developed and
changed in Brazil, the firm has begun to
focus more on the operational and imple-
mentation aspects of projects. This shift in
focus was reflected in the recruitment of
André Sigelmann (see p.331) from
Villemor Amaral in 2010. He has since led
the firm’s advice to Suzano Papel e Celulose
in connection with EPC and equipment
supply contracts for a USD2.3 billion proj-
ect to construct a new pulp plant in
Maranhão. Nevertheless, project finance
remains the practice’s trump card and cor-
porate finance all-rounders Plinio Pinheiro
Guimarães (see p.323) and Francisco José
Pinheiro Guimarães (see p.323) frequently
structure project finance deals for banks
and sponsors. They work alongside Roberta
Fonseca, who returned to the firm in 2010
following a five-year stint at Sullivan &
Cromwell in New York. Sources also praise
the team for its ability to anticipate the
demands that banks make when advising
developers. “The firm is excellent in terms of
technical quality, agility of service and access
to senior lawyers,” say clients.
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Schmidt, Valois, Miranda,
Ferreira e Agel – Advogados
See Profile p.399
Natural resources and infrastructure are the
firm’s core practice areas, making this one
of the most dedicated projects teams in the
market. The firm is best recognised for its
hydrocarbons prowess and has been busy
representing international oil companies in
acquiring upstream assets in the Santos and
Campos basins. However, the team handles
a range of work outside of the oil and gas
sector, such as recently advising a port oper-
ator on the development, financing and
construction of a terminal for a steel pro-
ducer. Many of the firm’s lawyers benefit
from in-house industry experience, includ-
ing former Shell employee Paulo Valois
Pires (see p.335). He is primarily an oil and
gas lawyer and oversees all manner of proj-
ects. He has latterly developed a strong
focus on ports and pipelines. Guilherme
Guerra D’Arriaga Schmidt (see p.307) has
traditionally handled finance transactions
in the power sector and is particularly expe-
rienced in transmission line work. Roger
Maier Boing (see p.313) is a projects and
M&A all-rounder, particularly knowledge-
able in regulatory matters and increasingly
dedicated to the mining sector. “The team
has impressive industry knowledge and regu-
latory skills, is adept at tax structures and
provides excellent overall assistance,” say
clients. The firm also has a ‘best friends’
arrangement with Garrigues, which is
recognised as a market-leading projects
firm in Spain.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
This firm has a strong focus on project
finance and infrastructure. The team is sup-
ported by specialists from the firm’s tax,
environment and industry desks, depend-
ing on the nature of the project. “In terms of
knowledge, the team is very well prepared and
adept at resolving doubts,” say clients. They
are also quick to add that “the network is a
huge advantage and provides access to infor-
mation anywhere in the world.” The firm’s
relationship with Baker & McKenzie has
traditionally provided a source of knowl-
edge and training but is now also coming
into its own in helping Brazilian companies
develop projects in emerging markets. The
firm has nurtured a strong relationship
with Petrobras and assists the energy giant
on the home front with EPCs, M&A and
arbitrations. In recent highlights, the team

represented the company in a joint venture
agreement with GALP for a biodiesel pro-
duction and storage project. The team rep-
resents a large number of project developers
and foreign investors, in either a finance or
development capacity. José Roberto
Martins (see p.315) is a highly respected
figure and has extensive experience of this
sector. He is an all-rounder and handles an
impressive volume of M&A, energy and
infrastructure projects. Maria Beatriz
Mello (see p.316) typically assists foreign
clients on regulatory matters for greenfield
projects, which involves advising on project
finance and the negotiation of contracts
and PPP.

Band 4

Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão
See Profile p.345
Project finance is the emphasis at this spe-
cialist M&A and corporate finance firm,
where teams are assembled on a case-by-
case basis. Recent highlights include acting
as loan counsel to Companhia Siderúrgica
Nacional for the construction of the
Transnordestina railway, and to Tractebel
for the operation of the Estreito hydroelec-
tric plant. “The firm provides in-depth
analysis of all related environment and regu-
latory laws,” say clients, “and benefits the
project with great leadership and knowledge.”
Plínio Simões Barbosa (see p.286) is a cor-
porate lawyer with a strong infrastructure
bias. He has served on the board of direc-
tors for several industrial clients, including
Arcelor and Companhia Siderúrgica Belgo-
Mineira.

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich
Advogados e Consultores Legais
See Profile p.361
This firm has been a perennial corporate
player over the past four decades and has
abundant experience and accumulated
projects know-how. The firm has long-
standing client relationships with the likes
of the Inter-American Development Bank,
and Thomas Benes Felsberg (see p.302) is
one of the best all-rounders in the sector.
The integration of the firm’s project
finance, regulatory, environment and con-
tracts practice groups has created a strong
co-ordinated unit. The group’s workload is
varied and includes advising a number of
drilling contractors in connection with
their dealings with Petrobras. In one stand-
out engagement, the team acted as counsel
to AH Belco as it formed a joint venture

with Cavan/Alusa Group to supply railroad
sleepers to Vale. “A great firm to have as a
partner on a project as it offers tremendous
depth in terms of the team and the scope of its
advice,” enthuse sources.

Tauil & Chequer Advogados in
association with Mayer Brown
LLP
See Profile p.407
This is one of the country’s leading oil and
gas experts, and is naturally a popular
choice for hydrocarbons projects. The firm
is also highly reputed for its power practice
group, largely thanks to electricity specialist
Eduardo Soares (see p.331). As with the
department, he has branched out into other
infrastructure areas such as roads and ports
in recent years. He routinely advises FI-
FGTS (Fundo de Investimento do Fundo de
Garantia do Tempo de Serviço), a govern-
ment infrastructure investment fund.
“Soares has great contracts expertise and an
excellent team that fights to get the best for
clients,” say sources. The firm does not have
a formal projects department but sets up
teams appropriate to particular projects.
Senior counsel Antônio Bastos Sarmento
(see p.329) is on hand to handle projects
involving E&P elements. The firm advises
on all manner of project contracts and
agreements. On the finance side, it acted for
Banco Itaú, Banco BTG Pactual and toll-
road operator Ecorodovias, as its subsidiary
Elog made its debut debentures issue to
fund several acquisitions. The firm has an
association with Mayer Brown, a leading
projects firm in the global market.

Villemor Amaral
See Profile p.413
This is one of the oldest names in the
Brazilian legal market and is particularly
focused on the energy, oil and gas sectors.
The firm can assist at any stage of a project,
from finance to supply contracts and tax
structures. It handles a large portion of
work on behalf of Petrobras in the gas sec-
tor, and has been busy advising Keppel
FELS on the construction of floating pro-
duction units to be used by Petrobras in the
Campos basin. Clients praise these “high-
quality, knowledgeable lawyers, who provide
great availability when you need them most.”
Those lawyers include Aurea d’Avila Mello
Cotrim, who is praised as “extremely experi-
enced and judicious in her approach to han-
dling contracts and always produces work of
an exceptionally high quality.” Clients are
equally full of praise for Márcio Gomes
Leal: “He has a broad vision, combining great
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PUBLIC LAW

Band 1

Manesco, Ramires, Perez,
Azevedo Marques Advocacia
See Profile p.380
This public law specialist is exclusively ded-
icated to administrative, regulatory and
corporate law. The firm was founded in the
early 1990s, when Brazil was privatising
much of its industry, and so the group has
extensive first-hand experience of the mar-
ket as it has developed. “The firm has a
strong focus on PPPs and is extremely high-

quality in this regard,” say sources, while
others champion the group for “the sheer
scope of its regulatory work.” The firm han-
dles work in all the regulated sectors, acting
for private sector companies, as well as pub-
lic bodies and government organisations. In
the telecoms field, the team represented
Telcomp, Brazil’s competitive telecommu-
nications association, in a lawsuit filed by
mobile phone operators regarding the right
to use radio base stations without city
administration restrictions. Floriano
Peixoto de Azevedo Marques Neto is unan-
imously considered “one of the country’s
authorities on administrative law.” He is a
public law all-rounder, who is adept in
administrative, antitrust, regulatory, consti-
tutional and commercial law. He is also a
reputed public and constitutional law pro-
fessor. “He’s brilliant, extremely intelligent,
and has extraordinary knowledge of all the
regulated markets, which allows him to com-
pare different sectors,” say clients. With
offices in São Paulo and Brasília, the firm is
present in the country’s business hub and
close to the main administrative courts.

Sundfeld Advogados
This boutique is dedicated to public and
regulatory law, focusing on administrative
law, constitutional law, land law and public-
economic law. The firm advises private
companies looking to get involved in gov-
ernment projects, via PPPs, public bids and
concessions, and assists public sector bodies
in reforming legal frameworks. There is a
strong consultancy side to the firm’s prac-
tice and the team frequently provides expert
legal opinions for other Brazilian law firms.
Carlos Ari Sundfeld is the main name in
this regard, a lawyer “of outstanding sector
knowledge, very experienced and highly val-
ued for his legal opinions.” He participates in
numerous public sector initiatives, includ-
ing advising on the establishment of the
telecoms regulatory agency and the PPP law
of Minas Gerais. Vera Monteiro has consid-
erable experience of advising the federal
government and the State of Minas Gerais
on PPP legislation. She also advised on
establishing PPP blueprints for the sanita-
tion and metro sectors. Both lawyers are
described as “some of the leading names in
the country for public procurement,” and
both are also administrative law professors.

Public Law
Leading Firms

Band 1
Manesco, Ramires, Perez, Azevedo Marques ✳

Sundfeld Advogados

Band 2
Azevedo Sette Advogados ✳

Brasil, Pereira Neto, Galdino e Macedo ✳

Cascione, Pulino, Boulos & Santos Advogados
Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.

knowledge of private law with tremendous
experience in public law, allowing him to act
with assurance when structuring projects.”

Band 5

Arap, Nishi & Uyeda Advogados
This corporate boutique is particularly well
placed to handle infrastructure projects in
energy, telecoms, mining and ports.
Although modest in size, the firm has a
wealth of in-house experience, with the
name partners having worked for house-
hold names such as Odebrecht, Enron,
Brazil Telecom and private highway opera-
tor Companhia de Concessões Rodoviárias.
“The firm is outstanding for infrastructure
projects and offers great assurance thanks to
in-house construction backgrounds,” accord-
ing to sources. Sami Arap Sobrinho is the
first port of call for clients in this field.

Barros Pimentel, Alcântara Gil,
Rodriguez e Vargas Advogados
This boutique firm was founded in 2002 as
a spin-off of the in-house team at Brazilian

engineering and project management com-
pany Promon. It specialises in infrastruc-
ture, technology and venture capital. The
firm is modest in size, but its four partners
“stand out for being high quality, experienced
and specialised in infrastructure,” according
to clients. Caio Farah Rodriguez is a partner
at the firm and a primary contact for
clients.

Motta Fernandes Rocha
Advogados
See Profile p.387
This general practice firm is best known for
its corporate finance capabilities, and its
projects department is naturally most cele-
brated for its project finance work. The firm
assisted Petrobras with its 2010 USD67 bil-
lion share offering and was involved at all
stages of the project finance and structuring
of the Santo Antonio hydroelectric power
plant. The firm has a high partner ratio and
this is evidently a selling point: “You know
you’ll get senior and experienced lawyers,” say
clients, who add that the lawyers are “quali-
ty professionals with high levels of technical
knowledge.” Luís Wielewicki (see p.338) is

hailed as “a problem solver with a detailed
understanding of this field.” Projects clients
also frequently cite corporate finance lawyer
Luiz Leonardo Cantidiano, a former chair-
man of the CVM (Brazil’s Securities and
Exchange Commission), as a valuable
resource in this area.

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança
See Profile p.415
This firm’s projects department has the
know-how to handle all manner of projects
work, from company incorporations to
shareholder agreements, EPCs and PPP.
Despite the range of its repertoire, the firm
is careful not to take on too much at once
and prefers to ensure that clients receive the
team’s full attention and dedication. Cecilia
Vidigal Monteiro de Barros (see p.336)
handles a mixture of energy, infrastructure
and corporate-related project matters, and
brings his background in electricity-sector
arbitration to the table. She led the team
which advised Windpower Construções on
drafting an EPC contract for an eolic plant.
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Azevedo Sette Advogados
See Profile p.344
The firm is respected in the market as a tra-
ditional name for administrative law and
regulatory work, and particularly for PPPs:
“The firm really stands out because PPPs
started in Minas and so the cases it handled
became the points of reference for the mar-
ket.” The administrative law department
works in tandem with the PPP and project
finance teams, as well as other desks dedi-
cated to regulated sectors. A recent work
highlight saw the firm advise Companhia
de Águas do Brasil and Foz do Brasil on
preparing a bid for a PPP concession to
construct and run a new water system in the
Agreste region, and to operate the public
water and sewerage systems in several cities
in Alagoas state. Gustavo Eugenio Maciel
Rocha is the primary contact for public law
work, especially PPPs.

Brasil, Pereira Neto, Galdino e
Macedo Advogados – BPGM
See Profile p.352
Public law matters are handled by the firm’s
joint regulatory and competition depart-
ment, taking full advantage of the frequent
overlap between the disciplines. The group’s
work encompasses traditional administra-
tive law, public procurement, public sector
contracts and procedures. The firm fre-
quently assists clients with bids for conces-
sions for major projects and represented
Bombardier Transportation Brasil as part of

the winning consortium on a bid to con-
struct a monorail line in connection with
extending the São Paulo metro. The team
also advises clients on regulatory changes: it
recently acted as counsel to UNICA (União
da Agroindústria Canavieira do Estado de
São Paulo – the Sugarcane Agroindustry
Union of São Paulo State) on new commer-
cial energy rules brought in by electricity
agency ANEEL. In other highlights, it
advised Webjet Linhas Aéreas on issues
related to new legislation from the National
Agency of Civil Aviation (ANAC). Caio
Mário da Silva Pereira Neto is the team’s
senior partner. “The firm has exceptional
regulatory knowledge and is especially
impressive for public tenders, an area which it
is clearly very focused on,” say clients.

Cascione, Pulino, Boulos &
Santos Advogados
The firm’s infrastructure, project finance
and regulatory department handles a range
of work where the public and private sec-
tors meet, especially PPPs. “The firm has
excellent knowledge and experience of PPPs,”
say clients, adding that this is “something
few Brazilian firms can claim.” Much of that
knowledge comes from Bruno Francisco
Cabral Aurélio, who joined the firm in
April 2010 from Machado, Meyer, Sendacz
e Opice, where he was head of the PPP desk.
“He really stands out in terms of his brilliant
technical knowledge of PPPs,” say sources. He
led the team which advised Carioca
Engenharia, Construtora OAS and
Construtora Norberto Odebrecht on the
structuring of a PPP for the Porto
Maravilha port project in Rio de Janeiro. He
has also been involved in a number of PPP
packages relating to the 2014 World Cup,
principally new stadium projects in Belo
Horizonte, Recife and Salvador.

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
This full-service powerhouse handles pub-
lic law matters within its project finance
department. The team’s emphasis is on
assisting private sector clients wishing to
participate in bids to provide public servic-
es. A case in point saw the team advise
Fonte Nova Cia, an Odebrecht subsidiary, as
it agreed a PPP finance agreement with
Desenbahia (the state development agency
of Bahia) and Banco do Nordeste do Brasil
to construct a new football stadium in
Salvador for the 2014 World Cup. Projects
specialist José Virgílio Lopes Enei was at the

heart of this deal and is a key contact for
PPP matters.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
This firm has a dedicated public law depart-
ment which spans its São Paulo, Rio and
Brasília offices. The practice combines pub-
lic law advice and consultation with litiga-
tion work, as well as providing support to
the projects desk. The public law team han-
dles a significant amount of pharmaceutical
work and advised Novartis on negotiations
with the Ministry of Health. Henrique
Kruger Frizzo (see p.309) specialises in
public contracts and wins praise for his
consultancy work. “He is highly dedicated,
technically accomplished and has an excellent
professional attitude,” say clients.

Other Notable Practitioners
Celso Antônio Bandeira de Mello is one of
the most prestigious lawyers, writers and
law professors in the country. He has his
own modest practice, and is routinely called
upon for his much-valued legal opinions.
“He’s one of the great statesmen, a member of
the old guard, and his book on administrative
law is still the reference today,” say peers. The
Curitiba-based Marçal Justen Filho of
Justen, Pereira, Oliveira & Talamini is
another lawyer whose writings, in his case
on public procurement, “remain the doc-
trine.” He combines academic credentials
with courtroom clout as a counsel, arbitra-
tor and consultant on all matters involving
government contracts and regulated mar-
kets. Luís Roberto Barroso of Luís Roberto
Barroso & Associados is another distin-
guished lawyer and professor and is cham-
pioned as being “at the forefront of constitu-
tional law today.” Barroso has been in the
headlines of late, representing Cesare
Battisti before the Supreme Court in
regards to his extradition case. José Emilio
Nunes Pinto of José Emilio Nunes Pinto
Advogados is an arbitrator specialised in the
regulated sectors, particularly electricity, oil
and gas. João Geraldo Piquet Carneiro (see
p.324) of Veirano Advogados is a hugely
experienced figure who has held a number
of public sector positions, not least chair-
man of the Public Ethics Commission of
the Federal Government. He focuses on
administrative law, antitrust and litigation
and is well versed in arguing cases before
the regulatory and antitrust agencies and
the higher courts of Brasília, where he’s
based. Paulo Prado (see p.324) of Koury

www.chambersandpartners.com Public Law Brazil
Public Law
Leading Individuals

Senior Statesmen
Bandeira de Mello Celso Antônio Celso Antônio 
Piquet Carneiro João Geraldo Veirano ✳

Band 1
Barroso Luís Roberto Luís Roberto Barroso
Justen Filho Marçal Justen, Pereira, Oliveira 
de Azevedo Marques Neto Floriano Manescoh
Sundfeld Carlos Ari Sundfeld Advogados

Band 2
Bonelli Claudia Elena TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Francisco Cabral Aurélio Bruno Cascione
Monteiro Vera Sundfeld Advogados
Nunes Pinto José Emilio José Emilio Nunes

Up-and-coming individuals
Queiroz de Andrade Letícia Siqueira Castro

Associates to watch
Kruger Frizzo Henrique Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Prado Paulo Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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REAL ESTATE

Band 1

Campos Mello Advogados in
cooperation with DLA Piper
See Profile p.353
This excellent firm comfortably maintains
its place at the top end of the market, offer-
ing a comprehensive real estate service that
makes the most of its full-service expertise
and the global exposure gained through its
relationship with DLA. Commercial, resi-
dential and hospitality real estate are all
areas of focus and the firm handles all
aspects of investments from financing to

titles, permits and contracts and structur-
ing. According to clients: “The depth of the
firm’s real estate and transactional business
experience is clear.” In work highlights, the
firm advised Marriott International on its
USD47.5 million sale of JW Marriott Hotel
Rio de Janeiro to an affiliate of Host Hotels
& Resorts. Under the terms of the sale, the
hotel will continue to be managed and
operated by Marriott, under the JW
Marriott brand. Luiz Antonio Campos
Mello (see p.291) has a leading reputation
for real estate matters that draws on his
strengths in contracts. He is currently advis-
ing Brazilian shopping centre developer
Multiplan during the development of a
high-end retail project known as Village
Mall, in Rio de Janeiro. Bernardo Buarque
Schiller (see p.290) is another key contact at
the firm assisting on a wide range of real
estate matters. Fábio Perrone Campos
Mello (see p.323) heads the real estate
department, and aside from his proven
technical skills, he wins strong praise from
clients for being “exceptionally client-
focused.” Sources also laud his “responsive-
ness and creativity.”

Duarte Garcia, Caselli Guimarães
e Terra Advogados – DGCGT
This traditional firm is a mainstay of
Brazil’s real estate market; it hails from São
Paulo and also has an office in Brasília. It
provides comprehensive counsel on the
structuring, development and investment
in real estate projects for a variety of sectors,
as well as offering litigation services. Titles,
licences and financing are also areas of
focus. Department head Marcelo Terra
continues to shine as a leading figure for
real estate consultancy and litigation,
thanks to his unsurpassed technical knowl-
edge. Market sources are quick to point out
that he is “excellent at managing risks and
has a comprehensive overview of the
Brazilian legal environment.” Vera Lúcia
Moinhos provides hands-on consultancy
on a broad range of real estate matters.

PMKA Advogados – Pedraza
Maximiano Kawasaki Assolini
See Profile p.395
This São Paulo-based firm is universally
recognised for its specialisation in real
estate law. The firm provides a broad serv-
ice covering permits, licences, contracts and
project development and structuring.
Financing is another area of strength and
the firm complements its advisory skills
with litigation know-how. Fernando
Maximiano (see p.315) is recognised by
market sources as a true real estate special-
ist and is a key figure in the department.
Alexandre Assolini (see p.284) brings his
finance and capital markets knowledge to
bear on real estate project financing and is
described as having “great potential” by
market sources.

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
This is one of Brazil’s biggest full-service
players and as such its real estate practice
makes the most of its expertise in other
areas such as corporate and finance. The
firm has the infrastructure to handle a high
volume of cases as well as large individual
projects. The larger real estate team is sub-
divided into a number of areas of speciali-
sation covering rural and urban projects,
investments and titles. The corporate, resi-
dential and hospitality sectors are all areas
of focus. Practice head Rossana Fernandes
Duarte (see p.302) wins praise from clients,
who describe her as “always available and
experienced.” Her comprehensive practice
includes project structuring and develop-
ment, and investment and financing involv-
ing debt and equity transactions. Vladimir
Miranda Abreu (see p.318) uses his finance
and capital markets background to great
effect in real estate, where rural projects are
a key area of focus of his practice.

Real Estate
Leading Firms

Band 1
Campos Mello Advogados ✳

Duarte Garcia, Caselli Guimarães e Terra 
PMKA Advogados – Pedraza Maximiano ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Band 2
Bicalho e Mollica Advogados ✳

Demarest e Almeida ✳

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

Gustavo Padilha Advogados Associados ✳

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 3
Amaral e Nicolau
Almeida Bugelli e Valença Advogados
Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Lacaz Martins, Halembeck, Pereira Neto
Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados ✳

Navarro Advogados ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Band 4
Araújo e Policastro Advogados ✳

Lobo & Ibeas Advogados
Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch Advogados ✳

Tauil & Chequer Avogados ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e Guerreiro ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.

Lopes Advogados (KLA) is a regulatory spe-
cialist whom clients praise for “possessing
great legal knowledge and experience in sev-
eral areas, as well as impressive macroeco-
nomic vision.” Prado is particularly au fait
with power legislation, having worked for
several years at the CCEE (Câmara de
Comercialização de Energia Elétrica), a

government body responsible for the com-
mercialisation of the electricity market.
Claudia Elena Bonelli (see p.289) joined
TozziniFreire Advogados in 1997 and has
overseen the firm’s public law practice ever
since. She acts as counsel on public conces-
sion projects and service contracts to public
bodies. She recently led the team which pro-

duced an infrastructure, competition and
governance report on Brazil’s air transport
sector for McKinsey & Company, as com-
missioned by the BNDES. Letícia Queiroz
de Andrade of Siqueira Castro Advogados
“is prompt and reliable, and transmits great
assurance and confidence.” She specialises in
regulatory, public tenders and concessions.
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Band 2

Bicalho e Mollica Advogados
See Profile p.348
Real estate is a core practice area for this
firm and it provides a well-rounded service,
encompassing advisory and dispute resolu-
tion on matters such as project structuring
and financing, acquisitions and other
investment vehicles as well as titles and reg-
istrations. Market sources recognise that the

work “is of an excellent standard of quality.”
Rodrigo Cury Bicalho is a respected spe-
cialist in a wide range of real estate matters,
and aside from his busy practice he also
teaches on a number of postgraduate cours-
es dealing with real estate law. Luciano
Mollica is an increasingly visible figure in
the Brazilian real estate market and wins
praise for his technical know-how.

Demarest e Almeida
See Profile p.357
This well-established full-service firm has a
respected real estate practice that covers all
major areas such as investment advice, proj-
ect development and financing. Rural real
estate is an area of focus and the firm has
advised agribusiness clients on how best to
negotiate the changes to the laws on foreign
ownership. According to clients, the firm’s
lawyers are “well trained and true specialists”
and the firm “truly fulfils the full-service
brief.” In work highlights, the firm is advis-
ing Peugeot-Citroën during the negotiation
of a build-to-suit agreement as part of the
expansion of its Porto Real facilities in Rio
de Janeiro state. In another mandate of
note, the firm is advising National Starch &
Chemical Industrial during the due dili-
gence, drafting and negotiation of lease
agreements relating to industrial facilities in
São Paulo. Practice head Adriana Daiuto
leads on many of the firm’s highest-profile
deals. Clients describe her as “business-ori-
ented and providing outstanding client serv-
ice.”

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich
Advogados e Consultores Legais
See Profile p.361
This full-service firm has a respected pres-
ence in real estate law concentrating on the
structuring and financing of both urban
and rural real estate projects. Other areas of
focus include contract drafting and negoti-
ation, dispute resolution and the sale and
acquisition of land rights. The firm coun-
sels a broad range of clients from the hospi-
tality, commercial and residential sectors,
and agribusiness developments are a fur-
ther key field of specialisation. Recent work
highlights include assisting Radar
Propriedades Agrícolas on the acquisition
of rural properties in Maranhão state. The
firm has also counselled Fairfield Maxwell
on a number of real estate projects across
Brazil. Practice head and partner Roberto
Wilson (see p.338) is well versed across the
whole range of real estate matters and is the
lead contact for clients following the recent
departure of senior associate Wagner Garcia

Botelha. Wilson is particularly noted for his
expertise in financing and shopping centre
project development.

Gustavo Padilha Advogados
Associados
See Profile p.366
This Rio de Janeiro-headquartered firm is
traditionally noted for its real estate practice
and it remains a key area of focus for the
firm. The team now has an office in São
Paulo and offers a comprehensive service to
real estate clients covering counsel on con-
tracts, project development and financing,
acquisitions and leasing, permits and titles,
as well as legal opinions. Shopping centre
project investment and development is a
key area of specialisation and, in recent
work, the firm advised BR Malls on its
acquisition of a 49.99% stake in CIMA
Empreendimentos do Brasil’s interest in a
company owning a shopping centre and
three office blocks in the Tijuca complex in
Rio de Janeiro. The USD247 million deal
includes a 90-day call option on the
remaining interest, subject to shareholder
approval. Founding partner Gustavo
Pinheiro Guimarães Padilha leads on the
firm’s headline deals and has a varied and
respected real estate practice. He is current-
ly advising JCPM Group on the structuring
of an ongoing shopping centre project
located in Recife, representing an invest-
ment of BRL500 million.

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA)
See Profile p.368
Real estate constitutes a strategic practice
area for this full-service firm and its team of
specialists handles a wide range of consul-
tancy and litigation matters. Land title
searches and regularisations are key areas of
focus, as are urban and rural residential and
commercial project investments, and
financings. Recent work includes advice to
Bracor Investimentos on the regularisation
of property acquired from Tavex
Corporation, for the sale and leaseback of
one of the largest denim factories in the
world, covering 305,000 sq m. The firm has
also advised Brookfield on a number of
high-end residential real estate projects,
including the second stage of the 94,000 sq
m Vila Amalfi development in São Paulo’s
exclusive Morumbi district. Practice head
Pedro Cortez (see p.295) is a leading figure
for both real estate consultancy and dis-
putes. Market sources describe him as a
“point of reference for excellent consultancy
and litigation.” Rodrigo Pontes (see p.324)
provides expert support on a range of issues

Real Estate
Leading Individuals
Star individuals
Terra Marcelo Duarte Garcia, Caselli Guimarães 

Band 1
Campos Mello Luiz Antônio Campos Mello ✳

Cortez Pedro Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Fernandes Duarte Rossana TozziniFreire ✳

Band 2
Buarque Schiller Bernardo Campos Mello ✳

Cury Bicalho Rodrigo Bicalho e Mollica
Gonzaga Bellegarde Nunes Flávio Flávio ✳

Höhn Christiane Scabell Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Laizo Clápis Alexandre Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Marzagão José Paulo Koury Lopes Advogados ✳

Maximiano Fernando PMKA Advogados ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Padilha Gustavo Gustavo
Regos João Francisco Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Wilson Roberto Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich ✳

Band 3
Amaral Filho José Vicente Amaral e Nicolau
Daiuto Adriana K Demarest e Almeida
Penteado da Costa Galvão Carolina Arap
Perrone Campos Mello Fabio Campos Mello ✳

Rossi Luciano Garcia Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Taveira Cláudio Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Uchôa da Veiga Filho Otávio Mattos Filho, Veiga ✳

Valença Marcelo Almeida Bugelli e Valença
Vitale Junior Olivar Lorena Tubino Veloso, Vitale

Band 4
Assolini Alexandre PMKA Advogados – Pedraza ✳

Fernandes Campos Verissimo Erica Lacaz
Fortes Ferreira Guilherme Gondim e Advogados
Guimarães Isoldi Quirino Maria Cecília Mattos ✳

Mamprin de Castro Guerra Cristiane Lobo ✳

Miranda Abreu Vladimir TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Moinhos Vera Lúcia Duarte Garcia, Caselli
Mollica Luciano Bicalho e Mollica Advogados
Rodrigues Augusto César Cascione, Pulino

Up-and-coming individuals
Garcia Botelha Wagner Barbosa, Müssnich ✳

Associates to watch
Pontes Rodrigo Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Trevelim Ivandro Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch ✳

Truzzi Prieto Daniela Veirano Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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and is recognised for his technical skills and
client service. Recent hire José Paulo
Marzagão (see p.315) is a highly respected
lawyer in the real estate market. He has a
diverse practice and a great deal of experi-
ence and his hiring is seen as a sign of the
firm’s commitment to real estate.

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
This full-service giant has a respected real
estate practice that successfully draws on
the firm’s expertise in areas such as corpo-
rate, M&A and finance. Acquisitions, leas-
ing, securitisation and real estate invest-
ment structuring and implementation are
key concerns. The firm wins strong client
praise and is described as “placing a premi-
um on client relationships as well as offering
technical know-how.” In work highlights, the
firm advised Multigrain on the execution of
an export prepayment financial agreement
totalling USD180 million, secured with real
estate assets. The firm also assisted BMX
Realizações Imobiliárias e Participações as
agent to Odebrecht on the acquisition of
real estate in São Paulo state to a value of
BRL260 million. Department head
Alexandre Laizo Clápis (see p.309) “adds
value due to his in-depth knowledge of real
estate law and the demands of a big real estate
project,” according to clients. He is particu-
larly noted for his experience in registra-
tions, titles and licences.

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
Another full-service heavyweight with a
respected presence in real estate, this firm
covers all aspects of project and investment
financing and development for the residen-
tial, commercial and agribusiness sectors.
The firm has an excellent grasp of the cor-
porate and financing aspects of transac-
tions, and acquisitions have been a recent
key area of focus. Clients laud the “highly
experienced, business-minded lawyers” and
highlight their “timely responses during crit-
ical negotiations.” Work highlights include
assisting BR Properties and BTG Pactual’s
real estate investment fund, Ventura II, on a
BRL680 million investment in Rio de
Janeiro. Otávio Uchôa da Veiga Filho (see
p.335) is an experienced real estate lawyer
with particular expertise in the field of
drafting and negotiating contracts such as
acquisition and lease agreements. Maria
Cecília Guimarães Isoldi Quirino (see
p.307) heads the practice and wins praise

for her “technical know-how combined with
responsive client service.” She frequently
advises investment funds on urban and
rural projects.

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This full-service firm is widely respected for
its tradition of high standards, and its com-
prehensive real estate practice is no excep-
tion. Clients indeed state that “the reputa-
tion and strong brand are decisive factors for
hiring.” The firm takes advantage of its cor-
porate and finance expertise to advise
investors and developers on a variety of
rural and urban projects, including shop-
ping centres, industrial estates and residen-
tial complexes. Clients highlight that they
would recommend the firm to multination-
al investors or large Brazilian players due to
the “speedy responses and clear real estate
expertise.” In recent mandates of note, the
firm advised Prime Fund on the securitisa-
tion of receivables from the Brazilian
Financial Center building, in São Paulo. The
firm also counselled Odebrecht during the
acquisition of land and development of
new offices in São Paulo, which involved
advice on construction contracts, build-to-
suit agreements and securitisation. Partner
Luciano Garcia Rossi (see p.328) is highly
regarded for his broad practice covering
project development, as well as financing
and securitisation of urban and rural real
estate assets. Cláudio Taveira (see p.333) is
especially noted for his real estate financing
expertise.

Band 3

Amaral e Nicolau
This boutique hails from South America’s
business capital, São Paulo, and takes a
business-minded approach to a compre-
hensive range of real estate law concerns.
Contracts and regularisation of titles are
areas of focus and the firm also advises on
acquisitions and investment vehicles for a
wide range of clients. José Vicente Amaral
Filho is praised by market sources for his
strengths in investment company incorpo-
rations, as well as all-round real estate
advice. He brings valuable sector experience
as former in-house counsel to Tecnisa
Engenharia e Comércio.

Almeida Bugelli e Valença
Advogados e Associados
This São Paulo-based boutique has carved a
niche for itself in real estate financing and

capital markets. The securitisation of real
estate receivables is a particular area of
focus and the firm applies its extensive
experience to come up with creative solu-
tions for its clients. Practice head Marcelo
Valença is recognised for his focus on con-
tract drafting and negotiation, investment
fund structuring and the securitisation of
real estate assets.

Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão
See Profile p.345
This full-service firm has a strong real estate
practice that plays an important role sup-
porting its renowned M&A and solid capi-
tal markets departments. Over the past year,
the firm has been busy advising on the
acquisition of rural and urban real estate for
the biofuel and industrial sectors, as well as
advising on the drafting and negotiation of
lease agreements. Mandates of note include
advising real estate investment company BR
Properties during its BRL98 million acqui-
sition of five industrial buildings in São
Paulo state. Department head Christiane
Scabell Höhn (see p.307) is a recognised
real estate specialist and has published a
number of articles on the subject. Partner
Wagner Garcia Botelha (see p.304) recent-
ly joined from Felsberg e Associados and
has a significant practice in real estate. His
international experience includes time
spent at Argentine and French law firms
and he is also qualified to practise in
Portugal.

Lacaz Martins, Halembeck,
Pereira Neto, Gurevich &
Schoueri Advogados
This firm has a long-standing presence in
real estate matters and continues to main-
tain an important market position for
acquisitions and investments. More specifi-
cally, the firm has assisted clients with the
acquisition of land for industrial and resi-
dential developments, as well as advising on
the incorporation and regulation of a num-
ber of real estate investment funds. In work
highlights, the firm has been advising
Serveng Civilsan during the first stage of a
BRL1 billion commercial and residential
development in Caraguatatuba, in São
Paulo state. Partner Erica Fernandes
Campos Verissimo now leads the team fol-
lowing the departure of José Paulo
Marzagão. Market sources highlight her
experience and see her as having a bright
future. The market is waiting to see how the
loss of Marzagão will affect the practice.
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Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados
See Profile p.374
This relative newcomer to the Brazilian
legal market continues to consolidate its
reputation and expand its areas of activity.
Its real estate practice is growing in stature
and is recognised for its strong showing
across a wide range of transactions involv-
ing the acquisition, sale and leasing of
urban and rural real estate. The firm also
handles financing and the structuring of
investments. Clients point out that the team
“adds serious value to our projects and invest-
ments.” In deal highlights, the firm repre-
sented the buyer, Host Hotels & Resorts, in
its takeover of the JW Marriott Hotel in Rio
de Janeiro. In other noteworthy work, the
firm assisted BN Corp Empreendimentos
Imobiliários and Maxcap Real Estate
Investment Advisors on the structuring of a
joint venture for the investment in real
estate projects. Cristiane Mamprin de
Castro Guerra (see p.313) has a compre-
hensive practice in real estate and is
admired by clients for “being good, especial-
ly in complex situations with many different
interests at stake.”

Navarro Advogados
See Profile p.389
This firm has carved a successful niche in
real estate focusing on the structuring of
investment funds, advising on investments
and the securitisation of real estate assets.
Clients see the firm as “one of the best for
securitisations and funds.” Alexandre Tadeu
Navarro Pereira Gonçalves is the main
point of contact for clients.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
The Brazilian outpost of this global firm
attracts a range of local and international
clients due to its extensive transactional
experience and proven corporate skills. The
access to international savoir faire through
the Baker & McKenzie network is a further
selling point. Acquisitions, sales and leasing,
as well as contracts and investments, are all
areas of focus. Satisfied clients state that “we
like the quality of their services and the avail-
ability of the partners.” João Francisco
Regos (see p.326) focuses especially on con-
tracts and, according to clients, he “can han-
dle the most difficult of assignments.” He
wins further recognition for his prompt
client service.

Band 4

Araújo e Policastro Advogados
See Profile p.343
This mid-tier firm covers the main aspects
of real estate and has offices in both São
Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. Structured
financing, investments, regularisations and
contracts are all covered and the firm caters
to both local and foreign clients looking to
capitalise on Brazil’s booming real estate
sector. Of-counsel Regina Baraldi Bisson is
the main point of contact for clients.

Lobo & Ibeas Advogados
This compact firm makes the most of its
corporate and environment know-how to
provide well-rounded advisory and dispute
resolution services to a diverse range of
clients. The firm handles the structuring,
investment in and development of a wide
range of real estate projects, with shopping
centres being a recent area of focus. Clients
speak highly of the service, mentioning that
“they came up with creative solutions to
problems that were key to the success of the
project.” Ricardo Ramalho Almeida is the
main contact for clients.

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch
Advogados
See Profile p.405
This full-service firm offers a comprehen-
sive service in real estate law that plays to its
strengths in complementary areas such as
corporate, projects, finance and capital
markets. Its real estate practice covers the
full range of matters, including investment
structuring and financing, securitisation of
receivables, project development and acqui-
sitions for both urban and rural real estate.
This is a “sophisticated firm with great
lawyers,” according to clients. The firm is
currently advising El Tejar on the acquisi-
tion of land in the west of Brazil for the
development of agriculture projects.
Ivandro Trevelim (see p.334) covers a
broad range of real estate matters and
clients state that they “really trust Ivandro’s
technical knowledge.”

Tauil & Chequer Avogados in
association with Mayer Brown
LLP
See Profile p.407
The real estate practice at this full-service
firm benefits from being able to draw on the
expertise of the wider firm, as well as the
international know-how of Mayer Brown,
to offer a sophisticated service. The financ-
ing, development and acquisition of real

estate projects are areas of specialisation, as
are investments and contracts. The struc-
turing of investment funds and the issuance
of real estate securities have kept the firm
busy over the last year. A recent highlight
was the representation of PDG Realty
Empreendimentos e Participações and its
bookrunner Banco Bradesco during its
issuance of BRL280 million of debentures.
Carlos Motta is the main contact for clients.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
Clients mention that this full-service firm’s
main strengths lie in its “international expe-
rience and complementary expertise in other
areas of law.” Its broad-ranging practice
covers all the main aspects of urban and
rural real estate project investments, financ-
ings and development and it represents a
diverse range of clients. In recent work, the
firm assisted Philip Morris in the acquisi-
tion of real estate in the states of Santa
Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul as part of
its expansion strategy in Brazil. The firm
also represented Norsk Hydro during its
acquisition of approximately 18,000
hectares of land in the Amazon region from
Vale for an amount of USD5.5 billion.
Daniela Truzzi Prieto (see p.334) is
described by market sources as “having a
very promising career in real estate law.” She
was one of the lead lawyers advising Renuka
Sugars on the real estate due diligence car-
ried out as part of its acquisition of
Brazilian sugar and ethanol producer
Equipav.

Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e
Guerreiro
See Profile p.412
This mid-sized, full-service firm is particu-
larly active in Rio de Janeiro and also has an
office in São Paulo. It covers most areas of
real estate, counselling developers and
investors in urban and rural projects.
Market sources note its experience in
agribusiness projects, where it covers rural
land acquisitions, regularisations and
financing. José Luis Camargo Jr is the main
point of contact for clients.

Other Notable Practitioners
Flávio Gonzaga Bellegarde Nunes (see
p.306) runs his own real estate boutique,
Flávio Gonzaga Advogados, handling a
comprehensive range of consultancy in this
field. Formerly at Machado, Meyer, Sendacz
e Opice, he has a great deal of experience
and is a high-profile presence in the market.
Carolina Penteado da Costa Galvão is a
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respected real estate lawyer practising at
Arap, Nishi & Uyeda Advogados. General
real estate, contracts and financing are her
main areas of focus. Guilherme Fortes
Ferreira recently left Bichara, Barata, Costa
& Rocha Advogados for Gondim e
Advogados Associados and focuses on
acquisitions and investments, especially in

the booming shopping centre sector.
Augusto César Rodrigues of Cascione,
Pulino, Boulos & Santos Advogados focuses
on real estate investment and financing and
also teaches at a postgraduate level. Olivar
Lorena Vitale Junior of Tubino Veloso,
Vitale, Bicalho e Dias Advogados is a real
estate specialist with a great deal of techni-

cal knowledge. He lectures on and co-ordi-
nates the real estate business postgraduate
course at Fundação Armando Alvares
Penteado, as well as lecturing and co-ordi-
nating the real estate specialisation course at
Universidade Secovi.

SHIPPING

Band 1

Escritório Jurídico Carbone
This is “one of the most experienced and
capable maritime law firms in Brazil,”
according to clients, and continues to be a

market leader across the whole array of
shipping law concerns. Its 13-lawyer team
covers litigation, casualties, pollution, regu-
latory matters and contracts. It is one of the
most established firms in the market and
represents a variety of clients, from insur-
ance companies to international P&I clubs
and shipowners. The team handles both wet
and dry shipping work and has particular
expertise in pollution-related matters. Work
highlights include advising Cabo Pilar
Shipping and its P&I club, Steamship
Mutual Underwriting Association, on a
highly complex pollution case. The matter
involved compensation for environmental
damage and defence against legal action
brought by more than 1,000 local fishermen
in the region of Salvador, Bahia state.
Founding partner Artur Carbone is highly
regarded as an authority on shipping mat-
ters, and clients praise his “in-depth knowl-
edge not only of technical legal aspects but
also of the shipping industry as a whole.”
Partner Luís Felipe Galante is admired by
clients, who enthusiastically report that
“whenever we call, he knows our case by heart
and provides answers straight away. He com-
bines a scientific approach with practical
knowledge.” Flávio Infante Vieira “particu-
larly impresses due to his dedication and
proactive support,” according to market
sources.

Farinon, Carvalho da Silva &
Advogados Associados
This firm operates from the south of Brazil,
with offices in Porto Alegre and Rio
Grande. The region is a well-established
shipping hub and home to one of the most
important ports in the country. The firm
represents a varied portfolio of national and
international clients, including shipowners,
charterers, P&I clubs, salvage companies,
shipping agencies and port operators. “An
excellent firm – the lawyers are experienced
with in-depth knowledge of the market and
create a commercial relationship based on
friendship and confidence,” report satisfied
clients. The firm focuses on environment-

related cases, with recent examples of its
work including assisting Britannia Steam
Ship Insurance Association regarding a fine
imposed by the Brazilian environment
enforcement agency (IBAMA) on Hanjin
Shipping, for the transportation of a con-
tainer holding 22 tons of domestic waste
from the Czech Republic to the Port of Rio
Grande. Ruy Fernando Carvalho da Silva is
described by market sources as “extremely
experienced – he instinctively knows how to
interpret clients’ ideas.” Roberto Farinon is
admired for “his comprehensive view of the
big picture, in and out of the courtroom,”
while José Augusto Mendes Marques is
widely recommended as “an outstanding
young lawyer” by market sources.

Law Offices Carl Kincaid
See Profile p.370
This is one of the most traditional firms in
the market and was originally founded in
1932 to assist international clients investing
in the country. The firm has since branched
out into other areas of law, but its shipping
practice continues to be a market leader.
The skilled team handles every aspect of
shipping law, including collisions, salvage,
charter parties, carriage of goods, ship
finance, personal injury and pollution. The
widely acclaimed team is described as “well
organised, always on top of matters, well
respected and up to date with what’s happen-
ing in different jurisdictions.” The firm has
an extensive client portfolio, including
shipowners, trading companies, oil compa-
nies, suppliers to the oil and gas sector,
insurance companies, P&I clubs, port oper-
ators, shipyards and banks. Recently, the
firm has advised a consortium of Brazilian
construction companies in connection with
the modernisation project for Rio de
Janeiro’s port area, which includes a 15-year
PPP contract to be granted by the
Municipality of Rio. Iwam Jaeger Jr (see
p.308) earns client praise for his “ample
shipping knowledge” and for “inspiring con-
fidence.” Godofredo Mendes Vianna (see
p.317) is well respected for “providing in-

Shipping
Leading Firms

Band 1
Escritório Jurídico Carbone
Farinon, Carvalho da Silva & Advogados
Law Offices Carl Kincaid ✳

Shipping Consultoria

Band 2
Pedro Calmon Filho & Associados (PCF&A)
Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 3
Siano & Martins Advogados Associados ✳

Leading Individuals

Senior Statesmen
Calmon Filho Pedro Pedro Calmon Filho 

Band 1
Carbone Artur Escritório Jurídico Carbone
Carvalho da Silva Ruy Fernando Farinon
Farinon Roberto Farinon, Carvalho da Silva 
Galante Luís Felipe Escritório Jurídico Carbone
Jaeger Jr Iwam Law Offices Carl Kincaid ✳

Mendes Vianna Godofredo Law Offices Carl ✳

Motta Henrique Oswaldo Pedro Calmon Filho
Sobrino Porto Fernando C Shipping Consultoria

Band 2
Darci da Silva Sílvio Shipping Consultoria
Infante Vieira Flávio Escritório Jurídico Carbone
Mendes Vianna Cardoso Camila Carl Kin Caid ✳

Sobral Sampaio Antonio Francisco Shipping

Band 3
Borges Carneiro Otavio Veirano Advogados ✳

Haidamus Perri Cláudia Felsberg, Pedretti ✳

Mendes Marques José Augusto Farinon
Ribeiro Mattos Marcelo Veirano Advogados ✳

Siano Leven Siano & Martins Advogados ✳

Simões Martins Fabiana Siano & Martins ✳

✳ Indicates firm/individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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depth technical advice without losing sight of
the practical context of a case,” according to
market sources. Camila Mendes Vianna
Cardoso (see p.317) stands out for “her out-
standing negotiation skills” in the view of
clients.

Shipping Consultoria
This specialised boutique’s multidiscipli-
nary approach to shipping not only consid-
ers maritime law but also factors in aspects
of commercial, M&A, environment and
employment law. The compact eight-lawyer
team has an extensive list of long-standing
clients, which includes suppliers of vessels,
port services companies, river transport
companies, dredging companies, maritime
agents and shipyards. The firm also has an
ample international network and acts on
behalf of several international law firms.
“We consider Shipping Consultoria to be at
the top of their game and one of the best qual-
ified firms for shipping in Brazil,” enthuse
clients. Recent highlights include advising
Port Logistic and Acamin on the chartering
of foreign vessels for offshore use. Market
sources describe Fernando Sobrino Porto
as “a winning lawyer and definitely one of the
best in the market.” Sílvio Darci da Silva is
well regarded by clients as “experienced and
technically impeccable.” Civil engineer and
lawyer Antonio Francisco Sobral Sampaio
has more than 25 years’ experience in the
sector.

Band 2

Pedro Calmon Filho &
Associados (PCF&A)
PCF&A continues to hold on to its position
as a go-to firm for shipping matters. Its
compact, focused team is made up of two
partners and seven associates who provide
specialised advice on a variety of matters
related to sea cargo. The group advises a
broad range of clients, including P&I clubs,
the oil industry, mining companies, steel
mills and both Brazilian and foreign
shipowners. Founding partner Pedro
Calmon Filho is highly regarded by com-
mentators as “an authority in the field,”
while Henrique Oswaldo Motta impresses
with his ample experience and in-depth
knowledge of shipping law.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
This large, full-service law firm is consid-
ered by market sources to be “an excellent
choice for shipping finance, providing impres-
sive, first-rate service and concise and timely
advice.” Maritime law may not be the firm’s
core business, but its skilled team is capable
of handling high-end transactions in the
field. The clientele primarily consists of
international banks and financial institu-
tions, but the team also receives instruction
from oil platform service providers and
national shipowners. Recent examples of its
work include counselling Lupatech during
the negotiation of two contracts with Eide
Marine Semi for the chartering of two ves-
sels. Other highlights include advising
Natixis and Swedbank on the granting of
post-delivery financing amounting to
USD130 million to Floatel Reliance for the
construction of a semi-submersible accom-
modation unit. Partners Otavio Borges

Carneiro (see p.289) and Marcelo Ribeiro
Mattos (see p.327) are described as “practi-
cal lawyers with a business-minded approach
who are easy to work with.”

Band 3

Siano & Martins Advogados
Associados
See Profile p.402
This firm is a relative newcomer to the
Brazilian market and is primarily focused
on complex accident and pollution-related
matters. The eight fee earners also handle
cargo, credit and contract-related cases. In
addition to standard reactive legal services,
the team also provides counsel aimed at
pre-empting risk on the environment front.
According to market sources, the firm is
“highly focused, with a tight, proactive and
diligent team.” Areas of focus include repre-
senting clients in complex collision cases
before the maritime courts. The team is also
strongly sought after for its expertise in
handling pollution fines issued by the
Brazilian environment agencies. Leven
Siano (see p.331) makes the rankings on the
back of glowing feedback: “He is very ener-
getic, proactive and full of ideas – a truly
exceptional lawyer.” Co-founding partner
Fabiana Simões Martins (see p.331) wins
strong praise and clients note that “her cau-
tious style is in perfect balance and synergy
with our needs.”

Other Notable Practitioners
Cláudia Haidamus Perri (see p.307) of
Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados e
Consultores Legais earns praise from satis-
fied clients for “her ample experience and
clear understanding of clients’ needs.”
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TAX

The editorial is in alphabetical order by
firm name.

Advocacia Krakowiak
This São Paulo-based boutique is widely
revered for its tax litigation expertise. The
team has an impressive track record of han-
dling high-profile and complex tax dis-

putes, often on behalf of Brazilian sub-
sidiaries of multinational corporations. It is
undoubtedly one of the “first ports of call for
tax litigation in Brazil,” according to
sources. Much of the firm’s success can be
attributed to the esteemed Leo Krakowiak,
who impresses sources with his well-honed
courtroom skills. His son Ricardo
Krakowiak has also carved himself a ster-
ling profile in the market. Sources appreci-
ate his in-depth training and clear focus on
this area.

Araújo e Policastro Advogados
See Profile p.343
Since its inception in 1962, this general
practice firm has consolidated a reputation
for tax consultancy work. The group regu-
larly advises clients on tax issues related to
corporate and M&A transactions. It stands
out for its client-oriented approach and
clients admire the group’s “immediate avail-
ability to attend to our needs.” São Paulo-
based Sylvio Fernando Paes de Barros (see
p.302) is a key member of the tax team and
is recognised for his practical approach to
cases and technical expertise. Enrico
Estefan Mannino (see p.314) is a partner in
the firm’s Rio de Janeiro office and clients
praise his dedication and expertise in both
consultancy and litigious matters. The
firm’s work also has an increasingly interna-
tional flavour and it benefits from a four-
strong German desk, which is capably led
by Gerd Rothmann.

Azevedo Sette Advogados
See Profile p.344
The tax department of this large firm is a
strong support for the firm’s 11 offices
across the country. As a result, the tax team
provides a broad range of services, which
includes tax consultancy, tax planning,
transfer pricing and the tax aspects of proj-
ects and transaction structuring. Its clients
span a host of industry sectors and include
household names such as MAPFRE and
Anglo American. Leandra Guimarães (see
p.307) leads the team and is singled out for
her experience in the sector.

Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão
See Profile p.345
Well known for its strong supporting role to
the firm’s first-rate M&A department, the
tax department at the firm has truly come
into its own in recent years. It is increasing-
ly seen on some of the market’s most note-

worthy mandates. Highlights include acting
as local counsel to London-based private
equity investment group Apax Partners in
relation to its acquisition of a 54.25% con-
trolling interest in TIVIT, a leading
Brazilian IT services and business process
outsourcing provider. The firm advises
clients on a wide range of tax issues, across
a number of sectors and also handles a high
volume of contentious matters. Sources say:
“The lawyers are excellent; aggressive in the
right measure and completely dedicated to
their clients’ cause and business interests.”
Sources point to Luciana Loureiro
Terrinha Palma de Jorge (see p.312) as an
associate with a bright future and a strong
awareness of clients’ needs. Alexandre
Seguim recently left the firm.

Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e
Brancher Sociedade de
Advogados – BKBG
See Profile p.346
This nine-strong team is well-known for
consultancy work and is also gaining a rep-
utation for its expertise in tax litigation. It
primarily advises clients on tax structuring
and planning related to corporate and
financial transactions. It is also increasingly
involved in consultancy work related to the
telecoms, IP and IT sectors. In recent high-
lights, it advised a company on the tax
aspects of its software licensing agreements,
as well as assisting another major client
with the tax implications of the sale of liter-
ary, artistic and scientific works via the
internet. Sources admire practice head
Celso Grisi’s technical expertise, while
Daniel de Aguiar Aniceto is highlighted for
his skills in contentious matters.

Bichara, Barata, Costa & Rocha
Advogados
See Profile p.349
This firm’s investment in its tax department
is paying off and it continues to expand its
presence in the market. The tax team has an
impressive 75 lawyers handling a wide array
of consultancy and litigation work and it is
increasingly a reference point for interna-
tional clients operating throughout Latin
America. It advised Construtora Queiroz
Galvão on establishing a new business enti-
ty in Panama and acted as Latin American
counsel to San Antonio Internacional
regarding tax issues related to Latin
America-wide business restructuring. “The
team stands out thanks to its personalised

Tax
Leading Firms

Band 1
Lefosse Advogados ✳

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Mariz De Oliveira e Siqueira Campos ✳

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra Advogados ✳

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança ✳

Band 2
Dias de Souza ✳

Lacaz Martins, Halembeck, Pereira Neto
Machado Associados ✳

Sacha Calmon e Misabel Derzi Consultores ✳

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch Advogados ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 3
Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Bichara, Barata, Costa & Rocha Advogados ✳

Campos Mello Advogados ✳

Demarest e Almeida ✳

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Levy & Salomão Advogados
Rolim, Viotti & Leite Campos Advogados ✳

Tauil & Chequer Avogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e Guerreiro ✳

Band 4
Castro, Barros, Sobral, Gomes Advogados ✳

Dias Carneiro Advogados
Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados ✳

Mundie e Advogados ✳

Siqueira Castro Advogados ✳

Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni – Advogados ✳

Velloza & Girotto Advogados Associados

Band 5
Araújo e Policastro Advogados ✳

Azevedo Sette Advogados ✳

Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e Brancher ✳

Gaia, Silva, Gaede & Associados
L.O. Baptista Advogados ✳

Madrona Hong Mazzuco Brandão – Sociedade ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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service and the fact that the lawyers are
always very well informed about legislative
decisions and trends in the market,” enthuse
sources. The firm’s membership of the
ALAE, Miranda and Lexwork alliances has
also helped the team establish strong work-

ing relationships throughout Latin
America, Africa, Europe, the USA and Asia.
Sources hail Luiz Gustavo Bichara as an
“entrepreneurial and business-minded tax
lawyer.” He leads the department and is
praised for well-honed technical expertise.

Sandro Machado dos Reis is a key member
of the tax litigation team and is a firm
favourite with clients.

Campos Mello Advogados in
cooperation with DLA Piper
See Profile p.353
This firm has consolidated a first-class mar-
ket reputation in the tax arena. The firm’s
combined talents in tax and real estate reg-
ularly sees the two departments work in
tandem on some of the country’s most sig-
nificant real estate transactions. “I would
highly recommend the firm to any real estate
development company requiring Brazilian
real estate or tax expertise,” attest clients. Its
alliance with DLA Piper has also undoubt-
edly broadened and strengthened its tax
expertise in a number of different sectors.
International clients highlight the team’s
client service and language skills. Guido
Vinci (see p.337) is one of the department’s
most visible names and is held in high
esteem for his client-oriented approach.
Ana Luiza Martins is the primary contact
for tax litigation matters.

Castro, Barros, Sobral, Gomes
Advogados
See Profile p.354
This tax practice is split between the firm’s
offices in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro and
also benefits from the support of its lawyers
in Brasília and associate office in Lisbon.
The nine-strong team handles tax consult-
ing, international tax planning, tax struc-
turing and litigious work across a range of
industries. It advised leading Brazilian
retailer Casa e Vídeo Rio de Janeiro on the
corporate and tax restructuring of its busi-
ness operations. In litigation highlights, the
team successfully represented TIM Brasil
Group in a case brought to prevent VAT
being levied on the company’s internation-
al roaming services provided to foreign tele-
com companies’ customers. Practice head
André Gomes de Oliveira (see p.306) is
praised for his ability to “perfectly coordinate
international know-how and provide an
incomparable service.” He is based in the
firm’s Rio office and is the chairman of the
tax committee of the British Chambers of
Commerce in Rio de Janeiro.

Demarest e Almeida
See Profile p.357
This full-service firm offers clients an
impressive 80-strong tax team providing
both consultancy and litigation services.
The team takes a four-pronged approach,
with separate teams handling corporate tax,

Tax
Leading Individuals
Senior Statesmen
Calmon Navarro Coelho Sacha Sacha Calmon ✳

Dodsworth Cordeiro Guerra João Ulhôa Canto ✳

Mariz de Oliveira Ricardo Mariz De Oliveira
Ulhôa Canto Carlos Alberto Ulhôa Canto ✳

Star individuals
Abreu Machado Derzi Misabel Sacha Calmon ✳

Xavier Alberto Xavier Bernardes e Bragança ✳

Band 1
Dias de Souza Hamilton Dias de Souza
Haddad Gustavo Lian Lefosse Advogados ✳

Quiroga Mosquera Roberto Mattos Filho, Veiga ✳

Schoueri Luís Eduardo Lacaz Martins

Band 2
Becker Ricardo Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Bianco João Francisco Mariz De Oliveira 
Brigagão Gustavo Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra ✳

Costa Celso Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

de Siqueira Campos Roberto Mariz De Oliveira
Duque Estrada Roberto Xavier Bernardes ✳

Galhardo Luciana Rosanova Pinheiro Neto ✳

Muniz Ian Veirano Advogados ✳

Musa Simone Dias Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Novais Raquel Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Utumi Ana Cláudia TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Band 3
Accorsi Lunardelli Pedro Guilherme Siqueira 
Amaro Abel Veirano Advogados ✳

Barrieu Roberto Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch ✳

Bento Paulo Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch ✳

Bertoletti Isabel Machado Associados ✳

Bichara Luiz Gustavo Bichara, Barata, Costa 
Bolan Ricardo Lefosse Advogados ✳

Calvet Neves Márcio Veirano Advogados ✳

Centeno Ferraz Luiz Felipe Mattos Filho, Veiga ✳

da Cruz Carlos Augusto Machado Associados ✳

De Oliveira Lopes da Silva Henrique Koury ✳

Farinelli Luís Rogério Machado Associados ✳

Ganz Viotti Cristiano Augusto Rolim, Viotti ✳

Giannetti Machado Clarissa Trench, Rossi ✳

Gomes de Oliveira André Castro, Barros, Sobral ✳

Junqueira Franco Júnior Mário Martins, Chamon 
Leite de Moraes Filho Oswaldo Demarest 
M S Magalhães Cristiane Machado Associados ✳

Nunes de Oliveira Luiz André Vieira, Rezende
Rolim João Dácio Rolim, Viotti & Leite Campos ✳

Ruzisca Vaz Paulo César Vaz, Barreto, Shingaki
Salla Antonio Carlos Machado Associados ✳

Tauil Ivan Tauil & Chequer Avogados ✳

Vinci Guido Campos Mello Advogados ✳

Band 4
Amendola Antonio Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich ✳

Bazzo Lauletta Andréa Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Bechara Carlos Henrique Pinheiro Neto ✳

Dotoli Richard Edward Siqueira Castro 
Fernando Paes de Barros Jr Sylvio Araújo ✳

Fregonesi Jr Maucir Siqueira Castro Advogados
Guidoni Filho Antonio Carlos Vella Pugliese ✳

Nogueira Neves Andrea Velloza & Girotto
Peroba Barbosa Luiz Roberto Pinheiro Neto ✳

Ruschmann Cristiano Frederico Dias Carneiro
Siciliano Borges Alexandre Lacaz Martins ✳

Tadeu Cordeiro Perlingeiro Rubem Ulhôa ✳

Tognetti Silvania Brasil, Pereira Neto, Galdino ✳

Band 5
Amaral Zaninetti Jorge Henrique TozziniFreire ✳

Ayres Moreira Gilberto Rolim, Viotti & Leite ✳

Chamma Matarazzo Giancarlo Pinheiro Neto ✳

de Almeida Rego Barros Curi Eloisa Demarest
de Souza Carvalho André Veirano Advogados ✳

Guimarães Leandra Azevedo Sette Advogados ✳

Melo Fassheber Daniela Pinheiro Guimarães ✳

Polizelli Victor Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Roncaglia Marcelo Marques Pinheiro Neto ✳

Seabra de Godoi Marciano Rolim, Viotti & Leite ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Amadeu da Fonseca Alessandro Mattos Filho ✳

Brunelli Machado Rodrigo Ulhôa Canto, Rezende ✳

Chagas Monteiro De Melo Christiano Tauil ✳

Emery Renata Xavier Bernardes e Bragança
Furtado Fernandes Maria Fernanda Trench ✳

Grisi Celso Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e Brancher
Maia João Agripino Veirano Advogados ✳

Mannino Enrico Estefan Araújo e Policastro ✳

Okawa Juliano Rotoli Madrona Hong Mazzuco
Schenberg Frascino Isabela Levy & Salomão
Sister Gabriel TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Tonanni Fernando Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Trevisan Antenori Mundie e Advogados ✳

Associates to watch
de Castro Martins André Luiz Veirano ✳

Lemes da Silva André Ricardo Vella Pugliese ✳

Liu Joana Lefosse Advogados ✳

Mega Itaborahy Mayra Tauil & Chequer ✳

Moreira Azevedo Fabia Elaine Machado ✳

Terrinha Palma de Jorge Luciana Barbosa ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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VAT, customs and anti-dumping and social
security matters. The team advises local and
international clients across a wide range of
industries, and has also been acting for an
increasing number of private equity invest-
ment funds in relation to acquisitions and
the restructuring of their business opera-
tions in Brazil. Practice head Oswaldo Leite
de Moraes Filho wins unanimous client
praise: “We are fully aware that our company
is not the firm’s largest or most important
client, but it would be no exaggeration to say
that Oswaldo’s dedication and courtesy
makes us feel as though we were his only
client.” Eloisa de Almeida Rego Barros Curi
is highlighted for her particular expertise in
tax matters relating to the financial and
insurance markets.

Dias de Souza
See Profile p.359
Over more than four decades this firm has
become one of the country’s household
names for tax litigation. It also handles a
high volume of consultancy work and is
home to experts in tax planning and VAT
and specialists in devising tax strategies and
structures for complex transactions. Much
of the firm’s success can be attributed to tax
expert Hamilton Dias de Souza. He excels
in both tax advisory and litigation cases and
is the backbone of the team. He is capably
supported by tax litigation specialist Mário

Luiz Oliveira da Costa, who stands out for
his knowledge and dedication to the sector.

Dias Carneiro Advogados
This firm is a growing force in the Brazilian
tax market and has gained considerable
international exposure through its associa-
tion with Spanish legal giant Uría
Menéndez. The eight-strong team handles a
high volume of advisory work and is also
gaining prominence in litigation circles. It
advises a wide range of clients in the tech-
nology, infrastructure and corporate sec-
tors. Cristiano Frederico Ruschmann is the
firm’s best known tax expert and impresses
international clients with his ability to “pay
attention to even the smallest of details.”

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich
Advogados e Consultores Legais
See Profile p.361
This firm is gaining ground in the local tax
market. Its practice covers the full range of
tax issues, including transfer pricing, tax
planning, anti-dumping, tax litigation, as
well as administrative and judicial proceed-
ings. It also has specialists in tax matters
related to bank transfers, regulations and
bankruptcy and restructuring transactions.
Antonio Amendola (see p.284) stands out
for his demonstrable dedication to clients’
needs. Sources also highlight his experience
of the international market, having previ-
ously worked as a tax associate at PwC in
New York and having undertaken postgrad-
uate studies at Cornell Law School.

Gaia, Silva, Gaede & Associados
Since its foundation in 1990, this firm has
maintained a strong focus on tax matters. It
has five offices across the country and ben-
efits from alliances with lawyers and law
firms throughout Latin America and the
USA. The large team has the resources and
capacity to work on several large-scale cases
simultaneously. It regularly provides legal
opinions to international companies and
advises them on a wide range of tax aspects
including tax compliance, tax planning, and
corporate tax. On the litigation side, it rep-
resented an international company in a dis-
pute arising from an infrastructure project
which was recently carried out in Brazil.
Fernando Antonio Cavanha Gaia, Severino
José da Silva and Henrique Gaede are the
primary contacts for tax matters.

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA)
See Profile p.368
This firm was established relatively recently
and its 11-strong team is fast becoming a

force to be reckoned with in the tax arena. It
has garnered considerable experience in
recent years and is recognised for its “strong
working relationships with international
clients and with companies looking to estab-
lish themselves in Brazil,” according to
sources. It regularly works with internation-
al law firms and is advising K&L Gates LLP
on Brazilian customs legislation and
Mercosul matters for Research In Motion
(BlackBerry). Clients are also quick to
praise the lawyers’ language skills: “The tax
team works very closely with our holding
company in Europe and the lawyers have the
language skills and proactivity to do this
directly, without any need to liaise through
us.” Henrique De Oliveira Lopes da Silva
(see p.298) leads the team and is recognised
for his profound knowledge and excellent
client service skills. Victor Polizelli (see
p.324) is another key member of the team
and stands out for “his high level of technical
expertise and responsiveness.” He speaks flu-
ent German and advises a number of
German clients.

L.O. Baptista Advogados
See Profile p.369
In light of the firm’s long-standing reputa-
tion in arbitration and international trade,
it is unsurprising that it is also gaining
prominence for its work in the tax sector.
The group has a broad practice, which
includes national and international tax
planning, transfer pricing, due diligence
and administrative and judicial litigation. It
also regularly works in close collaboration
with the firm’s corporate and projects
departments on a variety of transactional
and infrastructure deals. The group repre-
sents a number of important multination-
als and recently advised FNAC Brasil on the
tax implications of recent legislative
changes introduced by the local authorities
in São Paulo. Marcos Ribeiro Barbosa and
Rodrigo Maito da Silveira lead the depart-
ment and are the main contacts for clients.

Lacaz Martins, Halembeck,
Pereira Neto, Gurevich &
Schoueri Advogados
This firm has a dedicated tax department,
noted for the specialisation of its lawyers.
Luís Eduardo Schoueri is a key player in
this practice, with highly regarded expertise
in transfer pricing and international taxa-
tion. Alexandre Siciliano Borges (see
p.331) is another strong name in this group.
He is described as an “exceptional and a very
studious and meticulous lawyer.” Luciana

Tax: Legal Opinions
Leading Individuals

Band 1
Abreu Machado Derzi Misabel Sacha Calmon ✳

Calmon Navarro Coelho Sacha Sacha Calmon ✳

Carraza Roque Antônio Roque Carraza
Carvalho Paulo de Barros Barros Carvalho
de Brito Machado Hugo Brito Machado
Gandra da Silva Martins Ives Advocacia Gandra
Souto Maior Borges José Souto Borges
Xavier Alberto Xavier Bernardes e Bragança ✳

Band 2
Costa Alcides Jorge Alcides Jorge Costa
Greco Marco Aurélio Fundação Getúlio Vargas
Lobo Torres Ricardo Ricardo Lobo Torres
Mariz de Oliveira Ricardo Mariz De Oliveira

Band 3
Ávila Humberto Humberto Ávila Advogados
Barreto Aires Fernandino Advocacia Aires
Brito Edvaldo Edvaldo Brito & Advogados
Diniz de Santi Eurico Marcos Fundação Getúlio
Soares de Melo José Eduardo Soares de Melo
Taveira Torres Heleno Heleno Torres Advogados
✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Angeiras impresses clients with her “great
efficiency and dedication.”

Lefosse Advogados
See Profile p.371
This “highly qualified and client-oriented”
team advises on an array of transactional
and contentious tax matters related to
M&A, capital markets and banking.
International taxation is one of its strong
suits and the firm’s co-operation with
Linklaters is also an advantage to its cross-
border activities. As an example of its over-
seas capabilities, Lefosse advised Ambev on
its acquisition of 15% of the assets of
Cerveceria Regional in Venezuela. Practice
head Gustavo Lian Haddad (see p.307) is
famed for his broad knowledge, practical
approach and ability to attend to multina-
tional clients’ needs. Ricardo Bolan (see
p.288) is praised for his “profound tax
knowledge,” as well as his “ability to discuss
complex issues in English.” Marcos Carvalho
(see p.292) and Joana Liu (see p.312) are
“dedicated lawyers with strong business acu-
men.”

Levy & Salomão Advogados
This seven-strong team has consolidated its
position in the market and routinely advis-
es clients on transfer pricing, international
taxation, international trade, social security
audits, due diligence and tax aspects of
M&A and finance transactions. It is also
capably supported by the firm’s litigation
department, which handles both adminis-
trative and judicial tax proceedings. It acts
as counsel to German-owned Steel do Brasil
Participações in relation to all day-to-day
issues and is assisting it with pre-IPO
organization and several acquisitions in the
Brazilian mining sector. Isabela Schenberg
Frascino co-heads the department and is
specialised in national and international tax
planning.

Lobo & de Rizzo Advogados
See Profile p.374
This tax department houses nine lawyers
with expertise in tax consulting, tax plan-
ning and administrative and judicial tax lit-
igation. It advises a host of multinational
clients and notably acted as lead tax counsel
to global education company Pearson in
connection with its strategic partnership
with Brazilian listed company Sistema
Educacional Brasileiro (SEB). The agree-
ment will see Pearson acquire SEB’s learn-
ing systems division for approximately
USD505 million, allowing it to develop
educational products and services in the
Brazilian market. Clients value “the team’s
ability to convey what are sometimes complex
ideas about Brazilian law in a straightfor-
ward manner.” Bruno Macorin
Carramaschi leads the department and is
the primary contact for clients.

Machado Associados
See Profile p.375
This firm has a strong tax practice that cov-
ers a wide range of matters, including the
full spectrum of tax consultation on areas
such as transfer pricing and transactions, as
well as carrying out litigation work. The
group has a strong accounting background
that is seen by clients as a key advantage.
The team impresses sources with its “prag-
matism, practical experience and availability:
its lawyers have a broad vision of issues and
are able to present innovative solutions.” Luís
Rogério Farinelli (see p.301) and Julio de
Oliveira (see p.298) lead the group and win
praise for their expertise and commercial
acumen. Antonio Carlos Salla (see p.329) is
praised for his knowledge of indirect taxes,
while Carlos Augusto da Cruz (see p.295) is
recommended for his pragmatism. Isabel

Bertoletti (see p.288) is a standout name on
the consulting side, with an “impressive
intellectual capacity that combines great judi-
cial knowledge with her accounting back-
ground.” Cristiane Magalhães (see p.312) is
“fantastic for income tax: she is objective and
a quick thinker.” Fabia Elaine Moreira
Azevedo (see p.319) and Marcio Roberto
Alabarce are skilled lawyers and are praised
for their responsiveness.

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
Clients are impressed with the consistent
quality of this player: “Lawyers are always
available and provide us with in-depth
analyses.” The firm has a team of 12 part-
ners and over 53 associates with the expert-
ise to advise on a multitude of consulting
and litigation issues. Recent highlights
include advising Petrobras on Braskem’s
acquisition of Quattor. Celso Costa (see
p.295) led the team involved in the afore-
mentioned deal. He is an “outstanding prac-
titioner, able to combine his knowledge of
legal, business and accounting aspects to the
benefit of his clients.” Raquel Novais (see
p.321) has well-rounded expertise and is
praised by clients for her speedy solutions.
Daniella Zagari Gonçalves (see p.338) is
noted for her skills in tax litigation and
Fernando Tonanni (see p.334) impresses
clients with his dedication. Marcelo Paulo
Fortes de Cerqueira (see p.303) and Paulo
Fernando Souto Maior Borges (see p.332)
are skilled young associates who are highly
rated by clients.

Madrona Hong Mazzuco Brandão
– Sociedade de Advogados
See Profile p.377
This firm is recognised for its strong track
record in providing advice on tax aspects of
complex corporate and M&A transactions.
As a result, it regularly provides tax advice
to big-name clients in the corporate, phar-
maceutical, automobile, real estate and
financial sectors. Juliano Rotoli Okawa is a
key member of the tax team and is experi-
enced in tax planning and tax issues relating
to the structuring of corporate transactions.

Mariz De Oliveira e Siqueira
Campos Advogados
See Profile p.381
This firm’s name has become a byword for
tax expertise in Brazil. The tax department
has impressive experience and a strong
team of skilled lawyers. According to
sources, this boutique has an “impeccable

Tax: Litigation
Leading Firms

Band 1
Advocacia Krakowiak
Dias de Souza ✳

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Mariz De Oliveira e Siqueira Campos ✳

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra Advogados ✳

Band 2
Machado Associados ✳

Sacha Calmon e Misabel Derzi Consultores ✳

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança ✳

Band 3
Bichara, Barata, Costa & Rocha Advogados ✳

Lacaz Martins, Halembeck, Pereira Neto
Siqueira Castro Advogados ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 4
Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão ✳

Campos Mello Advogados ✳

Castro, Barros, Sobral, Gomes Advogados ✳

Demarest e Almeida ✳

Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich Advogados ✳

Gaia, Silva, Gaede & Associados
Rolim, Viotti & Leite Campos Advogados ✳

Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni – Advogados ✳

Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e Guerreiro ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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litigation practice and credible consulting
expertise.” Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira is one
of the most renowned tax lawyers in the
country and a reference point in the mar-
ket. He is recommended for his “razor-
sharp intellect.” João Francisco Bianco is
equally recommended for his enormous
level of knowledge and is heavily involved
on the consulting side. Roberto de Siqueira
Campos is another tax expert who makes
an invaluable contribution to this team.

Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey
Jr. e Quiroga Advogados
See Profile p.383
This pragmatic and commercially minded
practice offers a wide range of advisory and
contentious tax services, covering corporate
taxes, VAT and administrative and judicial
litigation. The team of 60 lawyers is highly
recommended for its “proactivity and abili-
ty to explain complex issues in a clear and
concise manner.” Roberto Quiroga
Mosquera (see p.325) is one of the key
names within this team. He is commended
for his “in-depth knowledge and excellent
communication skills.” Pedro Luciano
Marrey Jr (see p.314) is described as a
“lawyer of the highest level, whose consulting
abilities stand out.” Luiz Felipe Centeno
Ferraz (see p.293) is another great addition
to the consulting side of this team. Andréa
Bazzo Lauletta (see p.286) and João
Marcos Colussi (see p.294) stand out due
to their “proactive approach and ability to
anticipate clients’ needs.” Maria Isabel
Tostes da Costa Bueno (see p.334) and
Glaucia Maria Lauletta Frascino (see
p.310) are also recommended for their “tax
law know-how as well as for their accessibili-
ty, and efforts to keep clients constantly
updated.” Alessandro Amadeu da Fonseca
(see p.283) impresses clients with his con-
sulting services, while Renata Correia
Cubas (see p.294) is commended for com-
bining legal knowledge with well-honed
business skills.

Mundie e Advogados
See Profile p.388
Since its inception in 1996, this firm has
grown to become an important player in
the market and is increasingly praised for its
tax expertise. The team advises clients on
tax compliance, due diligence, tax structur-
ing, risk assessment, international taxation,
income tax, VAT, and international trade
matters. It acts for high-profile corpora-
tions across a wide range of sectors and
international clients are impressed by the
lawyers’ strong command of English. In

recent highlights, the team counselled a
global brewing company on the tax impli-
cations of its USD7 billion acquisition of
the Brazilian and Mexican subsidiaries of a
global beer business. Newly appointed part-
ner Antenori Trevisan (see p.334) stands
out for his knowledge and ability to
“explain complicated tax issues clearly and
explain them in layman’s terms.”

Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados
See Profile p.391
This department’s main strength lies in
advising clients on tax matters related to
M&A, financial and capital markets trans-
actions. The group dedicates much of its
time to consultancy work and has special-
ists in derivatives, tax planning and tax
structuring. It also represents both local and
international clients in a large number of
administrative and judicial tax proceedings.
It advised Brazilian publishing house
Editora Globo on the tax implications of its
joint venture with Condé Nast Brasil
Holding, a subsidiary of Advance Magazine
Publishers. Daniela Melo Fassheber (see
p.316) is a key member of the department
and is praised for her responsiveness and
“profound knowledge of the tax field.”

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This market leader’s tax practice offers tax
consulting and litigation services of out-
standing quality. On the litigation side,
clients acknowledge its high success rate
even in the most challenging of cases. Its tax
planning and transfer pricing expertise are
further strengths and the team is well
known for its prowess in transactional
work. Sources say: “Pinheiro Neto is impec-
cable in terms of quality. Lawyers are really
experienced and, in addition to the technical
capacity, they have the necessary business
acumen to go the extra mile.” Ricardo
Becker (see p.286) is particular recom-
mended for his transactional expertise.
Luciana Rosanova Galhardo (see p.304) is
highly praised for her consulting and litiga-
tion skills. Sources say she is an “icon in tax
law in Brazil.” José Roberto Pisani (see
p.324) is a respected tax litigation lawyer
and Carlos Henrique Bechara (see p.286)
is hailed for his “knowledge and dedication.”
Luiz Roberto Peroba Barbosa (see p.323)
wins praise for his wide vision of the legal
tax world. Sources say Marcelo Marques
Roncaglia (see p.327) offers services of
unique quality and “always anticipates
clients’ needs.” Giancarlo Chamma

Tax: Litigation
Leading Individuals
Senior Statesmen
Mariz de Oliveira Ricardo Mariz De Oliveira 

Band 1
Dias de Souza Hamilton Dias de Souza
Krakowiak Leo Advocacia Krakowiak
Krakowiak Ricardo Advocacia Krakowiak
Pisani José Roberto Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 2
Brigagão Gustavo Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra ✳

Galhardo Luciana Rosanova Pinheiro Neto ✳

Garcia de Souza Antonio Carlos Ulhôa Canto ✳

Maneira Eduardo Sacha Calmon e Misabel Derzi ✳

Marrey Jr Pedro Luciano Mattos Filho, Veiga ✳

Sehn Paulo R Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Band 3
Bichara Luiz Gustavo Bichara, Barata, Costa
Borges Eduardo Prado Borges Advogados ✳

Carvalho Luiz Felipe Ulhôa Canto, Rezende ✳

de Oliveira Julio M Machado Associados ✳

Duque Estrada Roberto Xavier Bernardes ✳

Leite de Moraes Filho Oswaldo Demarest
Zagari Gonçalves Daniella Machado, Meyer ✳

Band 4
Amendola Antonio Felsberg, Pedretti e Mannrich ✳

Angeiras Luciana Lacaz Martins, Halembeck
Carvalho Marcos Lefosse Advogados ✳

Colussi João Marcos Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

de Almeida Rego Barros Curi Eloisa Demarest
Guidoni Filho Antonio Carlos Vella Pugliese ✳

Ladeira Kingma Breno Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa
Lauletta Frascino Glaucia Maria Mattos Filho ✳

Lummertz Henry Veirano Advogados ✳

Mauler Santiago Igor Sacha Calmon e Misabel ✳

Oliveira da Costa Mário Luiz Dias de Souza
Porchat Secco Faveret Eunyce Ulhôa Canto ✳

Salvia Fernando Coimbra, Focaccia, Lebrão 
Siciliano Borges Alexandre Lacaz Martins ✳

Tognetti Silvania Brasil, Pereira Neto, Galdino ✳

Tostes da Costa Bueno Maria Isabel Mattos ✳

Band 5
Seabra de Godoi Marciano Rolim, Viotti & Leite ✳

Up-and-coming individuals
Alabarce Marcio Roberto Machado Associados
Correia Cubas Renata Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho ✳

Fortes de Cerqueira Marcelo Paulo Machado ✳

Mendes Moreira André Sacha Calmon e Misabel ✳

Souto Maior Borges Paulo Fernando Machado ✳

Associates to watch
Biar de Souza Emmanuel Veirano Advogados ✳

de Aguiar Aniceto Daniel Barretto Ferreira
Longo Solon Pontes Mariana Vieira, Rezende
Terrinha Palma de Jorge Luciana Barbosa✳

Machado dos Reis Sandro Bichara, Barata
✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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Matarazzo (see p.293) is highly recom-
mended for his expertise in direct tax.

Rolim, Viotti & Leite Campos
Advogados
See Profile p.397
This firm is widely respected for its tax
expertise and is hailed for its “tailor-made
service, high-quality work and consistent
compliance with deadlines.” This depart-
ment consists of 11 partners and 42 associ-
ates and offers the full range of tax advice,
focusing on national and international tax
planning, tax compliance, risk assessment,
administrative and judicial tax litigation
and advice on tax aspects related to transac-
tions, primarily in the energy, regulatory
and finance sectors. Clients stress that the
group has the know-how and resources to
handle a number of large-scale cases simul-
taneously. Sources highlight Cristiano
Augusto Ganz Viotti’s (see p.304) pragmat-
ic and assertive approach to cases, while
João Dácio Rolim (see p.327) is praised for
his strong track record and extensive
knowledge of the sector. Gilberto Ayres
Moreira (see p.285) is also singled out as a
key member of the group and is involved in
many of the department’s most high-profile
cases. Marciano Seabra de Godoi (see
p.330) has a growing tax practice and is a
firm favourite with clients. “It is hard to find
many other lawyers who have his level of tax
knowledge,” enthuse clients.

Sacha Calmon e Misabel Derzi
Consultores e Advogados
See Profile p.398
“According to clients, the firm combines the
strong academic background of its founders
with the high-quality work of all its lawyers.”
This tax boutique has a stellar reputation in
the market, and in addition to its undis-
putable legal expertise, wins praise for its
“timely responses and availability.” The
group recently advised Vale drafting a legal
argument defending the non-taxation of
real estate property lying under and adja-
cent to railways, which has been accepted as
setting a legal precedent. Sacha Calmon
Navarro Coelho (see p.291) led the elabo-
ration of the aforementioned work. He is a
renowned tax lawyer, highly praised for his
legal opinions and for his remarkable con-
tribution to academia. Misabel Abreu
Machado Derzi (see p.283) is an “authority
in tax law in Brazil.” She is greatly sought-
after for legal opinions and is a respected
name before the courts. Eduardo Maneira
(see p.313) is a skilled litigator, praised for
his “dedication, and for always delivering.”

Igor Mauler Santiago (see p.315) and
André Mendes Moreira (see p.317) are
equally respected for their technical know-
how.

Siqueira Castro Advogados
See Profile p.403
This firm offers clients impressive geo-
graphical coverage in Brazil and is fast
increasing its market profile due to its skills
in tax advice and tax litigation. The tax
department received a further boost in
October 2010 when it merged with tax bou-
tique Advocacia Lunardelli, increasing its
number of partners to nine accompanied
by 49 associates. It has a noteworthy client
roster and impresses sources with its ability
to “attend to 100% of clients’ needs.” Pedro
Guilherme Accorsi Lunardelli is a welcome
addition to the department and is singled
out as “a lawyer with an excellent reputation
in the Brazilian market.” Maucir Fregonesi
Jr impresses clients with his diligence and
business acumen, while practice co-head
Richard Edward Dotoli stands out for his
expertise and in-depth knowledge of the
sector.

Souza, Cescon, Barrieu & Flesch
Advogados
See Profile p.405
This busy tax department offers a broad
range of services and plays a key role advis-
ing on the tax aspects of the firm’s numer-
ous M&A and project finance transactions.
Sources draw attention to the team’s strong
sense of loyalty to its clients: “Our internal
team changes but we never lose the close
working relationship that we have with Souza
Cescon,” enthuse satisfied clients. In a recent
highlight, it assisted Portugal Telecom-
GPTI with the tax issues related to a share
merger with Dedic, a wholly-owned sub-
sidiary of Portugal Telecom, in order to
consolidate its business operations in
Brazil. It also lists a host of household
Brazilian names as clients, including TIVIT,
who it advised on its USD512 million sale
by Votorantim Group and Pátria
Investimentos to private equity fund Apax
Partners. Founding partner Roberto
Barrieu (see p.286) co-heads the tax
department alongside Paulo Bento (see
p.287). Clients say: “Both lawyers are very
solution-driven: they understand clients’
needs and always try to find appropriate solu-
tions for clients.”

Tauil & Chequer Avogados in
association with Mayer Brown
LLP
See Profile p.407
This firm is increasingly sought-after for its
tax expertise and provides tax assessment,
planning and compliance advice and repre-
sents clients in both judicial and adminis-
trative tax proceedings. In light of the firm’s
prominence in the oil and gas sector, it is
unsurprising that the tax department advis-
es a large number of energy and oil compa-
nies on the tax side of their business opera-
tions. The firm’s association with Mayer
Brown makes it a natural choice for inter-
national tax advice and it regularly acts as
local counsel to foreign companies carrying
out M&A and finance transactions and
joint ventures. Its first-rate client list
includes Cameron Corporation,
Weatherford Industria e Comércio –
Weatherford Brasil, Baker Hughes
Equipamentos and Noble Corporation.
Ivan Tauil (see p.333) stands out for his
experience of tax issues related to the oil
and gas sector. Meanwhile, sources also
highlight Christiano Chagas Monteiro De
Melo (see p.293) for his “technical knowl-
edge and practical approach to resolving
problems faced by in-house tax departments.”
Clients offer effusive praise for Mayra Mega
Itaborahy (see p.316), who “understands
her clients’ business and can articulate the
intricacies of local laws in a way that foreign
clients can readily comprehend.”

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
This legal powerhouse has a large dedicated
tax team and advises a varied range of local
and international clients. The department is
regularly called upon to advise on the tax
aspects of the firm’s most high-profile man-
dates. In recent highlights, it acted as
Brazilian counsel to FEMSA in connection
with the sale of Cervejarias Kaiser Brasil to
Heineken. Practice head Ana Cláudia
Utumi (see p.335) led the team advising
FEMSA and is highly recommended for her
experience and knowledge of international
tax matters. Jorge Henrique Amaral
Zaninetti (see p.284) is another key mem-
ber of the team and benefits from his prior
auditing experience at KPMG and Ernst &
Young. He specialises in foreign trade and
VAT. Meanwhile, Gabriel Sister (see p.331)
adds another string to this department’s
bow with his in-depth knowledge of carbon
credit taxation.
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Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
This large tax department handles a high
volume of consultancy and litigation work
and benefits from the additional resources
and expertise gained through its association
with international law firm Baker &
McKenzie. The team advises both local and
international corporations on tax planning,
tax efficient structures, transfer pricing and
regularly represents clients in administra-
tive and judicial tax proceedings. It has an
impressive international client base which
includes high-profile names such as Toyota,
and it is consistently highlighted as “one of
the best options for tax advice in Brazil.”
Simone Dias Musa (see p.320) leads the
consultation side of the practice and clients
value her strong working relationships with
the authorities and “her unquestionable
technical expertise.” Paulo Sehn (see p.330)
manages the tax litigation team and is wide-
ly praised for his negotiating skills. Clarissa
Giannetti Machado (see p.305) impresses
sources with her “dual legal and business
vision,” while Maria Fernanda Furtado
Fernandes (see p.304) displays particular
talents in tax matters related to the oil and
gas sector.

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra
Advogados
See Profile p.409
Sources unanimously acknowledge this
firm as a top choice for handling the tax
aspects of high-profile transactions and
complex litigation. The team comprises
over 38 lawyers, described as “attentive and
responsive. They are very reliable and client-
focused.” João Dodsworth Cordeiro Guerra
(see p.300) and Carlos Alberto Ulhôa
Canto (see p.335) are outstanding lawyers,
commended for their “understanding of
clients’ needs and quick and precise methods.”
Gustavo Brigagão (see p.289) is highly
regarded for his skills in both consulting
and litigation. Rubem Tadeu Cordeiro
Perlingeiro (see p.333) is highlighted as
another key member of the department and
Rodrigo Brunelli Machado (see p.289) is
recognised as an attentive and business-ori-
ented lawyer. Antonio Carlos Garcia de
Souza (see p.304) is described as a skilful
tax litigator, while Luiz Felipe Carvalho
(see p.292) and Eunyce Porchat Secco
Faveret (see p.324) impress clients with the
quality of their work and strong track
record in the sector.

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
This legal powerhouse has a large tax team
of 40 lawyers based at its offices in São
Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Brasília, Ribeirão
Preto and Porto Alegre. It has a broad prac-
tice which covers the full range of tax con-
sultation and litigation and it is a regular
port of call for both local and international
clients requiring tax advice for joint ven-
tures and projects in the oil and gas and
corporate spheres. Recent highlights
include advising the local subsidiary of
Philip Morris on tax efficient structures to
enable the company to directly source
tobacco leaf from tobacco farmers in the
south of Brazil. The team also advised
Lupatech on the tax planning and corporate
structuring related to the chartering and
operation of two light workover units in the
context of a project with Brazilian energy
giant Petrobras. Clients say: “I would highly
recommend Veirano to other companies look-
ing for Brazilian tax counsel to gain a better
understanding of the complex tax rules in
Brazil.” Senior partner Ian Muniz (see
p.319) manages the department and co-
ordinates the tax teams across the firm’s five
offices. He splits his time between Rio de
Janeiro and São Paulo and benefits from
considerable experience in the market, hav-
ing previously managed the legal depart-
ment at Arthur Andersen. Abel Amaro (see
p.284) is in charge of the tax team in São
Paulo and is recognised as an expert in
excise tax and VAT. Márcio Calvet Neves
(see p.291) is a key partner in the Rio office
and is praised for his “fantastic availability
and great business vision.” Also based in Rio,
André de Souza Carvalho (see p.299) is
lauded for his skills in international taxa-
tion, while André Luiz de Castro Martins
(see p.296) is regarded as a rising star in the
department. Henry Lummertz (see p.312)
manages the tax team in Porto Alegre and is
well regarded for his tax litigation expertise.
Rio de Janeiro-based Emmanuel Biar de
Souza (see p.288) is also singled out by
clients as a key member of the litigation
team. João Agripino Maia (see p.313)
returned to the firm in April 2011, having
consolidated his tax planning and transac-
tional expertise at several of the country’s
other leading law firms.

Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni –
Advogados
See Profile p.411
The tax department at this firm covers the
full spectrum of tax litigation, tax consult-
ing, international tax and tax planning. It

advises a growing number of clients in the
agribusiness, energy, finance and IT sectors.
Clients say: “Its lawyers take a particularly
efficient and focused approach, have a strong
business vision and are extremely goal-ori-
ented.” Practice head Antonio Carlos
Guidoni Filho’s (see p.307) technical
expertise and pragmatism inspire great
confidence in clients. He is capably sup-
ported by associate André Ricardo Lemes
da Silva (see p.310). “Both lawyers have
extensive knowledge of the energy sector and
this makes us confident in retaining them as
our external counsel in decisive moments,”
enthuse clients.

Velloza & Girotto Advogados
Associados
Since 1993, this firm has offered a broad
service which includes advice on tax assess-
ments, tax planning, tax-related aspects of
administrative and commercial agreements
and contracts and representation in admin-
istrative and judicial tax proceedings. It is
particularly well regarded for its knowledge
of financial transactions tax. Sources high-
light Andrea Nogueira Neves’s in-depth
knowledge and experience of the tax sector.
She previously worked as a tax consultant at
a leading auditing firm and is a former legal
director of the Brazilian Institute of
Certification of Financial Professionals
(IBCPF).

Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e
Guerreiro
See Profile p.412
This firm enjoys a good reputation in the
market and also benefits from strong luso-
phone links via its relationship with
Teixeira De Freitas, Rodrigues e Associados
in Portugal and Angola, and Ferreira Rocha
& Associados in Mozambique. The tax
department advises on the full spectrum of
tax compliance, planning, administrative
and judicial tax litigation. It also habitually
works in tandem with the firm’s corporate,
oil and gas and finance teams to provide a
comprehensive service for all manner of
transactions in these sectors. Clients value
the team’s well-honed tax expertise. Luiz
André Nunes de Oliveira co-heads the
department alongside Breno Ladeira
Kingma. Nunes de Oliveira has invaluable
consultancy experience in the sector, having
held several in-house positions at Vale.
Clients single out Ladeira Kingma as a tax
litigation expert, highlighting that “in spite
of his youth, he stands out because he is high-
ly qualified and experienced.” Mariana
Longo Solon Pontes is another key mem-
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ber of the group and specialises in adminis-
trative and judicial tax litigation.

Xavier Bernardes e Bragança
See Profile p.415
This firm has one of the most established
tax practices in the country, recommended
both for its exceptional degree of specialisa-
tion and “undisputable technical quality.”
The team comprises 23 lawyers noted for
their ability to handle the most complex
consulting and litigation work. It recently
advised CEMIG on the acquisition of a
direct and indirect participation in LIGHT
– Rio de Janeiro State Energy Distribution
Company. Alberto Xavier (see p.338)
remains an authority in the tax arena, with
special recognition for his understanding of
international taxation. Roberto Duque
Estrada (see p.301) combines outstanding
know-how both on the consulting and liti-
gation sides. In addition, he is “very accessi-
ble and amicable.” Renata Emery is a young
partner with a strong transactional profile.

Other Notable Practitioners
José Souto Maior Borges of Souto Borges
Advogados is highly recommended for his
legal opinions on tax matters and is
extremely knowledgeable of the tax aspects
of the Mercosur treaties. He is also well
versed in tax treaties and free trade matters.
Roque Antônio Carraza of Roque Carraza
Advogados Associados is considered to be
one of the foremost tax experts in Brazil
and is highly regarded for his legal opin-
ions. Sources hail Paulo de Barros

Carvalho of Barros Carvalho Advogados
Associados as “one of the most important
lawyers in tax law in Brazil.” He is regularly
retained by important clients for his expert-
ise. Venerable tax expert Hugo de Brito
Machado of Brito Machado Consultores
Associados is praised for his long-standing
tax experience and is a clear reference point
in the Brazilian tax market. Sources also
highlight Ives Gandra da Silva Martins of
Advocacia Gandra Martins for his ency-
clopaedic tax knowledge and strong track
record in the sector. Alcides Jorge Costa of
Alcides Jorge Costa Advogados Associados
has enviable experience in the market, hav-
ing served as a judge for São Paulo’s Taxes
and Interests Tribunal for almost a decade,
and also due to prior experience as a legal
adviser to the IFC on the subject of interna-
tional lending to Brazil. Marco Aurélio
Greco is a highly respected professor at
Fundação Getúlio Vargas de São Paulo, one
of the most prestigious universities in
Brazil. He is a respected, published authori-
ty on local tax legislation. Ricardo Lobo
Torres is a key tax specialist at Ricardo Lobo
Torres Advocacia and is recognised for pro-
viding insightful legal opinions on tax mat-
ters. Paulo César Ruzisca Vaz founded tax
boutique Vaz, Barreto, Shingaki & Oioli
Advogados and is a clear reference point in
the market. Sources draw attention to
Mário Junqueira Franco Júnior of
Martins, Chamon e Franco Advogados for
his strong technical expertise and highlight
him as a star of the future. Sources com-
mend Humberto Ávila of Humberto Ávila

Advogados Associados for his in-depth
knowledge of the tax arena. Aires
Fernandino Barreto is a well-regarded tax
specialist at Advocacia Aires Barreto and
impresses sources with his academic cre-
dentials. Sources highlight tax litigation
expert Eduardo Borges (see p.289) of
Prado Borges Advogados for his “profession-
al synergy” and his skills in representing
clients in administrative and judicial tax
proceedings. Edvaldo Brito of Edvaldo
Brito & Advogados Associados is also high-
ly regarded for his legal opinions on tax
matters and is an established name in the
market. Eurico Marcos Diniz de Santi is
another strong reference point for tax mat-
ters at Fundação Getúlio Vargas de São
Paulo, where he founded Núcleo de Estudos
Fiscais. José Eduardo Soares de Melo of
Soares de Melo Advogados is a key figure in
the market and well versed in tax matters.
Heleno Taveira Torres is a highly regarded
lawyer at Heleno Torres Advogados and has
a strong academic profile in the market.
Silvania Tognetti (see p.334) joined Brasil,
Pereira Neto, Galdino e Macedo Advogados
– BPGM in August 2010. She is well regard-
ed in the market for her expertise in tax
consultation and litigation and is focusing
her efforts on expanding the firm’s tax prac-
tice. Clients highlight Fernando Salvia of
Coimbra, Focaccia, Lebrão e Advogados
(CFLA) emerges as a young talent in litiga-
tion and clients highlight his “impressive
technical capacity.”
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY

Band 1

Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e
Brancher Sociedade de
Advogados – BKBG
See Profile p.346
This respected full-service firm holds its
own at the top end of the market due to its
in-depth expertise in telecoms and technol-
ogy. The team provides regulatory and cor-
porate advice to large international corpo-
rations such as China Telecom and Google.
The firm also advises on software licensing,
distribution, hardware and the internet,
with a particular specialisation in game
development for social networks. Market
sources praise the firm’s “sophisticated and
yet practical advice, and its ample knowledge
of the digital sector and the net.” Ricardo
Barretto Ferreira da Silva is an established
telecoms lawyer, who played an important
role in the sector’s privatisation process.
Partner Fabio Ferreira Kujawski heads the
team and clients admire his “ample experi-
ence, impeccable attention to detail and
availability.” Paulo Marcos Rodrigues
Brancher has a wealth of experience and
has previously been contracted by the
Brazilian telecoms regulatory body, Anatel,
to advise on the implementation of digital
TV in Brazil.

Mundie e Advogados
See Profile p.388
This practice has a long-established and
impressive reputation as one of the top
firms for regulatory and administrative
work. According to clients: “The team is
extremely knowledgeable, technically faultless
and stands out for its excellent working rela-
tionship with the authorities.” The firm rep-
resents both national and international cor-
porations and a recent work highlight
involved advising a major internet service
provider in its dealings with the Brazilian
antitrust authorities regarding the merger
between Oi Telemar and Brasil Telecom and
its impact on the provision of internet serv-
ices. Elinor Cotait (see p.295) leads the
skilled team and is universally recognised
“as the best telecoms lawyer in Brazil,”
according to market commentators. Kevin
Louis Mundie (see p.319) is lauded for his
expert work in the satellites sector and
clients value his “US experience and in-
depth knowledge of the international mar-
ket.” Of counsel Helena de Araújo Lopes
Xavier is one of the most experienced
lawyers in the field and splits her time
between Brazil and Portugal. Ana Claudia
Beppu dos Santos Oliveira (see p.287) is a
young lawyer who recently made partner
and sources describe her as “knowledgeable
and dedicated to getting the deal done.”

Pinheiro Neto Advogados
See Profile p.392
This large, full-service firm offers multidis-
ciplinary advice to major sector players,
focusing on internet privacy, data centre
contracts and cloud computing. The firm
advises a broad clientele of mostly interna-
tional clients from a variety of sectors such
as banking, web design, advertising and the
hi-tech industry. The team also assists
major telecoms players by providing in-
depth legal opinions on complex opera-
tions. Clients highlight that this is “one of
the largest firms in Brazil, with top lawyers in
every practice area.” Department head
Esther Nunes (see p.321) is a go-to lawyer
for telecoms and technology, while Raphael
de Cunto (see p.297) is admired by sources
for “his ability to provide innovative and
business-oriented advice.”

Band 2

Manesco, Ramires, Perez,
Azevedo Marques Advocacia
See Profile p.380
This traditional Brazilian firm is a go-to
player for public and administrative law
and is primarily focused on the infrastruc-
ture sector and regulated industries.
Telecoms-related work forms the bedrock
of the firm’s practice and its specialised
lawyers played an active role in engineering
the liberalisation of the telecoms market 20
years ago. The firm has offices in São Paulo
and Brasília, and maintains a good working
relationship with the relevant government
agencies. “The lawyers have in-depth knowl-
edge of the sector, are extremely diligent and
are backed by an efficient firm structure,”
according to satisfied clients. The firm
recently assisted Guerreiro Teleconsult with
the drafting of a proposed review of Brazil’s
telecoms regulations. Partner Floriano
Peixoto de Azevedo Marques Neto receives
glowing feedback from market sources,
who state that “he is the go-to man for tele-
coms and other regulated industries.”
Eduardo Augusto de Oliveira Ramires is
recognised as one of the most established
practitioners for telecoms work.

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe (asso-
ciated with Baker & McKenzie
International)
See Profile p.48
The firm’s association with global power-
house Baker & McKenzie gives it an edge
when it comes to technology work. “Its
international experience is definitely a stand-
out feature,” sources say. The technology
team also comprises IP lawyers and advises
a largely multinational client portfolio on
outsourcing, e-commerce and consumer
privacy, as well as related M&A and litiga-
tion. The firm also advises a range of lead-
ing mobile telephone operators and manu-
facturers on regulatory matters. Recent
work has seen the firm advise Research In
Motion on the certification of BlackBerry
devices. Partner Maria Cristina Cortez (see
p.294) is lauded by clients as “an outstand-
ing and well-rounded lawyer who stands out
for her intelligence, objectivity and creativity.”
Esther Miriam Flesch (see p.303) leads the
team and observers praise her “experience
and knowledge of the technology sector.” She
is assisting the Ministry of Justice with a
blog to stimulate public debate on the

Telecommunications & Technology
Leading Firms

Band 1
Barretto Ferreira, Kujawski e Brancher ✳

Mundie e Advogados ✳

Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 2
Manesco, Ramires, Perez, Azevedo Marques ✳

Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Band 3
Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e Opice ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra Advogados ✳

Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 4
Brasil, Pereira Neto, Galdino e Macedo ✳

Leite, Tosto e Barros Advogados Associados ✳

Levy & Salomão Advogados
Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni – Advogados ✳

✳ Indicates firm with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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development of a draft bill of law on data
protection. Flávia Rebello Pereira returned
to the firm in 2011 after a stint at Barretto
Ferreira, Kujawski e Brancher. Rebello
Pereira is focused on technology matters
and “her ability to foresee problems and pres-
ent different solutions” is a winning attrib-
ute, according to clients.

Band 3

Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA)
See Profile p.368
This firm wins strong praise from clients,
who highlight “the high quality of its multi-
disciplinary service.” The team’s workload
has been primarily focused on providing

regulatory advice to international telecoms
companies. The firm’s technology practice
works shoulder to shoulder with the IP
department and is, therefore, well equipped
to offer specialised advice to the pharma-
ceutical industry. Guilherme Ieno (see
p.308) continues to head the department
and is a key player for telecoms-related
work. Karin Alvo (see p.283) splits her time
between corporate and telecoms matters
and market sources admire her “up-to-date
knowledge of the market.”

Machado, Meyer, Sendacz e
Opice
See Profile p.376
This firm’s telecoms and technology prac-
tice is primarily focused on corporate work,
antitrust-related matters and M&A for sec-
tor players. According to market sources,
the firm offers “a top, personalised service.”
Clients include Accenture, Diveo do Brasil
Telecomunicações and long-term clients
such as Spanish telecoms giant Telefónica.
Founding partner Moshe Sendacz (see
p.330) is a highly respected figure in the
telecoms sector and receives glowing feed-
back from market sources, who highlight
his “exceptional negotiation skills, experience
and availability.”

Pinheiro Guimarães Advogados
See Profile p.391
This TMT team focuses on high-end trans-
actions and complex financial operations in
the telecoms sector. The firm stands out in
particular for its in-depth understanding of
the regulatory framework underpinning
the industry. The team advises large inter-
national and local corporations, with banks
and financial institutions being key clients.
Recent work highlights include advice to
Santander and Banco Pactual as arrangers
of Telemar’s BRL2 billion public offering of
secured non-convertible debentures.
Clients are quick to praise the team for
“working on several different fronts to provide
high-quality and timely advice.” Plinio
Pinheiro Guimarães (see p.323) is the main
partner for telecoms-related transactional
work and is described by clients as “detail-
oriented and a good negotiator with broad
knowledge of regulatory matters.”

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
“This firm provides top-flight assistance
across a broad range of legal services,”
according to market sources. The team is a
subgroup of the media department and
handles M&A transactions, regulatory, cor-

porate and contractual advice for clients
from the hi-tech and telecoms sectors.
Recent work includes consulting on the new
regulatory framework for mobile virtual
network operators (MVNO), introduced by
the telecoms regulatory body, Anatel. Top
clients include local and international tele-
coms and technology players such as
Orange, Global Crossing and Cabo Natal.
Partner Marcela Waksman Ejnisman (see
p.337) heads the team and is described as
“hard-working and creative” by market
sources.

Ulhôa Canto, Rezende e Guerra
Advogados
See Profile p.409
This firm’s telecoms practice group is part
of the corporate/M&A department and is
primarily focused on general corporate
advice to large companies in the sector.
Transactional work accounts for the lion’s
share of the team’s mandates, but it also has
strong regulatory expertise in satellite mat-
ters. A recent mandate saw the firm provide
regulatory counsel to satellite operator SES
Group, during its application for landing
rights associated with a satellite orbiting
slot. Clients go on to state that “the firm is
highly specialised and the partners are always
available.” Ewald Possolo Corrêa da Veiga
(see p.324) heads the department and is
praised for his “great client skills and avail-
ability.” Claudia Cavalcanti (see p.293) is
mainly responsible for administrative pro-
cedures before Anatel, while Ana Carolina
Pellegrini Monteiro (see p.322) stands out
for “her high-quality service and prompt
response times.”

Veirano Advogados
See Profile p.410
Veirano Advogados has an impressive track
record for both telecoms and technology. Its
Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and Porto Alegre-
based lawyers carry out mainly transaction-
al and technology and telecoms-related cor-
porate work, as well as some specialist regu-
latory and administrative mandates. The
firm has a markedly international outlook
and the majority of its clients are global
companies such as Accenture, AT&T Group
and BT. Partner Robson Goulart Barreto
(see p.306) is a multi-talented lawyer
focused on M&A transactions for the TMT
sector.

Telecommunications & Technology
Leading Individuals
Star individuals
Cotait Elinor Mundie e Advogados ✳

Band 1
Barretto Ferreira da Silva Ricardo Barretto
de Azevedo Marques Neto Floriano Manesco
Flesch Esther Miriam Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

Mundie Kevin Louis Mundie e Advogados ✳

Nunes Esther Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

Band 2
Cortez Maria Cristina Trench, Rossi e Watanabe ✳

de Araújo Lopes Xavier Helena Mundie 
Ferreira Kujawski Fabio Barretto Ferreira
Ieno Guilherme L Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Ramires Eduardo Augusto Manesco
Sendacz Moshe Machado, Meyer, Sendacz ✳

Sundfeld Carlos Ari Sundfeld Advogados
Waksman Ejnisman Marcela TozziniFreire ✳

Band 3
Bialer Ingham Ana Paula Bialer & Falsetti ✳

Brancher Paulo Marcos Rodrigues Barretto
de Cunto Raphael Pinheiro Neto Advogados ✳

dos Santos Oliveira Ana Claudia Mundie ✳

Goulart Barreto Robson Veirano Advogados ✳

Band 4
Alvo Karin Koury Lopes Advogados (KLA) ✳

Buosi Frederico Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni ✳

Cavalcanti Claudia Ulhôa Canto, Rezende ✳

Pereira Neto Caio Mário da Silva Brasil, Pereira ✳

Pinheiro Guimarães Plinio Pinheiro Guimarães ✳

Possolo Corrêa da Veiga Ewald Ulhôa Canto ✳

Santa Rosa Dirceu Simões & Pellegrino

Up-and-coming individuals
Ditzel Faraco Alexandre Levy & Salomão 
Rebello Pereira Flávia Trench, Rossi e Watanabe

Associates to watch
Carvalhaes Neto Eduardo Hayden Barbosa ✳

Pellegrini Monteiro Ana Carolina Ulhôa Canto ✳

✳ Indicates individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.
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TIMBERLAND INVESTMENT

Band 1

Fleury, Malheiros, Gasparini, De
Cresci e Nogueira de Lima
Advogados
See Profile p.363
This firm has considerable market share in
the Brazilian timberland sector. It advises
investors in all stages of their investment in

Brazil, from negotiations of contracts and
the creation of investment vehicles to real
estate, environmental and tax regulations.
Clients say that the team is particularly dis-
tinguished by its expertise in the acquisition
of land and timberland assets. Its client list
includes various banks, funds and investors
and features such names as RMK
Timberland Investment, Cogent Partners,
Claritas and Four Winds. Aldo De Cresci
(see p.297) leads the team, and has consid-
erable specialisation in environmental and
forestry matters. Clients say he is “very driv-
en to get results, is very pragmatic, and tries to
make things happen and doesn’t create obsta-
cles.” He is also praised for his “accessibility,
speed and quality of work, technical capacity
and experience.” Sources also stress the
input of associate Flávia Bailoni Marcilio
Barbosa (see p.285), who brings “a combi-
nation of legal skills with business orientation
and has had a lot of experience with timber-
land transactions.” In short, clients say they
“would recommend this firm to anyone con-
sidering investing in timberland in Brazil.”

TozziniFreire Advogados
See Profile p.408
This large, full-service firm counts real
estate and foreign investment among its
many leading practice areas, and this
expertise is regularly employed in the serv-
ice of timberland investors. Clients praise
the “very good quality and specialised techni-
cal knowledge” of the lawyers, as well as their
“availability, and ability to meet deadlines
and come up with alternatives to solve prob-
lems.” Rossana Fernandes Duarte (see
p.302), who is also the firm’s real estate
practice leader, is recommended for “her
technical knowledge and business vision.”
Vladimir Miranda Abreu is also an impor-
tant member of the team.

Leading Individuals

Band 1
De Cresci Aldo Fleury, Malheiros, Gasparini ✳

Fernandes Duarte Rossana TozziniFreire ✳

Associates to watch
Bailoni Marcilio Barbosa Flávia Fleury ✳

✳ Indicates firm/individual with profile.

Alphabetical order within each band. Band 1 is the highest.

Timberland Investment
Leading Firms

Band 1
Fleury, Malheiros, Gasparini, De Cresci ✳

TozziniFreire Advogados ✳

Band 4

Brasil, Pereira Neto, Galdino e
Macedo Advogados – BPGM
See Profile p.352
This mid-market firm continues to consol-
idate its telecoms practice, focusing on
related competition, antitrust and regulato-
ry matters. In a recent mandate of note, the
four-lawyer team represented ABRAFIX on
administrative proceedings before Anatel.
Market sources praise the firm’s “expertise
and comprehensive vision of telecommunica-
tions.” Department head Caio Mário da
Silva Pereira Neto (see p.322) earns praise
for his in-depth knowledge of competition
and administrative law.

Leite, Tosto e Barros Advogados
Associados
See Profile p.372
This firm’s telecoms team offers multidisci-
plinary advice to a number of major players
in the sector. The group comprises four
partners and four associates working on
M&A transactions, tax, litigation and regu-
latory matters related to telecoms. The firm
is currently representing Alcatel
Telecomunicações in a dispute regarding
the payment of sales commissions on man-
ufactured products and also recently

advised Holding Alusa Engenharia on the
sale of cable television business TVC
Interior. The main contacts for this practice
area are Jorge Nemr and Eduardo Nobre.

Levy & Salomão Advogados
This firm offers regulatory, disputes and tax
advice, as well as handling competition and
antitrust mandates related to the telecoms
and technology sectors. Clients report that
“the breadth of knowledge is a great advan-
tage.” The department’s client portfolio
includes a balance of local and internation-
al companies including the likes of BT and
CTIS Tecnologia. A recent work highlight
was the antitrust notification of Avaya’s
acquisition of Enterprise Solutions from
Nortel Networks. Partner Alexandre Ditzel
Faraco is highly respected in the market for
his academic work in this field.

Vella Pugliese Buosi e Guidoni –
Advogados
See Profile p.411
This compact team is raising its profile and
gaining market share in both the telecoms
and technology sectors. The four-strong
team comes under the umbrella of the
firm’s corporate department and recent
areas of focus include hi-tech acquisitions,
outsourcing projects and hardware and

software product development. Clients
praise the lawyers for their “knowledge of the
market and availability.” Frederico Buosi
(see p.290) leads the team and stands out
for “his ability to find creative solutions to his
clients’ problems,” according to market
sources.

Other Notable Practitioners
Carlos Ari Sundfeld of Sundfeld
Advogados has a long-standing reputation
in the market and sources universally laud
his “academic skills and the exceptional qual-
ity of his legal opinions.” Ana Paula Bialer
Ingham (see p.288) is the founding partner
of Bialer & Falsetti Advogados and is close-
ly involved in new developments in the
TMT sector. Her clients are quick to praise
her “dedication, proactivity and ability to
pre-empt problems.” Dirceu Santa Rosa
recently left Veirano Advogados for Simões
& Pellegrino Advogados and market
sources are waiting to see how the move will
play out. He has broad-ranging expertise
across a range of telecoms matters.
Promising associate Eduardo Hayden
Carvalhaes Neto (see p.292) joined
Barbosa, Müssnich & Aragão in 2011 from
Mundie e Advogados. Before moving, he
received market praise for his hard work
and availability.
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